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OFFICE OF SENATOR GEORGE McGOVERS
St.N.vir. Nu inn to% CommirIm: To Holm Il:.antNos ox
TELCVISION AoVESt ZSING or Form TO ('ananms

Senator George McGovern (D-S.1).), Chairman of the U.S. Senate Seleel Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs. announo.d today that the Select Committee is resuming its inquiry into the subject of Nutrition Education next week
with 3 days of hearings on the subject of the advertising of foods on television to
children. The purpose of these hearings is to review the quality of advertising
now being directed at children, and the health implications of that advertising. :Is
well as vhat steps can be token to use television advertising as a force for
better nutrition education for the Nation's children.
The hearings will resume on March 5, G. and 71 in room 1318, Dirksen Building. at 10 a.m. and continue On March 12 and 18. These hearings will include
testimony from noted nutritionists, experts in the field of preventive dentistry,
consumer advocates. food companies, advertising agencies, representatives of the
broadcasting iminstry. and of the Federal Government.

A COMPLETE LIST OF TIIE. WITNESSES FOLLOW

March 5
Dr. Jean Mayer, Professor of Nutrition. IIarvard School of Public Health. Boston.
Dr. Abraham I.. Nizel. DNID, MSD, Associate Professor, School of Dental MediNewtonville. Mass.
Direetor. Action for Child ren's7'elevision
Dr. James II. Shaw, Professor of Nutrition, Harvard School of Dental Medicine,

Boston. M:«.
Dr. Juan Navia, Senior Scientist, Institute of Dental Research, University of

Alabama, Birmingham, Ala.
March 6
Mrs. Peggy Charren, President : accompanied by Mrs. Evelyn Sarson. Executive
Director, Action for Children's Television (ACT), Newtonville. Mass.
Mr. Robert B. Choate. Jr. President, Council on Children, Media and Merchandising, Washington,
Law Firm, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Tracy A. Westen. Director. St,.!rn Community
Mr. George W. Orr, Jr., Executive Vice President ; accompanied by Mr. Daniel
R. Johnson. Associate Counsel ; and Dr. Bruce Semple, Vice President, Medical
Affairs. Miles Laboratories. Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

March 7
Mr. Joseph E. Louning. President and Chief Executive Officer, Kellogg Company ;
and Mr. William LaMothe, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer. Kellogg Company.

r. Leonard S. Matthews, President, Leo Burnett Co., Inc.
Miss Mercedes Bales, Vice President-Director, Betty Crocker Kitchens.
Mr. Stuart 13. Upson, President and Chief Executive Officer, Dancer Fitzgerald
Sample. Inc.
Mr. Richard Aszling. Vice President. Public Relations/Public Affairs, General
Foods Corporation : with Mr. Bernard Kanner of Benton Boyles.
Mr. Edward X. Ney. President and Chief Executive Officer, Young and Rubicam
International, Inc.
March 12

Mr. Stociaon Helffrich, Director of Code Authority, National Association of
Broadcasters.
Mr. Herminio Traviesas. Vice President, Broadcast Standards. NBC.
Mr. Thomas Swofford. Vice President of Program Practices, CBS.
Mr. Alfred IL Sehneider, Vice President. ABC.
Mr. Howard II. Bell, President, American Advertising Federation.
March 13
Mr. Clay Whitehead. White House Office of Telecommunications.
Hon. Lewis A. Engman, Chairman, Federal Trade Commission.
Hon. Dean Blotch. Chairman, Federal Communications Commission ; and Hon.
Nicholas Johnson, Commissioner, FCC.
1 See Senator McGovern's statement on p. 256.
(Iv)
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NUTRITION EDUCATION

Television Advertising of Food to Children
MONDAY, MARCH 5, 1973
U.S. SENATE
Sm.reT COMM ivrEr, ox
Nurnrnoic AND IIUM.\X NEED:
Wa4/1 irrW O

D.C.

The Select Committee met at 10:15 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
1:11S of the I)irksen Building; the Honorable George McGovern,
chairman of the committee, presiding.
Present : Senators McGovern, Percy, and Sehwei ker.

Staff members: Kenneth Sell losSberg, staff director: Vernon M.
Goetchens. senior minority professional staff; Elizabeth P. Hottell,
minority professional stall'.
Senator McGovrilx. The committee

come to order.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR McGOVERN, CHAIRMAN

Senator McGovnnN. The Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs is today continuing an inquiry regarding the mitkional
health and well-beino. of the American people fully as important as,
I think. its inve4igations over the past several years into the problem
of malnutrition from lack of adequate food. There is increasing concern, evidenced by professionals and laymen alike, about the quality
of the American diet. Both Department of Agriculture surveys as
well as the Ten-State Nutrition Survey by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, indicate a disturbing decline
some very
important parts of the traditional American diet. This decline is
accompanied, on the other hand, by a striking increase in the consumption of an array of nontraditional kinds of snalk foods.
This committee has heard testimony from everts in the field of
nutrition education that the potential costs. potential health costs of
nutritional ignorance may be amounting to billions of dollars. These
experts have emphasized to the committee the (Tit leaf role that proper
nutrition education can- and must-1)1;1y as part of a total national
preventive health policy. 'Flaw have further emphasized the espon-

sibilities that government schools and private industry must play
in both developing and implementing* this policy.

In its investigation of this issue, the committee has become aware
of the, special importance that 'I'V now plays in influencing the Nation's nutritional habits. The TV advertising of food products now
exerts an enormous new influence on the Nation's children. 'Hie committee has been told that, moderate TV_ viewing by children today
amounts to 5.000 commercials a year and. theoretically, 50,000 coin(255)
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morcials by the time a child reaches the age of 1(. A heavy proportion of these commercials deal with food products and predominately
with breakfast, and Quack products, The committee, scheduled these
hearings because it believed it bad as special responsibility to investigate this area and because it believed that the companies and advertising, noenies, invohed in this area, hae, a reSpOliSihi \ to reVieW their
praet leeF and policies in relation to the types of nutrition education
message -: that they are gettin across to children.
It was for that reason specifically, the committee invited the major
manufacturers of children's cereals, and their advertising. agencies for
those cereals. to testify before us on this coming Wednesday.' After

indicating a willingness to testify, the companies and the
advertising agencies notified the committee that they respectfully
declined to testify because of the nature of the hearings that is. because of the scope of the nutrition health questions being raised. They
took the position that the subject, of the hearings conflicted with a
complaint issued against, the companies by the Federal Trade Corn1111S31011.

I have asked the committee staff and mimic] to the committee to
review that position.2 After examining the nature of the FTC eomplaint, the staff a dvi.zes me that the FTC eomplain focusino. clu (pies-

timk_of restraint, of trade and monopoly power bear only the ,,,1st
indirect relationship to the basic kinds of nutrition education, health.
and diet que,-,tions which are the
investigation.

subject of this committee's

I eannot. therefore. accept, the refusal of the companies and the
advertising agencies to appear before this eonunittee. I believe they
have a duty and a responsibility to come forward and provide the
committee, with the best, information and testiri(,nv possible. I intend
to convene, at the earliest possible moment, an e% cntive session of the
eomniittee so that the members inay divide what fi,,.ther steps tile), wish

to take to insure that this committee's inviry cal, proceed as planned.
I'm very hopeful that the companies and advertising agencies will
reconsider their position and that we may reschedule their appearaneec before this commit fee at the earliest possible date.
or the School
This niorn;no. our leadoff witness is Dr. Jean

or nook ikaith. Ihurnird rniv,rsity: cornier chairman. whits

ifonse Conference on Food, Nutrition and Health. ITe has been before
this committee on several occasions. If my memory is right, Dr. Mayer,
yon were the first witness to appear before this committee when it
began its deliberations in December -1968.3 We are delighted to have
you back. We are always interested in what you have to say.
STATEMENT OF DR. JEAN MAYER, PROFESSOR OP NUTRITION,
HARVARD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH. BOSTON, MASS.

Dr. MA1-131. Thank. you. Senator. Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-

men. I think the importance of advertising and nutrition is perhaps
best illustrated by the fact that a health-oriented magazine undertook
SCo

:11111011110molit. P,

1%.

Se.' APPooli\ PP ::97-17,
Nutrition and Haman Need', Part 1 --Problem,
"Se 1 S. Soilage Select eonnaitt ee
and Plospeet,. hearing 4.,f Tu,da, Dee. 17, 19(1S ;, pp. 11 -11.
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to sponsor a contest on nutritional advertising. This idea was received

with enough favor by the nutrition community that the contest

which is now going to he administered by the Society for Nutrition
Educationis judged by officially designated members of the American Institute of Nutrition. American Dietetic Association. American
Home Economics Association, as well as by representatives of consumer groups and the advertising industry.
The reason the nut rition organizations did take th-, problem of ad-

vertising so seriously is because we already know that it has an

enormous influence on the feeding habits of the Nation. At a time when
contagious diseases have receded as the major threat to the health of
Americans and such diseases as cardiovascular (1l ease. diabetes. obe-

sit. and dental decay emeroe as the chief threats to the health of the

Nationtogether with cancerthe importance of nutrition is more
and more evident.
Now. its quite, obvious that. the food industry itself believes that advertising is a very potent factor in molding food habits.
on't have

overall figures available. but -Advertising Age" every year. P think.
publishes in August. a list of the largest advertisers. It becomes quite
obvious, perusing this list. that, the food industry is a very heavy
advertiser. A single company spent. in 1971, as much as $160 million.
Soft drink conqmnies are also very large advertisers with expenditures. which I see, being in the order of $200 million per year.

Advertising to small children is an important component of such
advertising. Any father or mother who has watched Saturday morning
television to see what. the children are exposed to can't help but notice
that advertising goes on at. a very hatch higher frequency than in adult
programs. Also. for that matter, that the advertisements are prepared
with much more care and much more artistry than the programs themsel

The chairman ha already noted that the best, estimates

arri red on the basis of surveys such as the Carnegie Foundation
Surveyis that. the average American child may be exposed to as much
as 5.000 food advertisements a year.
COM PA NIVS HAVE ABILITY To CM:ATE Goon COMMERCIALS

Now. advertising is a morally neutral technique. There are many examples where it can be found to play a beneficial role. For instance,
the ads %vhich were judged worthy of recognition by the Family
I fealth Nutritional Advertising contest judges were, in fact, highly
educational and artistic creations. It's interesting, Mr. Chairman, that
one of the ads crowned by the committee was an ad produced by one of

the companies which we learned this morning will not be present to
testify : this shows that large food companies are certainly well able
i f they so choose to produce informative and education:1i ads.
On the other hand. I think it. is very difficult to escape the conclusion that. viewed as a %vhole. the advertising of food is playing a deleterious' role in the nutrition of the American people. It:s also very dif-

ficult to escape. the view that many of the children's food advertisements are really nothing short of nutritional disasters. I think perhaps
the best way to judge the effect of advertising is to see where the advertising dollars go.

FOOD CLASSED IN DECREASING USEFULNESS

I think its legitimate to try to classify foods in perhaps four groups
of decreasing usefulness :
Group One would have fruits and vegetables and amid have animal
products such as milk, fish, eggs, meat and cheese.

Group Two would have such useful foods as bread, potatoes,

macaroni products, some of the better breakfast cereals, soups, particularly the better ones.
Group Three. and we are beginning to go down considerably. would
have such foods as tl sugar-coated breakfa cereals. most. of the
snack foods. many of the cake mixes.
Finally. Group Four, the empty calories group. would have candy
and soft drinks and, at the chance of being thought guilty of a horrible pun, we might perhaps have alcoholic beverages as a fifth group.
Anviarrtsixo Ix REVERSE ORDER or UsErt;Lxi:ss

Now, it's fairly obvious to any even casual television viewer that
national advertising expenditures are in reverse order to the usefulness of the foods. Group one, the fruits and vegetable; and such

things as fish, eggs, and meat, receive very little advertising. Advertising for potatoes. macaroni and so on is also very limited.
By contrast, if you go to soft. drinks. alcoholic beverages and so on
advertising is an extraordinarily large item. Now. I do not subscribe
to a "devil theory" of advertising. I could not think that the advertising., profession is made up of people who have set out to deliberately
pervert the food habits of the American population: but the effect. in
many cases. is just the same. I think the reason for this is fairly plain.

The foods in group onethe foods produced by farmers, basically.
and vhich are consumed almost directly by the population are not
branded. They are produced by a very large number of farmers who
don't have any advertising resources at. their disposal.

By contrast, foods in group three and group four are produced by
a very small number of manufacturers who have very well established
brands of snack foods. candy and soft drinks. and who have enormous
resources available for advertising. So that we end up with the fact

that the structure of our food industryin spite of the undeniable
good will and excellent intentions of many of its leaders: which if

you remember. Mr. Chairman. resulted in a very strong endorsement
by leaders of the food industry of the concept of nutritional education
at the White House Conference. In spite of all this. the structure of
the industry and advertising industry end up with the whole. weight
of 011011110DS resources of advertising, going; far toward the destruction

of our food habits.
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE MAIN ITEALI PRODLEM

I may add that even within each group the same phenomenon is
visible. I would like to make a very strong point of my belief that
good breakfast cereals are an extremely useful food. At a time when
cardiovascular disease is our nninber one food problem or health problem, and we are trying. to reduce the fat intake of our population. the
consumption of good breakfast cereals with a small amount of sugar
:-

and a large amount of milk- -skim milk if necessaryis an excellent

.-
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way for people to get a good breakfast and reduce their intake of fat.
rnfortunately. what is bein g. propounded to children is extremely

heavily coated cereals with a great deal of sugar. Many of which.
mothers assure me, are consumed without milk and which cannot.
even if they are en i Jelled with a few vitamins. be considered as good
foods. In fact, I have some very serious qnegtions as to whether the
Federal Trade Commission should. in fact, tolerate the fact that some

products which have more than 50-percent sugar should be called
cereals. I think they perhaps might more properly be called candy.

The promotion of high-fat and high-salt snacks to adults is also
an effect of concern because of cardiovascular risks. The promotion
of high-sugar snacks and soft drinks is a danger for children, as well
as for ;:dults. but to children in particular because of the effect on
dental care which sonic of my colleagues will speak about later today.
Mr. Chairman, I think we have always accepted, in this country,

the idea that the community at large are the trustees for the chil-

dren's health. It's on that basis that we have always agreed that com-

pulsory vaccination was something which ought to take place in
schools. It seems to me thatat the time *len some of our main
danger is cardiovascular and dental diseasesthe community, simi-

larly, has a special duty as regards children. I believe, that this ought.
to express itself by regulations self - regulation if possible, imposed

regulation if necessaryon health and nutrition information, and

health and nutrition advertising as it applies to small children.
There already is a precedent by some of the nutritional supplement
companies going out of advertising to small children by replacing the
advertising with institutionally-sponsored nutrition messages. I
would hope that large food companies would similarly exercise the
same restraints by stopping advertising to small children. Stop making small children, in effect, agents in an unconscious blackmail plot
against their parents of what they are going to buy at the supermarkets or else the child is going to throw a tantrum. Generally speaking,
I hey should work with professionals to improve the nutrition habits
of small children rather thanas is very much the case at this point
help debase them.
ruErmum STATENIENT OF DM JEAN MAYER
It is obvious from the resources used that the food industry believes that
advertising is a potent factor in molding food habits. While no overall figures

are easily available, it Is highly likely that the food advertising expenditures of
tio Nation total well.over 52 billion : according to Advertising Age (August 19721.
tate company alone spent $160 million on advertising. Soft drink manufneturers
account for additional advertising expenditures of the order of $200 million per

year. Advertising to small children Is tut important component of such mice' tising: On Saturday morning television. it goes on at a ninth higher frequency than daring adult programs, with advertisements obviously prepared

with more care and artistry than the programs themselves. It has been estimated
on the basis of foundatIonsponsored surveys that preschool children may watch

up to 25.000 advertisements a year, at least 5,000 of which are food

advertisement s.
Advertising Is a morally neutral technique. Many nxamples can be found where

It plays a beneficial role, and many examples can be found where the effect on
the "viewer" is deleterious. Unfortunately. on the whole. food advertising as
presently practiced in our country seems to work against the nutritional health
of the American people; many children's food advertisements are nothing short
of national disaster.
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Consider where the bulk of the advertising dollars go. If you placed foods in
decreasing order of nutritional usefulness, you would have something like this:
Group 1: Fruits and vegetables: mill. fish, cgs, meat and cheese.
Group 2: Bread. potatoes, macaroni products, somo of the better breakfast
cereals. soups.
Group 3: Sugar- coated breakfast cereals. most "snack Peels." cake mixes.
Group 4: Candy and soft drinks (alcoholic beverages could le. thought of
as a fifth group).
It I41 fairly obvious to any habitual television viewer that national advertising
expenditures are in reverse order to nutritional usefulness. I do not subscribe to

a "devil theory" of advertising; 4 no means do I think that advertisers set out
to deliberately pervert the food babas of the U.S. population. but the effect is

there nit the same. The reason for `Isis is plain : Foods in group 1 are not branded.

and are produced by an enormous number of farmers with no advertising resources (except through local supemarket advertising). Foods in groups 3 and
particularly 4 are produced by a few companies with strong brands to introduce
or protect and with large advertising budgets. The structure of the industry. in
spite of the undeniable goodwill and excellent intentions of many industry leaders, dictates the results.

It may be observed that unlike thb situation In other consumer areas, ad-

vertising, even if produced in the billions of dollars, cannot increase overall food
consumption. This is regulated by the physiological mechanism of the individuals
who comprise our population. Whnt adve,Ilsing does is to shift consumption from

one category of foods to another; at present sal too often from better foods to

less nutritious foods.
The debasement of the fond supply through advertising unfortunately is often

true within groups. Let me make it clear that I think that some of the older-

es' ablished cerealshot cereals in particular, but many others as wellare
excellent foods, the consumption of which should be encouraged for both children and adults. In particular, at a time when cardiovascular diseases are a
major threat to the health of the Nation, such cereals, consumed if need be with
low fat milk, are an excellent breakfast replacement for higlecholeateral foods.

Unfortunately, those cereal most heavily advertised to children are sugar-

cated caveats (a number of which contain over no percent sugar and therefore
ought not to be properly culled cereals). According to the testimony of many
young mothers, these are often eaten like candy, without milk. In spite of their
being enriched with some vitamins and iron, the total effect is one of inadequate
nutrition (deficient; in particular. in trace miner:thethere are suggestions that
zinc deficiency may be appearing among U.S. Aildrett. including middle and upper socioeconomic class children; chromium deficiency may be a factor among

the elderly).
The promotion of high fat, high salt snacks to adults compounds cardiovascu-

lar risks. The promotion of high sugar cereals, snacks end soft drinks to (gilldren is a dental disaster. and may be a factor in increasing the likelihood of
diabetes In genetically vulnerable subjects: for the past 2 years eft:ism:40m
of sugar and corn syrup has exceeded our flour consumpticuwith unpredietabie results for the health of the country.
Irresponsible advertising policies by large companies who cught to know bet-

ter have undeniably helped to produce an annoephere of distrust toward the
national food supply. In this environment. purveyors of all sorts of faddist prducts, sold at enormous and totally unjustified prices, thrive on extravagant

cla hus.

It is to be hoped that the Congress will see fit to recognize that food, like drum
is not a commodity like other consumer goods. Because of its relation to health.
at least its advertising specifically to small children should be regulated or Mimi-

rutted. It makes little sense to encourage nutrition education where the battle
has already been lost by the time the 6-yeanold enters school.

Why not restrict food advertising to adult programs and encourage feud cm:pa:deg instead to conciliate parents by sponsoringon an institutional, nondirected basis hotter children's television programs, recreational as well ea educational, than are available now. There are some encouraging examples of this
new trend : it should be vigorously promoted.

Finally, we can hope that the introduction of nutrition labeling will convicee

food cotepanies and advertisers that you can "sell" nutritionthus giving au
advantage to the more nutritious foods and reversing the present unfavorable
trend. W can also hope that fruit and vegetable grower. , producers of more
nutritious products hitherto hardly advertised (fish jumps to my mind as an

3

exahb) will see their Interest in handing together to produce attractive Mlleths:Ibsvd advertising which will Inform the public at the same time as they
promote luperior foods.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
"A MI:1MM? Xc

A NATION.O. Dts A ne

Senator McGovEnx. Thank you, Dr. Mayer.
Von say, in your prepared testimony, that the advertising. especially
of children's &RI today, as preSentir being handled is in some respects

a national disaster. Could you c 'orate on that statement ? That's a
..err strong statement. I womb . if you could just elaborate on it a
little as to what von mean.

Dr. MAYER. kr. Chairman. I am not a specialist in the education
of small children. I have had five children. I have ofiSered the results
of many things on them but that i. hardly a professional competence.
I bow to the opinion of all my colleagues in that, field, that influences
before the children go to school are extraordinarily important.
As you know. Mr. Chairman. I have appeared berore this committee
about the importance of ltaing better nutrition education programs
ill RIM'S %%Sing the Scheel LlIneli Program as a way of education as
well as a way of nut rit ion. However. I am very much afraid that. even
with a vigorous tint rition education program, we might he locking the
barn a fter t he horse has been stolen.

TV Exeosutin ox Puinmtv 6 YEAlis
Before the first 6 years of their lives children have been exposed to
very striking lessons. I think television is a very striking phenomenon
for small children. equating goodness with sweetness. selling food on
the basis of anything except nutrition, on the basis of the fact that it
is sweet. that the box is attractive. that you can get a green monster
if you buy this or that cereal. It lx.coines very difficult. all of a sudden
at the age of (t. to revert the whole process and explain to them that
the first reason we eat is to get t he necessary nut rients.

Senator 3Ic(lovnux. The thrust of what yon are saying is that even

if we flail g,ld nutrition education programs in the element:11y

and secondary schools, at that point it would probably be too bite to
compete with the heavy impact that television advertising has had

on food habits?
Dr. MAnu. Well. I would rather have the children either already
prceducated, or at least a virgin mind as regards nutrition. rather
than already having been manipulated to sell them foods which, in
etrect. are not the best foods they could consume.
Senator MalovEum. Dr. Mayer. do von recall the recent controversy

regading the advertising of sugarea vitamins. the complaints that.
were made to the FTC on that? If I understand the situation, there
were complaints to the FTC that. it was inappropriate and unwise to

teach ellildren to eat vitamin pills as they would candy. What is the
reason for that.? Are there had side effects from excessive use of vitamins or what was the reason for the complaint?
Dr. NIAEit. Well. I think that one of the things that our contemporaries need to be reminded of is that we certainly need, every day,

a proper supply of vitamins coming from foods in order to survive
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and be healthy. There i; some sense, perhaps as an insurance, particularly for people with ii regular habits or extraordinarily large needs
because. of pregnancy or nursing or small food intake because they
are trying to cut down their weight while remaining very inactive to
have a supplement representing the recommended dietary allowance
if they so choose. There is certainly no justification for having enormous doses and particularly capricious doses of various vitamins ingested day after day.
INnunnsT DANGERS IN VITAMIN D

In the case of supplementary vitamins, _particularly vitamin D,
there is indeed a risk of too much vitamin D being consumedwhich
in the case of children may end with a growth retardation. If there

is no vitamin D in the diet you may get rickets. Too much vitamin D
ih the diet, you may stop growing. Certainly, having nutritional foods
which are consumed more or less like candy and are very attractive
because of all that sweetness. Also many are extraordinarily heavily
fortifiedthis is not the way to end up with a rational vitamin intake
and rational intake for children.
Senator McGovEnx. Can you tell us what the Food and Drug Administration regulations are.that is, the recent rides that they have
laid down with regard to vitamin content for foods and dietary supplements and drugs?
As I understand they spelled out certain percentages that will enable. us to define what are vitamins, what are dietary supplements,
and at what level they become drugs.
Dr. 7t.fAyEa. As I remember it. Mr. Chairman. as an ordinary food,
r: breakfast food may have un to 50 pr,ent of the recommended dietary
allowance per day in a portion. I trunk ,wtween 50 and 150 percent is

considered a special dietary supplement it.id over 150 percent, it be.
comes, in effect. an over-the-connter drugor otOit to bebecause it
is beyond the point of special dietary supplement.
How Do Nr.w FDA REour,.vrioxs CLASS PI:ODUTTS?

Senator McGovEnN. Well, the staff has drawn my attention to a
product here, a cereal product. that is called "King Vitamin," and the
advertising says that it meets 100 percent of the needs, the daily requirements of various types of vitamins.
T-Tow would that product be classified under these new regulations?
Is it a vita in 1i. or a dietz:ry supplement, or a' ilfug----or how does it fit
the new FDA regulations?
Dr. 11.vvre. T think it would be a special dietary sunplei ent. i am
unhappy about this oversell horsepower race. I think that, if you have
an adolescent, particularly who eats three or four portions in -the
course of a day and then takes a couple of "vitamins," yon tray end up
with children Ivho are fyrossly overdosing themselves with vitamins.
This is particularly objectionable in the case of vitamin D.
There is also a point which needs to be made very strongly. Vitamins
are an extremely important component of our diet, hut c-n are other
components For instance, trace minerals. Cereals, some o; which are
extremely highly processed so that their intrinsic nutrient content is
very low. particularly when combined with sugar, which is the proto-
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type of "emPtv calories," are. not a complete food even if fortified
with eight or 10 vitamins.

Thco was at. least one very disturbing paper last summer pre-

sented before the International Nutrition Congress in Mexico City by

three Denver pediatriciansthe senior author was Dr. Hartridge
suggesting very strongly that zinc deficiency was something which

was appearing in their private patients among middle-class and

upper-class children. This seems like an extraordinary occurrence.
This, incidentally, led the children not to grow and not to develop.
The children were very, very small; but they grew when given zinc
supplements. Zinc is a very widespread metal in nature ankl it seems
almost impossible that American children of well-off families would
be deficient in zinc. However, it. becomes possib: when you think of

children feeding themselves a cereal containing more than 50- percent

sinir, enormous amounts of soft drinks. enormous amounts of

snacks and, generally speaking, empty calories. I believe it is important to realize thatmuch as I am in favor of enriching cereals
with reasonable amonnts of vitamins and some nutrientsthis does
not, by itself, mean that the parents have to stop worryino- about
giving children a well-balanced diet. This should include a reason.
able amount of those primary foods which come from the farmer to
the family essentially unprocessed. I must say I have some difficulty

in understanding why the Department of Agriculturewhich ag ve

know has always considered that the welfare of the American fanner
moic vigorous
was its primary- responsibilityhasn't really made a mom

effort to defend the consumption of fruits, of vegetables, and of,

generally speaking, reasonable unprocessed agricultural foods.
Senator McGovram. That was ol,ing to be my next question, Dr.
Mayer. As I understand your testimony you said that because of the
corporate nature of the industry, the economics of the industry, there
is heavily concentrated economic power in those industries that. handle
these fancy new cereals and fortified foods but there is not similar
economic resources available to the producers of the more traditional
wholesome type foods. They don't have the big advertising budgets or
resources to do that. So isn't there a serious economic problem here?
Ameicui:ri:trAr. F000s '.um Pliomo.nxo

Dr. M.tyi.at. Well, Mr. Chairman. I think that it really would be

a great service to the Nation, as well as to themselves, if producers of
fruits and vegetables, producers of fish, producers of many of those
commodities which are not consmned in sufficient amounts. could
band together and have a much more vigorous campaign. Not productoriented, as such, or brand-oriented, but promoting various types of
foods, various types of vegetables, various types of reasonably processed or not over-processed cereals, increasing the fish consumption,
ncreasi '44- the cheese consumption and so oil.

I think it is extremely important that the defense of agrieultural
products really be mounted. Otherwise, we are going to have a food
entirely consumed, made of over-processed foods which are not by
themselves necessarily toxic in any way, shape or manner, but which
become dangerous if they become too large a proportion of the diet.
Senator McGovmmx. I take it on that basis that a product like this
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called "Flintstones''it's a vitamin pill that was marketed on television for some timevirtually is (-Indy. There are pictures of it saying

it is chewable. It is marketed in little pieces of brightly colored substance that looks like a piece of candy. Because of the complaints to
the Federal Trade Commission the companies voluntarily quit advertisinr. children's vitamins.

Now, if in fact. this productwhich is supposed to be a cereal
contains 100 percent of the daily requirements an adult needs for
vitamins and it was thought inappropriate to advertise this product
on television, why would not the same standard prevail here? Isn't
it equally questionable whether we like to stress cereal for children that
is really a concentrated vitamin?
"Aovrarrisisu TO SMALL CHILDREN Is AN Otrrema:'

Dr. MAYER. Mr. ClIal MIMI, I not only agree with that, I in general
think that advertising to small children is an outrage. I think children under 6children who are too young to go to schoolare also
too young to appraise the various factors, certainly particularly concerning their health, and ought not to be asked to make decisions on
buying through advertisements directed at them.
I think it should much more properly be directed at the parents of
the children who presumably have the judgment to decide whether

they want or do not want to buy those products.
Senator McGov Eux. I suppose one alternative would be to taite the
heavy vitamin fortification out of the product but what do you have
left then in the way of food value?
Dr. MAyEn. Well, I think, again. that. the curious thing is that some

of the best cereals ever devised were the older cereals of the sort. of
oats and wheat, hot cereals of our childhood. Those are excellent foods
which were rich resources not only of good protein but also of vitamins
and trace minerals. I think T am going be extremely unpopular by
r Chairman.'-but I don't. think it's too much
making this statement, M.
work to require of the mothers of the Nation to get up 10 minutes
earlier and have some warm cereals for their children instead of serving those sugar-coated nothings to their children before they go to
school. I think cereals are good food but I think the better cereals are
the ones I would like to see consumed. Sugar-coated novelties are too
often empty calories with, as I say, some vitamins thrown in.
Senator Mc Govv.ux. Well. maybe you would be less criticized. Dr.
Mayer. to suggest that once in a while' the fathers get up a little earlier
to help out there.
Dr. MAyEn. Mr. Chairman. I plead guilty of sexism. I will get up
tomorrow morning and cook oahneal for the family.
Senator Mc Gomm. 'lust one other question. Then I want to yield
to Senator Percy, who has had a great interest in this field.
Previous testimony before the committee recommended that a rather
detailed extensive program of nutrition education should be developed
for elementary and secondary education-1
Would you sayin terms of the way this committee ought to proceed
or the way we ought to move in terms of trying to develop a national

nutritional policythat because of the enormous influence the mass
Spe Part 72/NEtComultattta* Recommendations. pp. S-9.
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media has on children and on parents, perhaps the place to begin to
work is with the food companies and their advertising agencies to try
to develop a more responsible advertising campaign. And, also to back
it up with substantive products that are nutritionally sound? In other
words, instead of trying to use all these synthetic products and heavily

processed foods which are then fortified heavily with vitamins to

levels that. go beyond the needs of children, we ought to concentrate on

trying to get industry and their advertising council to take the lead
in the formation of a more intelligent nutrition education program ?
Dr. 1favEn. Mr. Chairman, I think this is certainly entirely desirable. I think we'll go very much faster and I think it will be done in a
way that we all like better to do it by enlisting the voluntary cooperation of the food companies and the advertising companies than to do
it by coercion.

I think that the introduction of nutritional labeling is a new element

in the nutrition picture and I would hope that it would dispelonce
and for allthe oft-repeated statement by the advertising companies
that "you cannot sell nutrition." I have always thought this was
wrong. Mothers. after alland I think we have to recognize that it
is the mothers- -who do the bulk of the shopping in the Nation, do
it for their families. They have always been comer Led with nutrition and are extremely concerned with nutrition now- -especially with

the great availability of snacks and so on. They feel they are losing
sonic of the control on nutrition of their children.
Nutritional labeling will mean that on every package, hopefully,
of food and perhaps on posters at the produce counter, the availability of nutrient informatim will be present to remind everybody

of the importance of nutrition. Nutritional advertising should reinforce
nutritional labeling.
Nutritional labeling, incidentally, is easier to launch immediately

for the packaged foods where the nutrients are added than it is for
the natural foods where there are fluctuations in the amount of nutrient; in food but. I certainly think it. is just. as important if not even

more important to label natural foods than it is to label highly

processed foods. One would hope that the food companies will pick
up in their advertisements the most important element in the labeling.
the most characteristic elements in the nutritional label and use it
to "sell.' t he food.
PRIMARILY SELL Somalis OF Nt7rmEsTs

In other words. what we need is to have the food companies agree that
certainly they are selling taste, they are selling appearance, they may
be selling fashion, but. first of all they are selling sources of nutrients
and one is by no means exclusive of the other. In fact, I think it may
well be stated that better cooks have not only more palatable foods
but more nutritious foods.
Senator McGovn.N. There is a story, a lead story in today's issue
of the "Advertising Age"which is the national newspaper of mar-

ketingin which the cereal makers say that these nutrition hearings
are rigged and that is why they won't appear. It's a story that appears
over the byline of Stanley Cohen. The gist, or the article is that they
would have been willing to conic if they had been able to tell the
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good things they have done in the field of nutrition education as well
as some of the problems.

I want to make it clear that the committee wants to bear about the
constructive things that have been done by cereal manufaetnrers and
by other food industry leaders. We have no insistence simply on hearing the dark side of the story, but we did expect to hear other witis.
nesses on this.

Now, I think that one clue in here. the article says, "lint one cereal
industry representative candidly admitted a major consideration is
that the industry simply does not have persuasive answers on sugar
01 children's TV"." I suspect that is the problem. That there really
isn't very much defense for marketing products to children in the
name of cereals that may contain 50-percent sugar. I think your point
beled or muse correctly
is well taken that these products may be mislabeled
called candy' vitamins than cereals. But I do want to make it clear
that this committee would like to hear the positive side of what the
industry has done in the field of nutrition education. I'm sure some of
the things they have done are very impressive.
Dr. Mame. Could I make a statement on this?
Senator McGovEux. Certainly.
Dr. MAI-En. I think there are some very good things that can be
said about cereals just as there are son:e bad things that can be said
about certain cereals. There are also (rood things that can be said about
the cereal industry and what it has done.
TV ADVERTISEMENTS "PUSH" LEAST USEFUL FOODS

For example, it is obvious they have pioneered in listing their

components on the boxes and in trying to piwent nutritional information. It is also true that some of the ads have been very good. For

instance, as I pointed out. the Kellogg adfor what is. in effect, a
very superior productdid win one of the entries in that contest.
I know, also. some companies like Quaker Oats have had nutrition

education campaigns, in that case in Chicago. And certainly Kellogg.
General Foods. and General Mills have sponsored some very useful
nutrition research. There are thus some very Broad things that can 1w
said about them. But there is also the problem that. as far as children's
cereals are concerned. the advertisements have systeinaticallY pushd
those cereals that nutritionists and dentists would feel are the least
useful of the foods and products on the market.
Senator Mc(ovnux. Well, we appreciate your test hnony. Dr. Mayer.
and I am glad that that last point was made. This committee is not
involved in these hearings for the purpose of overlooking what has

been constructive and the efforts that have been made. I think it's
good to commend the industry on those steps that they have taken and
the money they have budgeted in the field of nutrition education has
been worthwhile. What we are trying to do is to get at those areas
where improvements can be made.

Senator Percy?
Senator Penov. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I'm sorry that I could
not be here at the outset of the hearing. but I was having a private
breakfast with Mr. George Meany, talking about food prices among
other things. It took a little longer than either of us thought.
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I am happy to note that today marks the beolnning. of the National
Nutrition Week as declared by the American Dietetic Association. I
think it is very appropriate, then, that at the beginning of such a week
we are having these hearing. .
I have a short statement, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make in lieu of
not having been here at the opening of thd hearing.
STATEMENT OE SENATOR PERCY

Senator PERCY. I am pleased to join our chairman in weleoming the

witnessei this morning to the Select Committee on Nutrition and
IInman Needs as it continues its study of Nutrition Education. For
quite some time I have felt that. this subjet was a key One for our
committee tb explore, if we had any hope of achieving the goal of
eliminating hunge and malnntrition in the 'United States. I have
repeatedly urged the committee to organize learing,s on all aspects of
nutrition education and deeply regret I was out of the country when
these hearings were launched last December. My feeling for the need
of these bearings goes back to testimony given by Margaret Mead 1
before this committee several years ago when she indicated that in all
fields of human knowledge we have tended to progress through the
years; but, in her judgment, nutrition education is one field, in which
we have regressed. We know less about. itas a people, todaythan
we did at World War II when we were very conscious of nutrition

education. We were trying to gain as much benefit from our food,

which was under ration. as we possibly could ; but since then we have

not paid the kind of attention to it we should have.
Today we are focusing on the place of television advertising in
nutrition. As I reviewed the December hearing= I was streck by the
way in which television advertising has such a very great potential, for
both good and evil, effect on the eating habits of all Americans, particularly children. It. is time we begin to look into these matters by
examining the contents of nutrition advertising aimed at children
which appears on television.

These hearings provide its with the opportunity to pursue several
important questions whose answeis may be none too obvious.
What effect does television advertising actually have on the eating
habits of children?
Should television be used to teach good nutrition to children and
if so. how?
Whet responsibility, if ally, do food co,. 1) :ides and their advertising agencies ha ve in teaching nutrition to c:ildren ?
What, in feet, is the track record of our leading food companies in
in forming children about proper nutrition?
We must not overlook the fact that literally hundreds of different
foods and food products are advertised on television. We must avoid
singling out one segment of the food industry for praise or blame when
other segments may be engaged in the same practices. Bnt. let its also
understand at the outset that We are here as advocates of good nutrition. and that we want to encourage good nutrition among our chilI See U.S. Senate Seleet Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, Part 1 Prohiems

and Prospeets. hearing of Dee. 19. 1965. pp. 131-182.
See Parts 72/NE1 anti NE2 with Appendixes.
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then in the most creative, most imaginative, and most effective possible
ways.

I, for instance, do not want my three grandchildren to be beguiled
by television into developing bad nutrition habits. I want this powerful communications tool to work for their benefit. I assume that executives of fond companies who have grandchildren or children feel
exactly the same Nvay; and consistent with that, that they will want
to provide programs of as high a quality offering as much information of a useful nature 'to their listening public as they possibly can
in addition to selling their product. How do we accomplish this? This
is really why we are here.

Our chairman has indicated an article that appeared this morn-

ing in the "Advertising Age" and I ask, at this point, unanimous consent that. the entire article be placed in the record.'
Senator McGoviirix. Without objection, so ordered.
Senator natcv. I was disturbed at the headlines that cereal makers
do feel these hearings are rigged. I can assure. the food industry that
I, for one. would not participate in rigged hearings.

In researching back as to how these hearings came about. I find

that it really goes back to an executive session of this committee held
.Tanuary 29. in which Senator Humphrey requested that the hearings

be organized. I don't think he'd -mind my stating that be noted at
that time that the Kellogg Company had announced that it was

developing a series of network television commercials aimed at promoting good nutrition among children.
Senator Humphrey thought it worthwhile to publicize this initiative and find out what similar companies were planning along these
lines. I'm sure he felt it best to encourage and to provide publicity
to what the industry is doing of a very positive nature.

Our chairman quoted from an article, and I notice a paragraph

immediately follownig the one lie read. The same person who admitted

that they were short on some answers and would have to come up
with tbem said. 'Our track record is enormous, in terms of nutritional education innovations in TV, on packages, and in literature
which we are offering to the public," lie said, "and we are going to
see that Senators get this information, in information kits, and perhaps in statements which we will submit for the record."

The General Mills Company has issued a statement dated today

that, starts out, "General Mills has long been and continues to be very

interested in being active and helping to educate its consumers
pecially in the area of nutrition. . . . into cereal advertising and promotional activities," and, Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that the balance of this statement be incorporated into the record. It
was just handed to me. I have not read it. I iissinne it is favorable to
the indnstry or we would not have been given it, but I think it should
be included in the record in its entirety.
Senator -McGovmix. Without objection, so ordered.

Senator Pmicr. I would just like to say in closing the statement
that I would hope that the cereal industry would agree to appear before this committee. I can assure them that the members of the United

States Senate are in no sense prejudging any particular industry.
1 See Appendix. pp. 31S-21.
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Sometimes t%:' just have to call the shots us they come: but the whole
process of having public inquiry in matters that involve public welfare has been so proven through the years that to avoid the testimony
would not be in the best interests of the United States and the work

of the United States Senate. I don't think declining to appear is
really in the vested interest of the industry, so I do hope they will

come. forward feeling that they will have a fair hearing and feeling
that these. hearings are not rigged. I can assure them I would not participate in any kind of rigged hearings. We are anxious to hear but I
think the industry also will benefit from these hearings and perhaps
we can find a way to move forward with a better program.
Dr. Mayer, if I could just ask a few questions of you. In your prepared statement you state, "What advertising does is to shift consumption from one category of foods to another; at present, all too
often from better foods to less nutritious foods."
Suppose we were to ban all food commercials on television, particularly chikken's television. Would this result in better nutrition
for children ? In other words, in the absence of advertising would
children shift consumption from less nutrition to better food or must
we take other constructive steps to achieve these pals?
LET CHILDREN'S MOTHERS DIRECT NUTRITION

Dr. MAYER. Senator, the fact is that, you and I and everyone else
in the United States is going to eat whether we watch television or not;
the total amount of food consumed is really not a function of advertising. It means that food is reap}, a commodity very different from
other commodities because, by and large, other advertisements try to

increase consumption of something, automobiles, venetian blinds,
appliances, or what have you.
In the case of food, our need for food is set by our own physiological mechanism and the question is not "How much food will we
eat?" but. "How much of what food will we eat?" The total amount

being set by our general appetite.

There is very little doubt in my mind that I would rather have the
nutrition of small children directed by their mothers than by the television box. Reluctantlybecause I think that the television certainly
is a great tool of education, if properly usedmy answer is: "Yes, I
think small children would be better off if there was no food advertising directed at them."
Senator PERCY. Let's just assume a lot of people have a propensity
against eating breakfast. I happen to think breakf. st is probably the
best, meal to give you a charge and start. But a great many people
simply avoid breakfast.
Let's assume that the food industry has that; through research
knows that. Their job is to sell more cereal. We know there is nutrition
in rice, wheat. corn, and other products that cereals are made of, in-

cluding oats. They decide that the best way is to entice children
through a sweetener and that children will go for sweets.
Ts thic, justified. in your judgment. consideting that they have the
job of selling their basic product? They know nutrition is in them,
but they have to get the children to eat them. I am putting myself in
their shoes. What is wrong with that? 1 ',.air end goal and objective
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is wise and they feel through promotional advertising they are going
to overcome the reluctance to start the day with a good bowl of cereal
and a lot of milk on it and thus help children start out with a nutritional meal rather than an empty stomach.
Dr. MAYER. Senator, Pm sure you and your wife have had that
experience, too. If a child is not hungry in the morning it is just not
froing to eat. I think that it is perfectly true that children cannot go
through a whole morning, and have it be a useful learning experience,

unless they have either had breakfast or have a good midmorning
snack. Cereals can be a very important part of a good breakfast. The
way to make children eat breakfast is very often more painful, however, than to have them watch advertisements. It may just be that you

have to get them up earlier so that they are not hnmediately con;ronted with breakfast before they are really properly waked up.
Senator PERCY. Have you tried this experiment ever?
TRADITIONAL CEREALS OFTE.N THE BEST

Dr. MAYER. Yes, many times. Let me add that when I gave my
answer I did not mean to say that all advertising was bad because
there are good examples of food advertising. I was saying two things:
First of all, with very small children there is some ethical question as
to whether selling them things rather than selling through their parents is a proper procedure; secondly, those particular products which
are specifically directed at children are not good nutritionally, when
if anythino. they ought to be better than those produced for other age
groups. In fact the traditional products of the cereals companies are
still very often the best. Products directed at adults are often better

.

than those directed at children.

Senator PERCY. We know that the American breakfast is a phenomenon. You go around the world and you are given a choice of a continental breakfast or American breakfast and the American breakfast
is something we have sold to ourselves and now is being sold to the rest

of the world.

Given the two choices, the continental breakfastcoffee and a bun or

whatever it may he and an American breakfast. ha con a nd egrq.
cereal. sugar-coated or otherwise. plus milkwhich has the greatest
nutritional value?
Dr. MAYER. I can't help but remind the committee this all started
with Theodore Roosevelt announcing that "Good men eat breakfast"
and it has been an article of faith ever since. Unfortunately, the answer
to the question is a little more complex than this.
TYPICAL A'.IERICAN BREAKFAST

. . .

GOOD?

The typical American breakfast with bacon and eggs and cereals
and all the trimmings is, in fact, a good breakfast for children end for
anyone who is gtowing; pregnant, nursing women as well as children ;
but it is a very bad breakfast for you and inc in that it is a high-fat,
high-cholesterol breakfast and this is not really with what we ought
to start the day. Thus, oddly enough, in many cases what one observes

in a family is exactly the reverse; it is the man in the family who
eats the breakfast not desirable for him while the children are eating
basically a high carbohydrate breakfast, or no breakfast at all.

Senator PERCY. What if you are a believer in i :reakfast as I am, but

a good breakfast, and you hold clown the cholesterol. I have Adin
milk on my cereal, but I like natural cereal and I have encouraged
one company, Quaker Oats. to come, out with it. In fact. my daughter
used to make our own and they now have it packaged. I don't think
as a matter of fact there is sugar in it.
I can't help but recall that the head of the Xmerican Dental Association addressed the Rotary Club in Chicago one time. He talked about,
teeth care to adults. There were 2,000 men in that room and we, had had

a very sweet., rich dessert. He said, "I just took a glass of water :Ind
swished out my mouth a little bit after the meal and 95 percent or 99
percent of what would be accomplished by brushing your teeth was
accomplished by doing that. You didn't do that. You are sitting there
and that sugar is eating away in your teeth."
I noticed gradually 2,000 men within the next 3 minutes grab a glass
of water and swish it. around and I have beerdoing that ever since.

Now its a natural thing.

Now. to induce children to eat cereal with sugar or milk, wouldn't
it be best to complement the natural thing? If our research showed
tliat by television cominercials. we could induce them to brush their
teeth or swish out their months. wouldn't that be consistent with
good nutrition and health ? Aren't some of these answers much more
simple than we might be led to believe if we just settled down to
learn more about it
Dr. :%fAviia. The answer is yes and no. As regards to properly purely
dental questions. I would defer to the next witness or one of the 'text

witnesses, Dr. James Shaw. who is a professor in the dental school
at Harvard. and has done actual tests with cereal.
The problem of dental health is a very important aspect and I'm sure
swishing water is one probable answer.

' We are dealing with many cereals where. if you look at the box.
you see that sugar is. in many cases. the first ingredient listed.

Where there is only one cereal list d after sugar, it means that more
than 50 percent of the "cereal" is sugar. I am not against, the use of
small or modest amounts of sugar. provided proper dental health
practices are used. except in special cases lil:e those prone to diabetes.

But what we are talking about, is massive amounts of sugar. It is a
sobering statistic, that for the last 2 years the American people have
consumed more sugar than it has flour, NIliCh seems almo± incredible.

The consumption of flour has gone down over the years from somewhere about n00 pounds per -person-per-yea to about 105 pounds
this year. And the combination of sugar. which is on the order of 105
pounds plus sugar from corn syrup. which is another 10 pounds. means
we are operating a food supply with people eating more sugar than
flour.

Again. we, are talking, about moderation versus really extraerdinaiT
abuses. Particularly when you con -icier that a large part. of the population eats relatively small amounts of sugar. it means we have a lot
of children where sugar becomes a gigantic proportion
Senator PERCY. What you are talking about is the influence of the
sugar lobby, which is almost as good as the highway lobby. I have one
last, question, and then I would like to yield to Senator Suhweiker.
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My last question is. I was quite shocked to read a statement from
these hearings held last DecemberI read about them in December

and they were of worldwide interesta statement by USDA. Assistant
Secretary Lyng who said we really did not know enough about this
subject to put together a reliable nutrition education program.' As a
leading expert in this field of human nutrition, would you say that is
a true statement, and we don't know enough yet?
BOMBARDED BY DIVERGENT STATEMENTS

Dr. MAYR. With due respect to Mr. Lyng, who has done a really
splendid job of administering food programsparticularly the food
programs for the poor in our countryI think this is a very extreme

statement. The American people are indeed constantly bombarded on
the one hand by self-serving statements which are really part of adver-

tising, and on the other by extreme alarmist statements by food
faddists of various sorts. So that people are getting the feeling that

it is hard to get, nutrition information, that they don't know what to
believe, that one person is contradicted by another. and so on. But if
you stay within the nutrition community. you find that there is very
good consensus on what the nutrition message is. The Society for
Nutrition Education has produced a list of recommended material for
people to read at the family level or the professional level, and I don't

think there is any doubt but we ought, to have very much better
nutrition education components in the schools and particularly as part
of the School Lunch Program than we have. After all. we have all chil-

dren from the age of 6 to the age of 18 every day in school lunchrooms. This is a great opportunity to teach nutrition by labeling the
foods they eat in terms of both nutrition and ingredients. This should

be supplemented lw daily exposure to material which could be shown
in the classroom without asking for additional work on the part of the
teachers, who are busy teaching -the fundamentals of education. A
very large scale, very useful program could be launched, if the Depart-

ment of Agriculture would give, it leadership. and a little funding.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much. Doctor. and I would like to
take this opportunity to commend you for the tremendous contribution you have made to this field. I think your services to this committee through the years have been valuable and have played a large
part in helping us move up to close the gap between the overfed and the
less fed. And we are very grateful to you for your expertise and knowledge in this field.
Dr. MAyr,u. Thank you, sir.
Senator MeGovEux. I lin]: the record should show from the very
beginning. Senator Percy has been the member of the committee which
has most consistently pressed for investigation into the whole area of

nutrition education and has been interested in this from the first

month he was on the committee. Senator Scheiker is the member of
the committee who conducted the hearings last year and. Senator. we
are glad to yield to you at this point.
SIN, 72/NE2. P. 143

..Nr Omni EFFECTS or Smut?
Senator SCIIW MEE. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairma a and Sell:

ator Percy. Dr. Mayer, we are pleased to have you again before the

committee. We do appreciate, as the other Senators have said, your line
contribution from thus area.
I would like to pursue a couple of things in your statement. We are

going to hear subsequently, I know, from the dental people. where
we know there is a irect relationship between sugar and the effect
on their profession. I just wondered. Doctor. do anv of the other
effects of sugar come to your mind in the relationship )Jetween sugar-

flaored cereals and the impact on nutrition ? What other research
a real are we inestigating ?

Dr. MAyEn. There are several other areas. The dental area is by
far the best established and I think this will be documented very
heavily by my colleagues. There are other dangers in consumption of

very larre amounts of sugar. First, of all, sugar is the prototype of
empty calories; it brings in calories, but it does not bring along with
it any other nutrient in terms of protein, vitamins, ninerals or enriched
fatty acids. The second reason for seeing a potential danger in very

large amounts of sugar is some intriguing researchwhich I empha-

size is at this point still research, but is very suggestive. There are suggestions that individuals who have a diabetic ancestry. might be much
more likely to develop overt diabetes if they consume large amounts of

sugar than if they do not consume any sugar. This is indicated by a
very particularly interesting piece of research which has been done
by a very well known investigator, by the name of Dr. Aaron Cohen,
at the University of Jerusalem. Ire showed that immigrant groups

coming into Israel who had never been exposed to sugar had an extraor-

dinarily low level of diabetes, while similar groups that had come
earlier, and had adopted Western food habits with large amounts of
sugar in their diet, had the 3 to ti percent incidence of diabetes. which
is seen in Western countries.

Finally, there is at least one type of blood condition 1 where there
is too much fat, of various types in the blood, which instead of being
linked as are the majority of such conditions with excessive intake
of saturated fat and cholesterol is linked with too much carbohydrates

and in particular too winch sugar. So there are reasons other than
dental health and "empty calories." No nutritionist can really enjoy

watching this mounting proportion of the calories in the dietnot
necessarily mounting amounts. because people, are tending to eat less,

but, the proportion mpresented by sugar is going up and up. I don't
think any nutritionist can look at that with equanimity.
GENETIC ClIARACIERISTICS !N DIABETES

Senator SCHWEIKEII. That is a very interesting statement. I previously had the privilege of conducting hearings for the Subcommittee on

Health about diabetes. and your tie-in here between the amount of
I See 72/NE2A. Dietary Management of Ilyperliproproteinernia, p. 200,

su.ar consumption ill diabetes is interesting. In 1980, one out of live
persons will have diabetes or the inherited trait of diabetes to pgss on
to their children. They iniv not have the disease themselves, lint when
you realize that one out, of five people either have genetic characteristics

that, will make, children susceptible to the disenmand when you
realize that the diabetes is the FeCOltd leading cause of blindness and

will be the first leading cause of blindness in the next 10 yearswhat
you say here, I think, is quite signifiennt. I appreciate your observation, beea use I think: there is more to it than just dental health, even
though this is the best, known eause-and-effect relationship.

So I appreciate your remarks, we probably should have had yon

at, the diabetes hearings before the Subcommittee on Health. too.
One other question: You say in your statement, it malts little sense
to encourage nutrition education when the battle leis already been lost
by the time the 6-year-old enters school. Now apparently in this ,:tigtgestion there is some kind of relationship with someone who th,velops
a sweet tooth or a sweet. taste. What, can on tell us alk-eit a person who

is educated by television and other media sources, who dertlops a
sweet tooth or taste. Ibis he become hooked? What happens?

"Hootom ON Same
Dr. MArtai. It. would seem that. although this is not, the area, which
has been resew relied as carefully. it. should. But. certainly what we know

about, education in general, and food habits in partieular is that the
first years are extremely important. In faet. as we all know. there is
some :zerions debating going on in the Nation on the extent to which
compensatory education ought not; to be pushed earlier: hence the
emphasi. on Head Start and the family-oriented programs. bemuse
the education people believe the very first yenrs are very important.
Surely that must be true of food habits. as well. and we do certainly
know people who act. almost, as though they were hooked on surer.
No meal is complete without a slab of it. Thus it is quite natural that
they chowe it in terms of bet wen meal snacks. and i4) on. It is hard
to believe this is not an aequi red taste.

Of erair.e, sugar itself is a new commodity. I think people tend to
forget, that sugar was brought back from the East around the 15th
Century, and was then introduced in the Americas in the 16th. Sugar
itself is an Arab word, azucar. Then sugar plantations were started by
the Portuguese in Brazil on a small scale at, the end of the 16th Century
and the consumption of sugar was really very very low until the 19th
Century. I think the consumption of sugar in England was only about

6 pounds of sur.ar per-person-per-year in 1830it is now 12 pounds
per-person-per-year. Sugar is thus a new food and it is one in which
the human system. at least many people. are not equipped to live with.
Senator SCIIWEIK IL Do Americans have the highest per capita consumption of sugar?

Dr. lf.tYrn. No, the British do, and therefore British dental health
is notorious.
Senator SCHWETKER. How far down client are we?
Dr. 3fAyEn. We consume somewhat less sugar than the British, but

more corn syrup. and if I add the two together, I think you are
aroma 115 pounds per-person-per-year, a very high amount which
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represents about 1 percent of the food consumed by the Nation. In-

cidentally 100 pounds of sugar per year is the caloric equivalent.
of about 57 pounds of body fat per year. So one easy way to cut down
is not to cut out carb:-..ydrates, but to eliminate sugar.
SVCAlt .:ow :MAIN SArt.}: Ix name:

Senator Scuw Entr.n. What you are saying is American dietary habits have really made sugar a main staple of our diet instead of a supplement, and we really do not know the nnnifications of what this means.
but research gives us a great deal of concern about what this would
mean for our health.
Dr. MArpt. Yes, exactly.
Senator ZcitwEtr:,-m. l ou also say in your testimony that advertising specifically to small children should be eliminated. Do von have
any furtlir suggestion or refinements as to how this might be handled
WITHOUT REGULATION . . . OUTRIGHT BAN

Dr. Marna. I would suggest that we try self-regulation first. I would
hope that the industry might be willing to abide by the recommendations of primps a voluntary committee made up of child psychologists.
pediatricians, dentists, nutritionists, representatives of both the food
and advertising industry, as well as representatives of consumer groups
end, particularly, mothers. This committee might, perhaps, review in lvertising end decide whether it has a redeeming social significance Or
not. Try perhaps, first of all, a voluntary approach to see what can be

achieved by that meansparticularly with the coming of nutrition-

alists laboring and, hopefully, more consciousness of the fact that nutrition ought to be in the message.

If that does not work, if the quality of nutritional advertising to
children continues to be as poor as it. generally is I would certainly
recommend outright ban to advertising directed to children under 6.
Senator ScnwEntEn. That is all I have. Mr. Chairman.
Senator McGowan:. Thank you very much. Dr. Mayer. Now the
committee will hear from it panel of three distinguished doctors who
are testifying about. the dental aspects of nutrition. Dr. Abraham E.

Nigel. Associate Professor. Department of Oral Health Service.

School of Dental Medicare. Tufts University; Dr. -Tames H. Shaw,
Professor of Nutrition. Harvard School of Dental Medicine: and Dr.
-Titan Navin. Senior Scientists. Institute of Dental Research, University of Alabama.
You gentlemen may be seated any way you wish. I think we will
encourage questioning when you are finished with your presentations.
We are pleased to have you three distinguished doctors here. I think
this represents something of a first for members who are going to
speak themselves for the Dental Association to make the type of recommendations we have seen in your prepared testimony. They have
given some new steps with regard to nutrition as it relates to the
condition of our teeth, so we are very happy to have you before, the
committee.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ABRAHAM E. NIZEL

Dr. Niz Er,. My name is Dr. Nizel and this is Dr. James Shaw. and
this is Dr. .Inan Navia. I am the only dentist on this panel. Each of
these two gentlemen on either side of me are nutritional biochemists.
who have made significant contributions in oral science.
I would like to give an overview of the dental caries problem in
the "United States today, and how it has been influenced by sugar
consumption.

INTRODUCTION

I would like to start by defining the word dental caries. Dental
caries is the decay of teeth produced by a chemicoparasitic process
consisting of acid demineralization and bacterial dissolution. It is
a complex disease caused and influenced by many factors. The three
major ones are a susceptible tooth, decay-producing bacteria, and
fermentable dietary sugars:The organic acids that demineralize the
tooth are derived from the fermentation of simple sugar such as common refined table sugar or honey. These sugars are incorporated
into a sticky bacterial film called dental plaque. that adheres to the
tooth surface.
Incidentally, swishing and swallowing, as was mentioned. previously is not an acceptable method of removing the adherent dental
plaque. Swishing will only remove loose food debris. Only brushing
will remove dental plaque.

Dental cavities result from an interaction of at least three factors:
1. A caries-susceptible toothwhich is one that. has not been
exposed to adequate amounts of fluorides:

2. An accumulation of dental plaque bacteria on the tooth

surface;
3. Eating or drinking suga -rich foods such as candies, cakes,
soft drinks, et cetera.
PREVALENCE OF DENTAL DECAY IN THE UNITED STATES

The English word caries is derived from the Latin (mitts, which
means rotten. Thus the word.dental caries very aptly describes the
most prevalent, nutritional problem in the United States today, namely

rotting teeth. Dental caries affects 98 percent of the people, of the
United States at some time during their lifetime, more particularly
during the firs" 35 years of life. It is not a life endangering disease,
but it can he extremely troublesom:. incapacitating and expensive. It
can cause pain, infection, facial disfigurement, chewing impairment.
speech impairment and malnutrition.
According tr he last comprehensive Government, survey in the

early 1960's, the average adult has about 18
"yed, missing or filled
teeth out of a posQible 32 natural teeth.' A slit
of men at. induction
centers showed 'Ant the average inductee needed one extraction and
about six restorations among other types of dental services.=
The American Dental Association has 104.000 members 3):U(11111re
my keen interest on the snbject of sugar and dental caries. They have
t C.S. Deot of Health. Education and welfare "Dernyeil '.\11ctag nail Filled Teeth In
Aildit:. rafted State.: 19GO-1962", Vital and Health Statkties 4 (1967).
Personal Commaalen Lon.
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not adopted a specific policy on my recommendations but they do have

-

their own recommendations which were first made known in the
Journal of the American Dental Association in 1953.
In 19(7, expenditures for dental care in the United States totaled
about $4.7 billion and only 40 percent of the population saw dentists
that year.3 Of this $1.7 billion, about $2 billion was spent for repair
of decayed teeth and it is estimated that it would cost $,S billion more
annually to repair completely the damage caused by caries. Even if
adequate funds were available, we don't have enough trained professional personnel to cope with soch a rapidly developing disease. It
is said that this disease develops so rapidly that if all the 100,000
dentists in the United- States restored decayed teeth day and night.
365 days a year, as many new cavities would have formed at the end
of the year as were just restored during the previous year.
SOLUTION OF PROBLF.31$ THROUGH PREVENTIoN AND CONTROL

The solution to this problem. then. is prevention and control rather
than repair. In other words. we should spend more of our intellectual
energies and financial resources in finding and dealing with the causes
rather than the of ect4 of this ubiquitous disease.
Sonic real progress in dental caries prevention has been made in the

last. decade as a result of fluoridating public water supplies, the use
of professionall3 applied topical fluorides and the teaching of plaque
control. However. little if any progress has been made in terms of educating and counselingg patients in food and nutrition as they relate to
dental health. Yet all three of these factors (fluorides, plaque control
and dietary advice) must be given equal emphasis to reduce significant lv the init intion or development of dental caries.

Forty-three. percent of all the people in the United States drink

from fluoridated water supplies.4 It is fair to assume that almost every
dentist of the United States can and will apply topical fluorides to the
teeth of his consenting patients.
It is also fair to assume that more people today than ever before are
aware and doing more about brushing and flossinr- their teeth to remove dental plaque. This has occurred as a result of the active educa-

tional campaips in preventive dentistry provided the dental profession by the Armed Forces, dental schools and dental societies such

as the American E2ntal Association and the American Society for

Preventive Dentistry.
So far. the weakest link in this triad of dental caries prevention is
the lock of nutrition edneat;an and ga;dance with respect to decreasing sugar-sweetened snacks and suggesting more acceptable, more
nutritious alternatives.
Evun:mt or SucAn/lIumAx DENTAL CAulLs INTEnnELATioNsiiir

There is an abundance of epidemiological and experimental evidence

that indicates that sugar unquestionably is the principal cariogenic
agent in the dietor as Dr. Newbrun says, "the arch criminal of dental
caries."
S

of Health. Fdaeation and Welfare. "Selected Dental Findings by Age,

Itnee and Sec: United State. 19G0-19112." Vititl and HenIth Statistics 6 (1M).
U.S. Fluoridation Picture After 23 years. 3. Amer. Dent. Assoc. 80: 756, 1970.
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Epidemiologically, a clear relation between national usage of sugar
and the increased incidence of dental caries has been demonstrated.
For example, 20-24-year-old civilians living in the Near East and Far
East countries who consume an average of 6-19 kilograms of sugar

per-person-per-year experienced a decay rate of 0.6 to 5.0 teeth.

Whereas, in South American natives where the consumption of sugar
varies from 23-44 kilograms per person, per year, their decay rate is

correspondingly higher, starting at 8.4 and going as high as 12.16
teeth .°

There have been several surveys showing significantly increased
dental caries experience in Eskimos and African tribesmen who were
originally exposed to primitive foods and dietary practices and sub-

sequently changed to modern types of refined foods. particularly

sugars. Another example of the dental health penalties of the so-called
civilized diets was seen in natives living on an island. Tristan da Cunha. In 1938. the diet of the natives of this island consisted of two staples.
potatoes and fish but no sugar. Not. a single first permanent cations
molar was found in any of the young people under the age of 20. In
1962. Dr. Holloway went back and found that they were consuming
an average of one pound of sugar per week, per person with the result
that a comparable age group showed 50 percent of their molars to the
carions.G

In Norway during World War II. there was food rationing which
included a reduction in consumption of sugar and refilled carbohydrates with a concurrent increased consumption of potatoes. vegetables.

milk and bread. A progreSsive decrease in occurrence of caries was
associated with these forced dietary changes from 1942 to 1946. However, the caries incidence began to rise in 1947 and 194S as the restriction of sweets were lifted.?

There have been a couple of institutional studiesan orphan:1,v in
Australia 8 and a mental hospital in Sweden 0 where sugar intake was

closely supervised and correlated with dental caries development.

They were able to clearly demonstrate that the less the sugar intake, the
lower the dental caries. Some of the important conclusions that were
drawn from the Swedish study were that although excessive amounts

of sugar were dentally deleterious, the form of the sweets (retentive
worse than nonretentive) and the frequency of between meal usage
were the prime factors in promoting caries activity.
Them have been several other studies '° that have underscored the
fact that frequent between-meals eating of sugar-sweetened snacks promotes caries production significantly. The reason is that each time the
dental plaque on the tooth surface is exposed to sweets 20-30 minutes
of acid is produced. Thus, if 5 lozenges. breath mints or cough drops
were eaten one after another within a space of 15 minutes. they might
produce only 35 minutes of acid. On the other hand, if the same number were each eaten 20 minutes apart, they probably would produce at
least. 100 minutes of acid.
Ruscril. A. L. World epttlemtnlogy and oral health P 21-39 (in Er...glower. S. T. and
McClure. F. .T., elitora. Environmental yariableg In oral diaease. Washington. Amerlean

A.0cIatinn for the Advancement of Science. 19661.
ITolloway.
S. et nl: Dental Diarage in Tristan di Cunha. TtrP Dent. T. 113 : 19. 1963.

Tnyerurl. G. et al. The Influence of war and nostwar contlittnaa on the teeth of Nnr-

wechn %rhnnl children. Mile:Ink Mr. Fund Ouart. 39: 459. 1961.
)1 MmHg R. M.: Biology of the children of ITopewood linttae..T. Dent. Rea..12; 1357, 1965.
'Gust:16;80n. R. FL et al. The V1pel.old dental carte.; ettuly. Acts Odont Scant( 11: 252,

194.
loWeles. R. L. and Trithard. A. IT, Iletween meal eating habits and dental caries
experience in preschool children. Amer. T. Pub. Health 50: 1097, 1960.
a
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The current vnrue of increased snack eating becomes a great dental
problem in the United States today. We must do something in the area
of improving the nutritious value of the snack pro!_rram from a dental

standpoint. One suggestion is that these snacks be fortified with an
anticaries agentphosphatesto decrease the dental decay hazard.
Senator McGovEnx. Dr. Nizel, in that connection you have been
talking about the danger of breath mints. What about these sprays
that are on the market designed to sweeten your breath. Do you think
they have any bad effect on teeth ?
"CERTS DENTAL DISEASE'.

Dr. NIZEL. We don't have any evidence that there is any deleterious

effect from a. dental standpoint, none at all. But since commercial

names have been mentioned here previously, T mast record :in observa-

tion that my dental colleagues and I have noted with some alarm-namely "Celts Dental Disease." People who continuously pop breath
mints into their mouth develop &mineralized areas on the drum line
area of the teeth which becomes carious.

Senator McGovEnx. Using these little Certs or other similar

products?
Dr. Nrzam.

The statistics in sugar consumption in the United States has increased dramatically over the last 150 years. We started with 10
pounds in 1821 and we are now consuming up to well over 100 pounds
per-person-per-year, which amounts to about 2 pounds per capita per
week.

The American Dental Association issued some resolves on sugar

and dental caries, I will read two of these.

First they resolved that the association recommend that dental
societies call to the attention of their patients this information on
sugar and dental caries. And, second, the association emphasized the
responsibility of manufacturers of sweetened beverages and confeetions for devising suitable methods for eliminating the dental health
hazards associated with the consumption of their product.
Speaking of the stand of the American Dental Association on these
types of issues. I also want to brill!, to the attention of this committee

that last year there was passed by Congress the National School
Lunch Art. In the course of extending that act. Congress restricted
the ion!, established authority of the Department of Agrieultnre to
regulate the sale of food items that would he in competition with
the program authorized under he Child Nutrition and School Lunch
Program. Congress thus has opened the door to the placement of vend-

inn- machines offering sunlir laden foods which have no real nutritional value in elementary schools. These will be sold of course in
direct competition with balanced nutritious 'midi programs. We are
then ruing to be asking onr youngsters to make a ehoire between
candies and rakes which can harm their dental health. and nutritious,
well - balanced quality meals provided by the school lunch program.

I think this is most unfortunate and the American Dental Association and other groups did make an effort last year to continue the original authority of the Department of Agriculture in this matter. However, the effort was unsuccessful.

I would make a plea to the committee to take such steps as it can

to persuade Congress to reconsider its actions of last year.
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Senator Mc Gomm. In that. connection, Dr. Nizel. is there an alternative possibility of leaving the vending maehines, but setting guidelines as to the kind of products that can be put in them?
Dr. Nina,. Yes. I would think that that would be a suitable alternative. setting guidelines as to which foods or snacks are desirable.
Senator McGovEnx. See that nutritious foods and snacks are used.

Dr. Nrzta.. Yes: I would think it would be difficult to eliminate
snacks entirely. However. I feel that nutritious nonsugar sweetened
snacks 5110111(1 be the type put into vending machines.

To continue with my prepared statement : Sugar sweetened liquids
as well as solid sweets will stimulate the formation and growth of
sticky dental plaque as well as the multiplication of caries-producing
bacteria.
A. recently controlled experiment with children who consumed 12
ounces of soft. drink a day for 3 years showed t .at. they suffered
in certain teeth as much as 50-150 percent more decay than another

group who drank water. On the whole. the decay rate tended to be
higher in the soft, drink consuming group compared with the waterdrinking group."
The conclusions then, that one might draw from these studies, are:
1. Population groups that consume large amounts of sugar
will experience much dental decay;

2. The quantity of sugar ingested is not the most important

facto in dental caries causation ;
:3. Rather it. is the frequent eating of even minute amounts of
sugar confections or sugar sweetened drinks between meals that
is most important.
STATISTICS OX SUGAR CONSUMPTION IN THE 'UNITED STATES

The increase of the per capita consumption of sugar in the United
States has been considerable during the last 150 years. In 1S21, the
annual per capita consumption of sugar in the United States was
about 10 pounds. whereas by 1931 it had grown to almost 108 pounds."'

The ingestion of this high amount of about 2 pounds per-week-perperson, has continued on for the past 40 years. One indication of how
rapidly sugar consumption is increasing in the United States is shown
by the amount used by food processors. In 1963 industrial food processors used 3.8 million tons or S billion pounds of sugar; whereas in
1961, S.S million tons or approximately 12 billion pounds were used
an increase of :33 percent in 4 years."

Sugar is the primary ingredient in a number of food products that
are widely consumed in large amounts. Sugar is the primary ingredient in baked goods, confections, beverages, preserved fruits and other
prepared food items. In 1969, the per capita consumption of candy in

the United States was 19.8 pounds: of carbonated beverages 450
8-ounce cans; and of chewing gum, 135 sticks. These three product
areas alone account for almost 5 pounds of 100 pounds of per-capita
consumption.
rr

StelnIterg et el. The Lincoln Dental Carle.: Study If The effect of acidulated
Anterlean Medical As.oelatfon, Council on Pootiq and Nutrition. Some p r It !o nal

carbonated beverages on the Ineldence of dental earte.:. 3. Ant. Dent. A,Noc. Si. 1972.

a4.peets of sugar, candy and 1.weetened carLonated Itererage. 3. Ant. Med. As:0.. 20: 75:i,
1942

z3Bollenbnek. G. N. Sticarg. in Schultz. IT. W. fed 1 Sympo.:tum on Food.:
hydrates and Their Roles. WestnoInt. Conn.. The Art Pultit.ifing Co., 1951) e. 373.

Carbo-
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As a result of Inc personal experience at Tufts University School
of Dental Medicine, in the area of nutrition counseling for the prevention and control of dental caries, I have made the following observations about the effect of the patients' nutritional knowledge and sugar
intake on their own dental caries experience :

1. Children and particularly adolescents are the most caries susceptible group. They also have the highest sugar intake and
eat the poorest quality diets.
2. Over the last 10 years, my students and I have done thousands

of diet evaluations on patients with rampant caries. We never
have found a single patient whose caries problem could not. in
part, be traced to the patient's inordinate consumption of sugar.
3. The estimated average number of between meal exposures to
sugar sweetened snacks in caries susceptible individuals ranges
between 5-8 per day.
4. Sugar sweetened beverages, sugar sweetened chewing gum
and hard sucking type candies such as life savers, cough drops or
breath mints are the worst offenders. Television advertising of
these products certainly influences their increased usage.
5. The children's knowledge about nutrition acquired from secondary school systems is extremely inadequate.
RECOMMENDATIONS

My recommendations, as result of my own observations. personal
experience and the literature fall into four areaslabeling, advertising, education, and research.

1. WARNING LABEIS

I believe that as the FTC has already done health warning labels
on cigarette packages, so should they require manufacturers to label
every package of sugar-sweetened life savers, cough drops. breath
mints, candies, chewing gum and soft drinks with a statement warning the user that excessive frequent daily use of these products can
produce significant amounts of dental plaque and dental decay.
I have found so ninny people in my practice who don't realize that
cough drops are made almost exclusively of sugar and that frequent
use can cause cavities. I think it is important that this information be
communicated to the user via warning labels.

Furthermore, we ought to label the types and amounts of carbohydratesstarch, sucrose, glucosethat are present in processed foods
just like the types of fats (saturated and unsaturated) are being identified. Not all carbohydrates are equally caries producing, starches
being very much less so. We ought to provide the public with this type
of information. Just as they are being informed about the types of
fats, they ought to be informed as to which kind and what percentage
of carbohydrate is sugar and what percentage is starch.
2. ADVERTISING

I would think the FDA and FTC would require whole truths when
advertising the. health value of sugar and sugar products. Misleadinp.
statements like "Sugar, it isn't just-good flavor; it's good food," which
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touts quick energy but does not describe its tooth decaying properties,
is not telling the whole truth about. its effects on health.
And I would think we should ban the advertising of sugar sweetened products on children's television programs.
z. Eouc.vnox

I think the fine bill of Senator Schweiker which provides for grants
for nutrition education programs in medical and dental schools is a
step in the right direction. Encouraging the teaching of nutrition in
medical and dental schools will provide the physicians and dentists
with an understanding of the inter-relationship between the science
of nutrition and health problems. It will help physicians and dentists
assess the nutritional status of their patients, prescribe proper diets,
and deal knowledgeably with food fads, misinformation and myths.
Better nutrition education programs are needed especially at the
high school and college levels. Professional nutrition educators, not.
health teachers, should be hired for these purposes.
4. ursEAucii

A ()Teat deal of medical nutritional advances came out of the study
at Framinr1iam, Mass., on diet and heart disease. Similarly, a great
deal of information can come out of extensive long-term clinical
study diet and oral health. Financial support by the Governrfient for
such a dental nutrition research program is very much needed and
highly recommended.
Clinical research should be supported for testing reasonably acceptable sugar substitutes such as miraculin, a protein, and the use
of caries inhibiting additives to sugar products such as phosphates.
My colleague on the left and I, who both trained at MIT were the
first trainees of the oral science department where we researched the
effect of dietary supplements of phosphate on reducing dental decay.
We think that sugar, for example, might be able to be converted
from what is otherwise a caries - producing substance into a relative
caries inhibitory substance by the addition of phosphates.
Senator Mc GovERN. Thank you very much, Dr. Nizel. I won't question further until we hear from your colleagues. but I do want to ask

whether or not the recommendations you have made. here are supported by the American Dental Association, as well as your own personal view.

Dr. Nint. These recommendations are my personal recommendations. The Dental Association has not taken any formal action on any
of these recommendations at this point. However, I do understand that

they will be discussing this matter in the very near future. On the
basis of their past action, I feel sure that they will endorse most, if not
all, of my recommendations; but at the moment they have not endorsed
these pa rt i cul a r recommendations.

Senator McGovEaN. Dr. Shaw, we will be happy to hear from you.

Dr. Shaw is Professor of Nutrition, Harvard School of Dental
Medicine.
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STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES H. SHAW

Dr. SHAW. Thank you, Senator McGovern. It is a privilege to be here

today, and I am really grateful that our Senate in the United States is
concerned with matters like this and are willing to take the time and
energy to meet to hear opinions like this. Much of what I said in the
statement about causes of tooth decay duplicates what Dr. Nizel has
already said. Though I came into the field from: a different angle than
lie did, he as a clinician and I as an experimental scientist, the het that
we agree so completely without checking ourstatements in advance is a
good example of the unanimity there is within this field on this subject.
Senator McGovERN. I might say and also Dr. Navia, that if you wish
to just hit the highlights of anything you would like to add in the way
of supplementary observations, we do have your prepared statements 1
and they will be made a part of the record, but if you prefer you can
just summarize those parts that need to be reinforced.
Dr. SHAW. That is what I thought I would do, in view of the value
of your time. I would like to particularly emphasize what Dr. Nizel has

stated, that the frequency of consumption of sugar-containing products and the concentration of sugar are undoubtedly pivotal matters.
The degree to which these materials are retained in the mouth and on
the tooth surfaces certainly are the elements which determine whether
or not a confectionary item is going to be cariogenic or nots20ne area
in which both Dr. Navia and I have had considerable experience and
we both agree insufficient research has been done is to determine the
exact cariogenic capability of specific foods and items. In both our
laboratories and those of Dr. Bibby at Eastman Dental Center, we
have resear under way to try ana make evaluations of the cariesproducing ability of specific foods. These studies are relatively early
stages. In our own laboratories at Harvard, we have made some comparisons between standard varieties on the market of the sugar coated
breakfast cereals versus the traditional types of breakfast cereals.
We have been feeding these materials as individual meals. In other
words, the cereal wasn't mixed up with the total diet, but was fed
separately either alone or with milk. It is very clear from our studies
that the sugar coated cereals are much more cariogenic even when milk
is added than is the case with regard to the traditional cereals.

As far as the amount of sugar consumption in the United States,

certainly it has become fantastically high. I comment in my statement
that the total amount of sucrose that is available for human consumption is over 100 pounds per year. If you figure this out on the average
consumption per person per day, it works out to something like 500
calories per man, woman, anViiild. If you are an ordinary sedentary
professor, sugar is going to'%upply something like a quarter of your
total amount of calories in a day's time. I don't think anybody in the
nutrition field would seriously question my statement that this is far
too much in any sort of well-balanced nutritional diet.
Senator McGovzitx Dr. Shaw, I wonder if I could stop you there. I

just have been handed a news release that comes from one of the
I See prepared statements, p. 2SS and p. 294.
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cereal companies, General Mills. It is very short and I wAilkl like to
read it to you and have you comment on it. This is dated March 5,
1973, "Statement on Cereals and Caries." It reads:
To our knowledge there is no published evidence available to indicate that
presweetened cereals, or cereals in general, cause caries in humans. This is not
surprising, as sugar consumption from cereals is only a sma31 proportion of total
sugar intake. Presweetened cereals account for less than 2 percent of the total
sugar consumption in the United States and less than 3 ^ :cent of total sugar
consumed by children.

I wonder if you care to comment on that?
DATA Too NEW FOR FORMAL PUBLICATION

Dr. SHAW. The statement is certainly correct that Owe is no published data specifically on humans in the subject. It is very difficult
and expensive to do clinical studies where a single food like this is
tested. And when I speak of having made tests, it is with animals
where we fed the sugar-coated breakfast cereals as a specific meal or
several meals during the day in well-controlled experiments. These
data are not published either simply because we have only collected
this information in the last few months. There just hasn't been time
for them to get into formal channels of scientific publications.
Senator MCGOVERN. Is there any question in your mind or in the
minds of any of you three gentlemen about the harmful effect in the
use of these sugar-coated cereals, as far as dental health is concerned?

Dr. SIIAW. My concern is that sugar-coated cereals are just an
example of many items in the typical American diet. I have no idea
of whether only 2 percent of sugar consumption from sugar-coated
cereals is factual or not. I am just concerned that here is another way
in which a considerable amount of sugar is available. I think that this
exhibit over here with 25 or 30 cereal products that contain 50-percent
sugar or more is a tragic example of how a tremendous number of
things are being put into the hands of the public which in themselves
are not so terribly bad, but which exemplify the trends which influence
our entire nutritional pattern. The multiplicity of such products leads
us to heavy sucrose consumption beyond the level which is judicious
for any purpose.
Dr. NMI.. Senator, in answer to your question, I would like to make

a comment. I think Dr. Shaw and I have both pointed out that it is
the frequency of eating these things that is the important thing. I also

indicated that small amounts or a few grains of sugar at frequent

intervals is just as had as large amounts. The thing that we are really
concerned about in the process of dental decay is the repeated tooth
demineralization exposure time to even small amounts of sugar. So,
it is not the fact,that it is only 2 percent of the total sugar consumed
but how often the child will snack on these sugar sweetened cereals.
So it is the frequency of between-meal eating of these things that is
really the crux of the whole situation, as far as dental health is concerned. How else are we going to help the youngster to avoid 'ming
these small amounts of sugar sweetened snacks unless we ban them
or, at least, inform them of their potential dental hazard in the first
place? So iit is definitely the frequency and not the amount. Two per-

cent of the sugar intake per year represents 2 pounds of sugar per
year. There are millions of grains of sugar in 2 pounds. It takes only
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a few grains in contact with dental plaque to produce dental decay.
Senator MCGOVERN. Dr. Mayer testified a few minutes ago he was

expressing his own personal feeling that we would be better oil eating the old style of cereals of wheat, corn, rice and things of that kind.
He was looking at it from a standpoint of dietary effect on the body

as a whole. Would you make the same judgment about the tooth
aspects or the dental aspects of it, that we would be better off with the
old style cereals and cooked cereals?

Dr. Nrain. Yes, cooked cereals in general would be better than

sugar-coated ready-to-eat cereals as far as dental health is concerned.
The issue that concerns me is that the sugar- coated cereals are used as
snack foods between meals; which is very bad from a dental health
standpoint.
Senator McGovnax. Dr. Shaw?
HIDDEN SUGAR

. . .

Thincimmon SnounD

Dr. SHAW. I am concerned about the amount of sugar which is
hidden and unknown to the consumer. Many of the baby foods, and
many other kinds of manufactured foods contain substantial amounts
of sugar beyond what is necessary for normal flavoring. It seems to
me that one of the things that should be in the labeling act is a requirement that the percentage of sugar in every product should be
labeled rather than, or in addition to the percentage of carbohydrates.
I think that if you look across the American scene today, it is really
tragic the number of breakfast programs which are supported by the
Federal Government, for example, where a kind of sweetened cake is
given to the youngsters rather than a real breakfast. If you look at
these on the basis of protein and vitamins and mineral content, they

are not bad nutritionally. The trouble is, in order to make them
attractive, they have been made into cake form with icing and so

forth in the hope the youngster will eat them.

They have the additional feature of being very handy for the administrators of the programs; but again, it is a way in which the
youngsters are being confronted with something sweet on the basis
of here is something that is really good for you. This action constitutes an endorsement of high-sugar content as a desirable feature in
food.

SUGAR IS NOT A FOOD

I think this kind of ad in the November issue of the National Geographic, for example, is one to which your committee should address
itself. This advertisement was produced by Sugar Information. This

is after Sugar Information was presented to modify its advertising
programs. I regret the continued use of slogans such as "Sugar,
it isn't just good flavor, it is good food." The ad shows a handsome

black youngster eating some kind of sugary confectionery item. I do
not believe that sugar is a food.
Senator McGovEax. Who sponsored that ad ?

Dr. Slimy. It was sponsored by Sugar Information, General P. 0.
Box 94, New York, N.Y. There was another one in the series in the
Reader's Digest of Deeember 1972. which was quite different with regard to the picture, but the message was basically the same. I think

here again, it is a matter of sugar being advertised as good food and
therefore the amounts consumed tend to creep up when basically the
level is already far beyond what is desirable.
One of the points that I think your committee should not overlook

is the fact that optimal fluoride ingestion and fluoridation of the

water supply is not the complete answer to the dental caries problem.
There is a. common fallacy today that you don't have to worry about
anything else. By reason of the fact that fluoride ingestion during
tooth develor'aent builds up caries resistance, it is true that teeth are
more resistant to the oral impact. However, they are not so resistant
that, if the sugar level is high, and frequency of sugar usage is high,
you are not still going to have high caries index. By cutting down
sugar consumption and particularly the undesirable forms of sugar,
you can add to the benefits that are available from fluoridation of public water supplies.

During the past 3 years, I had the opportunity to serve on an inter-

national committee in which an international union of nutritional

scientists were seeking to explore the amount of nutrition teaching in

medical and dental schools. It was particularly true in the United

States, but to sonic extent around the world; there was very low emphasis upon nutrition teaching in medical and dental schools. Now
there is considerable variation among schools, so I don't want this
generalization to be taken as there is no school that doesn't do a good
job, but by and large the average is there is much less nutrition education than is desirable for dental students and dental hygiene students.
One thing that we often forget is that, tral.rically, even the most
carefully prepared fillings and bridges do not prevent the occurrence
of more tooth decay. Only the teaching and the practice of preventive
dentistry is effective in reducing the frequency of oral diseases. The
teaching of nutrition in its basic science and applied phases is a very
important facet which urgently needs strong emphasis in the dental
curriculum. Unlike diptheria or tuberculosis, once you have cleared
up the original problem, the body has built up immunity. But this is
not true as far as tooth decay. It is interesting the extent to which our
:students are asking for more nutrition education, than was true a generation ago when I- entered the field.

The recommendations that I would like to leave with you are as
listed in my prepared statement.' However, first, I am very grateful
for Senate Bill 324 that was introduced by Senator Schweiker of
Pennsylvania because I believe it represents a constructive approach
to the need for more nutrition teaching in dental and medical schools.
Practically all, if not all, dental schools are understaffed with regard
to sufficient qualified faculty and auxiliary personnel to teach the
basic and applied phases of nutrition. I really trust that Congress will
enact S. 324. Further, f suggest that adequate provision in the final
version be made in this bill for training whatever additional personnel may be needed to staff the new positions.
Second. nutrition teaching needs to be increased at all levels of educational experience, not only in theoretical terms but in the day-to-day

practical experience such as the design and quality of meals served in

breakfast and lunch programs, and t' availability of fruits, nuts,
cheese, and other non-cariogemc, low sugar items for snacks from
I See prepared statement, pp. 289-90.
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food dispensers, rather than the currently available candy, cookies,
and sweetened soft drinks. This gets back to the earlier question of
whether alternatives are available. I believe that they are.
Third, advertising in all media, but especially those ads on television aimed at children, to promote the use of sugar, heavily sweetened

foods, such as sugar coated breakfast cereals, and candy and other
confectionery items need to be sharply curtailed. Those allowed for
use should be factual with respect to nutrition in the broadest sense.
Fourth, the media, and especially television at times when children
and homemakers' programs are aired, should be encouraged to carry
more attractive and constructive information, on nutrition and specific subjects such as fluoridation, than is currently the case.
Fifth, more information needs to be collected on the earies-prodne-

ing capability of specific, foods and on the specific caries-producing
capability of individual sugars and mixtures of sugars.
Sixth, manufacturers of foods and confectionery items need encouragement to search with diligence for ways to reduce the amounts
of sucrose, in particular, and probably all sugars in their products.
This reduction will require the search for other sweetening agents
and for other compounds to make their products organoleptieally satisfactory to the American public. I believe that a. wide variety of foods
and confectionery items can be developed with significantly lower
sugar concentrations which are highly pleasing to the American public and which are simultaneously much less cariogenic.
Seventh, Senate Bill 805 introduced by Senator Moss to establish a

National Institute of Marketing and Health contains an interesting

concept. Certainly- a greater need exists for supervision and planning
of the kind of marketing and advertising than currently exists in the
United States. I do not feel competently informed to comment on the

wisdom of enacting this legislation. I shall await with interest the

further discussion of this bill.
Eighth, product labeling must include percentage of sugars as well
as percentage of carbohydrates. I think this is imperative in a truthful

advertising campaign today, in view of the problems of sugar and
health. Another recommendation which I am reminded to make about
packaging, and one which my wife is a strong proponent ofnamely,
the prohibition of offers of giveaways or price-reduced merchandise on
food packages or gifts within packages. I don't think that there is one
of these cereal boxes over here which doesn't have some giveaway offer.
I think when a package is put on the market, it should have to sell itself, because of what is contained i.. it. The package should not be purchased to obtain some item at a lower cost or free. These "gifts" en-

courage families, and particularly the children, to want the "gift"
whether it be a plastic something or other, that dances or bobs, or

whether it is vegetable or flower seeds or plants. This concept should
be changed in our advertising scheme.
In conclusion I would like to speak of one organization that I think
deserves commendation and that is the Nutrition Foundation, which is
supported by many of the food industries. I think this foundation over
the years has done a tremendous lot of good on the American scene.
I myself am very grateful for the funds they provided in our laboratory for research and I think Dr. Nizel also has received funds from
this foundation for teaching within the dental school framework.

One of the things I think also needs to be emphasized here is thr.t the

fortification of many cereal products with vitamins and minerals is
a desire, that is really deceiving, to make up for the hollowness of the
products that have been introduced by the heavy use of sugar. However, nutritionally the real problem is that this addition of vitamins
and minerals doesn't in any way counteract the influence of the high
sugar content.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES II. SliAW
CAUSES or TOOTH DECAY

Tooth decay results from the action of products of bacterial metabolism on
tooth substance. The oral microorganisms causing tooth decay colonize the pits
and fissures of the chewing surfaces of teeth, the interproximal surfaces where
the teeth touch each other and under some circumstances the smooth surfaces
as well. These microorganisms require readily fermentable carbohydrates (simple
sugars) in order to metabolize actively. Tooth decay progresses in proportion
to the length of time per day that the decapprmincing micmorganistus ::re :ie.

Lively metabolizing. The pits and fissures and the spaces between teeth are

natural traps for food where microorganisms metabolize food components to pro.

duce products which are related in amount and natut.! to the composition of

the food.

Studies with human subjects over the past 40 years have shown that both

the levels of consumption of the simple sugars and the frequency of their consumption are directly correlated with the incidence of tooth decay. Probably the
best investigation of this kind was conducted in a statesupported institution
at Vipeholtn, Sweden at the end of World War II. The findings clearly Judie:lid
that tooth decay was definitely related to sugar consumption, with itebetweenmeal smirks being particularly harmful. In addition. such confectionary items

as toffees and caramels which were both high in sugar and of such a sticky
consistency as to be retained in the mouth and on the tooth surfaces were
espeetally capable of producing carious lesions.

Clinical studies are diffieult and expensive to conduct. Laboratory Investiga
Mug with experimental animals, particularly rodents, have been specially
helpful to examine, corroborate and extend data obtained from human subjeets
and to evaluate potential carbsreventing agents.
Animal assays and clinical studies without exception indicate that tooth doe**

experience earn be greatly reduced if less sugar Is consumed and If It fg eateattned
less frequently. If the foods and confections which contain high amounts of sugar

and which by reason of their consistency are retained in the mouth and partintlarly on tooth surfaces were consumed less frequently or were eliminated

from the diet, tooth decay in man unquestionably would decrease by ImprevgIve
amounts. Many items which are consumed as inbetweenmeal anocks are emie
daily likely to he problems : Cake. cookies. candy, Jellies. and jams. The frequency

of snack consumption plus the kinds of Items consumed coupled with the mi.
likeliness of subsequent 0-al hygiene cause items in these eategories to be es.
peeially serious. Heavily sugared Items such as frosted breakfast cereals. iced
doughnuts. and sweet rolls also undoubtedly contribute to the high caries activity

in our minim*.

At present insufficient research has been done to give exact earlogeole
to specific foods and eonfections. A new era of emphasis to collect this kind of
data is underway as a result of Congress funding the national carieg program--- a meaningful effort to bring the best information from the research laboratory

and the clinic to bear for the prevention of tooth decay in our Notleu. twor
this poneorshlp. studies to evaluate the specific cariesrodueing ability of individual foods or eonfeetionary items are just beginning in several !shot-91.011es:

Dr. Navin at the University of Alabama. Pr. Tiibby at Eastman Dental Center.
and our own at Harvard. In our laboratories. we are testing the earie44prodncitil
ability of specific foods by offering them to rats as inbetweentneal snacks. It is
very (dear that items such as sugftr.coated breakfast cereals are much more
cm-impute Hon breakfast cereals which have not been sweetened as extensively.
Also, cookies of various kinds are much more capable of producing caries than
soda crackers.
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LEVEL or SUCROSE IN TIM AMERICAN MET

Sucrose (table sugar) is the most common sugar in the human diet because of
the heavy dependence of the food and candy industry upon this compound as a
sweetening agent and to Owl body and texture in many products. In the neighborhood of 100 pounds of sucrose is available annually for human conga:motion by
every wan. woman. child, and infant in the United States. If evenly distributed
throughout the population. this level of consumption would provide about 500
calories peer day per capita or one-sixth to one-fourth of our total caloric needs.
Additional st:gar is present in the diet: laniese from milk and ice cream, glucose
and fructose from honey. fruits and vegetables. However, the amaunts of these
sugars consumed are far lower than that for sucrose. No clinical or laboratory
data whatever are available to support t..e (Met heard claims that raw sugar.
brown sugar, honey, and maple syrup are any less cariogenic than products with
comparable amounts of refined sucrose.
With the heavy usage of sugar in the preparation of baby foods and many foods

where the added sugar is not an essential for reservation or even for a good natural taste, we are conditioned throughout life to sweeter foods than is nutritionally desirable. Many foods are consumed without recognition by the user that
suor has been added unnecessarily in processing. Product labeling is limited
to tiab total percentage of carbohydrates rather than to a breakdown into starch
and simple sugars. While "hidden sugar constitutes a sizable portion of the total.

the average man. woman. or child is responsible for adding still more to his
food intake its a variety of ways.

Yet we are constantly being barraged by attractive and not so subtle advertising that "sugar isn't just good flavor: it's good food: it is quick energy." and so
forth. even though sugar provides only calories and requires maby other nutrients
for its metabolism.
RELATION or' FLUORIDE INGESTION AND SUGAR RESTRICTION IN CARIES PREVENTION

The consumption of adequate amounts of fluoride during tooth development
results In teeth which are nitwit :mire resistant to attack by cartes-produing
microorganisms than teeth which are forty 'l with inadequate fluoride. Restrictions In sugar consumption aid in the
..tertanee of teeth after they have
Conned and erupted into the nuadh. These two procedures eomplemeut each other
by helping to prevent tooth decay through two separate pathways.

We must continue to press for fluoridation of public water supplies until the
people in every community have this benefit. At the same time. every bit of preg-

Fess in the restriction of sugar consumption espial:01y in those forms and at
those tines which are most caries producing will add to the caries reductions attributable to fluoride ingestion alone.

NI:v.41110N EDUCATION IN MEDICAL AND DENTAL Scnoots

Nat only I the United States but throughout the world. much less than the
needed emp. asis is placed upon the teaching of nutrition to medical and dental

students. Numerous surveys in recent years have indicated the inadequate

amount of nutrition instruction that is provided to the &Mal students and dental
hygiene students in most schools in the United States. Instead. the emphasis is
apor: reparative technics.. Tragically. even the most carefully prepared fillings
and bridges do not prevent the occurrence of mow tooth decay. Only the teaching
and Gab practice of preventive dentistry is effective in reducing the ftrquehey
of oral diseases. The Notating of nutrition in its bask Mence and applied phases

is a very Imp.ant faeet which urgently needs strong emphasis in the dental

curriculum.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. S. 321 represents a constructive approach to the need for more nutrition
teaching in dental and medical schools. Practically all, if not all. dental schools
are understaffed with regard to sufficient qualified faculty and auxiliary personnel to teach the baste and applied components of nutrition. I trust that Congress will enact S.:124. Further, I suggest that adequate provision he made in this
bill for training whatever additional personnel may be needed to staff the rab
positions.

2. Nutrition teaching needs to 2 -s' inereassed at all levels of the educational
experience, not only in theoretical terms but in the day-to-day practical experience such as the design and quality of meals ser:ed in breakfast and hunt
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programs, and the availability of fruits, nuts. 0 4 , and other tioncariogenic.
low sugar items for snacks from food dispenser -, rather than the currently
available candy, cookies, and sweetened soft drinks.
3. Advertising in all media, but especially those ads on television aimed at
children, to promote the use of sugar, heavily sweetened foods. such as sugarcoated breakfast cereals, and candy and other confectionery items need to be
sharply curtailed. Those allowed for use should be factual with respect to
nutrition in the broadest sense.

4. The media, and especially television at times when children and home-

makers' programs are aired, should be encouraged to carry much more attractive
and constructive information on nutrition anespeciflc subjects such as fluoridation, than is currently the case.
5. More information needs to be collected on the caries - producing capability
of specific foods and on the specific caries-producing capability of individual
sugars and mixtures of sugars.
6. Manufacturers of foods and confectionery items need encouragement to
search with diligence for ways to reduce the amounts of sucrose. in particular.
and probably all sugars in their products. This reduction will require the search
for other sweetening agents and for other conqxninds to make their products
orgatu,leptically satisfactory to the American public. I believe that a wide variety
of foods and confectionery items can be developed with signicantly loner sugar
concentrations which are highly pleasing to the American public and which are
simultaneously much less cariogenic.
T. S. 805 to establish a National Institute of Marketing and Health contains
an interesting concept. Certainly a greater need exists for supervision and plan-

ning of the kind of marketing and advertising than currently exists in the

United States. I do not feel competently informed to comment on the wisdom of

enacting this legislation. I shall await with interest the farther discussion of
this bill.

8. Product labeling must include percent sugars as well as percent

carbohydrates.

Thank you very much.
Senator McGovEnx. Thank you very much. Dr. Shaw.
Now we will hear from Dr. Navia. He is the senior scientist of the
Institute of Dental Research. and Professor of Dentistry at the University of Alabama in Birmingham.
STATEMENT OF DR. JUAN NAVIA

Dr. NAVIA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Senator Schwei-

ker. ladies and gentlemen. I am especially delighted to be here. My
goal as a teacher is to pass on information. hopefully expecting to
produce some ,:hange, in my students. Today I hope to pass on information to a group of people that certainly are able to do something
concrete for the health of the peop:e. in our country. I am therefor'
especially delighted to be here.

In view of the fact that I probably have only a few minutes. and
that my colleagues have already stated quite a lot of my own thinking, I will emphasize two or three points that I feel add another dimension to the problem of nutrition and oral diseases and oral health.
Ntrrurnos OF SPECIAL RELEVANCE TO ORAL DISEASES

I want the committee to realize that to oral tissues, nutrition is of
special relevance, not only because of their own sp' fic requirements,
'trice:
but because these tissues come in contact with fc
.e oral cavity;
1. Once directly, when they are masticated 1
and
2. A second time when, after digestion and absorption, the nutrients return by way of the circulatory system to nourish these
tissues.
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'I'iie nutrient composition of foods in the diet can influence- teeth
at two distinct stages. Preeruptively the chemical composition. as well
as the eruption time of teeth. may be affected. During this period. nutrients in the diet can also select a pathogenic bacterial flora by enrich-

ment of the environment and thus facilitate later the impl. citation
tnd colonization of these microorganisms on the enamel su. face of

erupting teeth.
Posteruptirely. nutrients in the diet can influence microorganisms
on the enamel surface by facilitating plaque formation and stimulating their metabolic activities. Nutrients may also affect the flow and
romposition of saliva in contact with plaque and enamel. and finally,
they can contribute to the composition of the outer enamel surface
and possibly to the formation of the acquired pellicle. These different

preemptive and posteruptive effects of dietary nutrients have not
been clearly recognized and controlled in experimental situations and
epidemiological studies. and have led to misunderstanding as to the
true effect. of nutrition in the etiology and development of oral disease.
Recently there has been a lot of discussion for example. about the
influence of protein malnutrition, on mental development. and how it
can effect the intellectual powers of the individual forever. I would
like to stress again to you that nutrients and foods can have two effects.

One before the tooth erupts, when the tooth is being. formed. and at
that time mitrition and especially. malnutrition can have a very drama-

tic effect in increasing the susceptibility of teeth to diseases such
as sari,;. Therefore. when you have a malnourished child. you have a
child who is more suzceptikle to dieace and there is not mueli that, can
1w done systematically to increase tooth resistance. Now he can grow
to be 6 feet tall. and very large and handsome and so on. but his teeth
be decayed.

Postemptively the foods can also effect, the surface and the amount

of saliva and the kinds of organisms that are on the surface of the
tooth, and therefore the presence of food ingredients such as earl)°,

hydrates will have very profound effect in terms of developinodiseases such as dental curie=.
We have heard before that it is not. only the amount of carbohydrate.

It is not only the type of carbohydrate that, we are worried about, but
one of the important things that we are to consider is the frequency
with which ve consume carbohydrate-containing foods. This is certainly relevant to our country. because we are really a country that is

changing our dietary habits and we are going from meal eaters to
Traditionally sweet, high - sucrose containing foods have fallen into
the dessert. food category. Today a major change is taking place in the
food-consuming habits of people in the United States.
I have presented in my statement some tables' that indicate that in

this country, we have changed the way we consume our food and
while before most people had. or at least tried to have, three square
meals in a day. today we find that we might have one, and then four
or five snacks durinc the day and this is really constituting our overall
eating pattern.
Actually. snack foods can hardly be classed as new, since most snack

itemscrackers, candies. cookies. lee creams. soft drinks. etc.have
preT,ared statement, p. 296.
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been around a. long time. The big change seems to be in consumer
attitudes toward snacks and the manufacturers' marketing strategies
to meet the consumers' demand created by (a.) prosperity, (b) a. more
informal life style, and (c) increased leisure time, plus time for more
home entertainment. Foods included in that study contain substantial
amounts of sucrose and are consumed as both snacks and desserts.
Today, with increasing frequency, the dessert. habit is considered by
many an indulgence and something that. as much as possible. should be

unlearned. Consumption patterns further indicate that, the use of
desserts or dessert-like products are most acceptable when used not
as desserts, but rather as snacks.

The tables that I have included in my statement very clearly show
to you how the usage of foods has changed and how before then were
consumed as part of the meal. and today they are being used mostly

as snacks. We have for example, in the item of cake, a 70-percent
increase in the snack usage versus the meal. In the case of cookies
nearly a 40-percent increase. In terms of pies or desserts of other types,
we have a 75-percent increase, so we no loiterer consume any of these
foods that are sugar consumed foods as dessert, but as snat:zs (luring
the day and therefore we are really increasing not only our consump-

tion of sugar in this kind of food, but also spreading it out during
the whole day. This is even more serious because as our population
expands continually, we are at the same time becoming a younger
Nation.
Today, nearly half of the Nation's people fall into the under -27year -old category. According to the Department of Commerce figures,
by 1982 we will have increased in number by 22 percent, with 47 percent of our population in the under-24-year-old category. A majority
will be 14-24 years of age.

This trend toward a. younger Nation with more individuals in the
age groups with a high care-. "-Peptibility coupled with a changinglife style, which favors an ir.. :\:.t bed consumption of snack items. many
containing substantial amounts of sucrose. combines to project, a situa-

tion which will contribute to an increase in caries production.
Not only do I think we have to look at the problem of pattern of consumption, I think that we should restress what. has been said before.
foods that contain sugar really have also an impact. in terms of the
nutrition of people. Foods compete for space in the stomachs of mankind. Every time a person selects a sugar-rich food. he does this at
the expense of other foods. These other fools are always better as a

source of protein, vitamins and minerals than the sugar which replaces them. Tt is for this reason that we have recommended in the
past that such industrially-produced foods containing high levels of
sugar he enriched with vitamins or minerals and other factors to
imnroye the nutritional value and belp reduce their caries potential.

Through the use of certain nutrients and agents such as phocphates.
which are presently being tested in terms of humans manufactured
food products can he improved. The fortification of sugar-containiner
fonds to make them nntritionally self - sufficient is renllv advisable.
91thonalt T recognize there are complex legal and teelmolo,ripal
diffienities which have to be cleared before w can implement these
measures.

Tt is unquestionably true that the carbohydrate comnonent of foods

is the important caries promoting factor in the diet. Sugars are
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metabolized by the bacteria on the surface of teeth to facilitate its
adherence to the tooth and there produce metabolites which decay
tooth enamel. Abundant and frequent consumption of sugar-rich
foods therefore enhance caries disease.

As it stands today, sugar-containing foods have a caries potential
which could be lowered by applying our research efforts and our technological competence to the production of attractive, palatable foods
which do not endanger the health of the consumer.
We have no data to show you what would be the impact on human
caries of substituting sucrose for other sugars, such as glucose or lac-

tose, bat preliminary data indicates that foods can be manufactured
with a reduced amount of sucrose which are palatable, nourishing and
with lower caries potential. Modification of the texture of foods could
also reduce caries potential probably by reducing the residence time

in the oral cavity of food debris. This is also a profitable avenue to
reduce the caries potential of manufactured foods.
Now with regard to nutrition education in medical and dental
schools, I just want to point out the fact that l feel that good nutrition
is the best ally of preventive medicine or dentistry. What. I feel is
most important is that. if leadership is not exerted by the people,
who are competent in understanding the problem of nutrition. then
the result is that other people who are less competent and less responsible are going to come in and become leaders and are going to mis-

guide our young people that want to know about nutrition, about
foods. about the a frects of the abuses in its use. Considering that:
(a) sugar is known to be a caries-promoting ingredient in foods:
(b) we know that increasing the frequency of food iu*-alr.e is also a

stimulating factor in caries development: (c) the per (wail con-

sumption of sugar in the United States has somewhat still: aired. but
nevertheless. the use of sucrose in manufactured foods has increased
tremendously in the last. 5 years: and (d) because the eating pattern
of the United States popnlation is changing from meal eaters to that
of nibblers, I really strongly recommend that first of all. nutrition
teaching- should be stimulated and supported in medical and dental
schools to insure that health professionals are thoroughly aware of
nutritional facts to be used either in their practice or in patient education or in health programs for the prevention of the diseases. And
as T said before, their leadership in this field will eliminate the ill
advise of people who are not thoroughly trained in this field and yet
will rive false hopes to the large number of people seeking nutritional
and health information.
Then secondly. I think that manufactured food products containing high proportions of sugar should be reevaluated from a nutritional

and dental health point of view in the following manner: (a)

nutritionally they should he enriched to restorenot to supplement
in excess amounts----their hntritional valve to proper levels so as to

make. them metabolically self sufficient :is far as possible: (b) from
a dental health point of view. they should bP reformulated. making
use of those sno-n r substitutes or ea riostatie siipplements that reduce
the caries potential.
Thirdly. I pronoce that there FI:ould be support for research in this
area in order to imderstand the efTeets of sugar substitutes. changes

1
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in food texture. and cariostatic supplements on the nutritional quality,
the organoleptic acceptability of the food, and ultimately the health
of the consumer.
And then finally, I suggest that full information should be available
in the package as well as in the advertisement of a manufactured food
about its nutrient composition and the possible effect on health that
the consumption of this product in large amounts could bring to the
consumer.

I would like to point out filially that there are no short cuts in life.
You cannot get good nutrition in a little pill. You cannot. be happy
with a little pill. You cannot be healthy with one minute of exercise
a day. and I think it must be understood by everyone that. anything
that is worthwhile requires effort and education to change our whole
life. Good nutrition should be brought. into our daily lives, through
the use of wholesome foods orderly consumed during the day. If we
incorporate it in this manner, we will get the benefits of this way of
life.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JUAN M. NAVIA
INFLUENCE OF NUTRITION ON TILE ETIOLOGY OF ORAL DISEASE

Nutrition is highly influential in the development of host resistance to oral
disease. No other factor, aside from the microbial one. can enhance or retard the
disease process as much as variations in the quality, quantity and frequency of
foods consumed in the diet. Yet the true magnitude of this component in human
oral disease processes has not been sufficiently measured or described.
The science of nutrition deals ultimately with the optimal cell requirements of
certain essential elements and compounds during the process of reproduction.
growth. maintenance, and function. In its broader aspect this science also encompasses the study of the nutritional requueinems. reactions and interactions taking
place in tissues, organs, and finally whole organisms. Foods in the diet provide

these essential nutrients and so their nutritional composition, the amount and
frequency with which they are consumed, and their physical and organoleptic
properties are of special importance to the study of nutrition.
To oral tissues, nutrition is of special relevance, not only because of their own
specific requirements, but because these tissues come in contact with foods twice:
(a) once directly, when they are masticated in the oral cavity and (b) a second
time when, after digestion and absorption, the nutrients return by way of the
circulatory system to nourish these tissues.
The nutrient composition of foods in the diet can influence teeth at two distinct
stages. Preemptively the chemical composition. as well as the eruption time of
teeth, may be affected. During this period, nutrients in the diet can also select a
pathogenic bacterial flora by enrichment of the environment and thus facilitate
later the implantation and colonization of these microorganisms on the enamel
surface of erupting teeth.

Posteruptively, nutrients in the diet can influence microorganisms on the

enamel surface by facilitating plaque formation and stimulating their metabolic
activities. Nutrients may also affect the flow and composition of saliva in contact with plaque and enamel, and finally, they can contribute to the composition
of the outer enamel surface and possibly to the formation of the acquired pellicle.
These different preemptive and posteruptive effects of dietary nutrients have not
been clearly recognized and controlled in experimental situations and epidemiological studies, and have led to misunderstanding as to the true effect of nutrition

in the etiology and development of oral disease.
.
Nutrients in the diet therefore can influence oral disease in the following ways:

(a) By changing the chemical environment of cells responsible for the

formation of dental tissues;
(b) Influencing, either independently or together with hormones, the cellular enzyme systems involved in calcification processes;
(c) Altering protein synthetic reactions and thus modifying the nature m
the calcifying organic matrix of mineralized tissues ;
(d) Modifying the rate of flow, quantity or the physical, chemical or immunological properties of saliva ;
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(C) Enhancing or inhibiting the remineralization process taking place

normally on the tooth surface of erupted teeth : and
(f) Influencing the multiplication, implantation and metabolism of the
plaque flora.
In most oral disease processes the prognosis is usually determined by the interaction of host, microbial and nutritional factors. When they coincide, disease will
ensue and when these factors are unbalanced the pathosis may be retarded or
even prevented. Host factors involve genetic determinants which affect the qual-

ity of enamel, the morphology of teeth, the size ratio of teeth to mandible, the
flow level and composition of saliva and other factors. The microbial factor is
represented by the bacterial masses in contact with oral tissues. The tooth is
normally covered by a dense layer of microorganisms which secrete metabolic
products that are in constant contact and interaction with oral tissues. These
omanisms, under the influence of the nutrient composition of the diet and other
unknown factors, may develop such a degree of virulence that disease (caries or
periodontal disease) will become rampant if untreated.
Efforts to prevent disease by controlling the etiological microbial agent alone
may be frustrating. A total or complete approach to the prevention of disease
through modification of all three factors would be most rewarding.
NUTRITION AND DENTAL CARIES

Dental caries is an infectious disease which is also influenced in its etiology by
the interaction between microbial, dietary and host factors. Although the disease
has existed for centuries, it is now ubiquitous, its incidence is increasing and in
many areas it is rampant.
This change in the epidemiological pattern could be attributed to increased
virulence of the cariogenic bacteria, but in reality diet is the etiological factor
considered to be most responsible for this change in the extent and incidence of
the disease.
The diet plays an important role in the selection, implantation, colonization
and metabolic activity of the plaque microflora. Nutrients in the diet may retard
or promote the formation and activity of a cariogenic plaque and the understanding of such effect,; in lthman caries is extremely important. The dental health
status of an individual is thus largely determined by a balance between dietary
factors which retard or promote caries.

The other important consideration in the nutritional aspect of caries is the
dietary pattern or the combinations and frequency
of consumption of foods during the day. The Vipeholm study and other studies have shown that the increased
frequency of snack consumption was directly correlated with increased caries
scores in preschool children.
It is therefore of great urgency to reevaluate and modify the foods used as
snacks in order to control the development of caries
in a population which seems
to be shifting in dietary habits from meal-eaters to nibblers.
(a) CONSUMPTION PATTERN OF SNACK AND DESSERT FOODS TN UNITED STATES

Traditionally sweet, high-sucrose containing foods have fallen into the dessert
food category. Today a major change is taking place in the food-consuming habits
of people in the United States.
In a convenience food study completed in 1970 for the Iowa Development Commission by the Arthur D. Little Co., it was noted that "various factors such as
the fact that members of the family may be away for periods during meal time,
have contributed to making the fixed, three-meal-a-day schedule almost a thing
of the past. At present, many persons have only two formal meals a (lay, with
third or even a fourth meal being a continuous snacking event throughout a
the
(lay." Definitions of snack foods nary from "finger foods" to a "self-contained
light meal" to "in-between food and beverage items that are consumed under conditions of recreation, sports
relaxation." Whatever the definition, the industry is growing. Snack food or
sales
rose 68.1 percent in the period
1956-68. In 1967, an AVISCO snack consumption
study reported
that over half of all housewives bought snacks at least once a Week. Almost
three-fourths noted they bought
more than one type of snack. With more women working, children are kept busy
with a wide range of after-school treats until the evening meal is prepared.
Actually, snack foods can hardly be classed as new, since most snack items
crackers, candies, cookies, ice creams, soft drinks, et ceterahave been around
long time. The big change seems to be in consumer attitudes toward snacks and thea

manufacturers' marketing strategies to meet the consumers' demand created
by (a) prosperity, (b) a more informal life style, and (c) increased leisure time,
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phis time for more home entertainment. Foods ineluded in that study contain
:albstantial amounts of sucrose and are consumed as both snacks and desserts.
Today, with increasing frequency, the dessert habit is considered by many an
indulgence and something that, as much as possible, should be unlearned. Consumption patterns further indicate that the use of desserts or dessert-like products are most acceptable when used not as desserts, but rather as snacks.
In a 1969 Marketing and Economic Report on Frozen Desserts consumption
data on snacks versus desserts, 4,000 households were surveyed as to their usage
of 14 items during the 1062-63 and 1907-68 periods. The results as indicated in a
chart below demonstrate the shift from dessert to snack usage in most of the food
product categories included in this study.
INDEX OF HOUSEHOLD SERVINGS OF SELECTED FOOD PRODUCT CATEGORIES,' TOTAL SERVINGS, SERVINGS AS
DESSERT, SERVINGS AS SNACK, JULY 1962 TO JUNE 1963 AND JULY 1967 TO JUNE 1968

1962-63

Type of food

Juices, drinks, ades:
Ades

Single noncitrus fruit
Soft drinks Cakes
Cookies
Pies

Other baked desserts...

....

Gelatin
Pudding desserts
Ice cream and related
products

.

Fruit
Quick bread, toasted products
Coffee cake
Donuts

Snacks, curls, chips, nuts
Candy (chocolate) - Other candy-

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

(Index. 1962-63=100)
Percent

Percent
1967-68 change

1962-63

1967-68

-3.7

100

182.4
107.7
214.3
67.2

96.3

-12.6

87.4
132.5

100
100
100
100

32.5

-9.8
-1.5

90.2

-11.9

88.1

98.5

-.0.9

99.1
116.1

16.1

-2.5
-6 9

97. 5

93.1

Total snack servings
(Index, 1962-63=-100)

Total dessert servings

Total number of servings
(Index.1962 -63 =100)

89.1
133.6
89.9
73.4

-10.9

128.1

28.1

129.2
141.0

29.2
41.0

33.6

-10 -1

-26.6

57 -4

79.7

1967-68

change 1962-63

82.4
7. 7

114.3

-32.8
-42.6
-20.3
-24.5

100
100
100
100

/5. 5
104.9
92.2

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

82.7 -17. 3
61.5 -38.5
84.0 -16.0
75.9 -24.1
57.1 -42. 3
1.0
101.0
62-8 -37.2
-8.3
91.7

4.9

-7.8

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100.3
96.2
126 3
170.4
139.9
124.0
174.8
154.1
142.6

100

103.0

100

156.1

100
100
100
100
100
100

135 8
112.8
103.6
163.2
146.5
148.0

Percent
change

0.3

-3.8
26 3
70.4
39.9

24 0
74 8
54.1
42. 6
3. 0
56 -1

35.8
12. 8

3. 6

63.2
46. 5

48.0

Selected product categories are those that have at least 20 percent of their total servings either as a dessert or as a
snack serving.

According to production data based on U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, Census of Manufacturers Report (8), actual per capita consumption of the same product categories remained relatively constant over the 19631967 period, except for quite large increases in cookies and candy consumption.
Data representing these product categories is shown below.

Pounds
per capita

Million

Pounds

pounds

Pounds
per capita

Million

pounds

pounds

per capita

1, 924.7

10.20

2, 358.1

11.92

433.4

1.72

2, 903.0

15.39

3,471.4

17.54

568.4

2. 15

863.4

4.58
6.03
5.92
3.94
5.07

1, 025. 1
1, 193. 0

5.18

161.7

Million
Food type
Cookies and wafers
Confectionery products
chocolate pi od ucts)
Cakes:
Sweet yeast goods
Soft cakes

(excluding

Pies

Jams, jellies and marmelades
Ice cream I

Flavored milk drinks
Fruit drinks and odes:

Increase or (decrease)

1967'

1963

1, 138. 2
1, 115. 5

743.0
955.8
597. 2
57, 021.0

3.17

1,113.1
736.4
997.0
563.9

.30

68, 191. 0

6.03
5.63
3.72
5.03
2.85

.34

54.8

.60
.60

(2.4)
(6.6)

(.29)
(.22)

(33. 3)
11,170.0

(.32)

(41.2)

(. 04)
.04

I Million gallons and gallons.
I Million quarts and quarts.
3 Million cases and cases.

As our population expansion continues, we are at the same time becoming a
younger Nation. Today, nearly half of the Nation's people fall into the under
27-year-old category. According to Department of Commerce figures, by 1082.
we will have increased in number by 22 percent, with 47 percent of our population in the under 24-year-old category. A majority will be 14-24 years of age.
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This trend toward a younger Nation with more individuals in the age groups
with a high caries susceptibility coupled with a changing life style which favors
an increased consumption of snack items, ina ny containing substantial amounts
of sucrose, combines to project a situation which will contribute to an increase
in caries production.
(B) NUTRITIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF TIIF. IIIGII CONSUMPTION OP
SUGAR-CONTAINING FOODS

Although the consumption of sugar in the United States has not increased in
the past 20 years, the per capita consumption is twice the world average. Adoles-

cents and young adults consume large quantities of carbohydrates, especially
sucrose.

In response to cultural and technological demands, sugar is now so purified
that many sugar-rich foods are nearly devoid of minerals and vitamins. and
contribute nothing but calories to the diet. The public expects the food industries to provide food products which are palatable, safe, inexpensive, and

nutritious.

Foods compete for space in the stomachs of mankind.Every time a person

selects a sugar -rich food, he does it at the expense of other foods, and these other

foods are always better as a source of vitamins and minerals than the sugar

which replaces them.

It is for this reason that we have recommended in the past that such industrially produced foods containing high levels of sugar should be enriched with
vitamins and minerals and other factors to improve the nutritional value and
to help reduce their caries potential.
The enrichment of sugar-containing foods with nutrients, and the supplementation of sugar with cariostatic agents such as phosphate, may create problems in
food technology which should not be difficult to solve. Enrichment of certain
suga:-rich food products may be undesirable because processing procedures are

severe.

Raising the nutritional quality of these products through supplementation

should not stimulate an increased consumption of sugar but rather prevent nutritional problems brought about by the extensive use of sugar in manufactured
products.
If enrichment of sugar-containing foods is advisable for the United States and
the Western Hemisphere. it is certainly even more important in the less technically developed countries of the world where the consumption of sugar-containing foods is increasing.
The fortification of sugar-containing products to make them nutritionally selfsufficient is advisable, although the author fully recognizes that there are complex legal, administrative, and technological difficulties which must be solved
before this program can be fully implemented.
(C) SUGAR-CONTAINING FOODS AND DENTAL CARIES

It is unquestionably true that the carbohydrate component of foods is the
important caries promoting factor in the diet. Sugars are readily metabolized
by the bacteria on the surface of teeth to facilitate its adherence to the tooth
and the production of metabolites which decay tooth enamel. Abundant and frequent consumption of sugar-rich foods therefore enhance caries disease.

We have no data at this time to show what would be the impact on human
caries of substituting sucrose for other sugars, such as glucose and lactose, but

experimental data indicates that foods can be manufactured with a reduced

amount of sucrose which are palatable, nourishing and with lower caries potential. Modifications of texture of foods could also reduce caries potential probably
by reducing the residence time in the oral cavity of food debris. This is also a
profitable avenue to reduce the caries potential of manufactured foods.
As it stands today. sugar - containing foods have a caries potentia! which could
be lowered by applying our research efforts and our technological competence
to the production of attractive palatable foods which do not endanger the health
of the consumer.
NUTRITION EDUCATION IN MEDICAL AND DENTAL Scizoots

Good nutrition is the best allied preventive medicine or dentistry has. To
lay aside such knowledge would be folly, as there is no way that we can cope
with disc: ,:e at a therapeutic level. The highly-trained manpower necessary to
treat sick people is nonexisting and costly.
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The teaching of nutrition in dental and medical schools would insure that
such knowledge is available to the health professional. Even though there are
many areas which have not been sufficiently investigated, enough is understood
today to enable them to use dietary manipulations in the preventive or in the
therapeutic procedures used in the office or the hospital. Nutritional and dietary
infortuatiou will not only be useful to the patient. but will be carried to thy
patient's home, where it may influence the eating pattern of the whole family.
The effectiveness of preventive nutritional measure:. relies heavily tat patient
self-care. a fundamental aspect of disease prevention.

For physicians there are also further reasons for being thoroughly trained in
nutrition. In recent years the methodology involved in parenteral nutrition has
been so developed that now patients for whom there was no hope of saving can
be fed through the vein and brought back to normality. This procedure demands
full understanding of nutritional principles so as to be able to restore the patient
to a level where it can then be treated by other procedures. Advances in technology and methodology such as this one of parenteral feeding will be lost to the
public if the science of nutrition is not taught along side other health discipline.
For dentists there are three areas in their professional activity in which nutri-

tional and dietary knowledge will be required :

(a) Clinical diagnosis.The dentist is unusual in the sense that in ninny cases
he is the only clinician that has an opportunity to examine individuals for complaints other than nutritional problems. His understanding of the expression of

nutritional deficiencies in the oral cavity can be valuable in the diagnosis of
incipient problems before they bloom into overt chronic deficiencies.
i b) Therapeutic procedures. which can be supplemented and made more effective by dietary counseling directed to the clinical problems under consideration.

(c) Health education offered to the patient and through the patient to the

family unit as a whole.
The last two items are of course equally applicable to physicians and dentist.
The health education aspect is especially important in the practice of pediatrics
or pedodontics, for the young patient can be influenced to incorporate into his liv-

ing pattern those dietary practices which will enable him to maintain not only

oral, but also general health.

Considering that

RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) Sugars are known to be caries-promoting ingredients in foods

(b) Increased frequency of food intake is also a stimulating factor in

caries development ;

(c) The per capita consumption of sugar in the United States of America
has stabilized in recent years at a level of approximately 98 pounds, but its
use in manufactured foods has increased ; and
(d) The eating pattern of the U.S. population has changed from that of
meal eaters to one of nibblers.

WE RECOMMEND TILE FOLLOWING

(1) Nutrition teaching should be stimulated and supported at medical and
dental schools to insure that health professionals are thoroughly aware of nutritional facts to be used (a) in their practice, (b) in patient education and (c)
in health programs for the prevention of disease. Their leadership in this field
would eliminate the ill-advice of people who are not thoroughly trained in this
field yet they misguide and give false hopes to people seeking nutritional and

health information.
(2) Manfactured food products containing high proportions of sugars should

be reevaluated from a nutritional and a dental health point of view in the fol-

lowing manner:
(a) Nutritionally they should be enriched to restore their value to proper
levels, so as to make them as metabolically self sufficient as feasible.

(b) From a dental health they should be reformulated, making use of
those sugar substitutes or cariostatic supplements that would reduce their
caries potential.
(3) Support for research in this area should be continued to understand the
effects of sugar substitutes, changes in food texture, and cariostatic supplements on the nutritional quality, the organoleptic acceptability of the food, and
ultimately the health of the consumer.

(4) Full information should he available in the package as well as in any
advertisement of a manufactured food about its nutrient compoation ana the
possible effect on health that the consumption of this product in large amounts
could bring to the consumer.

Senator McGovntx. Thank you very much. I have broken in several

times with questions, so I am going to let Senator Schweiker lead
oil' on the questions.

senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you very much, Senator McGovern.
First I would like to compliment the panel. I think your testimony
has been very helpful, positive, constructive and enlightening. I also
appreciate the different members of the panel's reference to my nutrition education bill, and I think the support these gentlemen offered is
very helpful to getting it through Congress.
LABELING TYPES OF CARBOHYDRATES?

1 would like to ask a few questions, and I will begin with Dr. Nizel.
Doctor, your statement did mention the possibility of labeling the kinds
of carbohydrates, as I recall, that occur in packages. so that we have
some very specific knowledge that we don't have now, which I think is
an excellent recommendation. I wonder if you want to comment on this

and also on your suggested substitutes. For instance, can you tell us
a little more about this protein substitute ? Is this commercially avail-

able, or is it in the research stage?

Dr. Num.. There is a Merlin Corporation which is working with a
protein called miraculin. It is derived from a berry which conditions
your tongue for it short period of time in such a way as to make sour,
tart fruits like grapefruit taste sweet. Also, there is another company

that manufactures a different type protein, monellin, that imparts
a sweet taste when added to foods.

Senator SCHWEIN.1:11. Now, the sugar substitutes that are on the
market, saccharin and others, do they have the same chemical effect on
the teeth as does sugar?
SUCROSE HAS MAJOR ACIDIC EFFECT ON TEETH

Dr. Nizim. No, they do not. The major sugar that has an effect on the
tooth is sucrose. Sucrose is a disaccharide which breaks down into a
monosaccharide and that, in turn, will break down into lactic acid.
This reaction does not take place with a sugar substitute like saccharin
Saccharin is different chemically and exerts no deleterious effect from
a dental standpoint.
Another sugar substitute is sorbitol, which is an alcoholic derivative
of glucose. It is metabolized very slowly. It is presently used in the
so-called sugarless products. It does not produce acid as rapidly as the
simple sugars do in the dental plaque.

Senator ScnwmitEn. I think that is very helpful anti very useful
information, as well as your suggestion about warnings. I gather
from your testimony as well as that of your colleagues that frequency
of use is the most important factor?
Dr. Num,. Yes, I think the public should be informed by labels on

life savers, breath mints, soft drinks, and so forth, that the frequent
consumption of these suga -rich items will be harmful to their teeth.
Senator Scnwman. Nov you recommend thht sugar sweetened
food for children could be banned, and I wonder if you think a ban is
justified here?
91- 7:t3 -7:'- -lit. i--- -4
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RECOMMENDS BANNING SUGAR-COATED CEREALS

Dr. NIZEL. As Dr. Mayer testified earlier, the 5- or 6-year-old child
should not be the family member who makes food choices based on

nutritional values. I think sugar-coated cereals, which are empty

calories and cariogenic, should be banned in the best interest for all
concerned, particularly children.
You never find these sugar-coated cereals on the upper shelves of the

supermarkets. I feel like Dr. Mayer does, that these youngsters are
easily misled by advertising and do themselves and others dental
harm by insisting on buying these foods. To protect them against this
hazard, these products should be banned.
Senator SCIIWEIKER. And you also referred to sugar advertisements

such as, "It isn't just good flavor, it is good food." And as a miter of
fact, I saw one last night referrina to sugar as "Great food energy."
What is your professional opinion t'of those advertisements?
Dr. N1ZEL. Well, this type of advertisement doesn't tell the whole
truth. It describes only one property of sugar. It is true it provides
energy, but so do all other foods. But they ought to tell what else it
does to the body besides providing energy. When they say it is good
food, one would assume that it is good for one's general health. And,
this is
i not a true statement because even a slight excess can promote
dental decay, and diabetes in susceptible individuals. I don't think the
word "Good" is a proper word to describe sugar because it does not
contribute any benefit to one's general and dental health. In fact, it
can do harm.
Senator SCIIWEIKER. I asked Dr. Mayer this question, although I
am not sure there is a known answer, but what relationship do you see
between children or other people who develop a sweet taste or sweet
tooth. What is your comment to what happens here?
"SWEET TASTE" Is ACQUIRED, NOT NATURAL

Dr. NIZEL. My feeling is that taste can be acquired or is learned.
One can also wean oneself from the taste of sweets. I know that if you
have been using sugar in your coffee for a period of years, then you
decide to omit the addition of sugar in your coffee, you can condition

your taste buds to actually dislike the sugary sweet flavor. In fact,

most people cannot put sugar back in coffee once they have acquired
or learned to like the flavor of-the coffee. We -.stricted sweets from

our children, and to this dayat the age of 25 hey do not like sweet
desserts. It is just as easy to say "I dislike sweets" as "I dislike bitter

tastes."
Senator SCHWEIKER. I want to go back because I am trying that
myself. If you cut sugar out of coffee, what is your first reaction?
Dr. NIZEL. You learn the flavor of coffee yourself.
Senator ScilwEiKER. The first reaction is very negative and unpleasant, I might add.
Dr. NIZEL. At the beginning it is, and then you develop a taste for

the flavor of coffee. This is like putting catsup on everything. You
destroy the natural flavor of the food. Once you develop a taste for
the flavor of natural coffee, then you will not be able to add sugar.
You will find that sweetness may be so distasteful that it can be
sickening.

a
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Senator SCIIWEIKER. So you are saying this sweet taste is an acquired learning habit and as such the obvious educational impact is
one of the prime factors and it conditions people as

far as

Kia.t.000 COMPANY Wm. TESTIFY

Senator McGovEnx. Woo.it you yield a moment, Senator Schweiker? We have a communication from Mr. Joseph Loaning, president
and chief executive of Kellogg Company, and I would like to ask
that it be made a part of the record. Let ine just read it:
The Kellogg Company of Battle Creek, Michigan, has assured me that it
stands ready and willing to present its nutrition story and the company's policies relative to the use of Its resources and creative talents of Its own people.
and that of its advertising agency, Leo Burnett, to the Senate Select Committee
on Nutrition and Human Needs, or to any other proper committee. However, the
eonipany insists on its right to reserve its appearance to :w open and fair forum.
The Committee staff obviously doesn't understand the scope of that complaint
by the FTC. However, we stand rends to testify on the nutritional aspects of
our products and our methods of disseminating the nutritional value of our
products to our customers.

That is all the committee ever wanted from the Kellogg Company.

the testimony on the nutritional aspects of their products and the

methods of disseminating the nutritional value of their products. and
I think Senator Schweiker and the other members will agree we will

be happy to receive the representatives of that company any time
it is convenient to the company and to this Committee.
And I would also like to ask that a memorandum prepared by the

legal representative to the committee. Mr. James Turner. on this
matter be made a part of the record.' It is simply an analysis of the
conflict between congressional hearings and administrative proceeding.

If there is no objection, that will be made part of the record.
I want to say to our three. witnesses that I have to go to another
commitment that I am now late for, and I would like to ask Senator
Schweiker to continue the questioning during the committee session
as he sees fit. I do want to commend the three witnesses for the
excellent testimony today.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Shaw, if I may direct a few questions to you at this moment about
your testimony. You refer in your statement to tests beino. conducted

at Harvard making it very clear that sugar-coated breakfast cereals
cause, decay more than unsweetened cereal. Is this a new finding or
has this been kuown before? What is your reaction to the impact of
that particular, study?
Dr. SHAW. T1119 is new. These are experiments that we have been

doing in the last years with funding we have received in part from
the National Institute of Dental Research. What we Have been doing
is to set up caries tests where, during certain times of the day, rats

ea.

would have access to a normal diet and during some other parts of the
day. they would have other foods or snacks or confections. The experiment which I reported here was one in which we compared sugarcoated breakfast cereals with the more traditional kinds. It has only
been finished for a fuw weeks and as far as I know, nothing comparable
to this has been done.
I See Appendix, pp. 31.1-15.
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Senator Sri, welian. In your statement you make a collide Of weom-

memintions, one that television advertisement of sugar prodnets
should be sharply curtailed: and. two. the rest rietion of smear intake

is especially important during the time in n child's life when he
young and his teeth are being formed. In essence then. aren't vou
the other members of the panel saying that at the most eliti( ;(I dines in

the person's life h. terms of sugar intake. maxinnzing the impact of

sugar on these pemons will have very deleterious effects in dental caries
and perhaps even unknown areas now. to that we are recommending in
essence that we take the situation and minimize the impact in terms of

the child's health and teeth, preventive medicine, is that what yon are
saying?

Dr. SnAw. That is correct. as long as we don't limit it to the benefit being. imposed simply during childhood. While the problems are
most acute (hiring childhood. yet they continue on through life. to that
your statement is perfectly correct, only don't let's limit it to the child-

rt,

hY

hood period.
Senator SCHWEIKER. We don't grow out of the problem just because
we grow up.
Dr. SHAW. Exactly.
Senator Senwtami. You also mentioned in commenting on my hill
that I lkere is an understafling situation in the sohools regarding nuti-

tion. I just wonder if you would elaborate a little bit about what, you
feel the current status of dental school.: are in this regard. You also
make a goon suggestion about the need for training more technical
people in this field.
MAJoarry or DENTAL SuHOOLS HAvE No NUTRIENT Prai4oxxiit.

Dr. SHAW. Yes. Well. I think when you look at the need for nutrition education in the dental schools of the country. it can be summarized something like this: Of the G dental schools at the present
time, certainly only the minority of these schools has anyone on their
senior faculties whose specialty is nutrition. Actually three of the
dental schools with a senior faculty member in nutrition are right here,

representing the University of Alabama, Tufts Dental School and
Harvard. In these three schools, there is a senior person and there are

complementary supporting people. As you look around the dental
schools of the country, you will find many schools where there may
be no one who is trained as a nutrition investigator and teacher. In
a number of schools where there is someone on the faculty at a junior
level, who has primarily been trained as a dietician who is responsible
for instruction in applied nutrition. In general there is not an adequate
depth of personnel to teach nutrition in our dental schools.
Sc hator SeinVEIKEn. You are saying these three situations are really
the main exceptions to the rule?
Dr. SHAW. Yes, but there are two or three other schools, but you
see the main representation here.
Dr. NUM. In 1968, I ran a survey on the number of dental schools

that have a nutrition teaching program. The result of that survey, in
essence, said that only about 10 to 15 percent of the schools taught
applied nutrition. I would say about 40 out of GO schools taught some
small amount of the biochemistry of nutrition. But when it came to
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applying this basic knowledge at the clinical level, there were very
few schools, :naybe one-half dozen, that taught the applied aspect.
Senator SCHWEIKER. I wonder if you could send the committee the
results of that survey ? I don't believe you have that with you at this
point?
Dr. N met. Yes. I will send it to you.'

Senator Snwmumt. I think it would be very helpful to us.

Dr. Shaw. you also say that it is possible to develop a product with
much lower concentrations that will be very pleasing to taste and we
have already asked Dr. Nizel to comment. on that. Maybe you would
like to expand or elaborate a little more. Maybe this is a key to what.
our committee ought to be focusing on. What areas of alternate approach do we have and what are your suggestions?

Stcaose Corti)

t'r ity t0 Plater.x.r

I)r. So.m. I would like to give von an exam ,)le, without naming
the company involved. because I think that would be unfair. I was
asked last .tame to talk to the research and advertising personnel in
one of the largo food companies of the United States about what. I
understood to be the problem between suers... and other sugars and
dental health. So we spent at day together in very careful intimate
discussion of the matter. One very interesting point cattle mit, which
I think ( cemplities what can he done if the company wants to do it.

One of the It) people said
You know. there Is no reason why we can't cut the pancake syrups that we
'make in halt as far as sucrose concentrations. There is no reaPai akolutely as
far as palatability that finalise (Inn be cut down by half or even lower and still

have a marketable tasty pNwittet.

I think this is 3111 example of what can happen if you bring the informat ion to the industry. It gets them thinking about things t hey eau

(I() that they never stopped to think about before. If manufacturers
would look at ever one of the products today in which sucrose is used
heavily, with ingenuity and some research as far as what, is taste ileceptablp. and what is acceptable as far as toe general month feel of

the food. major reductions in su.ra use could be achieved. These

changes could be made without even thinkint, about other sweetening
agents such as miaeulin, that I)r. Nizel spoke about, and another one
which is being worked on in Philadelphia. %vide! they call monellin.

They are very sweet compounds and readily metabolized in the

body and have absolutely no potential to produce dental caries.
So I think the problem with the level of sucrose in so many of our
foods today is that this has been an easy way and therefore the in-

dustry has just kind of slid atom. Products sell better if they are
sweeter. so why worry about hi(di sugar cosumption. But with ingenuity and research and a real desire to improve products, there is

absolutely no necessity for the amount of sucrose that is in the products

oday.

Senator ScuEnuat. So you are saying without really making many
changes in the processing or maketin(r at all, we could accomplish

quite a bit without going into sugar substitutes per se?
sot avatiable. at

(IMO of

publication.
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Dr. Sit Aw. Yes.

Dr. NAvr.. Just to give example of that kind of approach, I will tell

you for example that we have ongoing research supported by the
National Caries program of the National Institute of Dental Research, and one of the objectives of the research. is to produce and
test for caries, snack foods in which sucrose is substituted for other
sugars, and the process is highly interesting.

REFORMULATE SUGAR COOKIE Wrrnorr SUCROSE

We, reformulate a sugar cookie, for example, trying to substitute
85 or 00 percent of the sucrose for other sugars. We have tested different. sugar combinations. that we now know have low caries potential.
combinations of glucose, lactose and other sugars. We, take this new
reformulated sugar cookie and we have it examined by a taste panel,

whirl would give the acceptability snore and once we are sere that

this is a sugar cookie which would be acceptable to the publ ie. then we
bring it into the laboratory and test. it in experimental system. We test
that newly formulated sugar cookie in comparison with one that eontains sucrose, in a complicated piece of equipment that feeds rats meals
and snacks just like humans do. The first preliminary results indicated
that the reformulated cookie has lower caries potential in comparison
with the one that has the original formulation with the full amount
of sucrose.
Factors such as the changing of the types of sugars used and the use
of all technological know how that, we have today in the food industry.
can really do a lot of good in terms of lowering the caries potential.
This is also true for changes in textures. We can modify slightly the
textures of the food, so the food does not stay in the mouth for a long
period of time and therefore reduce again car ies potential. These are
avenues of research that are open and we have not yet explored them

sufficiently, but we certainly should place a lot of effort in that

direction.

Senator SCHWEIWER. Doctor. I would like to ask you one other ques-

tion, as long as we shifted to you at the moment. You make the point,
and the other members of the pa "l, also, to some extent, about the very
changing li festyle of Amerieans and how we used to think of some-

thing as a dessert food and now it is a dessert. snack. Or a third or
fourth or fifth meal food. I gather you feel this has had a very adverse
effect on our nutritional habits and particularly on our teeth. Ts what
you are saving here. that this shift of eating habits, although it need
not he: has had an adverse effect by the nature of how the shift is
occiirring? Is that. what, von are saying?
FREQUENCY OE "SNACKING" INCREASES CARIES

Dr. NAVTA. My comment here, is in regard to dental health. In terms
of dental health, which we know that if we feed rats two times a day.
they will have a certain level of caries severity, but iF von feed the
same admals 5 times during the day or 10 times during the day or 18
times. von get a corresponding increase in the amount. of caries. This
has also been shown in exneimental situations in humans, so we do
know that as von increase the number of feedings during the dav, you
increase the chances for stimulating the disease. Our life style is cer-

1
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tainly in the direction of helping the development of dental caries. If
besides. the foods that you are consuming are those that contain a high
proportion of sugar, then obviously your chances are excellent for having a lot of decay?
Senator SCIIWEIKER. Ts it also part of this pattern to say. in view
of this change of lifestyle, that a higher per capita consumption of
sugar probably means a more, frequent use of sugar? In other words.
we say that the amount of sugar. per se, is pertaining
frequency.
Bat, does it also follow, from what you are saying, that per capita
changes 10 to 20 years from now, with the lifestyle changes will put this
Nation in bad shape?
Dr. NAvta.. You would get both, although we have had an increase
in sugar consumption during the last 25 years. a very dramatic one.
We don't think that during the last 5 years consumption has increased,
but. nevertheless, the level we have is more than sufficiently high. We
don't need to increase any more to be in bad shape. We are in bad
shape now.
Senator ScuwEntr.u. I certainly concur. With five small children. I
see, them ruin the evening meal wan snacks and see my wife get her
blood pressure elevated for this reason. I think it is a very important
point. and I think it is somewhat symptomatic because you can't
divorce one from the other if you have small children.
Well. I thank :von all very much. I think you have been most helpful and constructive. On behalf of the Chairman. Senator McGovern,
I very much appreciate your testimony. Thank you very much for
coming.

The committee is in recess, to reconvene on Tuesday at 10 a.m.
(Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m. the Select Committee was recessed. tr
reconvene at. 10 a.m. on March 6, 1973. in room 1318 of the Dirksen
Building.)
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ITEM 1- ARTICLES PERTINENT TO THE HEARING
MEMORANDUM OF 3IARCII 1. 1973
From; Ken Schlossberg. Staff Director.

Members and StaffSenate Committee on Nutrition and Human Need:.
Re: Companies and Advertising Agencies Refusal to Appear to Te'tify.
The husiness and advertising agency witnesses invited to te:tify on Starch 7
have declined to appear. While we have not yet received their formal refusals
in writing. they have given their reason orally by telephone as being the complaint now pending against them by the Federal Trade Commis:ion. Their po-

sition is that it would be inappropriate/not in their interests to discuss tf.-ir

advertising policies publicly while the FTC complaint ren, lin: unresolved.
In the opinion of legal counsel to the Committee. this po-itb nn is not supportable. The FTC complaint (Docket #8883. attached) does not bear directly on
the subject of these hearings, which is the advertising of food: to ehildrn on
television in the teaching of good nutritional practices. The FTC complaint k
primarily a restraint of trade complaint charging that the major mt.ea. companiesKellogg. General Mills, General Foods and Quaker Oats have maintained a concentrated. non-competitive market structure and exercise monopoly
power. Accordingly. the complaint alleges that certain advertising practiee-: employed by these companies represent unfair methods of competition. Specifically.
the advertising complaint alleges that some advertisements represent or imply
that by eating the product a child will be able to perform %trim's physical activities or feats as performed by athletes.
The FTC complaint appears, therefore. to hear only in a most indireet manner
on the subject and focus of the hearings next week which
essentially what

kind of nutrition education are children receiving from the Mink of product...
parth,nlarly breakfast products. being advertised to them dewing their prime
time? What are they being taught is good food and gond nutrition? A key twee-

Non in this regard, of course. is the degree to which sugared prodnets are being
advertised to children. This is not mentioned in the FTC complaint.
Counsel to the Committee is in the process of preparing a noire detailed cxplanation of this matter.
[ Attachment.]
l'NITED STATER OF ANTERICA 'BEFORE FEDERAL. Timm: COMM IS".10

(Docrtrr No. SsS31

in the Matter of Ke.r.tocn CoNteANY. a corporation

GENERAL :VILLA. Ty.. a

corporation: GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION. a corporation: fuel 'VIII: Q; -Al+ER

()Ars Com-ANY, a corporation

(107)
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COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission has reason to believe that the party respondents named in the caption hereof, and hereinafter more particularly designated
and described. have violated and are now violating the provisions of Section r.
of the Federal Trade Commission Act (Title 15. U.S.C. § 45). Accordingly. the
Commission hereby issues this Complaint stating its charges with respect thereto as follows :

1. Respondents have been and are now engaged in. among other business

activities. the manufacture and sale of ready-to-eat (RTE) cereals. ETE cereals

are food products made from barley, corn, oats, rice or wheat and various

combinations of such grains which are Balm], granulat.d, puffc.i. shredded or
proceed in other ways. RTE cereals are eaten primarily as a breakfast food
requiring no cooking or heating preparation by the consumer.
All of the respondents have been engaged in the cereal business for over 40
years. and in the RTE cereal business for over 30 years. Since 1950 respondents
have consistently accounted for over 84 percent of the sales of RTE cereals.
A. RESPONDENT KELLOGG COMPANY

2. Kellogg Company was founded in 1906. It is a corporation organized and
doing business under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office

and place of business located at 235 Potter Street, Battle Creek, Michigan

4901G. Kellogg manufactures and sells, among other things, RTE cereals, tea,
soup. gelatin. and pudding.

In 1970 Kellogg had assets of 0347 million and sales of $61: million. In
1K0 Kellogg ranked 191st in sales among the nation's 500 largest industrial

corporations.
In 1969 Kellogg's domestic sales of RTE cereals were $300 million and advertising expenditures for RTE cereals were over $.36 million. Kellogg is the largest
producer rf RTE cereals in the United States.
B. RESPONDENT GENES-AL Mitts,

General Mills, Inc. was incorporated in 1928. It is a corporation organized
and doing business under the laws of the State of Delaware with its principal
office and place of business located at 9200 Wayzata Boulevard, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55440. General Mills manufactures and sells, among other things,
RTE cereals. flour. toys, chemicals, clothes. and jewelry.
In 1970 General Mills had assets over $665 million, and sales were over $1
billion. In 1970 General Mills ranked 116th in sales among the nation's 500
largest industrial corporations.

In 197', General Mills' domestic RTE cereal sales amounted to $141: 'Ilion

and adve. ising expenditures for RTE cereal were $19 million. General 3111Is is
the second largest producer of RTE cereals in the United States.
C. RF.SPONDENT GF.NERAT. FOODS Conr.

General Foods Corp. was incorporated in 1922. It Is a corporation organized
and doing business under the laws of the State of Delaware with its principal
office and plaee of hosiness located at 250 North Street, White Plains, New York
10602. As the nation's largest food manufacturer, General Foods produces; and
sells. among other things. RTE cereals, coffee. beverages, frozen food. pet foods.
:Ind desserts.
In 1970 the total assets of General Foods were over $1.3 billion and .sales were
over S2 billion. In 1970 General Foods ranked 45th in sales among the nation's
500 largest industrial corporations.
In inn. General Foods' domestic sales of RTE cereals were over $92 million
and advertising expentdititres for RTE cereals were over S9 million. General
Foods is the third largest producer of RTE cereals in the TTnited States.
D. RESPONDENT TITF. ()UNSER OATS COMPANY

The Quaker Oats Company was incorporated in 1901. it is a corporation organized and doing business tinder the laws of the State of New jersey- with its principal care and place of business bleated at Merrhandige Mart Mara. Chiermo.
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Illinois 60654. Quaker manufactures and sells, among other things, RTE cereals,
frozen food, cookies, pet foods, and chemicals.

In 1970, Quaker had assets over $391 million and sales of $597 million. In
1970 Quaker ranked 195th in sales among the nation's 500 largest industrial

corporations.

In 1070 Quaker's domestic sales of RTE cereal were $56 million. Approximately $9 million was spent in 1970 to advertise Quaker RTE cereals. Quaker
is th fourth largest producer of RTE cereals in the United States.
E. NAnisco, Ise.
Nabisco. Inc. is not a respondent herein. It has, however, participated in some
of the acts and practices alleged herein and has contributed by acquiescence to
the noncompetitive structure of the RTE cereal market, as alleged herein. Nabisco was incorporated iii-1898. It is a corporation organized and doing business
under the laws of the State of New Jersey with its principal office and place of
business located at 425 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022. Nabisco manufartures and sells, among other things, RTE cereals, cookies, candy, and snack
foods.

In 1970 Nabisco's total assets were over $503 million and sales were over ';t866

million. In 1970 Nabisco ranked 140th in sales among the nation's 500 largest
industrial corporations.
Nabisco's domestic sales of RTE cereals were S26 million in 1969 and advertising expenditures for RTE cereals were S3 million. Nabisco is the fifth largest
producer of RTE cereal in the United States.
F. RALSTON PURINA COMPANY

Ralston Purina Company is not a respondent herein. It has. however. participated in some of the acts and practices alleged herein and has contributed by
acquiescence to the noncompetitive structure of the RTE rereal market. ps alleged

herein. Ralston was incorporated in 1894. It is a corporation organized and
doing bo.:illesg under the laws of the State of Missouri with its principal office
and place of business located at Checkerboard Square. St. Louis. Missouri 63109.

Ralston manufactures and sells. among other things, RTE cereals. pet foods.

animal feed. snack foods, and frozen food.
Tn 1970. Ralston's total assets were over 5775 million and sales were over S1.5

billion. In 1070 Ralston ranked 71st in sales among the nation's 500 largest in-

dustrial eorporat ions,
in 1969 Ralston's domestic RTE cereal sales were over $20 million and advertising expenditures were over $4 million. Ralston is the sixth largest producer of
RTE cereal in the United States.

3. In the eourse and conduct of their business. respondents now ship. and for
some time past have shipped. their RTE cereals from their respective production

farilities in various states to locations in various other states of the United
States. and maintain and at all times mentioned herein have maintained. a substantial rourse of trade in RTE cereals in commerce. a. "pommel-re" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Art.
4. F.:telt of the respondents is in substantial competition with each and all of
the other respondents and with other cereal producers in the mannfarture and
g:Ilo of RTE cereals in interstate commerce. except to the extent that PompeiiUlm has been hindered. lessened and eliminated as hereinafter set forth.
5. During the past 30 years the RTE cereal industry has experieneed substantial growth. Tn 1940. 453 million pounds of RTE cereal were produred : 900 million pounds were produced in 1960: and in 1910 over 1 billion pounds of WIT,
(weal were produced. The value of RTE cereal increased from $163 million in

1030 to over 5650 million in 1970.

Tn 1910 respondents' sales aceounted for approximately 68 pereent of the RTE

cereal ta.ket: in 1910. for S4 pereent: and in 1970, for 90 pereent. Tn 1969
respondents controlled the following approximate shares of the RTE cereal

market : Kellogg. 5 percent: General Mills. 21 pereent : General Foods. 16 perrent : and Quaker. 9 pereent. TO 1969 Nabisco and 'Ralston each had on approximate share of four pereent of the RTE cereal market.
6. For at lrnst the past 30 years, and rontinning to the present. respondents.

and each of them, have engaged in arts or have practiced forbearnee with

respect to the acts of other respondents. the effect of which has been to maintain
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a highly concentrated. noneompetitive market strueture in the production and
...ale of RTE cereal.
During this period respondents. in maintaining hoe aforesaid market structure.

have been, mid are now engaged in, among others, the folloing acts and

practices:

A. BRAND IbROLIFERTION. .RODUCT DIFFERENTIATION AND TDE3IRK PROMOTION

Respondents have introduced to the market a profusion of RTE, cereal brand,.
During the period 1950 through 1970 approximately 150 brands. mostly trade
marked. were marketed by respondents. Over half of these brands were haloduced after 1960. In introducing and promoting these new brands respondents
have employed intensive advertising directed particularly to Milliken. Respondents have used advertising to promote trademarks that conceal the true nature
of the product.
Respondents artificially differentiate their RTE cereals. Respondents Kathie.,
basically similar RTE cereals, and then emphasize and exaggerate trivial variations such as color and shape. Respondents employ trademarks to conceal sin
basic similarities and to differentiate cereal brands. Respondents also use premiums to induce purchases of RTE cereals.
Respondents have steadily increased the level of advertising expenditures for

RTE cereals. During the period 1950 through 1970. respondents aggregate al
nual advertising expenditures for RTE cereals tripled from $26 million to 5s1
million. In 1970. respondents' advertising to sales ratio for RTE cereals averaged 13 percent.

These practices of proliferating brands. differentiating similar products and
promoting trademarks through intensive advertising result in high barriers to
entry into the RTE cereal market.
It. INFIR METHODS OF COMPETITION IN ADERTNING AND PRODIT FROMM ION

1. By means of statements and representations contained in their advertisements respondents:
In advertisements aimed at children. represent directly or tty implication. that
their RTE cereals without any other foods enable t hitting' to perform the physical activities represented or implied in their advertisements.

In truth and in fact :
Respondents' RTE re real. do not enable children to perform do' iMysical activitie: represented cur implied in their advertkements. .\ ehild's ability to perform such physical activities depends on many other factors. including but not
limited to general body build, exercise. rest, a balanced diet and age.
2. By means of statements and representations contained in their advertiseWilts: respondents Kellogg. general Mills, and general Foods represent. directly
or by implication. that ConSinithig RTE cereal at breakfast :

tar Will result in loss of body weight nit bout vigorous adherence to

a reduced calorie diet.

I bl Will result in maintenance of present bitty weight even if total

calorie intake increases, or
(e) Will result in hiss or maintenance of body weight without adherence
to regular physical exercise.

In truth and in fact:

Ial Consuming RTE cereal at breakfast will not result in loss of Ludy
weight without vigorous adherence to a reduced calorie diet.
II)) Coins:ming RTE cereal at breakfast will not result in id. inlenaiire
of body weight even if total calorie intake increases.

!el ('onsuming- lam cereal at breakfast will not result in loss or
maintenance of body weight without adherence to regular :thysieal
exercise.

By means of statements and representation; contained in their advertisements respondents (teller:II Mills and Kellogg:

la) Represent. directly or by implication. that failure to eat one of

their RTE cereals results in the failure t)1 athletes or others ti) Peg form to

their full eapabilities.
(b) Represent. directly or by implication. that the ingestion of one of
their RTE cereals by athletes or others enables them to perform better in
their respective activities.
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In truth and in fact :
(a) Failure to eat one Of the RTE cereals of such resliondents n ill not
result in the taiInre of athletes or others to perform to their lull
capabilities.

lb) The ingestion of one of the RTE cereals of such respondents o ill

not enable athletes or others to perform better in their respective activities.
4. 'I he use by respondents of the aforesaid unfair methods of enapetition
advertising and product promotion has the capacity and tendency to mislead con-

sumers. particularly children. into the mistaken belief that respondents' RYE
cereals aie different from other RTE cereals. thereby facilitating artificial differentiati,m mid brand proliferation. These unfair methods of competition liae
contributed to and enhanced respondents' ability to obtain and maintain immi p.
oly prices and to exclude competitors from the manufacture and sale of RTE
eal.

L. CONTROL OF SHELF SPACE

Kellogg is the principal supplier of shelf space services for the RTE cereal
sections of retail grocery outlets. Such services include the selection, placement
and removal of RTE cereals and allocation of shelf space for RTE cereals to
each respondent and to other RTE cereal producers.
Through such services respondents have interfered with and now interfere with
the marketing efforts of other producers of RTE and other breakfast cereals anti
producers of other breakfast foods. Through such services respondents restrict the
shelf positions and the number of facings for Nabisco and Ralston RTE cereals,
and remove the RTE cereals of small regional producers.
All respondents acquiesce in and benefit from the Kellogg shelf space program
%%hien protects and perpetuates their respective market shares through the removal or controlled exposure of other breakfast food products including, but not
limited to, RTE cereal products.
D. ACQUISITION OF COMPETITORS

During the pa4 70 years numerous acquisitions have occurred in the breakfast
cereal industry. One of the effects of these acquisitions was the el*
Mimi of
significant sources of private label RTE cereal. Among them are the following.
In 1943. General Foods acquired Jersey Cereal Company, a Pennsylvania corporation. Before acquisition by General Foods, Jersey Cereal Company was a
substantial Competitor in the sale of private label and other RTE cereal.
In 1943. Kellogg leased and controlled the manufacturing facilities of Miller
Cereal Company, Omaha. Nebraska, a substantial competitor in the sale of private label and other RTE cereal. In 1938, upon termination of the said leasing
agreement, Kellogg purchased the assets of Miller.
In 1940. General Foods acquired the RTE manufacturing, facilities of Campbell
Cereal Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, a substantial competitor in the sale of
RTE cereal. Following this acquisition, General Foods dismantled the RTE facilities of Campbell and shipped said facilities to South Africa.
The aforesaid acquisitions have enhanced the shared monopoly structure of the
RTE cereal industry.
7. Respondents, and each of them, have exercised monopoly power in the RTE
cereal market by engaging in the following price and sales promotion practices,
aiming others :
(a) Refrained from challenging each other's decisions to increase prices
for RTE Cereals, and, in general, acquiesced in or followed the price increases of each of them :
(b) Restricted the use of trade deals and trade-directed promotions for
RTE cereals;
(e) Limited the use of consumer-directed promotions for RTE cereals,
such as coupons, cents-off deals, and premiums.

S. Respondents' acts and practices aforesaid have had the following effects,

among others:

(a) Respondents have, individually and collectively, established and
maintained artificially inflated prices for RTE cereals.
(b) Respondents have obtained profits and returns on investment substantially in excess of those that they would have obtained in a competitively structured nut rket.
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(c) Product innovation has been largely supplanted by product imitation.

(d) Actual and potential competition in the manufacture and sale of

RTE cereals has been hindered, lessened, eliminated and foreclosed.

(e) Significant changes in the RTE cereal market has been blockaded

for over thirty years.
(f I

Meaningful price competition does not exist in the RTE cereal

market.
(g) American consumers have been forced to tray substantially higher

prices for RTE cereals than they would have had to pay in a competitively structured market.
9. Through the aforesaid acts and practices:
(a) Respondents individually and in combination have maintained, and
now maintain, a highly concentrated, noncompetitive market structure in
the production and sale of ItTE cereal, in violation of Section 7) of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
I b) Respondents. 71dividually and collectively, have obtained. shared
and exercised. momandy power in, and have monopolized. the praluetion
and sale of RTE cereal, in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
(e) Respondents, and each of them, have erected, maintained and raised

barriers to entry to the RTE cereal market through unfair methods of
competition, in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.

WHEREFORE, THE PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Federal Trade Commis-

sion on this 26th day of April, A.D., 1972, issues its complaint against said
respondents.

NOTICE

Notice is hereby given to each of the respondents hereinbefore named that the
5th day of June, A.D. 1972. at 10 a.m.. o'clo:-.1: is hereby fixed vs the lime and
Federal Trade Commission Offices. 1101 Building. 11th & Penna. Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. as the place when and where a hearing will be had before a

hearing examiner of the Federal Trade Commission, on the charges set forth
in this complaint, at which time and place you will have the right under said
Act to appear and show cause why an order should not be entered requiring yor,
to cease and desist from the violations of law charged in this complaint.
You are notified that the opportunity is afforded you to file with the Commission an answer to this complaint on or before the thirtieth (30th) day after
service of it upon you. An answer in which the allegations of the complaint are
contested shall contain a concise statement of the facts constituting each ground
of defense : and specific admission, denial, or explanation of each fact alleged in
the complaint or. if you are without knowledge thereof. a statement to that effect.

Allegations of the complaint not thus answered shall be deemed to have been
admitted.
If you civet not to contest the allegations of fact set forth in the complaint, the
answer shall consist of a statement that you admit all of the material allegations

to be true. Such an answer shall constitute a waiver of hearings as to the facts
alleged in the complaint. and together with the complaint will provide a record
basis on which the hearing examiner shall file an initial decision containing
appropriate findings and conclusions and an appropriate order disposing of the
proceeding. In such answer you may, however, reserve the right to submit proposed findings and conclusions and the right to appeal the initial decision to the
Commission under Section 3.52 of the Commission's Pules of Practice for Adjudiea t ve Proceedings.
Failure to answer within the time above provided shall be deemed to constitute
a %%aiver of your right to appear and contest the allegations of the complaint and

shall authorize the hearing examiner. without further notice to you, to find the
facts to be as alleged in the complaint and to enter an initial decision containing
such findings, appropriate conclusions and order.

PROPOSED ORDER

Should the Commission conclude from the record developed in any adjudicative
proceeding in this matter that the respondents are in violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade CommisQion Act as alleged in the Complaint, the Commission may

JO.
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order such relief as is supported by the record and is necessary and appropriate
including, but not limited to :
1. Divestiture of assets, including plants and other facilities, for the
formation of new corporate entities to engage in the manufacture, distribution and sale of RTE cereals, and such trademarks, brand names and
know-how as may be required for, or useful in, such manufacture, distribution. and sale ;
2. Licensing of existing brands or trademarks and future brands or
trademarks on a royalty-free basis for a specified period of time ;
3. Prohibition of acquisitions of stock or assets of firms engaged in the
business of manufacturing or selling RTE cereals for a specified period of
time;
4. Prohibition of any practices found to be anticompetitive, including
but not limited to shelf space services or
of particular methods of
selling or advertising acts or practices, anduse
other provisions appropriate
to correct or remedy the effects of such anticompetitive practices; and
5. Periodic review of the provisions of any order that may be entered.
IX WITNESS WHEREOF, the Federal Trade
Commission 118,4 issued this, its
complaint. to be signed by its Secretary
and its official seal to be hereto affixed, at
Washington, D.C., this 26th day of April, A.D., 1972.
By the Commission.
[seat.]
Cu ARLES A. Toms. Seeretasy.

MEMORANDUM OF MARCH 3, 1973

Fr011t James Turner
To: Kenneth Schlossberg, Staff Director, L.S. Senate Select Committee ou Nutrition and Human Needs.
Re: Legal Conflicts between Congressional Hearings and Administrative Proceeding.

FACTS

The Select Comteittee on Nutrition and Human Needs extended invitations
icing firms and their respective advertising agencies to join.
as witnesses. an i in.-y into nutrition advertising on television. After first accepting the invitations the business firms involved changed their positions and
declined to appear saying they were following the advice of counsel with reference to the existence of an administrative (Federal Trade Commission) proceeding bearing scone unspecified relevance to the subject matter of the announced hearings
to several food pi.,

QUESTION

This situation presents the following question : Does the fact that an individual
invited to appear as a witness at a congressional hearing and also happens to be a
party to an administrative proceeding of some relevance (uo matter how small
to the subject matter of the congressional hearing offer a reasonable legal justification for declining the invitation to appear at the congressional hearing:
DISCUSSION

It is of course the prerogative of any invited (as opposed to subpenaed) %%itness to decline any invitation for any reason. The question for this memorandum, however, is raised by the suggestion of each of the six invited witnesses
that their respective legal counsel's have advised them not to appear for legal
reasons.

Mr. J. E. Locoing, president of Kellogg Co., telegramed his reason for not appearing in essentially the same form as the other companies orally deelined to
appear. Ile said, "Unfortunately, the structure of the proposed hearings indicate
the possibility of a broad inquiry into matters which are currently the subject
of an administrative proceeding to which his company is a party. On advice
of counsel, we feel it necessary to decline the invitation to participate."

The administrative proceeding referred to (FTC Docket No. 8883 In the

Matter of Kellogg Co., General Mills. Inc.. General Foods Corp., and The Quaker

Oats Co.), concerns the allegation of the Federal Trade Commission that the
identified corporations have monopolized the ready-to-eat cereal business It
does not deal %%Rh the ays and means available for the development of nutritional advertisingthe subject of the congressional hearing.
One of four seetions 1l1 the FTC complo,n specifically alleges that the companies have engaged in unfair methods of competition in advertising and
product promotion. This section of the complaint concludes "These unfair
methods of ounpetition have contributed to and enhanced reiliondents' ability
to obtain and maintain monopoly 'wires and to exclude competitors from nmnufaeturing and sale of RTE ready-to-eat ) cereal." The ability to advertise
cereals nutritionally has at most a peripheral relevance to this section of the
complaint the only section which deals with advertising.
The cereal eempames do not test their argument on the assertion that the
subject matter of the congres,ional bearing and the administrative proceeding
are the same. Rather they suggest that the hearing may be of such a broad
nature as to include or touch on the material in the administrative proceeding.
If Senate committees were limited to the consideration of only those matters
(314)
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which could not possibly be the subject nmtter of a current administrative
proceeding. they wonld be precluded from considering nearly all matters for
which regulatory agencies have jurimtictitm.
Committees are not so tweet
The rules governing the right of a committee

to subpena witnesses set out the principles governing subject matter conflicts
NN it h other legal bodies. Om invitation to testify 7:an legally be turned down
for any reason which the invitee wishes.) The Supreme Court has made clear
that a congressional
ttee can subpena any witness it desires in pursuit
of the information it desires to carry out its constitutional responsibilities-even when the information sought can be useful in the prosecuting of pending
snits.
The Court has stated "It may be conceded that Congress is without authority

to compel disclosures for the purpose of aiding the proseeation of pending
snits; but the authority of that body. directly or through its committees. to
require pertinent disclosures hi aid of its own constitutional power is not
abridged because the information sought to be elicited may also he of use in
such snits." Sinclair v. United States, 279 U.S. 263 (p. 295).
With this Supreme Court ruling as the guiding principle the committee
could subpena the witnesses who have declined to appear voluntarily. This
rule of law added to the fact that the administrative proceeding of concern to
the cereal ,Nanpanies bears only a peripheral relationship to the announced
purposes '..f the committee hearings suggests that. there is no legal reason for
the companies not to appear as witnesses.

CONCLUSION

Neither the facts nor the law concerning this situation or the overlap of
interest between regulatory agencies and the Congress provides a reasonable
legal justification for the invited corporation witnesses not to appear at the
subject hearings.
.
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('EREA L MAKERS SAY NUTRITION HEARINGS RIGGED; wox"r APPEAR
By Stanley E. Cohen
\VA:mixt1'os, March 1.Asserting that they had been "double-crossed,' major
breakfast coca: marketers have Nino) nut of scheduled Senate hen rings where

they hoped to talk about their nutritional education work.
Ciom.Dany executives said they orighullly agreed to appear after members of
the Senate's select committee on nutrition and human needs praised Kellogg's
TV spots and said they wanted :o bear more about the giaal things industry

is (ong.

Bat %viten they saw the committee schedule, industry people say, they disIlyered they were to appear after 2 days of committee hearings about the excessive amounts of sugar in foods and Lad TV programs directed to children, a-d
ahead of mailer day where executives of the Federal Trade Commission and
the Federal Communications ("commission will be asked about their p,b1

Ik!' food advertisers.
Sen. I;corge McGovern (D., S.D.), the committee chairman. said he intends
to convene an executive session shortly "so members can decide what further
steps" they wish to take to get the industry testimony. -Experts have emphasized
a need for good nutritional education." he said, "and these companies have a
responsibility to come forward and explain their polieies.Ile expressed skepticism over the official explanation which the eomptuties are

offcriagthat they cannot appear at a hearing where Fre officials might bring

up the pending case.: involving promotional practices of cereal companies. Sen.
31(-00 ern said the FTC omplitints focus on restraints of trade and inottoltolY
lamer. -and boar only the moll indirect relationship to the bash- kinds of nut ri
tional educ ation, health and diet question which are the subject of this committees investigation."
Tin. VonIllilit tee's staff director, Kenneth Schlossberg. tells a different story. Ile
said that as far back as last Deeeniher. the committee had -totalled" on advertising directed to children. The 5 (hi of hearings seheduled for next %%eel: are
aderising Of food, starting with the influence
Dart of no effort to explore
on ebildren, he said, and that the staff MIK instructed to follow up last December's work by getting companies and ad agencies to describe their roles in promoting ;400(1 nutritional practices to youngsters.
The schedule for next Wednesday. March 7, lists official. of Kellogg. General
Nlills and to-ttral Foods. together with eider executive officers of their advertising. agencies. Quaker Oats was also in) het:. but contended it could not commit
itself because its president. Robert I>. Stuart Jr.. who would be the appropriate
whin ss, ',tool) not be available.
scednled to appear were Joseph E. Lorning, president-chief eveentke Aker.
and Willhun lanto,the. exec vp -chief ()itrating (Over. Kellogg Co.: Leonard S.
Matthews. president. Leo Burnett Co., the Kellogg agency: Ms. Mercedes Bates.
Shlat B. I'pson. president - chief executive
vpdireetor. Betty Crocker
officer, Daneer-itgeald Sample, a General Mills agency : Richard Aszling. vp.
Kanner, senior vp-managetnent
u /laibli affairs. General Foods: and Bernard
supervisor. Benton & Boy.es. and Edward N. Ney, president-chief executive (aver. Young & Rubicam, both General Foods shops.
Monday. March 5, the committee starts by bearing Dr. Jean Mayer, Harvard
school of public health. a leading name among. mitritionists: and three
dental researchers:, Dr. Abraham Nizel, Tufts:, Dr. juan Navin. University of
Ahlba111:1: and James II. Shaw, a nutritionist from the Harvard school of dental
medicine.

On Tuesday the day preceding the industry testimony, the committee is to
hear. annum others, the industry's long standing antagonist. Peggy Charron and
(316)
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Iaelyn tiorson of Action for Children's Television: Robert It. Choate 3r.. who

heads the Council On Children, 3ledin
lerchanolising; and Tracy
Westen,
director, Stern Community Laic Firm.
Naii1/11:11. Al.4.11. of 'trinities:steps, the three T1' networks. and the .tinericti
Advertising redviathon are to he heard on Marti: ILI. while on Ala reit I:: the Ilear
log wog with clay Whitehead of the White 11012.4.0114v of Tele.olommie.oi ions,
Who Is openly critical of advert
Prin.:1111W, addressed to children: 1."I't.
Chairman Lewis Engman; FCC Chairman I wail Ittireli, and FCC Oonimisionier
Nicholas .1rolinseit.

(Inc advertiser Indicates It intends to stay In: Mlles 1411). which i. scheduled
for Tuesday. immediately after Art'. Under toressnre front .tt
it anionineed
last fall that it is palling vitamin ads out of children's programs. awl It has

recently offered T' stations. a series of 11Vo 3foilmte nutritional ,,,int.a1 15,11 111111

for eloildren. A spokesman for 3Iiies said it leas nothing to fear fiona any of

t he testimony,

As mho holm:try people tell it, they I right:Ili)

gist 111V111res1 iu /111' 110114 111:11

%velcolue mat had been extended by s lei ranking 1111111111111P 111(11111pr:4 as Sigh

111111(1'1 Ilumplirey ( Minn.). Sen. Ill Itard Sch%teilser i Ii.. Pa.) .S1:li (is. ruin.
ntitee 0191111m 4, Sell. tieoge Millover I D.. S.D.).

The cereal in:" apparently still hop to have ail oliliortallitY to tell their story,
but they seem to be holding out for an arrangement anther pets them au
or lets them appear :It some later time abet they win Intro Ihr istrilin id= own!
selves. Spokesmen for Iwo eer al s onlipaides ()noted essentially the sante view :
-lye have a good moo. to tell about our recent nutritional education: innovation..
Pon we are v11111tiral1111,11 sugar and
on tiliblren's
tip. %%1.'1! !s ht such a defensive situation

t !trough."

TV: and the tray this i

set

our positive story will never omits

Itin tune cereal Inditstry representative eandidly admith.(1 a mg jot 54o:sitter:Ithoo is that the industry shindy does not have persuasive answers on
sugar or
children's
"our track eetird is enormous. In terms of nutrititinal education Miao:ohms
in TV, on packages. and in literature tvitiell are linc offering the piddle." he :mid.
"And we are going to see that senators get this information. in
rah,
and perhaps In :4:11t.:11(.11IS ashler We Will :tomtit for the reeord. In(orivaliuh
But :hers simply
is no way !O tell our story on sugar or children's
In a Way that Will (.51ille
through posit vel::."
(hie of the food Industry people who helped arrange what then looked
coup now says. in etultarrasment, that he blundered into the kind like a
of trap
whip!' haunts many industry efforts to 0,oerate
lit 11*ashington. "I had to reommend that we Will old." he exidnimal. -Suppose my chief exeentive officer
came
down here, presumably to tell our company's
Gory. :old 'lieu found ilineelf in
this kind of :1 wlio-stroek-john situation. ni Hover
get him down
:Mail'. even
aSt:Miliim I kept itiy job."
r. schlos.berg did not think the cereal eolna:anies would that thein-eltos
fu
:1 defensive taoce. He says. for example.
Le tetifying primarily on their experience.:that 3lessrs. Choate and IVe.t!: tit ii!
in trying to got counter .5,1,
111..
ing nutritional information onto T1' piddle service time.
Ilotvever. Mm, Choate 1;141Jc:tied he expected the sugar

issue is gob::: hi l'IMer*Ze
early Iu the bearing, and remain
prominent throughout the tie1 "
31r. Choate said Kchhegg and tIelterai
Maids have !melted :I...earth at Aim
Arbor. Miell.. and Ellatat.
gHiag back to I !NZ:. .-eeking :t
!miler
which "will get sugar pastlad..
the teell0 so "they can't
problem." Ile said the work has been conducted under deny awareness of the
new drug applications
isued by the Food & I trug Administration:.
The cereal isithIstry representatinoS 211:41)
see
ihrmselves
singled out for
attention on a nutritimml issue that eats :tents:: other
produet eategories.
ing eandy and soft drinks. Mr. Schlossberg
cereals were picked beane
they are the moat headily Promoted products of weekend
Init. a cereal man said. ''We ale carrying the
program.
load for the whole built-Irv.

becomes a cereal inquisition."
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CEu ns. axn eossumzu Entawnox
General ZIills has long been. and continues to be, very interested and active

in helping to educate its consumersespecially in the area of nutrition. The
company's educational efforts both supplement and rotoplement its longstanding
commitment to high nutritional quality in its cereals. The following examples
illustrate some of the ways in which General :Stills incorporates. constructive
education into its cereal advertising and promotional activities.

xerurratx
During 1072, more than 125 million packages of General Mills (.111 Id cereals
contained nutrition copy describing the importance of a good breakfast. as well
as an example of suelt a breakfast. Packages have also provided nutritional
information on the four basic food groups. Such projects hare
to the complete ingredient listing, special dietary information and composition
breakdown which are detailed on the side panel of every package of General
Mills cereal.
During the past 10 years. more than 180 million boxes eaell of whoatios and

"Total" have devoted the back and/or side panel to the :added of health or
nut rit ion.

In the near future, six free consumeroriented nutrition pane:1114m leaflets
will be offered on 25 million of the company's food packages: it is anticipated that
rko,000 of these leaflets will be dist Muted.
Not only on packages, but also in television advertising, General Mills strives
to promote its cereals in the context of a complete and nutritious breakfast. Most
of the company's commercials have shown a nutritious breakfast consisting of
(wrenl with milk, toast, orange juice and a glass of milk. This is done in an appealing and entertaining format and in compliance with all appropriate ehildren's
advertising guidelines.
Educational efforts of General Mills cereals are not limited to nutrition. some
recent examples:

gue smut; tool:la:six»

During the glimmer and fall of 1072, General Mills cereal brands cooperated
with the U.S. Department of Justice in offering a free drug education coloring
book for children which Mowed young children the proper use of momilPhit'S
many found in the home. This offer Was niade on apiiroxintately 45 million cereal
packages. As a public service, General Mills also advertised the coloring book
in newspapers having a combined circulation of more than 11 million.
PACKAGE MO110110:18

The company attempts, when :. ;tropristte, to give an educational orichtation
to its cereal promotions and pi emiums. For example, current General Mills
child cereal packages frequently feature a» "Adventures in Learning" series.
Using package backs, in-package premiums and mail-in offer.s, this series has
offered such items as a miniature garden, foreign coins and stamps and a "super"
gravity

ruler. It has also featured edmational discussions of such topics as
and the refraction of light.
Tativlsrox PitOGUAMING

General Mills has been a recent sponsor of such educational child network
television programs as "Take a Giant Step" and "Mr. Wizard," and has proas
duced "Tennessee Tuxedo," a child television program which seeks to Instruct
entertains. The latter show is sponsored in more than 30 top television markets.

it
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The company is currently sonsoring the program "Around the World in Eighty
Days," which provides children with historical and geographical facts. In addition, General Mills has brought animated versions of a number of English and
American literary classics to network television during the past 3 years. 'handed
have been such works as "A Connectient l*ankee in King Arthur's Conrt," "A
Christmas Carol," "Treasure Island" and "Robinson Crusoe."
Of paramount concern to General Mills, of course. is the nutritional quality
of the cereals with which the above educational efforts hale been associated.
The company was the first to fortify its entire line of cereals with added vita mks
mid iron. it was the first to inthmuce a cereal fortified with eight essemial vita-

mins ''total," in July 1961and the first to introduce a child eeril forti-

fied wit'. eight essential vitaminsKabomn, in June 1969.
General Mills is continually striving to further improve the nutritional con-

tent of its products without sacrificing appetite appeal. A enrrent example is
Iligh C Trix. available in selected markets, which contains more Vitamin C in a
1-ouni-, . serving than 4 ounces of orange juice.

Oth.2r examples. of the company's efforts to provide nutritious foods for break-

fast me Breakfast Squares. Protein Plus and Breakfast Wrap-ups. Breakfast
Squares is a baked. ready-to-eat. frosted bar Troduct containing all the protein
and basic vitamins and minerals needed to start the day. Protein Plus is a
ready-teat cereal containing 23 percent high quality protein and fortified with
vitamins and iron. Breakfast Wrap-nps is a line of frozen "meat and filling"
products utilizing sausage or picnic ham surrounding scrambled eggs or hashbron potatoes All these products are distributed in regional markets.
CEREAI.S AND CARIES

To our knowledge there is no published evidence available to indicate that
presweetened cereals, or cereals in genmal, cause caries in humans. This is
not surprising. as sugar consumption from cereals is only a small proportion of
total sugar intake. Presweetened - ovals account for less than 2 percent of total
sugar consumption in the United States and less than 3 percent of total sugar
consumed by children.
NUTRITIOSAL AmomrrisiNG

General Mills continually strives to offer commercials which emptiiy an entertaining format. inclmle the importance of a nutritious breakfast. and comply
wit h all a pproprio te children's advertising guidelines.
In a typical 3u- second cereal commercial, for example. when General Mills
cereals are shown he'ng served, they are shown as part of a nutrition.: breakfast
consisting of a bowl of cereal with mill:, toast. orange juice. and a :this.; of milk.
Gem
Mills also advertises the importance of a good breakfast on the back
or side panels of its cereal packages. During 1972. more than 125 million packages of General Mills child cereals contained nutrition copy describing the importance of a good breakfast as well as an example of such a breakfast. This is
in addition to the complete ingredient listing, special dietav information, and
composition breakdown which are detailed on the side panel of every package of
General Mills cereals.

The Market Research Corporation of America's menu census data indicate
that :16 percent of the U.S. population skip breakfast at least once in a 14-day
period. nut 17 percent skin breakfast at least half the time. Further. the data
indicaO that nearly time of , breakfasts consumed are nutritionally incomplete. Against this background, we feel we are malting a significant contribution
in the area of nutrition education by commnicating to rbildwn the need to
start the day with a nutritious breakfast.

FORTIFICATION OF GENER AI. Mtl.rc CFREA I s

General 31111s has long been interested in the nutritional quality of its cereals.

it MIS the first to introduce o cereal fortified with eight essential vitamins
Tota'in July 1961, and its child eminterpartKaboomin .Time 1969. Addl..
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tionally. the tonnyany's other cereals had been. for year.:. restored with thiamin.
Marin. anil iron to the natural ItVPIS of thr.r igiSje trrajlj%:.
In Itr71. General Mills began fortifying. its entire line of ready-to-eat serials
with added vitamins and iron. This included its two best-selling cereals. Cheerios
two more of its ail-family brands. Kix and Canatry Corn Flakes:
ml
3 MI
and three more of its presweetened children's cereals: Trix. Lucky
Frosty
1:6.rtifieation of these tweak the adding of vitamins and minerals in colanti

ties which make the produt richer in nntients than the original grains--

daily requirements of
vitamins A. II, It, ('. niacin. and iron in I ounce of the cereal. Significant levels
of vitamins IL. 11,,, and I) have also been added. Another child evreal. Cocoa
Puffs. has been fortified with six essential vitamins. plus iron
The remainder of the company's !Me has been fortified shire the time of
introduet bat. This include,: Kalman. Count Choeula. Franken*Berry. Baron von
Redberry. Sir Grapefellow. Bole,Berry, BiterWheats. regular Total. and Own

supplies 3:4 percent of the officially established nminiau

Tot al.

ElhaatiVe taste tests of each of the fortified products have been mid wird.
Their quality and palatability are equal or superior to nonfortilied forms of the

product s.

The diets of some persons may be low in foods containing vitamins. as well

as the iron. with which General Mills cereals are fortified. Many of these

persons would be more likely. and would prefer, to obtain these nutrients through

ready-to-eat cereals, rather than by adding greater anemias of other foods to
their diets.

('ereal fort itic aim] is one of the steps in General 311:1s* continuing prat:rain for
better mitt-idiot. The milling industry and the eompany pioneered in the offering
of higher nutrition foods by initiating the flour enrichment program more than
25 years ago and by restoring several major nutrients 1,1,4 from cereals during
pro.e..tiwz More recently. General Mills has been using enriched flour in many
flour-based foods.

Latest examples of General Milk' efforts to provide nutritious foods for

breakfast are Breakfast Squares. Protein Phis. and Breakfast Wrap-Fp. Breakfast Sitomr, is a babed, ready-to-eat, frosted bar prntillet coutaiuipg. protein and
basic hamins and minerals needed to start the day. Protein Phis is a ready-toeat
cereal con,aining 27, percent high quality protein and fortified with vitamins

and iron Breakfast Wratt-rps k a line of frozen "meat and filling" produrts
utilising saqsage or picnic: 118111 surrounding scrambled eggs or hash-brown potatoes. All three p-odnets are distributed in regional markets.

l'osr or ID:%ny-IoAT Ilat:AErAsT Cut :m.
General Mills isprmul of the product quality and dollar vaine the cereal industry has green and ecintinues to give the Ampriean family. The breakfast it has
liven s-ilint:featuring dry cereal with milkis t Ile hest, 111114 enavenient.
least e. ;itsive nutritious breakfast that is popular w it h Americans.
A nutritious breakfast whit 11 include ,,real represents an economical alternative to other kinds of nutrition.: breakfasts. A cereal brealo'ast consisting of a

lom«, serving of ready-toeat cereal (with sugar and 4 coulees of milk). two
Aires cf buttered toast. a kantre glass of orange juice, and ae S-onnee glass of
milk. cost s the consumer approximately 22 rents.

This eompares with a eost of approximately 31 cents for a ha con-andbreal,f.tst consisting of two eggs. Iwo strips of baron. two slices of buttered toast.
a 1-ounce glass of orange juice. and an S-ounce glass of milk.

It also i ompares favorably in cost to a pan:the breakfast consisting of two

pancakes I With tWo pats of butter and three tablespoons of siru;s1. one slice of
Cannibal] banns. II -I-mince glass of orange juice. and an Sounee glass of milk.
Such a breakfast cost, the Consumer approximately 31 cents
General Mills defines a mot Mous breakfast as one which supplies at least
percent of au individual's officially established requirements of vitamins and
minerals. 17) grams of protein. and BOO calories. All of Vac, breakfasts described
above, including the eeren I breakfast. fulfill these requirements.
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Breakfast is one .if the must important mea k of Coe (1(1. Studies conducle(1
at the CniveNity of Iowa concluded that por-ons Patin:: a nutritious breakfast
nen. gtd
moire alert and effirient in performing a series of assigned ta-ks
than persons not ooating a nutritious breakfast.
Vet. the Market Research Corporation of America's Menu Census data imlirate
that 31; percent oof the F.S. population skip breakfast at least 0111.1 in a If.day

period. and 17 p .rrent skip breakfast at least half the milne. Further. the data

indicate that nearly nine of lo brvakfasts vonsiumod are 111111.4km:111y ineMOldele.

Cereals. and intrticaffirly cereals which are fortified ii it Ii vitamins and iron.
are widely :templed as eontributing signifivanti to a good breakfast.
Iii June ltqin. General Mills introduced Katowon. the first presweetened cereal
rontainion; WO percent of the (111itially established III Ili11111111 (NOS requirements

of vitamins and hon.
Since then. eight other General Milk presweetened eerealsCount Chocula.
FrankensIterry. Trix. Lucky Charms. Frosty O's. flacon
Redloerry. Sir
Grapefellow. and itoo*Rerryhave either 1,44.11 fortified with eight essential
itamitis plus ircon. or introduced at this level of fortification. A 1-ounce serving
of each of these cereals provides :13 isoreent of the minimum daily nfinittnnents

of vitamins A. It1. It;. C. niacin. and iron. Signitieant levels of vitamins It,. It,.
and I) have also been added. In affilitio iii. Cococt Plans has been fortified with
six essential itanoins plus iron.
These cereals have all undergone exhaustive taste tests to insure that their
(mality and palatability are equal or superior to the products in nonfortified
form.

As indicated. many of General Mills' cereals are presneetened. It has be--n
our experieme that many children strongly prefer presweetened cereals. The
amount of sugar tied iii preso eeteni he k controlled.
recent research project
indicates that a preschool child ronsmnes no more sugar by eating a presweetened

cereal than ninon he adds sugar to many other cereals. Finally, only a modest
port bin of a child's daily intake of sugar is contained in ome serving ( ounce)
of a presweetened cereal.
We believe our presneettoned cereals can significantly cont:ibthe to the nutritioonal %aim. of .1 good breakfast by providing essential vita iimi IN. i re.11. earboIt% dilutes. and (mod energy in a convenient norm
is very palatable to and
((melded by children. A breakfast that children do not eat will not make any
nut nit ;moil cold ribut ion.

Cos r
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lit average
of a 1-Inmee serving of presweetened cereal is :11)ollt 1 cent
Iii. ire than a 1.1ounce serving of non-prescveetened cereal. This relatively small
difference in oost reflects the higher hum :ient costs of preso ((Mooned cereals.
We believe (our presweetened cereals eont Hiatt/. sit:milk:1141y to the nutritional

value of a good breakfast by providing basic essential vitamins-. iron. carbohydrates. and food energy in an extremely convenient form which is very
idatalde to and aceepted by ehildren. A breakfast that children do not eat %%ill
',I make any nutritional contribution.

ITEM 2ARTICLES OF SCIENTIFIC VALUE
pot:Taal of the American Dental Association. Vol. 47, No. 4, October 19531

SUGAR AND DENTAL CARIES
'nit: EFFECT ON THE TEETH OF SWEETENED EFVERAGES AND OTHEn
SUGAR-C. ENTAINING SUBSTANCES

Previous studies of the Council on Dental Health of the American Dental

As%oeiation have resulted in statements calling attention to the adverse effects of
sugar on the teeth and in recommendations for reducing sugar consumption as a
caries-preventive measure. The recommendations are based. primarily. on two
substantiated facts: (1) that the consumption of sugar by a caries-susceptible
person stimulates tooth decay and (2) that sugar in the diet frequently becomes
a substitute for foods of higher nutritive value.
The recommendations of the Council have been challenged principally by manufacturers of products containing large amounts of sugar. such as soft drinks and
confections. Because of the Association's responsibility for safeguarding the
dental health of the American public. the Council developed th attached statement. documenting the known or potential hazards to dental health resulting
from :Lc: frequent consumption of sweetened beverages and other sugar containing substances.
A committee of the Council on Dental Health prepared the initial statement.

After a critical review by members of the Council fat Dentai Health and the
('tinneil on Dental Therapeutics and by the research eimsnitanN if the .V.sonialion. many suggestions were incorporated, and the statement wa, adopted by the
wo Councils as a joint report.

eEnosE OF Sell:NTH-lc ACMOS'ai.

In order to achieve a factual scientific apprakal of the ffe.t of sweetened

beverages on
it appears appropriate ;11 to reieu itt s.aae detail the
e.- entusI etiolome factors in the process of ear:es. 121 to di:1-'1,s in till greater
detail the behavior of the dental harterial plaque through %%idyll the sugar
mart operate iii order col a beverage to beeon rarlogenie. and 13i
the
available evidence concerning (a) the derainit Inc and Ili, the iotenie prdipert les of sneh a beverage.

EssExrim. ETIoCantc Aions IN oN lat. t art r's
The patient researches of .tan } investigators in many parts of the world have
a ermilithited highly convincing evidence since 1SIli retarding the pro' e., of
dental earies and the factors essential for this process. The chronological road

markers :it the accumulation of this body of seientitie information will be pointed
out briefly.

1567Leber and Itottenstein outlined most pl silly the
that intraoral.
II:ivied:II fermentation of carbohydrates produces lental caries; the inadvonate
bacteriologic technics of that period. however. prevented the ctahriissiou of proof.
1881tmlerwood and Miles, using aniline dye,: av stains, demote.trated bacteria in the enlarged t Wadi of carious dentin.

1879-90Miller. working with Koch, determined that caries of a tooth is of
external origin and, initially, is a decalcification of a limited area of enamel
by localized avid derived from bacterial fermentation of carbohydrates.
/S9.7Black recognized the importance of and the specific distribution of bacterial playies and developed the concept of extension of the margins of restorations to areas of the crowns of teeth least susceptible to caries.
(323)
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1M/7William% demon-41%MA inierfoseopically that bacterial masses (plamine)
invariably were in c4mtact with the surfaces of enamel evperieneing beginning
dec.aleification.

1903---(;oallby pointed out that an acid - producing bacillus appeared esential

for eAries.

19/.1-1 lialer determined that a group of lactobacilli was most requaNible for

the avid,: that produce caries.

It12!Meltitte4t. James and Lazarus-Barlow found that lactobacilli always

were present in intanes of active ea ries.
/92?-16 4rignez den lllll stratum! that only a few bacteria such as Net olsacilli
::re sufficiently acidurie in nature to live in the degree of acidity necesary for

decalcification of a tooth.

9.!Itnoting and co-workers showed that lactobacilli were absent front the

salivas of individuals completely free from caries.

/926Bmiting. Nickerson and hard produced areas of decalcification under

clasps in vire) by vultures of lactobacilli.

1!:2:.1ny and Voorheesl'reported that lactobacilli could be isolated fr the
mouth several months before the detection of cavities in the patient previ ly
free from caries.
'zS
/93?noblis completed laboratory studies on dental plaques which showed
that these bacterial masses behave similarly to semiper.aeable membranes.
/932-33..Tay and others carried on studies which determined some of the
conditions iu patients that are essential for hanumity to dental caries.
194.1-11adley developed a technic for counting the number of lactobacilli per
milliliter of saliva. making available a means to evaluate promptly a variety

of experimental procedures.

1943Joy and en- workers found that cultures of lactobacilli fed to iuuuume

individuals are eliminated rapidly from their salivas.

/93)Koelw. Bunting and Morrell completed studies on 33 hospitalized girls
and showed eonelusively that new cavities develop in children on adequate diets
when sugar is added to such diets.

/9.wny adding candy to the diets. Jay and co-workers produced caries in
institutionalized children who had experienced very little caries on an inadequate but lo -sugar diet.

pointed out that a series of enzymes is essential to reduce

carbohydrate.: in the month to organic acids.

1940Stephan manred the acidity developed in the plaques of susceptible

patient %%ken 1(1 per vent gincose solutions were taken into the mouth.

k and Bnrrill determined that pure sugar solutions increase the

blit) carou lesions.
1944--Itictz produeed caries in rib.° wider conditions simulating those of the
oral ea vitY. and studied mieroseopically the entire development of a cavity under
bacterial plaque.
ac

19i

Hoppert and Erwin reported the breeding of su.ceptible and of

immune st rains of rats.

In 1943. reporting on his inaenions laboratory study of the process of c:mries
! detz pointed ont the conditions essential for dental caries. They are I I i a
caries-cptible individual : (2 1 the presence of acid-producing and :old-tolerating bacteria which are capable of producing (3) au optimum bacterial ettz)tuc

stem: t11 the presence of orally fermentable carbohydrate: () an adherent

bacterial plaque. Some otherimral conditions may modify the activity of caries.
These conditions include types of proteolytic bacteria : flow, consistency, neutralizing power and antibacterial action of salita : irregularity of teeth or tooth
surface. MOO: contribute to the ready formation of a plaque: time presence nr
absence of certain amino acids and %itaillin fractions. and the rate of solubility mom

enamel in organic acids. Practically all of tl:ese additional conditions. however,
have to operate thromm,:h a bacterial plaque, so only the live highly ecutial factors will be documented. Jay in 11151 stated these essential factors succinctly and
listed four methods for preventing dental caries :
1. The complete rest riet ll in the diet of the substances from which acids are
produeed.

2. The inhibition of the enzyme activity which is responsible for the acid

production.

3. The elimination from the oral flora of the bacteria which produce the

enzymes.

4. The reduction of the solubilit: of the tooth surfaces.
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in this report that :t
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cue of the essential conditions for caries. Mthough much must be learned from a
%ariety of research activities before plisiologie immunity to dental caries. can be
inolu((1 in !tannin beings,
gh informat already hag been gleaned to knoo
that there are persons in whose mouths caries cannot be produced by any mean g.
s%% eel ened

l.raCVS apparently cannot ot ser% e as a source or (111'10gOlIto art :VI t y iu

what rare individuals. %%ho are truly immune. .tt this point. therefore,
stone of the haraeteristies: of a cariesinumme person should be reviewed.
Heredity is a characteristic that has been studied sufficiently to show that ins

heritane appears to be a distinct factor in immunity in animals. Klein and
associates suggest the same possibilties iu 1
ans. Iialdi and Wyman did not

find that high sucrose diets, fed to a strain of white Wistar mother rats (luring
produced young rats highly gns«ptible to
the prenatal period of their y
caries as (lid Sognnaes e.:perimenting with a strain of Norway rats. McClure
found that groups of rats of caries-susceptible strains fed on coarse 5111 hetic
diet containing exeesgive quantities of sucrose and glucose developed significant caries and later could not repeat the finding's on rats of caries-resistant
strains. The ingestion of refined carbo.:(ydrates does not produce a significant
drop in pH is an immune person's
th and lactobacilli are not found in the
oal cavity and gastrointestinal tract of such a person. Evidence has been submitted that lactobacilli canaot be implanted in the oral cavity of an immune individual. One investigation. at least. has shown that phagocytosis of acid-producing organisms is stimulated in this person: evidence has been published which

indicates that the skin of this individual fails to react to an unpuritied tilt ate
forum a --(,lotion of heat-killed lartobarilli: he fails. also. accoording to 111114i:4m°

evidence. to respond with a violent reaction to a vaccine of heat-killed lactiibarilii. as does the susceptible 1 rson. and. further. an increased agglutinin tits!
fot lartObaliiii is experienced b.% his Mood. tit:Ingo:. ill susceptibility to 0:Hies
have beet( reported for age and sex
FACTO!: 2. ACIO-14:0DIING AND

IIACTEMA

The 01'Nence of ariflogenhc tuierourganisms and. for long-range activity. acid(trio I )1.:ZaIll,1:1., on the urface of a tooth has been listed ag the Seeollt1

fart I or for the initiation of caries. For the destruct of the organic portion of
enainci. proteolytic bacteria also must accompany or follow the decalcifying
C.I116:111 Ilia. :IS Stephan has I
i quite significant. Isom.ver.
ted
that in rarieg of the (Mahn time (organic matrix remains after deralcitication
pt educed loy the caries process has I occurred. . .
Emmett and S hem recently
elomplet ed reeaell wideh permit:(41 them to collchIlly ilia( :
. . . 1+7oteolytir klott11:1 from dentinal varies are able to produce 01115 minimal

hangeg in intact dentin. although they readily digest dentinal protein made

acce..ilfie by acid decalcification.
The evidence oollomitted to .date regarding the hole of acid-produeing 1,10tetia 101 dental caries is shod:lie:illy impressive. and some of it now will be
review -al.

Kligier. it may be recoiled. focused attentioon as early :t 191.5 on the frequency of growth of lactobacilli in the teeth of individuals evoenno in;; aetive
caries and the infrequency of growth of these organising when no acti% e caries
eited. Bunting and Palmerlee concluded in 1925 that acithirie organising from
eariesactive month,: prodneed carieslike legions ill six to eight (1:155. Enright.

Friefoli and Treseher reviewed the ca rifer literature on the microorganisms

associated %% ith varies and then summarized their own observations in 19:13.

They pointed out that the only organism found in food debris in direct contaet
with enamel as it is being attaeked by progres5i'e earies ig a lactobaei1111,.
Farther. they pointed out. the lactobacillus is the only organism which can
tolerate and produce additional acid below a p1I of 5.0.

Many additional details regarding the esential (oral flora were accumulated
(luring the 1940's. Volker in 1 9 10 demonstrated some variations in the --(dubilit v of enamel front deciduous teeth. young permanent and old permanent
teeth %%hen exposed to weak organic acid. Bibby. Volker and Van Keteren in
1943 found, in a study of the reaction of salivas. that streptocoeci forita(1 no
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most rapidly in incubated glucose-saliva mixtures, that actinomyees ranked
second in rapidity and that lactobacilli were less rapid in the production of
acidity. The same year, Floestano, having studied the behavior of cultures procured from salivas, reported that 121 strains of lactobacilli produced a pH
which varied from 4.9 to 3.6 while 14 strains carried the acidity no farther than

a pH or 5.25, that 39 of 68 strains of streptococci produced a pH of 4.0 to 3
that 25 strains of staphylococci produced an acidity of 4.0 to 3.7. and that the
lowest pH yielded by 14 yeasts was 5.17.

Canby and Bernier in 1942 concluded that the Lactobacilhoi achlophilus had
an important etiologic role in the caries process since carious dentin developed
suelt a II-ion concentration as to exclude ordinary oral streptococci staphylococci and some other organisms which do not possess marked aciduric powers.
Dietz. in his continuous study of the production inn vitro of plaques and caries,
reported in 1943 that lactobacilli and streptococci invariably were recovered

from the surfaces of carious lesions, and that occasionally the yeasts and
staphylococci recovered throve on a tomato-agar medium.

At this point the question arises, "What is the critical pH for the initiation of
decalcification?" In 1925, Bunting and Pahnerlee were able to decalcify teeth
slowly in lactic acid at a pH of 5.0: McClelland in 1926 produced distilled
losses of weight in pieces of submerged enamel kept for 12 hours at a pH of 4. :
Enright, Friesen and Trencher in 1932 produced "characteristic carious lesion."
by lactic acid. pH 4.0. in 14 days: and Bibby, Volker and Van Kesteren in 1942
found the critical pH of cultures containing, enamel and dentin to be 5.0. Stephan.
who contributed so much to the knowledge of plaques during the period 1933 to
1943. has established the critical pH under plaques at 5.0 or below.
In 1942 Becks associated high counts of lactobacilli with a high incidence of

carious lesions. and Stralfors in 1943 noted that the higher the pH (nearer

alkalinity) that is established in dental plaques. the lower the number of lactobacilli present. Jay in 1944. 1947 and 1948 reported in detail on how to rid
mouths of lactobacilli by a regime which consisted of low carbohydrate diets.
and how. thereby. to halt cavitation. Kitchin and I'ermar confirmed tlie results
of Jay's technic in a 1948 report.
For more than 10 3-ears. Blayney. of the Zoller Clinic, and his associates made

a thorough 'tidy of the bacteria found in plaques. and this group has made a
large contribution to the knowledge of the bacteriology of the dental plaque. In
1940. Bradel and Blayney determined that lactolkicilli. in 392 (S2 per cent ) of 477
patients studied. were present in 85.4 per cent c f samples. In 1942 Blayney and
co-workers reported further details of the five -year continuous study of plaques
removed from beginning cavities on the proximal surfaees of the young bicuspids

of these 47T patient. from which 3.291 specimens were obtained. Only 2 per
cent of 333 specimens from the 50 caries-free patients studied yielded positive
(Whims of lactobacilli. Harrison in 1940 reported that streptocneei were more
numerous than lactobacilli in the months of rats on eariogenic diets and. when
the caries activity was inhibited by the addition to the ration of fluoride or iodoacetic aeid. there was a significant numerical reduction of the lactobacilli while
he number of streptococci remained the same. in 1911. IIelumens. Blayney and
Ilarrimm published a fairly detailed report of the bacteria in the plaques which

had been removed from teeth. The most active producers of acid were found to he
cocci gad streptococci width developed a pH of 1.0 in 24 to 39 hours. Some of the
diphtheroids and fikiform bacilli developed more slowly a pH of 30. None of the-e
acidogenic organisms. however. survived in an avid medium of their own ultimate
pH. The pereentag.e prevalence of the aeiduric organisms isolated in this study
%as streptocoeei. 1 per cent : lactobacilli, 41 per cent : mierococei. 15 per cent.
and yeasts. 10 per cent. Hemmen. and co.worker.. in a 1940 report, stated it was

true that diphtheroids and aciduric streptococci most commonly were isolated
from the material of plaques but 0:(1 not increae during. the initial stages of
decay. while hemolytic streptocm ci and lactobacilli did show a progressive
increase (hiring the onset of the lesion. Shaw the hemolytic streptococci were
extremely limited in numbers, they appeared to have little or nn role in caries. In
1917. Stephan and Henimens stated, from further studies. that laetobacilli. diphtheroids, some sarchme and some streptococci were the only organisms enpable
of producing n uffieiently low pH rapidly enough to decalcify a tooth. Still later.
in 19 IS. Harrison, from a lmigitudinal study of over MO plaques taken from R7
proximal areas of the teeth of 44 children, made a number of observations pert i-

nent to the pi eent report: (11 acid-producing and arid-tolerating streptoco«d
both %.ere found associated %% it h dental decay ; (2) acidurie .streptococci were

as-oociated more persktently with mhaneed caries of the dentin while lactobacilli
%%ere fonnul more likely to be associated with the initiation of the lesion in the
enamel:
streptococci of the viridans type began to disappear in plaques as
early as -12 %%eehs before the first appearance of cavitation and dedqopeared
rapiolf3 eo.itil the formation of earious lesions: (4) lnmolytic streptocoeol, found
infrequently. showed a slight increase as lesions de% eloped, and (:i) yeasts were
Pound in iqupaatively few cases and did not change with carious progress. Barri:am. don-. presents an excellent summary of the kno%% ledge of the bacteriology
of dental plaques.
o
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One rea-eon that bacteria die or thrive is that they. lust like any organic (cll.
:ore dependent on the availability of a suitable substrate. As Foosdiek and 11n'rill pointed out in 19-13. ( 'tended] considerations show that the only sub,trates
ft on: %%Welt aeifls can be formed tire the carbohydrates in general and that. in
all probability. the fermentable carbohydrates in p tio ular are the ones most
likel3 to be Ionverted to various acids under oral conditions.. number ot re-

SMI(11 people have investigated the role of earboh3 (irate, in the proco of
varies: I heir findings warrant a brief revh.w.

Fo link. Ca Iowa:Low :111(1 Faucher in 19-11 reported.

At the present titue. III(Nt of the evidence indicates that free ,aga 1, the tolsdominant source of acid and that ingested starches do not often influnee the
suseeptiloility to decay.

.

.

.

Cahn in 1911 demonstrated a ']tarp rise in the production of avid in patient,'
-.all%
inumodiately after they had eaten a lump of sugar. In 19-12 NH*, Vodher
anol Var. 1:e,teren concluded.

duce the action of acid is the only

mechanism by which haman enamel

ran he (:estto%ed and since the bacterial fermentation of abohydiate is the

only established source of mouth acids, the ability of ration, lateroorgani,m, too
under mouth conditions becomes the fit st meastue of their prob thin
,ignifir:onee to the causation of dental caries. . . .
%;so in 1912. the Council on Foods and Nutrition of the American Medical
A..ea int ion suloadued a report on the consumption of sugar :
pronlotre

The poi ea.dita gross consumption of sag :: :11 the United States increased

:teadiiy from about 10 pounds (4.5 kg:) in 1821 to 10S pounds 1.19 kg.) in lto .1.
stogal a, ront,inned in recent years, whether it oliginates front s....ac lane
sugar boets is tar the too-t part highly relined sugar.. . .
clioto Information is 1101 available as to what proportion' of she total
,,r
ler use %%ith other foods. However. muds sugar i. (me-tuned iu (

.

,ome pro pared de,,,ert, and sweetened beverages. %vhielt cat ry tooth:tog of nu-

ance ''r'pt sugar. Estimates of the con,unnotbon of randy ,loo,%
tiro it may he as 2:Ipal as pi pounds (1 3 kg.) per person each 3
Figni
are ava::able on sales of %%eetened beverage,. They indicate that noonotaureor,
t rit:oonal

4,j. '11011

.1e% el:1;4e.: produced over eighteen billion ti-onny Inottho, of

in 1:139. it is also tlf1;:litted that. 'Nince 1939, the con,ounption of .ft (hinds,

itiv:t.30.1 by from 20 to 30 per cent. From such data it appears Olaf the per

eapita ( en,umpt ion of ::ort drinks may be in the neighborhood of more than tin ce
lodi les per week per apita. . . . It seems obvious that. regardless oft 111,11,,,d
lied to 1`11111,1te the ;mound of .nzar consunnal as soft drink-, (we oboined

result that is (hofinitely undesirable from the standpoint of the notion\ nutritional status.
Another report on nutrition by the .%Ineriean Medical Association in 1:112 itat3

be quoted:
;sugar i. not among the lecommended foods. It, recent rationing %%ill not poe-

coke a hardship. for sugar supplies nothing in nutrition but calories. and the
v:(amins provided by other foods aro sapped by sugar to liberate these ,abories.
One of the worst of the many bad food habits that America'is lia%e acquired is
their use of sweetened carbonated beverages. Many persons lake sneL leverage
by the half piut many times a day with a re,nitant exce,sive ron,nnopt ton (o
sugar.
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Becks, al,o in 1942. reported a dietary analysis of 99 caries-free and 107 cane,acti ve individuals. The only difference in the dietary intake of the two groups
was in consumption of carbohydrates, especially in regard to relined sugars. The
caries-active group consumed an average of 7.7 teaspoonfuls more of refined
sugars per day than the caries-free group. Jay in 1944 observed that nobody
has reported a successful control of human dental caries by dietary means without restricting sugar. McClure in 1945 reported that sn,ceptilde white rots. fed
on a diet containing. Ott per cent of course ground dextrins and on a diet rontaining 65.5 per cent of starch. developed no cavities while rats. fed on diet. continuing 70 per vent of either snero,e or glucose. developed numerous cavities Noll.m,cept dile rats developed cavities on none of the,it high carbohydrate diets. lim%c%er. Lipner in 1947 coneluded that :in essential condition for carie. in man I,

taltilled if carbohydrates in the form of mome.a(charide.: or (lb-am( halil, ao
supplied in the mouth. or if salivary amylase is available in sufficient (lateentation to break down more complex carbohydrates rapidly into forms more
utilizable by oral bacteria.
The federal Bureau of Agricultural Statistic,: in 1949 submitted a report On
per eimita
the com.nmption of relined sugars in the United States. By 10
eon,uniption of cane and beet sugar had rkn to 93.f) pounds from 73.1 pounds
in 1909. During the peak year, 1942. per capita con,inaption was 111.1; pound,.
Inning 1154. in addition to the 93.5 pounds of relined ,uga r. per eat -ha (.11LN:imp-

lion of sugar included 1.0 pounds of cane sirup. U.S pounds of sogo strut). 0.2
pounds of edible cane molas,es. 0.2 pounds of maple sugar and maple sirup. 0.

imituds of reliuer'a sirup. 1.3 pounds of honey and 8.2 pounds of cotta sirup. making an additional 12.0 pounds of highly concentrated sugar foods A 1912 report

of the Bureau of Agriculture es:thinned civilian consumption of relined ,ig.ir
per per:on for that year at a level not to exceed 90.3 you

The policy of the American Dietetic A,soci.fflon «merning cand and s%% eel mint beverages, prepared kite in 1952. is of interest. The American Nett-Ito A-.-

sociation does not accept adveilising Or exhibits for e:Indy or soft drink, or
cal initiated beverages. As a professional organization. the American Dietetic
As,ociation feels a responsibility to the public in the solution of preblem, conhected with foods and nutrition. particularly with iegard to the nutrition of OWdren. It cannot, therefore. accept foods mid drinks whit h may contribute to the
nutritional injury of children.

In view of the interest in earbohydrates. from the standpoint of carhigenie
property and ability to develop a dietary imbalam e. it would appear that a ,hurt
review of earbohydrates their type, and their metaboli,m. should be pertinent
to the evaluation of the effect of ,weetened beverage): on tooth.

West and Todd's textbook may be utilizell for a limited review of the type,:
of earbohydrates and the manner of their metaboli,m in the oral co%ity, (*tintmon practice his,ities the carbohydrates in the main 11, niono:accharide,.
halides and polysaccharide:. The eoinnion mono,aebaides are gino,e, frnelose and galactose. while the common deqieeliari(le,4 are sarru,n a glnce,e combined %%Olt frto-e). malto.e iglueosit phis glneoso) and lactose 1gtaro,e plat,
galactose). Granulated ,u :;.11. cthich is ebtained from either be rs lie claw. b:
glycodo\ trins. (2) starches
,acrosp. The common pol,ai eharide, are
gen and (-0 collulo,i,
Dextrin,: represent prod/ails of the path:1 hydroly-is of starch by acids or
and They orear naturally in the leave, of -I arch- producing
(
plant, :Ind. to some extent. as constituents of son 11 foods as honey or corn sirup.

They are soluble in water: they cannot dialyze through a semipermeable
membrane.
it

Siareh is a !slant carbohydrate with a huge moleeitle and is insoluble although
=tiny be dispeed in water. it does not dlffie through a selective membrane

a dental bacterial plaque. With the aid of the :,:111V;11'y (.11ZVIVit. amylase.

may be hydrolyzed to maltose to a limited and variable itx:ent in the month

and in the .tomach after being swallowed. The enzyme, inalto,e (very
almonds of wide!' are found in the saliva. althongh yeasts area prolitie source)

then is required to ,plit maltose into glucose. To all. 1 I. reactiens probably are required co break stani dim!) into lactic ;with and 12 of the ,tops require an enzyme
or source of energy.
Giceoven. which has 11011.11 called "animal ,larch. is the form in which ea rt.:-

hydrate is stored in the human liver and muscles... naabolized in ninsele to

hlil :11111. it :IN:V:1ff. 10
N1111:1:11 to that if starch.

re 13 steps or reactions. ma lang

1111.1:11101i,111

lilt'

Celluloses. the fibers of Want life., are insoluble in NA atOr :11111 are nonfermentable in the nomili.
.' number of halividnals have discussed this bash information in contribution,
to dental iiteratare (1f these iiidi 'duals. Stip lian in 1 9Is pointed out that. of
the carboli)drates NN 11101

c0111O commonly consume. the mimosa, eitarith-s an 1
titstterhtt rides gynortin) are fermentable
:1111111:Z011il 01*:11
t1113
I:10111y ION\ er the pll in plaques and carious lesion, and they produce caries in
rats :111(1 1::1111,tO1', under suitable experimental condition,. ii (1(8 the 14013
ides. starch and dextrins. are not fermentable direett to aeidtwenic oral
mit roorganisins. 1.-rom laboratory studies of phique, material taken from sUr01)1 ible individuals. the plaque appears to 110 :11/10 to 1W:0M Iocl 10 acid in 011)1)1 Iy
11
11C010,0. 2:1110.0
NI1O1'O50. but
from i:11.1 0.e and star, `.1. Nen.
ii iiti :11111 11111111102,011 III 1951 noted experlinentall3 that !act :o-id
produced
NI it
:1
1.111* 111i111110, II Ri
1.011tael 1.1.1 WO1.11 ajit roorgailisnis and ginco,e soli'.
I
ni41 i
011t 11110', 10 be produced zit the initial tate 111111i all or 11081'1 ail or
t hi. ::11
iretabolized. Neitn firth and S1:1111;101 ',Oil W cre 'using a convent ration
npproximatto 013 per 11.11t glitco,e. about 11011 of 140041.8nd 1:111011
limn

th,11 found in earbotodrate.rpli food.s. 1g1112111 and Reid in 1052 pointed ,ottt that

4.4- cell components 1 aiw lose and amylotwelini are large molecule, tom:lining
10111,11.2.0.
,everal thousand units of glucose NA 111111 ate broken down 143

amylase unit e pronipW to short dextrins cent a hi' fig six to eight intik of
that is. liexti,:icelia rides. $epias:welt:II ides and oct.isaceliat
The,e dextrin,
are hdro!vzi-41 ver slolvty. lion ever, to nionosacillarides. diNicebarides and
t ri,ficelafrides
iii view of the ditlieulty experienced ill breaking down complex carbolidrate,.

it

.1 otdil :1)01/0ar )11411111 to 1 11C Pre:Z011t OV:1111:11i011 if the varbm, t3 ties of carf40-

In dr.ite fractions in a Variety of foods could be ascertained. Such information

should help assess the possibilities po,sessell by a thrlodiydrate to diffuse into
a bacterial plaque and to break down lilt° an organie acid promptly. Some int:11'111a/ loll jz ;1 v:111111)10. Chatfield 1111(1 .%ilains in 19-10. M(:1111T and Widdowson the

-0000 year. Collins. Jen,ett and Berk s in 19 12. the Iowa Dental Bulletin in 19 17.
11-ooster 81(11 1huiirk n 1950. Watt and Merrill in 1950. 'Bibby. Goldberg and Chen
pi 1951. and Lundqvist in 1952. all have stndied the percentages of carbohydrates
iii 1.0011S.
rompogite table of some of these findings would appear to 1,e valimble
:1, :1 reference (Table 1 1.

Since some suggestions hale been made that natnrally etincentrated siign r5 are
le,s rariogenie than refined SlIg:Irs. it is of interest to examine four findings that
have been reported. Steggerila and 11 ill in 1931; found that the .\121 a Indians. on
:1 high cereal diet. and the Navajo Indian- : on a high protein dht. exhibited a
en. low attack rate :01. dental varies (m)Ire than 50 perc..nt of both groups
being caries-free until the age of 20 )(-211.221. At the snow time Janntiean...
(colored). AVII0 e0111111O1113. Chow 511::::11* 0:1110. OVI/1riP11(-1.11 a

110211

c8 ries4atta oh

rate on the smooth surfaces of their teeth. 0.born. Noriskin and Staz in 1937
reported observation,: on extracted teeth 10)1:1)21 loch in ,:alivas to NA 111111 111'1011S
0:11'hOhydratec: 11:1(1
leuth

rodin

1)0011 (11iliO(1. These investigators observed that refined sugar

hi the highest percentage of teeth. that both whole

ii hell and refine.' flour prodneed a high percentage of deealcificat ion and thatcrude 0.111c. :mice produced the least. Dreiven and Spies. ilONNevvr. in 1950. found
4=11 opportunit3. to studv 117 people from enban families who 11:111 liV011 011 fl

composed principally of unrefined earbohydrateq but who. aq cultivators of snail r
cone. NN ere 11:11(21 22t cane elieNvers. In the 137 per,ons who had coultilete or wirt hit
dent it ions. t iip average varies prevalence was IS 5 surfaces and 171.1 1911' toot 11
50114101. W 111:11 Was obtained originally from the berries of mountain ash and

which now can be prodneed by the eleet rolytic reduetion of glucose. is about onehalf as sweet as suerose. (I Flit in 191:1 found that it was fermented very slowly
by laetobaeilli.
Bibby. Goldberg and Chen developed an ingenious teehnie to study the ('8r10en 10 property of foodstuffs They devi-2441 an index of devahifiention potential
based on the food retained in the mouth after SNNallowina (r)'moved by brushing
Or spray from an atomizer) and the acid P1*(0111(141 (hiring four hour,: by food
st:petc.iotis in saliva. Since deealeifleat ion of teeth in riro has to take illace under
plaques thronzh NN
large moleettles of carbohydrates appear unable to diffuse

1
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pioniptly. and since a comprehensive stem of bacterial enzymes must be available in the individual's mouth for the time-consuming process of breaking poly saccharides down to Simple sugars that can be utilized rapidly in plaques, these

investigators were loath to suggest that this index be used diagnostically until

further work with it had been completed.
Lundqvi,t in 1952 reported on a long study being carried on in Lund. gwedeu.

of the time required for the clearance of sugar from the saliva. a study which
lie utilized to develop an index of caries potentiality for a large group of foods.
Briefly. lie found that deproteinized fasting saliva was free of sugar in normal
individuals and only showed the presence of sugar when carbohydrates dissolved in it during their passage through the oral cavity. He was able to associate increased caries activity with a high content of sugar in the saliva and a
prolonged time for clearance of this sugar. On the basis of his index for caries
potentiality. he classified such foods as candy. honey and sweetened bread as of
highest potentiality. Recently (May 16. 1953) a brief report from the same
qinly at Lund states that -sugar in the form of toffee is more dangerous than
sugar hi chocolate. It is true that Tenseher and Fosdick in 1937 observed in :1
study of SS boys that sugar was retained longer after locals or consumption Of

candy du the saliva:: of those boys most susceptible to caries. Volker and Pinkerton in 1912 stated a clearanee time slowest after eating sticky candy and fastest
after chewing gum. None of these .S hies, however, provided any information
about the clearance time of sugar Lrom bacterial plaques. Hence, the :::11114.
(Tit i(ASIII Pf the ii,efulness of the Iaindqvist index, for example, may be expressed
as for that of Bibby. Goldberg and (lien.
Such observations as those cited point, at least, to the desirability of a review
of the e,,zelltial oral enzymes as the next step in an evaluation of the eariogenic
properties of sweetened beverages.
I'M 100 I. Aeraorni.vrr, 13%(:TrIDAT. ENZY3.11: SYS11:M

An appropriate bacterial enzyme system has been li,ted as an essential factor
in the oral degradation of carbohydrates. inasmuch as amylase (plyaimi b. the
only member of this complex system of enzymes found secreted natmally in
significant amounts by the salivary glands. A serious interference with this
enzyme system. at any level of activity prior to the production of acid. can serve
to arrest the process of caries and can provide a technic for the control of eerie,.
Sonic of the'information which demonstrates the essentiality of such an oral
enzyme system next trill be examined.

Fosdick. as early as 1939, decided, from two weeks of incubation of glucose
%%ith tribasie calcium phosphate and saliva at body temperature. that the enzymatic fermentation of glucose produced small amounts of pliosphoglyceric,
pyruvie. butyric and la elle avid.: %%litchi probably took part in dental caries. III
19.10 he reported that the process of degradation of carbohydrates in the metal'
%%a, the :1111(b or iinitn to that in nnr,ek fkszny dur museular activity and
that. in the mouth. the series of (.117.311es probably was derived from bacteria. lie

pointed out in ca,es of rampant caries that a pII as low as 4.0 eau he attained
in as short a Bute a, three minutes. and that the lactic :old in the material of
plitlitleS In** increase as much as 200 per cent in the first ten-minute interval
'ollowing the ingestion of a sugar solution. In 1911, with C:IttlpOigne allft
Faucher. be noted that amylase converts starch to maltose rather promptly lint.
for a number of reasons, little of the actin, takes place in tlie mouth. With
Bonin. in 1943. he pointed out that most, concentrated sugar solution, produced
-11 immediate drop in pH in earieS lesitais (027 patients studied) and that 10
r cent solutions of the monosaccharides. fructose and glucose, were the hie
;ar solution, tthich produeed on initial (Iron of appreciable magnitude at this
1,.s'el of cone( atation. In 1018 lie stated that 13 chemical reactions were neces-

sary to carry sucrose down to organic acid.
Florcstano. Faber 'and James in 1941 detected au inerea,ed dinstatie activity
of saliva from indiviecals %%ith carious teeth or with teeth %vhidi later becani,?
carious. Huhhell in
however, reported no difference in diastatic activity

for carins-free and caries-active children. At any rate. diastatic activity may
not be truly a part of fermentation.
Barron in 1945 may be quoted :

In summary, the series of eleven enzyme systems (the Sth and 10th steps are
nonenzymatie) of the first phase of fermentation is made up mostly of specific
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metalloproteins with, is instances. the addition of adenylic acid or its polyLipner, in 1947, it may be restated, designated, as 1111 essential factor for
caries in man, the presence of a monositecharide or a disaccharide or of salivary
amylase Available to break complex carbohydrates down rapidly to a form
utilizable by resident oral bacteria. Pfeffer in 1918 pointed out that the splitting
of the six .:arbor chain, once a monosaccharide is achieved, still is a most com
plieated procemrtItelirst step of which involves adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
for energy and hexokinase as a catalyst. The resulting products are adenosine
diphosphate (ADP) and glucose phosphate. Splitting another section front another ATP molecule and utilizing a different catalyst converts glucose phosphate to fructose diphosphate. Continuing the process to lactic acid, Pfeffer
tinmerted*12 enzymes altogether 'rl'hich were involved in the fermentation of
phosphates.

glucose.

Aitken in 1919 sealed monosaccharides under amalgam in prepared cavities
for his study of the process of caries and reached the gloomy conclusion that:
.

.

. as long as the human race will persist in eating ,arladtydrates, as long

as these carbohydrates are capable of being hydrolyzed to the monosaccharide
state when present in the saliva, and as long as the tooth tissue remains permeable to these substances, we shall have dental caries.

Kite, Shaw and Sommues in 1950 fral 13 rats a earies-producing diet for 10
to 25 weeks and fed 13 other
tin ble rats through a tube, thus by-passing
the oral cavity. They found thot non, of the tubefed rats developed carious
lesions amt all but one of the 13 controls did. From the results of experiments
reported in 1950, Sreelmy, Kireh and Nrsel concluded that "the acids formed by
the action of saliva on suitable substrate occur as a result of microbial fermentadon" and that their results "tend to lend credence to the fact that the enzyme

systems involved are int ,.tteellular," hence, developed within the microurgauisms.
Weisberger, also in 1950, found that intact hums' n teeth, incubated in a solution
containing glucose and mixed org.rnisms front the oral flora. developed a pig-

mented carious lesion on the exposed surface of the enamel aahich laatetrated
the underlying dentin. Cahnalra and Adams in 1951 postulated that immunity
to cat ies in those who can inges! large a aounts of sugar is due to an enzyme
system (linable of oxidizing some of the intermediate eompounds in the degradation of glucose to lactic acid ( r even of lactic acid itself. .11 icrococcus lactilytieux. they found, was capable of oxidizing lactate rapidly and also pyruvate,
acetate and prophmate slightly. Pigthan and Reid in 1952 pointed out that
starch substances (
at..ylopectins, glycogen) %%ere hydrolyzed relatively
rapidly to dextrins (six, sever and eight molect tes of glucose) but that these
Nneeharides very slowly are redliced to the simpler namositeelm rides, disaccha rides
ov trisaeeharides soda as glutm--:-, maltose and maltot riose.
111 view of the preceding sut vey of a number of repirk which deal with the
degradation of carbohydrates, it should be of interest now to summarize the do.

tail of this complex process. West and Todd's textbook will he used as the
source of this summary of the degradation of st irches.
The necessity for ten enzymes (and a number ti coeuzy.est in order to initiate
the activity at the various levels by which the process of degradation of gituae, to
lactic add takes place points to at least ten stages in uhich enzymatic inhibitors
might prove effective for interfering with dental earie:. A substantial anoinat of
research has been devoted to the development of such inhibitors as agent- iss
the (41prrol of caries. Should mane of them mace e flective, the finding would
lend further stature to the previously steed css,vstinlily of an appropriate enzyme
system in the process of varies.

The researches of Calandra, Fail-cher and Fosdick in 19.1, Morrill and others
in 1945, and Calandra and Adams in 1950. indicate that enzymatic activity of
saliva is blocked in the laboratory or mouth by varioter forms of the mtptho-

(inflames. In 1943. Stephan. in 1942 and 1943. Bine and O'Donnell. in 1910. Kesel
and others, :111d, in 1952, Rae reported separately interference with en* blade

activity by carbantide (urea). urease-producing bacteria, and cabantid-nninine.
Weisberger in 11)10 and Dreizeo. Green and Spies in 1917 found that the absence
of the vitamin B fraet ions. thiamin and nicotinic acid. appeared to interfere u it h
salivary production of acid. Dreizen and others in 1941 completed research which
indicated that sodium birathite interfered with salivary production of arid. in
1941. Calandra and Fosdiek. Kesel and others, Mann and (driers and Turner and
91-722--73---pt a-- G
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Crowell and. in 1948, Dreizen and Si ies. and, in 1950, Kuser and Fisher sulanit fed

reparts of research with amino adds which showed that the presence of curtain
of these protein fractions in saliva reduced the production of acid. Fosdick and
Calandra in 1947 completed some promising laboratory studies with organic
peroXides and glyeerle aldehyde which indicated that glyeerie aldehyde shou'd

be an active inhibitor of an enzyme involved in the degradation of sugars.

Shaw, however, in 1930, found it ineffective in the reduction of caries in rats.
In 1950. Forbes. Cox and Smith noted that hendecynoic acids and their ammonium

salts reduced the production of acids in glucose saliva mixtures. In 1949. Dill
and Kniesner reported no significant reduction in caries activity by the use of
a penicillin dentifrice. In 1950, Zander, as well as Fitzgerald. *kinder and Jordan.
found that penicillin reduced the development of new cavities in study groups
of patients. Ludwick. Fosdick and Schantz in 1951, experimenting with enzymatic

inhibitors in dentifrices, found 0.07 percent penicillin the most effective of the
agents studied. 11111, Sims and Newman in 1952 found no significant changes in
caries activity as the result of the use of a penicillin dentifrice when an experimental group of boys was compared with a control group.
Obviously, the possibilities of the practical utilization of enzymatic Inhibitors
appear promising but their usefulness in the control of human dental curies is yet
to be demonstrated. It may be that Fosdick, Ludwiek :mu Shantz, in 1951, while

they were studying the extent of retention of these inhibitors in bacterial
plaques, pointed out the reason for limited sueeesses in vim to dale. Presumably.
the inhibiting agent not only should diffuse into the bacterial plaque but
should be retained there for an appreciable period of time in order to serve
as the Nasis for a practical technic of caries control. This finding, at least,
highlights the Importance of a thorough presentation of the evidence for the essentiality of the bacterial plaque during an appraisal of the effect of sweetened
beverages on teeth.

FACTOR 5. IIACTERIAL PLAQUE

1Villi:1111S and Black, it will be recalled, pointed out the importance of the bac-

terial plaque in the process of caries in the early 1890's; Williams, in fact, in a
study of over 400 eases, found that, invariably, caries' resulted from acids generated in the mouth under a feltlike mass of microorganisms. Miller in 1902 reported that 'films and caries must occur together." Bunting and Riekert's extensive study of oral bacterial plaques in 1914 led to the conclusion that:
.
. films or colloidal coatings are found upon all teeth; and that they play an
important part in the chain of factors which, by their balance, determine the
process of caries.

Since these early observations of the essentiality of au adherent bacterial
plaque as one of the factors in the process of caries, many investigators have
added information about the behavior of dental plaques. Inasmuch as the dental

plaque appears to be such an important mechanism in the process of caries, since
the bacteria anti acids involved have to be protected by it and since a number of
salivary agents which modify caries have to penetrate this barrier, information

about the oral bacterial plaque will be reviewed in regard to (1) structure, (2)
bacteriology, (3) behavior as a selective membrane and (4) acidity.
$truetnre of the Dental Plaque.of the earlier investigators, Williams. Miller
and Bunting and Rickert, all pointed out that the long, threadlike actimanyeetes,
leptothrix and eladothrix. appeared to serve as the basis of the plaque, that these
threadlike forms entrapped oral debris and provided a shelter for a number of
smaller organisms in the mouth. Bunting and Rickert pointed out that there was
considerable difference in their rate of attachment but, in many cases, a thick,
adherent growth would develop in 24 hours.
Dradel and Biayney in 1940. studying ground sections of enamel, reported that
the plaque grossly was a "feit-like mass with long filamentous forms protruding."

Miller, Jodi, and Bradel. the Sallie yew stated that the dental bacterial plaque
was a thin Min which adhered tenaciously to a tooth and maid not be removed

by a stream of water ar by ordinary swabbing or !washing: that, microscopically.

it appeared as a mass of small bacteria embedded in a matrix of filamentous
microorganisms. the bacteria supplying perhaps half of the total bulk. Dietz
in 1913 watched microscopically the development of the plaque. Ile found that
leptothriehoid and oidiumlike organisms served as the base of the plaque, becoming a thin plaque in one day under which initial etching of the enamel would
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take ',lave one-half hour after the ',roper carbohydrate was applied. In 191S
Ennever. Robinson and Kitchin procured bacterial plagues ml (14111141in ismtics

Inserted in the human mouth and found that WM: jage,: daitted a multitude
of fflanten, tits organisms, parallel to emit laller and pt:
td to the surface
roughly at right angles. Itruchner studied IllaollteN in
1 he obtained by
suspending sheets of rellilliane ht a saliva-glucos leb
d eu %%Wks. Ile
hated t he matrix of threadlike organisms NMI salt,
3 jelly etirrenl
knowledge of the strueturai charaeferisties of the denta
,bout the sante
ns Miller, NlIttng and Bradel had done earlier. The pkopu
. . . a thin. adherent Milt. white and chin(,' in appearance. present on hie
properly cleansed tooth surfalvs, and eonsisting of mieroorganistas and debris
that Is primarily of organic nature. It cannot he removed from the tooth surface
"!

by a stream of water or by gentle swablihig. hut can be removed by Ogorons brushespecially tell h the aid of a mild abrasive.

Bacteriology of the MAN; Plaque. Thu' bacteriology of the dental plaque
was reviewed earlier in conneethot with Factor 2. aeid.producing bacteria. it
appears signifleant to recall at this plant. however. that Ilemmens. Blztyney :tad
Harrison in 1911 and Hemmen:4 and others in 190 found lactoimeilli ',resent ht
high lierentages daring the period of initiation of varies and that only Melobacilli and a few hemelytie streptococci survive in their own lowered pH. Stralfors in 1948. It should be noted. found a statistically sigoificant relationship betWeetl a MI11111111111 IM MO the number of lactobacilli.

Behoeine of no' Dental Plaque OR ft Seleetire .11embranc.In 1932 Dobbs made
a thorough study of the behavior of phonies removed from teeth by moistening
tel 5 per cent hydrochloric acid. With the plaque sealed to a diffusion apparatus
he found that the salivary buffers (0:triton:it es amid phosphates) and the viscous.

111111111104erie. salivary mucin did not pass such a membrane but that soluble

earbohyto ales did pass through rawly :11 'hp rate 44 3.2 mg. per day. Mots.
working tel a somewhat similar membrane obtained from the surfaces of newly
erupted teeth. reported in 1937 that the enamel cuticle (Nastnyth's lebrane).
when pineed over windows lu glass slides. permitted the dialysis of ystalloids
but lint of colloids. One. and 10 per cent Inetie acid. eYstine. sucrose 3111(1 sodium
chloride passed through but starch. gums. dextrins and !proteins. %Odell do not
crystallize. did not dialyze through the membrane.
Metz In 1943 noted that the buffer capacity of saliva was no lower 111 the
mouths of eariesactive than in the mouths of eariesree 111(11%1(ln:0s. and henee
that some form of protective myelin would have to be present tat the surface
of an affected tooth. Others then demonstrated the seleetive permeability of the
dental Plaque to a number of substances. Stephan and Miller in 1913 demonstrated that gluose penetrates such a plztone promptly: the sano, year. they
showed that Zephiran and LAmerol penetrated plaques and interfered in the
expected drop of pH 111 an ill% erse relationship to the thickness of the plaque.
In 1943 Stephan also showed that urea in concentrations of 1 to 110 per pent
would IH'Itetratc the dental Plaque readily : again in 1944 Stephan and Miller
demonstrated that Zephirtin and saturated solutions of urea would penetrate
plaques: in 1943 Muntz and Miller also showed that glucose and urea penetrated
the dental plaque: ill 1945 Bruekner. reporting on the selectivity of loneterial
plaques developed on cellophane sealed over (1.9 111111. glass tubes. stated that the

plaque permitted the passage of midi= bicarbonate at a reduced rate: and Fosdick, faulwlek and Sebald% hi 1951 reported the passage aucl prolonged retention
of V011011111 in the plaque.

Acidity of the Dental Plaque. Research reported by Etherington and Trimble
in 1934 indicated that "In every instance the plaque interior was more acid than
the eorrespooding saliva." In 1938 Stephan. It may be repeated. determined that
the pH values of 211 plaques varied from 4,6 to TM. while ID 1989 Miller and
Mentz reported that the amount of acid in 15 lummu carious lesions varied with
the soluble calcium and phosphorus present. Again, too, it may be repeated that
rnsdiek and Starke pointed out in 1939 that the phi of an individual's saliva can
be too high for decalcification to occur while. at the sane' time. the pH in a bacterial plaque becomes so low that deealcifica t ion takes place.

Stephan In 1940 reported in detail the effects of 10 per cent glucose tilers on
Imeterial plaques when measured in patients' mouths. The %wag(' maxi aula
variation found was 2.0 pH units. In 15 minutes after the rinse. all plaques
measured showed a phi of 5.0 or less and. about two hours Inter. approached their
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original p13. A second glucose rinse repeated the same finding. Since the greatest
intensity of reduction of the pH in pimples was reached daring the first 30 minutes and was Lyadsta Ily overcome during the next two or thre, hours. it appears
that the repealed renewal of a carbohydrate which can dim c. into the plaque
is important in the development of a cavity. In 1910 Miller. Mentz nod Bra del

demonstrated that plaque material removed from teeth produced lactic acid
readily from sucrose and maltose but to a much lesser degree front lactose. it:-

(Beating tInIt milk. from a caiogenie as well as a nutritional standpoint. appears
to be a more desirable beverage than a sweetened drink for a school hatch.
The work of Mainz in 1913 cont',.n -1 that a maximum acidity Is produced in
plaques by dilute glucose solutions in 31) minutes, but that :It'
incubated
-'1iya 'trots:114y is buffered nithin 30 to 90 minutes. Stephan in 1945 found that a
percent glucose solution introduced into the months of earies-free patients
produced a drop in the pH of their bacterial plaques but never below ro.
a drop to 4.1 occurred promptly in the caries - active person's mouth. Stralfors itt

1915 observed that the plaque appears to have the ability to ,tore acid and to
hinder the saliva from neutralizing it.
Glynn in 1949 reported that only
eight hours was required for lactic acid. in concentrations detected in dental
plaques. to penetrate enamel. Neuwirth in 1950 found that citric acid was not
produced from the action of oral microorganisms on glucose. Recently (1952),
Fosdick has pal)lished a stimulating review of the belmyior of dental bacterial
'plaques. and has listed speculations which might e'-plain the variance in pH

determinations reported from studies which have been punned.
The work reported by Stephan in 1944 seems so important to an anderztanding
of the role of the bacterial plaque and so important to a proper appraisal of the
cariogenic properties of sweetened beverages that some of his repot js repeated
at this point :
Since most of the work wide]] has been reported on acid prodnetion by month
bacteria has not simulated Nonillions in the mouth. it b. worth pointing (lilt some
essential differences between studs studies and the experiments described here.
The bacteria rrowing on tooth surfaces exist in concentrated masses or "idaqueswhich possess a maximum concentration of enzymes and coenzymes in a mininun] space with minimum buffering capacity. The acid ^roduction by such bacterial masses is very mold %rhea carbohydrate is available and. since little Initial
buffering capacity must be overcome. the drop in pH is likewise very rapid . . .
The subjects (05 in number) were seated in a semi-seeliniat position in a chair

equipped with a headrest. They were instneted not to talk during the test. The
labial :urface, of the upper and lower interior teeth were generally chosen for
the tests because of their accessibility. Tn come of the -aries-active
particularly those in Group V (S in number). the enamel was etched or cavities
existed under Ilse plaques ms these tooth surfaces. Direct pH determinations
were made on the tooth surfaces with a polished -stick antimony electrode using
it vaesnim tube potentiometer. . . The mouth was rinse 1 with 25 e.e. of a 10
per cent aqueous solution of glucose for two minutes following initial pH deter.
mietions. The pTT determinations were repealed hus minutes after IlIP glucose

rinse and at 10-minute intervals thereafter until the pit had returned to apmoximately its original value.
Before the application of glucose, the pH values of most areas were around

neutrality except in the eases of extreme caries activity. in which pH volutes
were generally considerably lower. In all eases there nn, a sharp drop in the
pll of bacterial materiel on teeth following rim sing the month . oh the :duet-we
solution. The drop in 1111 iNA' greatest and lasted the longest time in the cariesact ive cases.
... Only in the caries- active cares were pll valnec beim% SO consi -teat lY Produced by the glucose.

Recently a report by John Hahn and Winfrey Wynn has been prepared for
1111 the basis of their qinly. findings were presented which indicated that drinking (:) un,:creened uojects) or rinsing the month (S subjects
sreened for rampant caries) with a 10 per cent solotion of sucro,e did not
profits«e a sufficient drop in p11 to initiate de(aleitieation of the surface of a
tooth -a finding (mite opposite to Stephan's observation, with OS carefully
screened mbjects (1 categoriesl
II is of intese.4 to note that Ilabli and Wynn report no significant (Wet once,
in Ilse p11 4oveloped from drinking or from rinsing out the mouth with a 10 per

cent olut:on of sucrose.
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DECALCIFY' N; ANO CARIOGI.SIC 11:01`1:1VIIES OF SWEE1ENEI)

It was suggested at the beginning of this report. once the primary etiologic
;a,1,., III dental caries %%ere estabhslwd
and documented and once the importance of the dental bacterial plaque was discussed
thoroughly, that the
%%11101 :..Xeetelied lieern.4e may play either in +leo:deification or varies of role
teeth should be ('Nplored. The possibility of dee:dedication of the teeth willthe
be
examined first.
sweetened Be Ilya ay., and Deco lei /fru I ion .---It WOO Id appear that the pH of
eetened drinks and the pll %%Mb they can induce in saliva should have an
important beach ;; on On appraisal of the effects of those -4 utions Their acidity.
therefore. %%ill rcei% e first consideration.
Itesta ski. ttortner and MeCay in 1915
McCoy and 1Vill in 1919 reported
the analysis of a cola drink, for example.and
at the Naval Medical Research Institute in Bethesda. Md. 11 %%as "round to contain 10 per cent by weight of sucrose
and 0.55 per cent of phosphoric acid (HAP04). Electrometric pH measurements
showed it to have an acidit: equal to pH 2.0. Tit view of this reported analysis
wh:.-.11 may serve as a pattern. it appear: advisable to present information about
some or the prepared drinks aml the natural fruit
juices (flair PIT. Percentage
of acid and percentage of sugar) prior to any attempt
to asses their potentialities few damage to human teeth. Bridges and Mattice fu 19:',13. Chatfield and
Adams in 19 -10. McClure in 1913, Haggard and Greenberg in 1951. and Miller in
1952 contribute some of this information.
Some of the comment on the decalcifying etTe't of acid beverages now may be
presented (a.ronofogically. McClelland, commenting op the dissolution of enamel
in 1926. presented evidence that a definite loss of weight in pieces of enamel sub-

merged in a solution with a
under 1.5 takes 'dace within 12 hours. and that
decalcification occurs very rapidly in ranges of
1.0 to 2.5 (Bridge., and Mat tice determine d the range fee a ola beverage as pII 2.4
to 2.05). MeClelland conluded from his study :
Certainly the mesen«e of a reaction of 3.5 and below. even if existing for only
a few minutes, is a potential source of damage to teeth.
Miller and Neuwirth in 1935 reported their observation of cough drops (SO per
cent sucrose) and flavored disks (96 per eent sucrose) and flavored bard ea mites
(99 per cell, sucrose) held in the mouths of five adult patients daily until dissolved in the saliva. All experienced extravagant decalcification of their teeth.
West
JinlY in 1935 reported a 'somewhot similar study. They
When an huh\ lethal pinoes a piece of ordinary acidified candy instated:
his mouth
and ;Mons it to dissolve. slowly against his feet)]. the concentration of the solution at l'ie surface of the cattily (and in contact with tooth enamel) will be very

high with a probable pi I of 3 1....

They reported further that 10. 20. 10 and 60 per cent water solutions of orange.
lemon and lime drops provided an initial plI of 2 5 to 2.5 (slightly less aeid than
die coin beverage) and that ill per cent ,olntions in saliva developed a pH of 3.4
to 3.7 as compared with JO per cent solut foes of sucrose in saliva which developed
a pH of 3.2. They concluded that repeated use throughout the day leads to seriw's decalcifieation.

Bridges and Mattice in 1939. reporting pit values of representative tomb,
commented that the least acid were bananas. figs. papayas. watermelons. cantaloupes and avocados with a pH of 5.0 to 0.0+: while those below pII 3.0 were
some grapes. plains. some grapefruit juice. cranberry juice, limes and lemons.
In a concluding statement, they reported :

It is possible that the future will demonstrate that the pH of food is of little
moment. Presumably the most important factor is the property of the individual
food in stimulating the flow of gastric juice whether this be attributed to hydrogen-ion. to other constituents; in the food. or to products of digestion.
None approximate normal gastric acidity at the height of digestion (pTT 1.0 -1 gl.
Bridges and Mattice, of course. were not dentists.
Trask, Ziegler and Maloof in 1910 reached five conclusions about the decalcification of fragments of freshly extracted teeth following quantitative studies
of five-days' exposure to the dripping of a variety of solutions.
1. Starches and sugars per se do not deealcify teeth, but lactic acid formed
from them may do so.
2. Acid foods having n pTI of about or below 111:1S prove to he the most haportant factors in dental decalcification.
.

.
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3. Other acids than lactic acid in foods have been shown to cause extensive

decalcification of teeth.
4. Many commonly used foods are acid and have a pH from 4 to 2.05.
5. The alkalis studied do not demineralize teeth.

McClure in 1943 found hydrochloric acid, pH 1.5, more destructive of rats'
molars than lactic acid, pH 2.4, but citric acid. pH 2.5, lactic acid, pH 3.0, and
lactic acid, p c 4.0. also would erode rats' teeth. He experimented with young
i2 ,s who %% ere limited in their drinking of fluids 1 changed (mei] 24 hours) to
ginger ale, cola drink, grapefruit juice and eanberry juice cocktail. All rats on
these acid beverag(-- experienced deealeilication of their molars. The control rats.
drinking water, did not experience this decalcification

MeCay, Gortner and Restarski and Restarski, Gortner and MeCar in 1945

reported:

In an initial experiment, some extracted human teeth were immersed in a
common "cola" beverage. When first inspected after two days' immersion the
env, el surfaces were found to be grossly decalcified.

Se,ere destruction of the enamel on the molars of white rats (200 rats) was
produced by allowing the animals to drink the popular soft beverage for periods
of five (lays or more. .

. .

Preliminary observations on six puppies showed that consumption of soft
drinks (500 c.c. per day) also produced gross and microscopic changes on their
deciduous teeth.
Bieri and others in 1946, proceeding on the assumption that limited amounts of

acid beverage would produce erosion of the teen, of rats, dogs and monkeys,
tested this assumption in an experimental situation. They reported:
1. Drinking of an acetic acid-sucrose solution of pll 2.6 for 1-2 weeks produced mild to moderate etching of ats' molars. C range juice of pH 3.7 decalci-

fied the teeth severely in two weeks. Solutions of pH 4.5 caused no etching when
fed for two weeks.
2. The permanent teeth of dogs drinking a phosphoric acid-sucrose solution of
pH 2.6 for 130 days showed etching of the enamel....
3. Consumption of 16.5 ml. daily for one month of phosphoric and eit:c acid
solutions of pH 2.6 produced noticeable erosion of the deciduous teeth of young
monkeys.

Stafne and-Lovestedt, at the Mayo Clinic in 1947, reported their observations
of the oral conditions of patients examined in this Clinic. Fifty patients who were

using lemon juice as a therapeutic measure showed evidence of dissolution of
tooth structure. They continued their report :

Restarski and co-workers stated that the resnits of their observations on animals t drinking a popular cola beverage) did not justify their making any definite
conclusions as to what effects ingestion of acid beverages might have on the teeth
of man. We have observed in some cases. however, destruction of enamel which
we believe can be ascribed to the habitual use of acid bevers.ges.
In 1948, Wynn and Habil summarized their observations of experiments with

rats:

Erosion in the lower molar teeth of the albino rat resulted from the daily ingestion of each of the following canned fruit juices when they were served as
the sole fluid intake over a period of 100 days: apple. grape. orange. tomato.
sweetened grapefruit, pineapple, prune.
The greatest amount of erosion occurred in the teeth of the animals on apple.
grape and grapefruit juice. and the least in those of the ;mini:its on tomato and
prune juice.
Erosion of a milder degree also resulted from the ingestion of tomato. orange
and sweetened grapefruit juice 3 times a day for 200 days.

Complicating the interpretation of studies of decalcification are the findin.:s
of Brudevold in 1948. He found that there was a distinct difference in the solubility of powdered enamel and intact enamel. of different surfaces of the same
tooth. of outer am inner levels of enamel from the same tooth, and of enamel

from deciduous and young permanent teeth when compared with older pe mimetic teeth. The values obtained from different laboratories presumably will
vary accordingly.

Wray and Will m 1949 became interested in the dental effects of soft drinks
%Odell were claimed to have a retail value annually in excess of $700,000,000.
and they tested the pH produced by a cola beverage in the salivas of 32 young
ofheers at the Naval Medical Research hp4 Rate. Ten milliliters of the beverai,e
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n ere held in each mouth. agitated for 30 seconds and then expectorated. The
range in pit of the saliva and solution reef ,.ered tailed from 2.5 to 5.O.
Hicks in 1930 and again in 1951 reported the effects of the daily ingestion
of large amounts of eitrus fruits and juices on a group of patients, selected
because of periodontal irritation or "sensitive" teeth. One of the four patients
with sensitive teeth ate daily large portions of sliced fruit salad and drank eight
ounces of orange. tangerine or tomato juice. The decalcification of this patient's
teeth nits similar to that in the teeth of the patients described by Statue and
Lovestedt.

Haggard and Greenberg in 1951 concluded that the ingestion of carbohydraterontaining
(11(1 not cause significant acidity of the saliva, although

acidulated beverages such as common fruit juices or soft drinks din result in
salivary acidity for short periods. They concluded, further. that decalcification
of the exposed surfaces or sheltered areas of teeth by the action of fruit juices
or soft drinks appeared tini:kely hi the amounts normally consumed. Their final

conclusion may be quoted:
It is true that there are, in fact, persistent areas of carbohAdrate and corrosive
acidity on sheltered surfaces of the teeth and under plaques u Welt are protected

from dilution and neutralization by the sale
it would be expected that this
protection would also operate against fart.. acidification by the brief tides of
acidity occurring in the saliva after ingestion of the acidulated beverages.
Inasmuch as the evidence submitted earlier in the portion of the present report dealing with bacterial plaques does indicate that a number of acids can
diffuse into bacterial plaques, this latter assumption appears not to be borne out

by scientific observations.

F3sbury in 1952 tested the action of comp:,rable olutions of hydrochloric,

nitric. sulfuric, acetic and citric adds on exposed surface., of extracted teeth. He

concluded :

The results suggest that deLtal erosion of this kind is mrinly controlled by
the pll of the solution. and is independent of the concentration of the solution
by weight. The rate of attack varies, MA-0% er. from acid to acid dne to specific
properties of the acids themselves. Noteworthy is citric acid which is more than
twice as destructive as hydrochloric or nitric acid.
tlortner and Kenigsberg, in 1952 experimented with 28 white rats who were
given daily 20 milliliters of grapefruit juice sweetened by 10 per cent of sucrose.
and 25 rats given grapefruit sections. similarly sweetened anti in daily amounts
t,) provide :Id milliliters of juice. At the end of one week, the animals were sacri-

ficed and the lower molars scored for decalcification on the basis of zero for
-no effect" to six for "extensive destruction." The average tooth scores for the
jad-e was 3S and for fruit sections 1.5, showing a higher rate of decalcification
by the juice. 'L'o check the possibility that chewing stimulated a greater flow of
saliva and In-tlee tare buffering, eight desalivated rats were tested similarly,
and it was found that the teeth still experienced the same amount of
decalcification.

Soifer in 1953 reported on a patient who had used excessive vinegar when she
was between 15 and 25 years of age. This patient exhibited extensive erosion of
the labial surfaces of her maxillary incisors.
At this point, it would seem, some legitimate conclusions about the decalcifying
effect of sweetened beverages and acid fruit juices should be submitted. It would
appear, from the evidence, examined (3) that a number of soft drinks posses:: a
high degree of acidity as is shown by their unusually low pH, (2) that a number
of fruits and fruit juices provide a pH below the critical point for the decalcification of enamel, (3) that decalcification does occur when either are consumed
in large amounts or at frequent intervals and (4) that such decalcification should
not be significant unless abnormal amounts of such drinks are consumed.
Sweetened Beverages and Caries.Tlie final task of this report is to examine the
cariogenic properties of soft drinks. The essential role in the process of caries of
fermentable carbohydrates already has been stated and documented. In addi-

tion, the necessity for the introduction into the oral cavity of a carbohydvite
which can be degraded promptly to lactic acid by the bacterial enzymes produced in caries-active months has been pointed out as a part of this documentation. Furthermore, an adherent, selective bacterial plaque has been shown to be
necessary in the formation and development of carious lesions in enamel, and the
evidence of the ability of simple sugar solutions to penetrate into dental plaques

promptly and to he utilized almost immediately after their ingestion has been
summarized and documented. Finally, it Atould be noted that any cariognic
property to be ascribed to a sweetened beverage, such as the cola drink already
discussed, must be based on the behavior of a 10 per cent or less solution of sucrose or other readily fermented sugar. A brief, chronological review of some
pertinent conclusions a investigators of the damaging potential of sugar solutions now appears to be in order.

In 1937. Fosdick. Ilansen and Epp le found that saliva stimulated by chewing
gum (in older to provide sugar in solution) could be incubated with the pow-

dered hard tissue of teeth and could produce decalcificati.on of these tis.-nes.
(obtained similar results by adding 5 tan cent glucose. This finding was incorpo-

rated into a test for cres activity.

In 1942 the Council of Foods and Nutrition of the American Medical Associa-

tion presented a report on wartime nutrition that appears appropriate to the
present evaluation. Some of tl:e final statement will be quoted :

However, even uih soldiers and sailors supplied with satisfactory rations, the
tendency to say in effect "Let's give the boys what they want : it isn't going to
hurt them.- if allowed to go to the extent of permitting
intliseriminale use
of soft drinks and candy. will undermine efficiency. Indiscriminate and uncontrolled supply of poor food for between-meal eating cannot be condoned with

impunity anywhere.
The Council then submitted the final opinion :
From the health point of view, it is deNiralde especially to have restriction (ol
such use of sugar as is represented by the consumption of sweetened carbonated
beverages and forms of candy which are of low nutritional vfdlle. The Council believes it would be in the interest of the public health for all practical means to be

taken to limit the consumption of sugar in any form :n which it fails to be combined with significant Thaportions of other foods of high nutritive value.
Jay in 19.14 and again in 1947 stated bluntly from years of experience that
no foods prepared with sugar are to be used during the first four weeks of control
of an individual's caries by dietary means. The following statement eneompas-v,
his sixth specific suggestion for the planning of daily menus:
Dn not use the follow big Confections of any kind ; chewing gum ; beverages
prepared with sugar. similar to those served at fonrtains. and other soft drinks
sold in bottles. chocolate milk and chocolate drinkr. ':he use of sugar-coated pills
and cough sirups should be restricted whenever possible. Avoid dentifrices and
mouthwashes sweetened with sugar.
Tay, it must be noted. has snecee0ed in arrestim, the caries activity index consistently in over 80 per cent of his pa tnott----83 4 per cent of tb SO9 pa tient,,

listed as participating in the control diet for the first two week. in his 1!117

report.

Becks, Jensen and Millarr in 19-14 obtained similar results by restricting pa-

tients temporarily to a low-sugar diet in which they eliminated :
Sugar in and on foods. all concentrated sweets. such as jams. jelly. sirup. honey.
raisins, dates. figs. primes. urrants. and (linnet) fruits and tautly. chewing gum.
eonfections. pastries and sweet beverages.
Of 1.225 patients experiencing rampant e:tries whose coed m had been fol-

towed for one to four year, caries was halted in 1.004 (81.7 per cent). Of these
patients. 499 Well observed for one year, 111 for two years. 15 far three years.
and .ix for four years, t 1 establish that caries activity bad ceased.
Kitchin and Permar in 1948, with similar low-sugar diets prescribed for 216
caries-arti ve patients (10.000+ lactobacillus counts), obtained a satisfactory
reduction in the number of oral lactobacilli during the restricted initial two-week
diet. Of these patients, 192 progressed to diet plan two (mote starch permitted)
for two «nelcs and SO per cent maintained their low count,.

Anderson and others in 1918 found more cavities in cotton rats who were 1'0
dried milk than in thoSe who were fed fluid milk. and ern eluded, in the cotton rat.
that fluidity was an important factor iu t cries. However, both groups experienced
et:of:hien-1W less caries than those animals fed on a regular dry eariogenie diet.
4 )11; er and Pinkerton in 1947 reported :

Appreeiable acid production has been observed to lake place within fifteen minutes in mixthres of glucose. sucrose and concentrated saliv:try debris of carions
persons. Various raw carbohydrates ha% e been shown to be converted to :mid at
rates similar to those observed for refined sugar.
In this report, they also postulated that the salivary clearance thole of glueme

bold be implicated in the process of caries as did Lundqvist in 1952. Boyd and

J
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Speer in 19:;() determined the com.entrat ion

gl.(cose in the salkez laboratto,
uorkers after the slou ingestion of 11) sweetened beverage
tt'tile 1, (2)
'MO Cr. of fleshly squeezed orange juke. (3) four craekers, (.1) one scoopful of
V8 iii I Ia ice cream and (5) three figs and sirup. Figs and eraekers yielded the
greatest amount of glucose and thk glucose persisted longest in the salicas. The
peak ley( I was maintained for a short period only and returned to fasting keltn 10 to 20 minutes. Unfortmmtely. in mine of these reports as the clearame

time of sugars from the highly important bacterial plaque determined.
Nem% ii th and Suinnierson in 1951. as alraady has been leported. found that
glucose in solutions. as dilute as 0.13 per cent. was transformed praeth
immediately by oral organisms to lactic acid. They con( holed :
If such fm)(1 material were to be held within the oral cavity for more than a
Haunt e or two, in contact with saliva, our data indicate that a significant proportion of the glucose i.resent might appear a lactic acid. . . .
Stephan. wbose imp(Ttant toutribution to the knowledge of the degradation of
ginco.se under Imeterial plaques NN ill be reviewed agahi in a moment. found i That
a 111 per cent glucose solution could be retained in a plaque for 90 to 1St) minutes
after the mere rinsing of the month with the 41)Itition.
Miller. of the rnicersity of 11a tili. in 1952 studied the the-day ii-ice action

of fruits. fruit jukes and soft drinks on rats' molars. He reported 11) that fruit
juke: had greater erosive effects ( three to 17 limes) than die fruits themselves.

t 2) that carbonatM drinks. on the vhole, prodm od les effect than noneat Ii mated
igepared bevera4es. 13) that at id-flavored randy dissolved in u 81 en exerted the
sank deeoleifying effect as two prepared boncarbonated beverages. I I) that (-ark
t-ol. loch luol a marked erosive ellect on enamel %%hen used alone, lost that
talrkell affect AN ;lel*
urred naturally in bait, and it that a coin drink
.%itibited
of *L5 to
::,o
1919, Miller ma-hided :

pus (2.5 in ithaea. N.Y., :qui eNhibi:ed a till

AltImagii no Otte has proved that enam,1 erosion is vonducive to the

it

;On.

ProCe-, iii honta a II eth, it seems reasonable to assume that ocerinduLtence in te.-01

twerages of various kinds might cause defects in the enamel of human teeth in

situ. . . .
McCay ill 1:,:c2 to.1 wlt;te rats milk. t,,%%eetened titer (10 per rent stun 0.0).
( oteoe, and tap
t.) see if the Mild taken by tats interfered ithi their health
or %I iNN Iii
1111,. (if

I' hen the 1,:t-a! diet
!apt adeonate. (In the sweetened IN er. the
10).01 nowt. than tuo deca:.ed moth Is is-r rat : none tielelot.ed hl

11)1', )fralkiittl: Idilk only.
11

110

'411:

S..ginuips in 1`)7,3 fed ulh't' t turfrtmi
ftree
(v."1,tar
for
11.1','r; ant ' ,N:;11Iint.% Grill)

VeVing 1 NYVI

1%,IS

ti IIWI1.111:11.1 ta11('11 IT 14:0111:W:1

:1,/1: 1I1

ito s iii tin tr teeth : t1roup II 113 rats survithig) ingested granular

:Pol the balame of the ration by stomach tube and developed tin
per rat or 5.S cavities per caries-acti e rat (11 rat ). and
;-'ill
i 3 laH Ain:ring) iugested a .10 per cent solution of sucrose malty
tame tit the ration by stomach tube and developed an average of 0.S
, ;tviIio
cities per rat or 1 7 cavities per caries-act ive rat (six rats).
Slipban in 1910. Stephan and Miller in 1913ind Stephan in 191-1 .% ere among
t :lc pr.a
:1)t. behavior Of a 10 per cent solar of smtar (used as a month
lit.") II as alill(q'VlIt 1:;:eirrial plaque. Snell a te, provides info, aultion about
degradation of a sugar solution as it actn.-,Ily has to take place in the bunian
mouth in the prunes.- of producing a cavity. In 18 mi.ottes after the rins.c
ithin
4.9 cr.vit

1

; AN') Minutes in the most ea ries-active months). all plaques were at a pH of 5.0 or

le-" The acidity reached its greatest intensity within the first 30 minutes and
overcome grndually until little acid effect remained in two to three hours.
'rho ronewal of tbe 10 per cent sugar solution by another rinse of the mouth
repeated the same effect. It might logically be assumed that repeated exposure

to a beverage containing 10 Per cent sugar would produce the same effect.
It would appear from the evidence submitted regarding the behavior of dilute
sugar solntions in dental bacterial plaques and the necessity of eliminating snch
Ohlti0118 in the dietary control of caries, that the cariogenic property of sugar

solutions has been established. Furthermore, it would appear that the dental
profession and other interested agencies have a responsibility in warning the
publ:e of the carlogen;c possibilities of sweetened beverages, at least until their
precise relationship to human dental caries has been detlned by acceptable controlled clinical studies.
91-722
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Because of the length of such a documented report it may be helpful to pro-

vide a brief summary of its various areas in order >0 bring together the conclusions %%Idyll reasonably may be achieved.

1. Five essential factors in the process of human caries have been reviewed and

document. "lhey are (1) a caries- susceptible individual. (2) the presence of
acid -pro(.

ng and acid-tolerating microorganisms in the oral cavity, %%Welt are

(3) cap.
of producing an optimum oral bacterial enzyme systfm for the
prompt degradation of simple sugars to acid. ) the a vailabilit.% of or.diy let mental)le earloCaydrates and 5) bacterial plaques adhetent to the surface of
the enamel, of teeth.

2. Several additional factors which may contribute to the process of ea
also ha e been listed «ithont thorough documentation.
3. The behavior and essentiality of the dental bacterial plaque. through %chid)
,..ugar solutions unr4 operate in (lilies, have been mesented and documented in
considerable detail.
1. The decalcifying effect of sweetened beverages and fruit juices ha, been examined in 4,11ffiCiela detail to vanraut certain conclusions:
(a) Research has shown that some sweetened drinks and some natural fruit
juices decalcify teeth lu ause of their acidity.
lb) Dec:11011 Ni HIM has been observed %rho) either are C011,11:11ed in large

:laminas or at frequent intervals.
slid) solutions
Decaleification probably should not be significant
are consumed in large amounts or at frequent intervals.
Fruit juices provide some of he valnable food elements of human diet.
)
%%Idle prepared soft drinks provide nothing but calories.

The examination of the scientific literature on the eariogenic propertie. of
soli drinks and fruit juices also justifies a nandoer of conclusions:
(a) Any sugar solutions. in order to stimulate caries. mut be mpable of
diffusing into the adherent dental bacterial plaques on teeth.

(b) Available evidence indicates that starchy carbohydrates .:re of Minor importance in the process of caries since complex carbohydrates callMit diffuse into

bacterial plaque. and cannot be degraded promptly to simple ugars tai molt
mouths.

(et Monosneharides and disaccharides diffuse readil into bacterial plaques.
(d ) The retention time of -carbohydrates in the saliva appears of much less
the caries process than the retention time of simple sugars in
importance
gml the inability of the saliva to contact rapidly and buffer the
bacterial pia

acid producer.
(e) It has

claques.

ustrated that solutions of simple sugars are degraded
the bacterial plaques of eaie-active it Ivulnais.
promptly to lactic a>
(f) This production (o. acid from retained solutions of sugar may continue in
plaques for one-half to three hours following a brief rinse of the patient's mouth
with a 10 percent solution.
(g.) The dental plaque appears to have th,. ability to store acid and to hinder the
saliva from neutralizing it.
(h) The pII of an individual's saliva can be too high for decalcification to take
place while. at the same time, the pH in a bacterial plaque becomes so low that

.

teen lei fient ion occurs rapidly.

(i) Solutions of some natural sugars. such as lactose. and sorbitol are fermented
%%id) difficulty 'n the human month.

Data regarding the cariogcnic potentialities of solutions of simple sugars
(
that are derived from studies of laboratory rats must be appraised critically by
dentists since great variations in susceptibility to caries exist for a number of
strains of these animals and findings can be prejudiced merely by the selection
of the strain of animal and the physical qualities of the diet which he fed in an
experimental situation.
CONCLUSIONS

1. The dental profession and other interested agencies have a tesponsibility to
%%aril the public of the cariogenic property of sugars and their solutions and to

point out that many of these products contain no highly important nutritional
factors.
2 Research should be encouraged on the part of producers of sweetened bev-

erages and confections to support the develm mein of in

or improved pm-

edarcs or agents for the prevention and control of dental caries which may result
front the use of their products.
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FURTHER 4)11Sb:10'A:110N:4 ITON THE CARIES-PRODUCING

PoTENTI.\ I.ITIES
IV T. G 1.1i41ig.° B.D.S.,

V.\ Incif s 104 tiisTUFFS
and I 3.G...1;ibb,, ILD.S.. Ph. 1).. 'OLD.

Of the :winos attempts which have been made to est:11)11,h the relaine varies-

producing captivities of different foods. only P.vo " have been applied I() any
eArnsiderabie numbers of tlaidstuffs. One of these

With %%Idyll e are concerned

at this time. postulated that the caries-prodm big potential of a food could be
determined by multiplying the quantity of the food letained upon the teeth after
ingestion by the ;111101111F Of :11 u1 10.0(111(141 Oil fermentation of the food III s,diVa.
tentative gratlitm of 100 11)1111111111 foods was offered Iloweer,

since the ratings 111.(de in these tests n) based upon the results obtained 60111
only one or t%%4i subjects, it m as stre,sed that confirmatory studies were needed.
SillisequiliW. 50 tooth-tuff, were tested in 1 or .11bjects. Although the figures
obtainctl were different, the foods retained essentially the same positions in the
scale of eario.-producing pottiitiab. Incidentally. when similar food, %%ere tested
by 1,11m141i--1 usine .1 different pro( elute. I hey also tell in much the ,ante order.
Asa pos,ible contribution to%%ard increasing the reliability of laboratory deter-

mini:nolo of decalcification potential. this paper consider, ,evelai %.triables
huh w iv influence the re,iills .41141 attempt, to draw conclusions from .1 detailed

study of a few reoresentatie
.\(11-1

1'1:001 (*I PIN FItoNI VIII I

I

FOODS

Iu our previous Sttillie," 01 111(ISUF(.111P111,4 of acid production teem made
with s.ilka collo led on different days from a single srtbJee t. Therefore, 41.o-today %lug:Ilion. in the acid-No(1in ing capacity of saliva, %%I n11 subsequent tort'
showed to lie quite considerable. may have influenced the lindutgs. To reduce this
factor to a minimum. the acid product ion from the foods used in :be present study
here all made at onc thin. is aliquot. of ,a1Ra taken from a singie saliva 1101d.
P:IF:111111 stimulati,ni :11s used to collect the sant a from several iitditieivals, after
%%In( h it n as pooled and refrigerated mild required. In (letrmioing avid production... a gram portion of the iest food nits emnisilied in 100 nil. of disfIlled water
and trout this Mixture two :) nil. samples neve taken and placed info sterile test
tubes. Fit e milliliters of pooled saliva tree) then added to each sample. One of

tim.e was immediately lit rated with N/I0 odinot hydro) :ide. A Beckman potentiometr was used to determine the end point or till S..i ,chirh was selected for
this titration. The other sample teas incubated at 37° C. for four mws. after
which it as titrated in the scone %%Hy.
difference between the first and see01111 titration represented the acid Dinned by salivary fernienlatbm. To
Ti, obtain V
niVa 11
a1
Or each 1.00d, the test nits repoated 3 times on different days. using
different salivary pool,.
The quantities of acid produced front the test food,: %%hen incubated in saliva
and other findings which %%ill be referred to later are listed in Tables 1 :Hifi If,
Tito tovatest qua at it y of avid was formed front milk chocolate. Sfuecessively,
smaller (plant-Ines were formed from 511011 dissimilar foods as toffees, %Odle
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I(' tev:11. r6 4 achl production %aim,: for beverages were low.,

%,11I(.11 might have been exPeeted to
r
notch below that for the sidin
figures. The ainount ot :14 id formed ft oin a particular food /lid not
gi% e
seen) to depend solely upon the percentage carbohydrate content Of the food,
since more :old 4; Ii.'. formed fri Pill milk (+ovulate 50 per cent carbohydrate) than
rhofrom bae(-; ID() per cent carbohydrate) or tie: ,:t7O1Wiell (70 per cent en

Ii.'. Irate).

pod/ /et ;10h gad fillal re/cation for mime gait" rorholtiivirate
foods
(II()

11,',)

Fig '.and u Hi cookie
lhit e

__
Milk chocolate ._
lee (lea!» _ ...
Shortbread co(oi.,e_
T, dee _
Salted cracker_
011 sprayed cracker_ __ _ _
t imeolate leiddide. __ _ - ___
White bread _
_

_

_

560
393

35, 0

105

370
277
343
310
300
15,,

17. 5

92
40

1. 3
1. 5

229

I. 0

7

71

(mg)

I IiII

(
1

I

(.1)11,(I11:dt ,i)

Orme.t.c -oda

__

()range juice ,ffe-,'.1)

Grapy -0,:a ftalbonatd)
B

a 1.1

__

1. 5

!. 2
!

2

1.2

1,1) ol

,'

I.1.

I

II, IA.,:

11" !I. , II
414 II)

fIet, or

Pineapple ,pt;ee te.tanNt)
()moue ,0 64 ( loll ,+4 , (1(8 t 1.11,
('ol:t tmea: Hal 410'I I
Otangf Juice ?canned)
Cola icalbonatc(I) _ __

1.

;',1/(e berei

' I. ,
.104

2. 1
1. 6

424

72
220
250
240
229

.i

1.6

5(17
:170

155

T,flal

1. 2

SOO

otiOn

1 eel ;)'bi't:011 a al

--

_

9.5

Carrot (fro...11)

II.-

3 hr..,,f,i
In
,:olo.1»)

afr11)10

70.1)
77. 5
50. ()
17. 0
59. 5
90. 0
70. 0
71. 0

__

_..

)ow!
ret.i111 ' I

(:»::

49 0

_

Apple

('11(1

ol:1;,h,1

(pet igniti

1.1 0

39

',MI

1. 2

II) I)

21

210

1! 0

I. 1

2)

2'S
915

10, 5

27
25

9T

1. 2
I.
1. 0

It) 5

2!

I:,

170

11. 0

23

209

55

219

I9
I. ()
1. 2

10

s i \ 1(1)1) M.IT.vrION FI:oAl TIME: TO TI:.11:

The posIbilh ). that there could be tune-to-time variations in food retentimi in
the months of test subjects Ilith an obvious !waling on the establishing values
for any food.
To determine the extent of :melt variations, tests were made by having subjeets
ingest Moamar portions of the same food twice daily on 5 different days thir;ttg a

period of three weeks and measuring the quantity of food retained in eaeh

instance. Two commercial beverages and a doughnut were used for this purpose.
In determining the quantity of food retained in the mouth after eating, essentially the same methods as those described by Bibby, Goldherg, and Chen were

used except that the carbohydrate determinations were made by the antbrone
method described by Morse' and by 'Morris.'
References at end of article.
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TABLE 111.Day-to-day raiations in .1.0(41 retention in one ind;ridual
Fund tveelled e112

It,ty1

Days

Day 3

it) 30 ;mil
11:30 ;Lin

450
475

.180

492

10 30 :Lin
11.30 :tan

310
315

228

10.3(1 :Lin

251
319

1..11411 and time

I/ay 4

Day 5

565

511;

.500

575

600
565

270

255
285

300
275

295
283

277
245

210
245

300
360

255

Doughnut:

(',,la beverage:
Otange soda:

11:30 a in

228

Table III show.4 the variat ion occurring from tinie to time in food retention for
one Mill% Waal.

It wi. found that in e.timatiun. made at different time- dining the ,:tru day,

results %%me tiually of the same order. II o%% ever, more widel spaced i),I hunt ions,

for examtile those made at weekly intervak, were siihject to much greater variat ion. The reasons for this greater variation are not known. However. factors
such as variations in the composition of differe.it
of 0 particular food,
in the leg subjects' eating habits. :mil no the rate of 1101v of his saliva may be
responsible. The retention values obtained over a three%vcelt period for doughnut, 1T:tble III) ranged from 4.1) to 600 mg and for a carbonated beverage,
from 210 to S01) mg. 'flie,e variations are of 0 lib.:11 order and suggest the need
of calithm in interpreting remits of food Ietention inem.ureitivilis.

Later studies ::how that the extent of the variation, could be reduced by in-

reaing the amount of the test food eaten ;,o that emnplete -atm.:I:ion" of

the month with the food %you'd be insured by adhering to a rigid time ,liedtile
for clearniee procedure., and by u.ittg teat 111)ject %%ell acipannted with the
in the experiniontal procedure,.

VAIIINTIoN,; is (`cat) RI.IEN 1105 itt451

la

a.» T
I 'tile,- foods fall in relatively the same order %%hen tested iti diifrent mouths,
the t,t) of retold ion Moires would have little value in a,essing t he I ie,-produc11.11:4 i

hit.; potent bait iv. Or food.

I ',Mg the ame hchuignes as abme, repeated retention lost s %%ere made on
suh,jects, using It) different foods to determine the nature of the %.triations itt
retention between different individuals. In these test.4 it x%as found that for
:my
riienlar food some subjects
reteul1u11 %Alin., o.' a 4.011i414srably
higher order than did others trl'able IV I. However, the individuals %% ho gave
high %nines for one food gave relatively high %alio.- for all of the foods and,
.imilarly, the subject who gave low values for one food ga% relatkely low
value, t
Milk chocolate, cookie:, and ice crenin gave the highest
%attics for most of the siddert, %%idle the lo%%est value, were gi%en by white

bread. bananas, apples. and hex ()rages.

'FABLE IV.--Variations in. food Mention ill d;Iferent .orbjects
Subt. et ma.

-___________

root

Ice cretin'
\l ilk chocolate
Shortbread cookie
Chocolate pudding
White bread_
Oil sprayed cracker_
Salted cracker
Banana__ _ _ ___

__

It

_

188
186
123
120

504
429
332
403
188
237
213

30S
353
433
368

203

218
79

85

160

184

169

426
271

223

_

___________

References, at end of article.

127
117

190
177
240

216
155

32
71

59
69
38
25
22
38
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The comparison of foods in different subjects demonstrated that differences in
retention between individuals are large. It also offered somewhat doubtful support for our earlier impression that foods giving a high retention value for one
person %%until be retained in large quantitie. by the (others. Witether (her ate
patterns Of variability bet%% eon imlividnals in the retention of different funds
yet to be established.
RIALNTIoN IN IIIFFI.nr.Nr . \1:1:.%s or :\torrli

The e\tent to ;%hick food.: talten into the month are retained on the teeth or
else%% here has not been determined. To test this. :leo lie appliances were const ruct0(1 for a test subject to cover the teeth and to a Iford a tight seal at the gingiVal innrgtiN, Test foods Were eaten in the usual way. but 011 the e0111111Pti0/1 of

eating. instead of rinsing the mouth in the normal manner, the nerylic appllan«.s v ere placed over the teeth so that the food adhering to the teeth wonlil
be held in place. The mouth was then thoroughly rinsed with distilled water.
These rinsings %%ere olleted and contained the food which had 1/1411 retained
upon the oral mucous membranes. Thereafter. the acr3lic appliances were remoed from the teeth. which were cleaned by use of an atomizer spray. and the
month %%as rinsed again with distilled water. These rinsing.: were collected and
pooled and to them were added the washings from the inside of the acrylic appliance. This total sample represented food %vhich had been retained on the sur-

faces of the teeth. Carbohydrate determination on these t wo samples made it
possible to calculate separately the mounts of the different foods held on the

intivons membranes and on the teeth.
It %vas found (Told-. V) that some foods %%ore retained in approximately equal

proportions upon the teeth and On the mucous membranes: while for others a
much higher proportion of the retainedfpod adhered to the mucous membranes
than to the teeth. In the former class were shortbread. cookies, dates, and milk
cluocolate. In the latter class were white bread, ice cream. apples, and sweetened
beverage. although the ditTerence %vas much more pronounced for apples and
beverages than for the other t %vo foods,

T ABLE V .Area8 of retention in the month for different

uohylrate

foods
Total
COO
(percent)

Food

Shortbread cookie
Date
Milk chocolate
Ice croak

(i5. 0

77.
50.
20.
20.
50.

Apple
White bread
Cola beverage

6
0
0
0

0

10. 0

Retention on mucous'
tnenibinne (nit 1

Cit.)

250. 0
250. 0
160. 0
60. 0

50.0

('2. 5

20 0

3g5
322
320
30(1

250
125

200

Retention In

ee111

Ong )

(MO

Food

200. 0
200. 0
150. 0
30. 0
2. 5
40. 0
4. 5

30S, 0
25S. 0
:100. 0

150. 0
12. 5
SO. 0

45. 0

Sleeve a food %Odell adheres to the teeth sarfacc is almost certainly more likely

to participate in fermentation and acid pro duet

in the dental plaque than

those persisting on the 11111COIN 10(.111111111VS, th' site of retention for a partienlar

food represents a factor which should lie cons:dered in assessing its caries-

prodneing properties.
IL

It I. II.N fl ON (ii laqum Aso Sow) nions

1.110 extremely low "decalcification potentials" given by sweetened beverages in

our earlier .stmly suggested the desirability of confirming these findings and
comparing them %% ith .one representative solid foods. For this purpose the retention of 12 solid cathohydrate and 8 sweetened beverages %vas determined by the
usual method. The figures obtained are sho%vn in 'fables I and II. Additional coinReferences at end of articto.
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narisons ran he found in Tali le 1 1 1. As a whole. the retention t:gures for the solid
foods are higher lban those for

the liquids. This is particularly obvious if the
comparison is limited to the retention of the carbohydrate effluent
of the food
rather than the retention of the whole food. If this is done, all the solid
with the eNeept ion of carrot. give higher carbohydrate retention thanfissls,

the

beverages

Insct'sstox
It %%mild would appear at this stage that the assessment of the curies-predating
capacities of foodstuffs by the methods of Bibby. Goldberg. and Chen'
are subject
to several limitations. The greatest difficulties met in making
of
this type :t.e in the accurate determination of food retention inmeasurements
the Mouth. Not
only are the amtlytical procedures involved subjwt to relatively wide
of
but variations in the retention of any one food occur from time sollreeg
to time in
the saute individuals. Although we have
to some extent been able to substantiate
the caries-producing ratings itditerent foods made by Bibby. Goldberg. and Chen.
tee feel that the signiqeatwe o ft hose findings should be reeviduated. The
use of a
carbohydrate retention value rather than total food retention would
seem to be
indicated for calculations of deealciffiation

potentials of certain. if not all, foods.
If this is not done. calculatlons for foods. such
as beverages with a low carbohydrate content, are unduly elevated by including as hose for calculation
the 90 per
vent hater content. whereas results for foods, such as toffee, are influenced only
to the extent of the 10 per cent of other substances eontained.
III addition, the fun t that certain foods appear to be retained in mid' greater
proportions upon the teeth themselves while others are retained chiefly
upon the
oral mucous membranes may considerably affect the amount of mid production
front these foods on the tooth surfaee. The 111011nias previously used do not
500111
apt( suited to permit assessment of this factor.
In addition to the difficulties associated with the measurement of food retention.
the significance of the values obtained for acid production of the foods in sun
vary
-amides must be questioned. Apart from questions which might be ratspd as
to
nwthods in determining acid formation, it is doubtful whether the values obtained
truly reflect the fermentability of the foods in the month. The effects produced by
possible inhibiting. or stimulating' substances contained in the foods may differ
considerably between the month and salivary

samples in test tubes: and it is
and test tido, Will affect the rate and type of acid production from these foods.
Mitre.over. it has been suggested that the penetration into the dental plaque of
Vaims earbohydrat es contained in different foods may vary so that Sallie Will
be more readily available for fermentation than others, and it is obvious that the
significatie of this factor cannot be assessed by in vitro Measurement. These
:111111)St certain that the differenve to environmenta1 conditions 4 between the mouth

outsider:Untie: nmy be 0\;k11 more pertinent in relation to the effects of foods on the

progre-s of caries in existing cavities.

'These conclusions suggest the desirability of attempting to assess the ca Ho:vide

capavities of different foods by measuring the degree and duration of acid pro.
auction in dental pimples or cavities after eating. Preliminary studio,. will have
been undertaken in these areas and will be reported subsequently.
SrNINIAltY

rsing 20 representative solid and liquid carbohydrate foods, a study was

made Of some of the variables which must he considered when laboratory comparisons are made of the eariesroducing potentials of foods. It was found that
considerable variations in food retention c^eur between different subjects and
from time to Linn' in the mouth cf the same `,abject, that for some foods retention
on the mucous membranes exceeds that occurring On the teeth. and that the
abohydrate of liquid foods is retained in the month in smaller quantities than
that of .41 Mil f4+14`,.
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cAltIt1111)1tATE cNsumrrox AND IENTAI. C.111IS'
Hy It. L. thirties
Dental varies is (me of the scourges of wan which ahlwarS to be exaeerliated
rather Oulu ameliorated by general improvements in thitig standards.

The onset of ea ries is a phenomenon of the tooth surface and is initiated by the

?.eeretiliti of the metabolic products of tnier(lorgataistiis in the dental plaque
enamel surface. particularly In those :trots which are least
which adheres Ili

Self dell:Whig. Th a ai :1111411 erldellee to show that the dental plaque can pro
duce orgsittie adds from the metabolism of fermentable carbohydrates mid that
is these acids WIIIell by I, nVerhig the pII locally cause the initial !moult in the
highly mineralized enamel. l)elital enries is thus pritharily of environmental
origin: however. its onset and rate of progression may be influenced to at considerable degree by (the chemical and physical structure of the enamel surfam.
It is not easy to obtain direct experimental evidence in 1111111 coucerning factors
whielt predispose to dental caries. The disease is predominantly one of young
people and it is not really admissible to atteatapt deliberately to increase caries
Incidence by dietary means. There is, however. voinahlernble hallireet or iiroitaw
stanthil evidence to Imp lie;!te varbohydrate consumption in the produotion of
vaia
1'1111N1 WAlt T1111, Itt's.rtaci toss
ItrI.ATION 111:11ATI:N DIETARY eta saes
A:111 rut: I:Vell :Nei: OF 14:NTA1.

There was In many Euro:wall countries (ram 1939 to 191n reductbm in the
voiNattuption of sager, highly retitled carbohydrate, sweets, and matinfaetured
iiirePt

:

ItQS meat was also colegnited. On the other baud the 1011.11111111.

thin of potatoes and vegetables inereased. more Illittill milk was 14111S11111141. a1111
the flour was of ti high estrambin rate. The major change in en 01°1,311ra I e consumption was in quality rather than in quantity.
The interesting fact emerged that these enforced dietary eltages were 11.40

013tell With 11 !progressive decrease in the ocearrence of ea He, in the 7o.y aut age

group of children in the Fulled 1Ig(bint. The less=ening of caries 14

I

aiiii il 1947-1945 when the ineidence began to rise i Mellatilly and Melia nity 01-31 I.

Similar 111111111g.: were reported from Scandinavia tToversol 1411 and Joplin
Takeuchi 7i 1.
NIellanhy and ContnornIns (91 suggested that the reductimi of varies incidence
was (hie to au ittereased Intake of protetive foods :Ind Altatitios. This opinion.
however. is tint sun ,sorted by Oi'VrAlit IOUS in Finland. where despite much privation and very poor nutritional eanditions there wits at similar reduetion la caries
Wilska 07 n 1. The most likely reason for the deerea,e caries ineblenee during the 193 -1945 war 11414 the obligatory reductinn In the ronstilliPtioll of easily
fermentable carbohydrate and espeeially in the amount available for eatimt bet oven meals. With the gradual relaxation of rodrictions the cartes 1111111011re
1101:1111 to rke in 1947-1945.

Other indireet evidence assneiatit.,. dietary factors with caries experien e

has (quite frIlit the study of pritait he ;loonies. Pederson IS) showed that cattle.:
in the Eskimo increased when they adopted a civilized diet. the major change
China. McGregor fill foam! less
being a., increased Amor vonstamption.
dental caries in rural than urban areas. which he attributed to talltilvailability /if

matinfaetured -t:gary confeetiols. Although in all these cases there may be

'Front Department of Dental Sc;enee... School of Dental Surgery, rniversity of Liverpool.
Liverpool. England.
References at end of article.
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iiir(.i

Tot:il

l)k'tarycarn!iythai.'

72percenL.sucre_

p'r

r:it

AiIviiic'.l

:.o

72 l)ercellt uneool'ecl niaizt 4hrch
72 percent roll-dried iiaize starch

U

. 9

6
2. 6

3. I

.

:I6 peiceflt sucrose ----------------------- 7. 4
-

:h; percent uncooked starch --------------------------------------I. q
percent. sucrose ---------------------------------6 0
:#;

6

reent rolL-dried starch ______________________________________

4tls known that in the pres'nE'e of saliva I he oral, flora eaii metabolibe nm'iy
iu4. oiigns;wtharides. awl even prdvsaerliarith.s (ibirtles mid WiisdIl (2)
toâcidie products. There is. however, an increasing body of evidence fioin both
hithmn and animal tuilies ti indicate th:tt sucrose is the most potent eariogenic
(lirbohlydrate.
flue very luuteresting lead h:is opened iecentiy. There is a growing awareness

I lint sugars are not only e;itabohized by tIll' organisms. of the dental pimpie.
they mm act in Varying degrees is suubstiiutes for flue synthpsis of glycosans.
Gibbons and $oeransky (26) found that the uluque uuicrotlont from subjects with
high caries activity produced more milophil ic piilysaccivaridC than. plaque oh.
tiummed from individuals with low caries activity. They siigaest that such. roI)saccharides can be funned frummim environumment;mi .i-arhuoiiydrates and utilir.ed as

a reserve energy source and so continue to forum. acids in the absence of u'n%irnntheiithl (arin'huydrnte. Work hems continued in the stiiily of tIm kinds of microorganism which i-an synthesize polysncchumriihe .(Rt+nman and. (iihbons 27) one
strain of eariogohie streptococcus (i.e., product's caries iii gt'rmumfree amiiiñiils) im;is
been fommed to produce v;etly more capsular imolysmccharide fromim sucrose than
from glucose (flibbomus et iii. (2$) ).
Recently. Leach (29) and Ciltcim!ey et :ui. (31)) have slmovn that the extracellular Itolynuerie enrl,ol,ydr:ite in dental plaque is not; as was hitherto believed.
mlc'rivcd from snhivar.v glycoprotein but j5 iiiixt mire of dext ran and ht'van, t lie
:

-f

mu

production of which ilenmamucis the Presence of -nerose.

The oral hera, whether ngmregatech in timi' plaque or dispersed in time saliva.
imist survive for Varyilig periods of time when the detritus frenu the hosrs diet
lin disajupeared. It is highly probable that the eae of survival depends In part
un flue ability of tile plaque nmieroflora to syntlmesizi' reservE's of p!)1YsIf'1-1u:Irh1es
ii) times of abimndani-e for ue in tilmies of scareiy. It is in si6-lm cir(-imflIstmunees that
a low plaque pH may he maintained for a longer period of tinme thus heading toil
cariogeniesituation.
Thus It is lint only the catabolic activity of dental plaque winch is important
tim amiabohic metabolism of both intia- and extra-cellular polysacchari(ies many
:

-

'

Iso Prore to be fl governi mug factor iii thQ cnuusimtiouu of olental u-a rips.

.

1mm this respect two prerequisites are necessary: (I) the presence in pl:muine of
uhicroorganismus capalihe of synthesizing polys;mceimriole and 2) the vresemuc-u' Of
snitablo substrates.
'I'here Is a stroummr ernie for ('onsiderimug that. slm°rosi' is the umhst rate most readily
converted by the dental juhaqime into polysaceharide.

-

-

-.

A posihle explanation cf our observation that a diet containing sucrose and
mmeooke.l stäieli was nmiire carioeiiie In the rat than a diet' of sucrose and
rChl-dried tnrelm. is that in the former sucrose Is time oni. rapidly nwtabohizabie
substrate. whereas In the latter diet other substrates are available to 'compete
with the sucrose, consequently less synthetic activity O)(:O'llrS.
Thns the interestinr tentative hypothesis emerges that till' inlietmuuemit of 511
crose .is the most potent enriogenin foodstuff' is related not-only to flue ease of
Its fermeiitation to acids but also to its ability to net as a substrate for levamu amid
clextran formation within tile dental plaque'.
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DENTAL CARIES: PROSPECTS MR. PREVENTION
COMBINED UTILIZATION OF AVAILABLE AND IMMINENT MEASURES SHOULD LARGELY
PREVENT THIS UBIQUITOUS DisEAsE

By Henry W. Scherp *
Dental sari s is localized. progressive decay of the teeth, initiated by demineralization of the outer surface of the tooth dne to organic acids produced locally

by bacteria that ferment deposits of dietary carbohydrates. With progressive
loss of tooth mineral and secondary destruction of tooth protein by continued
bacterial action. cavities form which. if =treated. extend and destroy most of
the tooth. often leading to serious infection of the surrounding tissues. Almost
everyone in the United Slates experiences dental caries to some degree, mostly
before adulthood. This disease is the leading cause of lost teeth before age 35.
when chronic progressive destructive periodontitis (pyorrhea) begins to super.
vent.. Though not ordinarily considered to be endangering to life, these two diseases are among the most prevalent and troublesome afflictions of man. Both
are consequences of selective colonization of tooth surfaces by bacteria intlig(MOUS to the oral cavity.
During the past decade, dental caries research has experienced an impressive
resurgence on a broad front, catalyzed primarily by experimental substantiation
of the concept that caries results-from one or more transmissible infections.

Specifically. caries results from colonization of vulnerable surfaces of the

teeth by a characteristic group of bacteria, harbored by many members of a sitseptilde host species and transmitted from them to previously uninfected members of the same species. These bacteria ferment dietary carbohydrates in situ.
principally to lactic acid which, tit susceptible sites, initiates the carious lesion by
demineralizing the enamel surface. In particular. the predominant group of cario-

genie bacteria identified until now can metabolize sucrose in a peculiar way,
producing extacellularly an adhesive polysaccharide (dextral') from the glucose moiety. and mainly lactic acid front the fructose moiety. Typically, these
bacteria also store intracellular polySaceharide (amylopectin) during periods
of environmental carbohydrate abundance and utilize it with the fomithition of
lactic acid during periods of environmental carbohydrate deficiency. The development of caries requires critical relationships between tooth surface, oral microbiota. and dietary carbohydrate. The logical approach to control. therefore, is to

modify one or more of the three factors in this host-parasite-environment
pl ex.

Yet despite the advances in our understanding of its pathogenesis, caries continues to he a major public health problem. In the United States, nearly everyone sooner or later develops some caries; it has been estimated that we now

spend about S2 billion annually to repair the resultant damage. Even so. we
obviously meet only a minor fraction of the need. Since caries is principally :t
disease of young people, recent experience of the U.S. Army gives a representative

picture of the problem. Army surveys indicate that every 100 inductees require
000 fillings. 112 extractions. 40 bridges. 21 crowns. 15 partial dentures. and one
full denture. To repair completely the damage caused by caries nationwide would
cost an estimated SS billion more annually than we now spend.
On the other hand, review of the caries research accomplished warrants expectation that we could greatly speed amelioration of such deplorable statistics
by a concerted effort to apply existing knowledge, to develop established leads.
*The author is special assistant to the director, National Institute of Dental
Bethesda, Md.. 20014, for National Caries Program.
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Research,

atel to foster the fundamental research judged most likely to produce utilizable
new information. To this end the National Institute of Dental Research has eatInt rked on a National Caries Program.

For control of caries, priority must be given to prevention, rather than repair
or cure. because there are no clearly evident therapeutic leads that promise to
do more at best than arrest a carious lesion once it is clinically detectable. thi the
other hand, experience cautions us that prevention will be achieved only gradu-

ally. Meanwhile. heavy demand for restorative dentistry %ill continue and so
%ill the research for improved restorative materials and procedures. This dis,--cmssion. however. is limited to prevention.

In seeking areas %Otero action seems most likely to benefit the most people

promptly. three questions were asked. What measures of proved efficacy are being
used inadequately? Mutt measures have been sufficiently proved by preliminary
clinical trials to warrant largesettle field demonstration or national application?
What fundamental research is ready for intensive development and clinical trial?

The currently most likely answers follow, as they pertain respectively to tooth.
diet. mat caiogenic bacteria.
PROTECTING THE TEETII

Adequate incorporation of fluoride in teeth, particularly in the outer layers of
the enamel, remains the one thoroughly proved means to increase resistance of

teeth to caries. The experience of 25 years leaves no doubt that daily intake
throughout life of about 1 milligram of fluoride per person, as commonl -prOvided by from 0.7 to 1.2 parts of fluoride per million parts of water in public
water supplies, harmlessly lowers the caries rate by from 50 to 60 percent
in permanent teeth and slightly less in deciduous teeth, under present conditions

in the United States. Logically, a national program to prevent caries should

be based on universal fluoridation at this level. Yet in 1967 only 52.S percent of
our population using public water supplies received this benefit, 40.3 percent by
controlled artificial fluoridation and 6.5 percent by natural fluoridation. Twentytwo percent of the total U.S. population, or 44 million persons, do not have -.mess
to public water systems, though presumably many ingest naturally fluoridated
%rater and sonic rtceive controlled amounts of fluoride by other means. Clearly
a major effort is still needed, to fluoridate more communal water supplies and

by alternate means to get fluoride to the large fraction of our population not
thus accessible. The latter group could be reached by controlled fluoridation of

water supplies at central schools in rural areas; via the diet, as by addition

of fluoride to salt. sugar. flour, milk, or other widely consumed foodstuffs; by
direct ingestion of fluoride tablets or solutions: or by do-it-yourself topical application of fluoride, whether in dentifrices or in aqueous solutions. Essentially,
this seems to be a problem of public health administration.

What about the enormous number of carious lesions that develop despite

fluoridation? Are we recommending a sufficient dosage of fluoride? The thorough

epidemiological studies of the past indicated that more than .1 ppm of fluoride
in the water supply (lid not confer much additional protection against caries in
permanent teeth. Some investigators, however, have recommended 2 ppm as

more beneficial for deciduous teeth, though at some risk of slight fluorosis
(mottled enamel) in permanent teeth. Alternatively, the fluoride content of
enamel can be increased by direct (topical) application, with practically no
risk of fluorosis. Recent studies indicate that intensive topical application of
fluoride, to increase the fluoride content of the outer few microns of enamel
to two or three times the average level acquired from fluoridated water, can
reduce caries by as much as 75 to 80 percentthat is, half again as much reduction as is brought about by controlled fluoridation of water supplies. Furthermore, the anticaries effect and the elevated fluoride content of the enamel persisted for at least 23 months without additional topical application and without fluoridated water. By using a slightly acid-phosphate-fluoride solution and
prior treatment of the teeth with cations such as aluminum or titanium, which
complex strongly with fluoride ion, it should be possible to reduce greatly the
number of applications needed to achieve the desired levels of enamel fluoride.
Caries that develops despite optimum fluoridation of teeth occurs principally
in the pits and fissures that are a normal feature of the occlusal (grinding) sur-

faces of the molars and bicuspids. This vulnerability is usually attributed to

impaetion of food residues and bacteria plus thinness of the enamel in these
thickens and the
areas. at least in newly erupted teeth : with age, the enamel
susceptibility to caries lessens. On the other hand, it was shown in the 1920*s that
caries either by drilling
areas with pits and fissures could he protected against
them out to form wide nonretentive grooves or by preparing them like cavities
how effective, these proceand then filling .hem with dental amalgam. No matter
dures obviously were not destined to gain wide popularity. Now the same result
surfaces with a newly developed
can be accomplished by sealing the ieclusalconditioned
for bonding by a brief
adhesive polymer. The surface is clea,:sed.
etch with a solution of phosphoric acid and zinc oxide. washed, and dried. The
monomeric adhesive solution is painted on with a fine brush and allowed to
flow out briefly to form :t Smooth coat. Polymerization is initiated by a short exposure to ultraviolet light of wavelength 3660 angstroms, which is shorter than
the visible but longer than'the "stinburn".range. One year after a single application. this sealant %vas retained in 99.5 percent of treated sites, which remained
-free of caries. whereas 42 percent of untreated contralateral sites in the same
mouths had become carious. After a second year, sealant could not be discerned in
13 percent of treated sites on permanent teeth or in 150 percent on deciduous
of 99 percent and 87 percent
teeth : nevertheless, respective caries reductions
1e carried ant entirely
were found. 'This simple. rapid, painless procedure can Optimally.
melte-III surby properly instructed and supervised dental-assistants.

faces should he sealed soon after eruption of the tooth to protect them during
years at least. It will be
their most caries-susceptible periodthe first several
important to ascertain whether such early sealing impedes the previously mentioned normal maturation and development of resistance to caries. thereby
possibly leaving the pits and fissures indefinitely susceptible to caries, if uncovered. Even if so, routine inspection and reapplication oP-sealant, if necessary.
could compensate for this limitation. Application of this measure on .1 public
health scale would. of course, have to overcome an enormous manpower proldem,

quite likely necessitating a great increase in auxiliary dental personnel.
MODIFYING THE DIET

An abundance of epidemiological and experimental evidence indicates that
sucrose is a particularly cariogenic culprit in our modern diet. So far as we know
this unfortunate property relates to the peculiar way in which sucrose can be
metabolized by cariogenic streptococci. as mentioned previously : admittedly.
nmeh more investigation of this paint is needed. Whatever the mechanism, if
we got practically all of our carbohydrate from starchy foods, and If we were
adequately fluoridated, caries on the crowns of the teeth would almost certainly
be negligible. Such is the case in regions of Southeast Asia, for example. Though

the nunffier of subjects is necessarily small. data on persons suffering from
hereditary fructose intolerance point to the same conclusion. These persons
are deficient in the liver aldolase that splits fructose-I-phosphate, an essential

step in human fructoQe metabolif.m. They become violently ill if thev ingest more

than very small amounts of sucrose or fruit containing fructose. Consequentiv
they tend to avoid sweetstuffs of all kinds, and combine starchy foods instead.
They experience little or no caries.
Nevertheless, a low sucrose diet does not necessarily guarantee freedom from
a significant prevalence
caries. Teeth in skulls from presucrose cultures exhibit
of caries. Though the attack rate in the original population can only be eon-lectured. it seems to have been melt lower than in modern times. On the other
currently subsisting predomihand. some geographically isolated populations
nantly on locally grown starchy diets, and presumably consuming lit tie or no
sucrose. experience a caries prevalence as great as half that recorded in un-

fluoidated regions of the 'United States. Since nearby groups on similar diet:: experience little or no caries, environmental factors presumably are involvedpossilov a peculiarly high level of fluoride and other trace elements in the
Whether replacement of dietary sucrose by other sugars would retitle,. human caries as effectively as replacement by starch has not been ascertained :
there are no data. In experhnental caries of hamsters and rats, however, glucose or fructose, or an equimolar mixture of the two, have on the whole induced

these studies are very
mach le's caries than sucrose. Comparisons between
consistency and composition

difficult because of differences in strains of animal,
of diets. methods of scoring caries, and measures to ensure presence of cariogenic

1.
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bacteria. The reductions in caries activity have been most pronounced on
sinfaces of teeth, where development of caries seems to depend on Streptocomm

mutants and its adhesion by extraellular dextran produced from sucrose. In
the hamster, all caries is of this type because of the morphology of the teeth. In
the deep fissures of the rat molars, on the other hand, food impaction makes adhesion unnecessary and indigenous aeidogens, as well as S. malanx. can initiate
caries if provided with various fermentable sugars. such as glucose. fructose.
maltose, or sucrose. Substitution of starch for sugars, however, consistently re
duces the caries scores to very low levels.

Replacement of sucrose in our diet would require quite a cultural and tech-

nological revolution. but might not be as impractical as it seems. Trials with candies made with a hydrogenated starch hydrolyzate have been made in Sweden.
Even if sucrose could be replaced by other sweets in candy or other between-meal
snacks alone, the result might be quite beneficial, judging by animal studies and
epidemiological data. Merely reducing the frequency of eating a high-i-ncrose diet
significantly reduces caries in rats. In humans, increased frequency of between-

local eating of sugary snacks correlates with increased caries attack. Furthermore, in vitro at concentrations of sucrose below 0.i percent. Streplocoeca.t moutons makes little or no dextran. This fact emphasizes the importance of keeping
as low as possible the intraoral accumulation of sucrose, whether by reducing
the frequency of intake, avoiding adherent sweetstuffs, or diluting the sucrose
iu sweetstuffs with other sweeteners. The consideration,- n this paragraph are,
of course, predicated on the as yet untested assumptions
in human diets other
sugars would be less cariogenic than sucrose.

If it is not practicable to replace sucrose in our diet, can anything be added to
the diet to mitigate its cariogenicity? Phosphates are a possible answer. More
than 150 laboratory studies agree -that addition of any of a wide variety of inorganic and organic phosphates to high-sucrose and other caringenic diets significantly reduces ca.-his in rats and hamsters. in some experiments almost completely. On average, the phosphorus content of the diet must be doubled to get

a marked caries reduction. So far, the cyclic condensed salt, sodium trimetaphosphate, has been the most effective one. How phosphates mitigate caries has
not been ascertained, except that they act locally in the oral cavity and seem to
benefit newly erupted teeth the most. Unfortunately, the relatively few clin:^al
trials reported so far do not tell us unequivocally whether or not a phosphate
dietary supplement reduces caries in humans. Translating the conditions of the
animal model into a regimen suitable for delivering adequate extra phosphate to
humans presents many complexities. Conceivably it might be helpful if a phosphate were incorporated in sweetened between-meal snacks alone. Also, since
phosphates evidently prevent caries by local action in the oral cavity, frequent
direct application of concentrated solutions to the teeth might be beneficial.
Public Health Service Were
Thirty years ago, epidemiologists of the
struck by the wide variations in caries experience between different localities.
difference' were greatest between low-fluoride areas, though they Were dis.
eernilde between high-fluoride areas also. It was suggested that varies resistai.ce
might Lc attributable not only to the fluoride content of drinking water but also

to other trace elements or to unusually high concentrations of ordinary constituents of the water. Only recently. howiwer, has this experiment of nature
began to receive the epidemiological and laboratory study that it merits. study
indicates a correlation between low caries experience and increased concentrations of boron. lithium. molybdenum, strontium. titanium. and vanadium in the
drinking water. Except for fluoride. however. available data indicate that from

SO to 09 percent of our trace elemkt intake collies from foodstuffs. Consequently.
attention to-trii; 'Mineral content of water alone might mislead us. Thus, another

study emphasizes the '-alkaline earth" factor in the soilthe content of strontium. calcimn. barium. magnesium, lithium. and potassium and. to a lesser
boron. Though it is clearly premature to eow-ider controlled
administration of such elements to humans. if these correlations can be validated
and shown to signify a casual relation, an anticaries measure as potent as coati-idled fluoridation should eventuate.
"tree. zirconium

COMBATING CARIOGENIC BACTEIIIA

A eomprellensive program for preventing caries should 'logically include meas.

ores to reduei, colquization of the teeth by caringenie bacteria or to suppresc
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their activities, as by topical application of antibacterial agents, metabolic re
ulators to inhibit production of cariogenie products, or enzymes to digest products condueing 10 adhesion of bacteria to teeth, and immunological measures.
Paradoxically. while strong emphasis has been given to increasing the resistanee
of teeth to caries and reducing the cariogenicity of the diet, proportionately little
attention has been given to antimicrobial measures, possibly because until re
cently evidem was lacking for specific agents in caries.
The caiogenie importance of a group of anaerobic streptococci now designated
as Streptococcus mutans has been well substantiated. Steep tococeus matins or,
Hirt: imligemnisly in the human mouth in widely separated parts of the world and

often eonstitnies the majority of streptococci in dental plaque. Its preferred
habitat is the surfaces of teeth. whether natural or artificial : it is soiree in
the mouth before teeth erupt and becomes practically undetectable by direct
culture in the months of edentulous adults when they stop wearing their
dentures.

'magus and a diet high i sucrose are important and
Oral infection with
probably essential components for caries in hams .rs, and for smooth-surface
caries ill rats. Streptococcal strains closely resembling the carlogcnic S. mutt/us
indigenous to rats and hamsters have been isolated by direct culture regularly
from human carious lesions. where they frequently constitute the majority of
the steptocecei. Snell strains induce caries when implanted in the oral cavity
in conjunction with a suitable diet in germfree and "relatively gnotobiotic" rats.
and in hamsters, gerbils. mystromys, and monkeys. The evidence for etiololzic
significanee of S. mutons in human caries is therefore comparable to Koch's
(1SS2) classic evidence for the causative role of the tubercle bacillus in human
tubel culosis. Strains of S. fltili(1)18 labeled by acquired resistance to streptomycin
have been implanted in the human oral cavity. The high endemicity of Avild-type
S. »talons in the teat population, however, prevents conclusions about the cario-

genicity of the implanted strain.
Some strains of several other bacterial species have induced corona/ caries in
hamsters. gnotobiotic rats, or "relatively gnotobiotic" rats. when implanted in
the oral cavity in eonjunetion with a high sucrose diet. Included are strains of
Streptococcus faecalis. Streptococcus sanguis, Streptococcus salivarius, streptococci not identifiable as recognized species, Lactobacillus acidophilus. and Lactobacillus easel. On the whole, however, these organisms have induced caries less
regularly and less extensively than strains of Streptococcus mulans, particularly
on coronal smooth surfaces.
Lactobacilli, long the leading contender as the microbial factor in human caries.
have understandably been eclipsed of late by the evidence favoring streptococci.
I believe there is good reason to keep then; :a the running. In addition to the
experiments just cited, showing that monoinfection with some pure cultures of
lactobacilli can induce caries in rats. other investigations have demonstrated a
preferential accumulation of lactobaeilli. commonly ill conjunction with streptococci. In dental plaque prodomal to caries mid in earious lesions in humans and
monkeys.

The greater caiogenieitY of S. ;magus seems to relate to its characteristic of
producing from sucrose extracellnlar water-insoluble "dextrans" of high molecular weight. Such dextrans conduce to greater adhesiveness of S. mulans to the
tooth surface. They adsorb strongly to plain and saliva-eoated powdered hydroxyapatite and consequently to the tooth surface. Suspensions and glucose-grown
(that is. dextrin -free) cells of S. mutous are agglutinated specifically on addition of high-molecular-weight dextrin: accordingly. such cells attach to dextrancoated teeth. Streptococcus sanguis, another ubiquitous dextrin-forminit indigeno

of the tooth mirface. does not exhibit similar behavior: though its dextral' is

water-insoluble. one must assume that it lac:s cellular receptor sites fm dextrin'.
Nevertheless. its dextrin might contribute to plaque acumulation by trapping
S. Imam:. In contrast to S. mulans, hoVever, the relative abundance of S. RanguiR
in dental plaque has not been correlated with smooth surface caries in children.

Dextral accounts for as much as 10 percent of the dry weight of plaque, or a
third of plaque matrix. Long,.continued apposition of suitably acidulated gels.
such as agar. gelatin. or cellulose derivatives. to teeth in vitro prodncos lesions
closely resembling natural early enamel caries. Thus. dextral gel in plaque.
acidulated by bacterial fermentation. might help initiate natural caries.

A measure which decomposes dextran or impedes its synthesis should mitigate

caries. Accordingly. incorporation of a dextranase preptmilon in the diet and
drinking water. or in the water alone, dramatically reduces both plaque ;lemonlotion and int ies in hamsters on 11 high-sucrose diet and harboring S. atulanx.
Sindiar experiments in rats give less impressive results. particularly in caries of
the molar tissnres. Where presumably the production Of dextmn and adherence
(d' Plaque are not essential and mmitanical retention of cariogenic diet and
bacteria soft ces to Wave caries.
A dextranase mouthasut can eliminate the dextranons portion of humon
thnta I plaque. though the gross diminution of the accumulation is not noteworthy.
probably bceause human dental plaque is only partially composed of S. muloaS

and itS dextan. Whether dext anase can be used to reduce the ' arses increment
in humans will he learned from cmtrolled clinical trials in progress.
Continuing oral administration of antibacterial agents via food and water can
suppress specific cariogenie baeteria in rats and hamsters and reduce their caries
scores by it0 percent or more. Following withdrawal of the agent, a stock of animals may remain free of tlw speeitie organism mul nearly free of caries through
a number of successive generations. Au irredueilde low level of caries activity has
always remained. presumably due to drug-resistant carlogenic bacteria that are
normally present in the oral nticrobiota.

The most convincing comparable data for humans have come from patients

receiving penicillin by mouth daily for rheumatic fever or for chronic respiratory
diseases. During periods from 2 to years. these patients developed 51 to WI

percent fewer earions tooth surfaces than a Comparable. untmted group. The

ant learies affect tended to persist after c,sut ion of therapy.
Strangely, there has been a general .s .uctanee to exploit the It; onheing lead
implicit in data of this kind, possibly because the microbial target mtls net well
enough defined. possibly because or undue mucern ninnit deleterious changes io
the oral microbiota. dossibly because of unfavorable effects of certain antibiotics.

sash as tetracyclines, on the teeth. Now the target is more nearly defined. and
bacteriological stokes indicate that longterm administration of penicillin, for
example. does not alter the oral flora harmfully. Surely a vigorous program to

develop rational use of au tituirrobial agents topientiy In or hygiene Is long overdue. Not only should such regimens help prevent varies but also they should help
overt the onset and progress of chronic destructive periodoutitis, the major ellleZ
of lost teeth during middle mid later life.

Prospect r.f chemical control of plaque, however, should not be allowed to
eclipse the continuing usefulness of mechanical oral hygienic measures. that is.
the toothbrush and adjuvant means for Interdental cleansing. Such cleansing can
keep the bacterial population at the gingival margin low enough to avert chronic
eriodoutitis. The old adage that a "clean tooth never decays." however, has ant
been proved conclusively. What appears to the unaided eye to be a clean tooth
still harbors bacteria in fissures, minute surface faults, and organic tracts of the
enamel.

Thong)) antibiotics have reecived the more attention recently, some investi-

gators maintain that antisepties (synthetic antibacterial chemieals) nave a

theoretical advantage. Since their antimicrobial spectrum is generally not very
specific. their use could be expected to hold the oral biota in check overall and
thereby entail Is risk of altering its normal balance deleteriously. On the other
hand, ot the higher concentrations that could be used topieally, the specificity of

many antibiotics broadens, so that they inhibit both graupositlye and gran negative bacteria. for example.

Much evidence indicates that a partial or selective reduction of plaque-forming oral bacteria would go far to reduce caries. Analysis of a physical model for
plaque action in the tooth-pillpleRilliyll system. Laced on experimental data,
indicates that caries would be negligible if the eariogenie flora were only repressed and kept at a sulliciently low level. In these circumstances. vulnerability
of sites on teeth and earlogenicity of diet would become minor eonrerns. Animal
experiments suggest that It might be feasible to control the human oral flora adequately to prevent caries by infrequent but regular introoral amine:Mon of suit-

able antimicrobial agents. Favoring the success of this approach is the slow
average multiplication of the plaque biota in situ, esthuated to be of the order
of two or three cell divisions a day, compared to about one every half hour
under optimal conditions in vitro. In the mouth, these organisms theoretically

world rqUire :111011i Wit :; day al least to recover front exposure to an
tary agent. and longer if the agent is one 114 those whilst! efftS 111rry over
the <ut 11

several getterat:0118.

Naturally one does lug pr )1K,$' boliSCrinlittate dosing. Antimicrobial agents
In. carefully Selected :ld Used
fur topial application to prevent caries should
and efficacy. A few test.; its human,
81111111111: 111 ree01:111Ze1 criteria
of
safty
can be precontolt. In Setae cases net
have demonstrated that plaque aectimulation
the point of macroscopic bidet vet a Willy, by agents meeting many of these eriferia. but the field remains largely undeveloped. might be emit:lolled seleetively
Cariesconiduive activities of plaque bacteria
with/Ian resorting to a direet attack on their viability with antibiotics and 111'
semies Theoretleally tale oathd find metabolic regal:nts that would 1111111111
of eariogenic substrates such as sugars.
Illyprt. for ex ample. bacterial utilization
prooduct ion of acids. formation of adherent eNtraelltilar polysaccharides. and ae
emmilation of 111131111.11111:r pOlySneehrides as reserve, nutrient.

bacterial valiIIIIVA1111111 of the teeth might be averted by elienleally altering the

to it.
enamel ;airfare so that bacteria cannot adhere
Finally. the earingenie !lora might be kept mule: control by :olive inonnatl7a
yells
proper or with ant igenie Imeteril
thin, either %vitt' antigens of the bacterial
el:N.111e" contilin:..

dextrasuerase. Lively interest in a "varies
anticipation of suceess. First of
despite the great tenuity of data warranting
diseases. dental caries confers no resistance
t wood:lets such

all. unlike the majority of infeetionis
vlatructerist he serial) antito a sulowcittent attack. Caries does 1101 engender
!only response, for eXample. to curiogeie strelitooeci. The antibody content 111.
the
Ser1111. however, deity mlt imlieate 11e level or type of antibody operative in

ity.
via exudate front gingival
xeept nor a miaow cmitrilaition frominplasma
the human month comes from the
crevices. the predominant immutiogloballit
salivary glands and helium:. to the distinctive elas known as secretory Wlliam,.
oral

globulin A t IgA). Defensive filtietion of secretory imunitioglolialins In general
:etimitt conjectural or unexplored. though considerable evidence indicates that
they protect against viruses that invade the respiratory and intestinal t nods.

Simliarly, the nenrrenee iu the got of secretory itaintinoglobalhis 1"1411111

111:11114alles") reactive with enterie bacteria saggests that they help protect this

very heavily polluted regiot of the body.
ittitileiterisit antibodies omits. in Mode saliva and pare parotid sere
tion. though their origin and innitutioglothilla clas.: have been identified in few

cases. Natural exposure to the antigenic stimulus of an tstreptIocotens in the
oral elicit: has been shown to engender specific antibody locally. A bactericidal
fdreet of antibodies, however. depends on adjuvant reactimis with components
of you,pion;oot or no phar:0, St/114g by leukocytes. 111' 111 Wilt: 1114111er sPens 111

iteS1111.:. Ig,t does
fonietion more than minimally in the batten of the oral
not aetiVate or consume complement. Nottrombille leukocytes enter the oriel
easily eoliaiiiitously In considerable numbers after the teeth erupt, mostly via
some degree of plingoextle net hity
the gingival erviee. Oral nentrophilS
is vivo, particularly in the gingival crevice and in the siorfuee tilm of the oral
Ittat4P41. ilatalattliattreseent tainhig shows that zottie of the cocci and bacilli
saliva and dental tolmpe have adsorbed IgA in vivo. Some of the coated bacteria
baye Ivrt fqlowl Isl neat roophik. suggesting that they had been sensitized for

ia,agoeytosts, hi general, however, twatrophIls quickly degenerate in contact
with saliva.
On the positive side, some pt-fople develop very little caries, and one or two
persons per thousand remain free of caries indefinitely, seemingly despite es.
11'min' to e:lin:eta(' baeteria and diets. Such persons have often been designated
as carlOs-hountine. The basis of this natural freedom from caries has not been
to:eerl MedWhether it correlates with other parameters. whether it is innate
or acquired, whether it depends on antibodies or tionispeitie physiological factors, %Outlier it can be developed by artifidai itestas. Fsttitiihti influences are
Italie:nett, for smelt eariesfree persons are alimn 40 times as numertap among
relatives as in the general population. Sex factors are indleated 3140, for cariesfree male adults outnumber females IT about two to one. Cariesfree adults are
etisiderailiy More numerous In regitats where environmental fluoride is naturally
high, but they are by no mentis absent in otter regl011R, Sulltt from caries -free
subjects bag been reported to efattain a nonspecif c. beatlabile baeteriplytl fay-

:35 9

active :;:must lartoloaCilli and Streptioriori. Blood inoutrophils from earilq
free subjects tend to pltagot ytize carlogenic streptoocci to a areater degree

thit blood momrophils from earieSaetire sUbjeCtS.

the probability of preventing caries by artificial itimitinization seems
finite small. It must not In' ignored on a priori grounds: after all. the eson. of
remoarch is the aceomplishment I If the seemingly impossible. Continued foinda
1.18CliiiriCell. In'
mental investigation of immunity in the oral ea city
mediately pertinent areas Melnik* InIrmaters of natural caries iletatunity: blew
titivation of earlogenic bacteria and their serollog,ical grouping: Innomporhendal

analysis of their celwall antigens and eXtracellular products: Peal antibody

formation in regional lymph mules. other lymphoid tissues. and salivary glands:
emeoopteaces of local allialnistration of antigens: possible protective :millions
eventually. inure exactly alincti attempts to immunize
14 salivary
anhoulls against cario-o

_

oNctrstoxs

Cu lablaeil ariliXat1011 Or IllaStlreS 111).e aranable ur halailleat cunlil reolueto

(-arks of the crowns of the teeth to the point of negligibility as a piddle health
problem. If public desire were great enough to motivate elumges in some of our
habits. l'itiersal optimmot applications of fluoride null substitution of stareloy
foods for 'sugary ones (or ereu simply judicious coustiatption of sugar) would
alone do most of the job. Sealing of stoseept!ble oeclusal areas with adhesive poly
niers promises to pr6teet the sites where fluoride evidently cannot be maximally

prrevt M.. It seems unlikely that tiny single measure will he found sullicieut to

control this multifactorial disease. Consequently. we must continue the search for
new means to increase the fairies resistance of teeth. to rettlee the mirlogenit:ty
of foodstuffs. and to check the deleterious activities of carlogenie loneteria. Aull

cartes food additives and antibacterial agents for hotraoral use :eta to be ale
pronehing practicability. Past performance warrants oxPect Alm that ongutug
Aindallintill I iiVegtiratiOnq will PrIkinee lead.: for future development and
application.
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RELATION OF CARBOHYDRATES TO DISEASE

There is evidence that sugar and sugar- containing food contribute to several
diseases, obesity, dental caries, diabetes mellitus and cardio-vasenlar disease.
Yadkin (1957) has pointed out that there is a better correlation between consumption of sugar and myocardial infarction than with the consumption of total
fat or of any particular sort of fat. Some of these diseases are discussed in detail
elsewhere in this text.
Certain problems associated with the carbohydrates are due to metabolic abnormalities, as In the case of diabetes mellitus. This syndrome is characterized

by the failure of the liver and muscle to utilize_glucose properly. Tlii8 may result
?roe either the lack of insulin or the inactivatihn of available _insulin. The result
of this abnormal condition is an increase in lipid and amino acid ntilizaton to correct for the energy deficiency. In consequence. there is an accumulation of acetyl
Col which, in turn, recombines to form acetoacetic acid. This latter compound
can then either be reduced to beta hydroxy butyric acid or oxidized to acetone.
These three compounds are known as the ketone bodies. Accumulation of ketone
bodies can lead to a wide variety of deleterious events which can ultimately result
in death.

Diet plays an important role in' the control of diabetes. Design of diets for
such patients must take into account time interrelationships of the nutrients as
well as the specific needs of the patient.

A number of other abnormalities are associated with the carbohydrates. These
include glycogen storage disease (von Gierke's disease). fructosuria, galactosemia

and pentosuria. In each ease, as in diabete. diet plays an important role in
controlling the disease and maintaining the patient in a reasonably normal
physiological state.

CARBOHYDRATES TN THE DIET

The multipoint interrelationships of the nutrients give to the living organisms
a flexibility which allows it to adapt to a wide variety of environmental conditions. It is evident, however that a living system requires carbohydrate. parmienlarly glucose, in one form or another. The amount of carbohydrate that
should be included in the diet is questionable. As indicated earlier, people survive in an adequate manner on diets containing as much as 90 per cent carbohydrate. On the other hand. the Eskimo-diet contains only about 20 per cent.
The proper amount probably lies somewhere in between.
The pattern and trend of carbohydrate consumption are influenced by the ease
and cheapness of production of foodstuffs that are rich in carbohydrates and the

general affluence of the society. Actually, one finds that with an increase in income there is a moderate increase in the consumption of calories and protein,
considerable increase in the consumption of fat and little change in total carbo-

*Ascistant Clinical Professor of Perlodontolocy (Nutrition). Tufts Univergity. School of
Dental Modielne: Research Associate in Nutrition and Food Science, Massachusetts Inctitute of Technology.
(360)
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hdrate intake. However, with a higher income there is a corresponding increase
in consumption of refined sugar. In the wealthiest eountries sugar contributes
nearly 20 per cent of the total calories consumed. Compared to other loud commodities, the worn a production of sugar is increasing most rapidly. The average
consumption of sugar has increased nearly threefold since the beginning of the
century.
There is no evidence that one particular source of carbohydrate is better thrill
_

another. Glucose derived from starch in potatoes or from lactose in milk or
from fructose in honey is Millie() in exactly the same way as glucose produced
by the chemist. Insofar as the diet is concerned, the amount of carbohydrates
included in the diet is the important fact.
It has been stated that the ability of man to create civilization is the result of
his ability to cultivate and store food, If this be true,-then his ability to utilize
a variety of sources of carbohydrate has contributed to this itaccess.
THE ORAL RELEVANCE OF CMCROIIYDRATES

1. th/oSe sugars, galactose, glucose, niannose, fucose, "rhaninose.".and xylose.

'have b

overed from the bydrosates of the organic matter of bovine and
human tooth mantel (Burgess a Rt.. 19(10). Stack (1974) has found that It)
times as much carbohydrate is fomul in the outermost layer-of-miaw! as in
the inner. Furthermore. in pooled "chalky'' enamel, which has 3 to 4 times as

lunch organic matter ns normal enamel, he has recovered 12 tittles as much carbohydrate as in normal enamel.

In sound dentin Armstrong f1960) found 0.4 per cent "glacose" liv'ts of unrefined carbohydrate material and 10 times this amount in carim.s dentin.
Furthermore. the fractions of carious dentin resistant to ollatteuase action or
autoclaving contain 30 times as lunch carbohydrate inateria/ as sound dentin.
This same investigator further Itylattilesiged that the renetion of the dentin

matrix with carbohydrates or earbohydrate derivatives melt:114y occurs :hiring
the earions process (Armstrong. 19(4).
DEXTAL CAinr-s

The historical development of the correlation between carbohydrates: and dental caries is detailed in Chapter Twenty-six: but there are a few additional hisI.:tic:II notes which are informative and interesting and therefore worthy of
being included here.
The Arab physicians of the eighth and ninth centuries A.D. gave an important

place to sugar in their pharmacopeia, which may have accounted for the increased cultivation of sugar cane. Since sugar had to be imported from Italia
and Arabia. it was a rare and expensive commodity and considered a luxury.
When new trade routes were opehed in the fifteenth century by the Portuguese.

the price of sugar was lowered and its use for preservation of food became more
widespread. The effect of this increased usage of sugar was reflected in Englishmen's bad teeth which "were fairly common at that time among those who could
afford to indulge a taste for sweetmeats." In particular, Paul Hentzner observed
Queen Elizabeth's black teeth"n defect the English seem subject tn. from their
too great use of sugar." (Anonymous .[Pertinax] 1964).
aficrobiologicat Experiments.From a scientific standpoint. perhaps. the clas-

sic test tube experiments of W. D. Miller in the last decade of the nineteenth
century (1890) can be pointed to as the first of the ongoing investigations these
last 75 years on the mechanism of dental caries production. He established that
a ea rbohydrnte substrate was necessary for oral bacterial net ion. and that anaerobic glycolysis by microorganisms provided the acids which deealeify the mineral`
portions of teeth.
Fosdick and Burrill (1943) pointed out that the only available substrates from
which ncids can ate formed in the month are carbollvdrates, particularly siterase

and glucose. Furthermore. rnpid ncid formation giving a Of as !m as .5 has

A

been shown to occur when slignrs tire placed on bacterial plaques which adhere
to human teeth (Steplinn nnd Miller. 1043).
The evidence that pure sucrose is a strong decnIcifying agent was brought out
by Jenkins et al. (1959) when they incubated cnIcium phosphate as well ns whole
teeth with saliva nnd sucrose. They found thnt far more enleinin phosphate was

dissolved when pure sucrose was present than the treacle or cane sugar, partly
beea use the last two substances are heavily buffered.

aniputl Experiments.The mandatory presence of carbohydrates in the diet
(Shaw. 1954) and its local contact with the tooth (Kite et al., 1950) are now
proved. In Shaw's experiment it was demonstrated that not only did rats have

to be fed some carbohydrate in the diet (more than 5 percent) to develop decay.
but even sialmiectomized rodents that usually develop extreme caries when fed
a eariogenie diet were caries- resistant when carbohydrates were omitted from

their diets. In the experiment of Kite and his associates, caries did not wear
in even 1 or 13 caries-suseeptilde animals fed a high-sugar diet by stomach tube:

whereas all their littermatm which were fed the same type of eariogenie diet
by the usual oral route, developed Some caries.

The chemistry of the carbohydrate. mono-, di- or polysaccharide. is also au
essent/al consideration with resneet to the degree of Its cariogenic action. For
example. sucrose or glucose supidements are very active-catiogenie agents but
starches and dextrins are not (Sehweigert,et al.. 1945: Shafer, 1949) The reason that starch may not be very cariogenie is that the large starch molecule
does not penetrate and diffuse through the dental plaque so readily as the smaller
di- and mormsaccharides. Starch is more likely to remain on the outer surface
of the plaque where It can be washed away and eliminated. On the other hand.
the sucrose that has diffused through the plaque will degrade to acid beneath
the plaque and react with the tooth surface. In_rats fed a :algae supplement.
caries was a consistent finding (Koenig and Grenby. 19(x5). hot when wheat
starch. white or whole kernel flour, and white flour replaced by brown or fine
Wats were fed as dietary supplements instead of sugar, caries was practieally
negligible.

Another important observation that has been made in experimental animals
with regard to dietary carbohydrate and dental caries is that the cariogenie
effeil of suerase is accentuated when its feeding is initiated during early tooth
fonnation. development and calcification (Sognnaes, 194S; Volker. 1954: Steinman and Haley. 1957). The authors postulate that sucrose is replacing a prouts, perhaps. in natural fods
tective mineralizing factor present in trace amounts,
which are more benetitlal to the tooth during its maturation. A sit:milk-ant imbalance in the phosphate: (=inmate ratio created by decreased phosphate and
increased carbonate, MIS found in the enamel of molars of weanling rats that
received sugar solutions intraperitoneally during the later part of the suckling
period (Lumen. 1961). This havered phosphate: carbonate ratio has been associated with inprased caries tameeptibility (Sobel et al.. 1960).
The level of sucrose and glactse in the diet has also been found to be a signitleaut eonsideration in the amount of caries produeed. For example. Mitchell et al.
(1951) fauna that animals fed a ration with 45 per eent sucrose lucid more caries
than thase fed rations. with only 15 or 30 per cent. Likewise, Keyes and Likens

(1946) flaunt that animals fed sucrose at 40 and 60 per tent !peels showed

at a 20 per cent level.
The physical form of the earbohydrate is another variable which influences
the extent of caries production. Sugar in solid form has been shown to be mole
carlogenic than liquid sucrose. Of 13 rats that were fed granulated sugar. Indy
2 remained varies free. However, 7 of 13 littennate rats were witl t a single
earians lesion when a sucrose solution was ingested (Hallii et :IL. 1953).
(*Unica/ Otomreationx.--When a primitive. native-type food intake pattern is
replayed by a civilized sophisticated one. dental caries will increase. This has
been shown with the Bantus (Oranje et al.:1935) and Eskimos (Waugh. 1930)
and more reently with the natives of Tristan da Cunha (Holloway et al.. 1993).
The diet of the Tristan da Cunha islander in 1933 consisted mainly of two staples, potatoes and fish. The average potato consumption per person was about
4 times higher. and the average fish consumption was about 3 times greater
than that of the English. The natives also ate young sea birds, red crowberries.
apples and pumpkins. and sparingly of beef. mutton. milk and eggs. In the last
tieeade. this dietary pattern has changed radically because imported foodstuffs
like flour. sugar. condensed milk, jam, dried and canned fruit, canned fish and
swm:s were made available. They now (tonsillar an average of 1 pound of sugar
per week per person as compared to 1938 when they had no sugar. The change
in dietary pattern has been areompanied by a simultaneous change in dental
more caries than those fed suet'o

2

ft,
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health. In 1938 Sog,unaes found not a single carious first permanent molar even
on radiographic examination in any of the young people under 20 years of age.
On the other hand, in 1962 when Holloway et al. made dental examinations in
a vomparable age group, they found that 50 per cent of the teeth were carious.
In still another large scale general population study the influence of caries
proneness of the kinds of foodstuffs eaten prior to tooth ernption has been noted.
The incidence of postwar dental caries and the consumption of sugar during the
war showed a high degree of correlation (Sognnaes, 1948 ; Toverud. 1949).
Molars of Scandinavian children were made caries resistant during the war period
when less refined foods were available. Three to 5-years later when the teeth were
exposed to a more eariogenic diet. the innate resistance was sufficient to ward off
the local attacking forces of increased sweets. Likewise. the incidence of decay
in tirst permanent molars was found lowest in German children-who 5 years previously had been on a low Sugar ration.
In addition. there have been clinical trials in orphanages. homes. etc.. that have
added more evidenee of the inverse correlation between sugar and caries. ''ome
of these sti :dies have been explained on a developmental or systemic basis : others
have given more credit-to the local environmental mechanism. 'The answer Kohn1.1:: lies somewhere between both these philosophies or explanations. For example.

in the majority of children ill with diabetes mellitus who ate more liberal
amounts of milk, eggs. meat. vegetables and fruit than most children. there %vas

little or no extension of varies for years (Boyd. 1943). The small number who
failed to observe their dietary regime experienved a lunch higher rate of cares.
The children who were put on this low sugar diet early :tad less caries than those

who started the diet later. Similarly. Howe et al. (1942) showed that children
who followed dietary instructions and ate :1 diet of high nutritional totality with

simaltneeous lowering of carbohydrate content hail significantly less tooth dewy
than comparable ehildren who were not so counseled. On the other hand. Koehne
and Bunting 09341 added large amounts of ea rbohytliates in the form of sugar
nr vandyto the diets of children and found an inerease in caries. This emphasized
a local ext Husk faetor as the predominating mechanism.
Not 01,!y has clink-al varies research established and eonfirtned the animal
tindlitifli respect to the hypothesis that carbohydrates are eszent MI for varies
productimi. but there is some very good evidenc in humans that the type of ea bohydrate. starch versns sugar. as %veil as the physival form and frequney of

usage are each important variables in the magnitude of caries expienv to be
expected. Individnals who suffer from hereditary fructose intolerance. which is
an inborn error of metabolism. have a defiviency in the enzyme frnetose-1-phosphate ahloinse. They van tolerate starch but not sucrose awl fructose: therefore.
they avoid sngars and eat plentifully of foods like bread. noodles and potatoes.

instead. These patients have nearly ea ries-free months in spite of the large
amounts of starehy foods that they (nit (Froeseh et al.. 1963).

weleontrolled Vipeholm study is probably the Massie illustration of the

importance of the effect of form and frequency of carbohydrate ingest i nn on eariv:

development in humans (Gustafson et al.. 1954). A tong-ter. -i-year. nutritional
study was carried out on 436 mental patients with a mean age of 32 who were
confined. practically pormanently. in an institution in Vipehtolm, Sweden. Diets
were carefully supervised as to preparation, and nurses were able to insure efttweration of the patients in following the experimental prescriptions.
The first year constituted an adjestment period in wide!' a base line caries index was estol'i.-:ted and the patients eonsumed a diet rich in vitamins and other
protectile
.s fonr times a day with no candy or chocolate. The next four
years consjsten of the carbohydrate study period in whih ten groups were fed

the same basal diet. but they differed from each other in that some groups

bad increased amounts of sugar at mealtime and ethers had increased amounts
of sugar Ufa. en meals. There were four main groups:
1. Ita,a1 diet
2. Ilbsal diet and additional sugar in solution at meals
diet and additional sugar in bread consumed at meals
4. Basal diet and additional sugar in the form of sweets eonsomed between
meals.

Those who were on the basal diet (the control group throughout the study)
had a low caries activity. In those groups who had as mmit as 300 grams of
sucrose added to the meal in liquid form as a beverage or in food preparation. the
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caries activity was only slightly increased. This is about twice the mean sugar
consumption of most Western countries. It is interesting to note that the same
Might caries activity increase was noted in the group who were given bread at
Meals. which contained only 50 grams of refined sugar.

In alt groups other than those on the basal diet, there was a very significant
increase in dental caries. Even if there was a small amount of additional sugar
added, such as those who ate candy between meals, there was a marked increase
in caries activity, indicating that quantity of sugar was not the all important factor to account for this result. Furthermore, when the sweets were withdrawn
from between-meal periods, the caries activity decreased to the level of the
initial preparatory period.
The important conclusion from this experiment is that if sugar with only
a slight tendency to be retained, such as sucrose solution, was ingested at meals
or if sugar-rich bread which has a strong tendency to be retained was consumed
at weals, the risk of increasing caries activity Was least. HOweter, when sugar
with a strong tendency to be retained in the month Was eaten between. meals fre-

quently. the risk of increasing caries activity was greatest.
Lundqvist measnred the time sugar could be detected in the saliva of the
participants of the Vipeholm study. In '.'igure 4=6 it can be seen that in those
groups who ingested sugar at meals, regardless of whether it was the control
group, or the sucrose group, or the bread group. only four peaks of sugar in the
goliva were noted, corresponding to the four meals. Of special interest is that
the.siterose groups. who ate twice as much sugar (but at meals) as the control
group. had an identical salivary glucose level.

In short. dental caries activity increased in connection with consumption of
sugar in sticky form between meals, but it decreased when the consumption
was interrupted. Furthermore, when sugar was consumed. in solution at meals,
in amounts twice the Swedish average consumption, no increase in dental caries
was observed.

The results of Gustafsson's and Lundqvist's studies prove severAl points : (1)
sugar exerts its caries-promoting effect locally in the mouth. (2) starchy foods
like bread are not so cariogenie as the disaccharide sucrose, (3) the amount of
sugar is not of paramonnt importance, (4) the form and composition of the sweets

critical (retentive worse than nonretentive). and (5) 'the frequency of usage
is a prime factor in caries activity. These conclusions. particularly about the
importance of at meal or between meal timing of sugar intake. are confirmed
by the result of Mack (1949). King et al. (1955), Jay (1947) and Potgieter et al.
0950. The first two investigators reported that when extra sugar was eaten
is

at meals no increase in caries was noted. In the last two studies sugar was given
between meals and caries increased.

In summary, all these in vitro animal and human data certainly point to the
adverse MINI of carbohydrates particularly sucrose. on dental earies. But it is

recognized that food habits and ingrained cultural practices are diffieult to

change. particularly when dealing with a disease like dental caries, which is not
a matter of life or th'ath. Although some of our attention is being directed to

understanding the psychologieal and social aspects that influence a patient's
dietary pattern. our Mimi management will be concerned in the future with
substituting for carbohydrate. foods with less cariogenic potential than sucrose.
PERIODOSTIUM

There is some preliminary evidence that earbohydrate foods, particularly those

that are readily retained and easily fermented. play an important role in the

etiology of periodontal disease. The incidence of the periodontal syndrome was
markedly increased in rice rats (wide]) are constitutionally prom, to this disease)
when fed highly eariogenic diets containing 07 per rent sucrose. Those atiinntls
fed a carbohydrate-free ration experienced maior rechtetion in periodontal soft
tissue lesions and moderate reduction in bone loss. Furthermore. animals that
were fed a diet with reduced dietary carbohydrate and increased lard content
showed a somewhat lower redaction of periodontal lesions when compared to
those fed hid) sarros4 diets. it is possible that the periodontal syndrome prodared by the dietary re,-ime- may be really a reflection of bacterial activity and

the availability of °Milani nutrition for the growth of these mieroorganistns
(Anshan.: et al.. 1071.

.-

Another bit of indirect evidence that high carbohydrate diets adversely affect
gingival health and even wound healing can be found in the animal studies on
protein-free (Stahl, 1962) and low-protein (Stahl, 1963) diets. Actually, these
animals were fed diets with 70 to 75 per cent starch content and, in both instances,
showed delay in connective tissue and bone repair after being wounded. Further-

more, there is the finding of Frandsen et al. (1953), that rats fed on diets containing 110 protein and S6 per ceut sucrose showed severe osteoporosis and increased rate of bone resorption. Stahl's findings and those of Frandsen and his

assoc;ates might be interpreted as the result of a dual dietary aberration,
namely, a protein deficiency compounded by an excess carbohydrate diet. The more

important of these two dietary variables in the etiology of the disease was not
demonstrated.

Human DataA deterioration in the periodontal health of Tristan da Cunha
islanders from 1938 to 1962 was noted by Holloway et al. (1963). The diet of
those islanders had changed from no ingestion of sugar in 1938 to 1 pound per
person per week in 1962. Sognnaes reported in 1938 only 10 per cent of adult
population showed advance periodontal disease with bone loss and gingival

recession. In 1962 the percentage of the population afflicted with this disease had
risen to 32 per cent.

The possibility that carbohydrate metabolic patterns might be related to the
integrity of the periodontium 'was investigated recently (Shannon and Gibson,
1964). Since the subject;: of this research were healthy males with relatively
mild periodontal disease, the object of the study was to use the oral glucose
tolerance test as an index of susceptibility rather than a chemical finding correlated with the presence of advanced disease. They found no correlation between
the oral glucose tolerance test and periodontal health.
In conclusion. our knowledge on the relation of carbohydrates to periodontal
disease is still sparse, but the initial experimental results do seem to hold some
plomise for developing a tenable hypothesis that this nutrient has periodontal
disease-producing potential.

cg.
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By Ethel Austin Martin
T ETII

Teeth and jaws are part of the skeleton: Teeth merit serious attention. because
dental caries is the most widespread of all chronic diseases. Almost leo percent
of the population of the United States is afflicted with it in some degree. Despite
research conducted over many years cm animals and num. the cause or causes of
dental decay have not been defined precisely. Nutrition is a basic factor in re
spect to earies control and to the solution of the dental health problem.
Dental decay results when oral bacteria act on teeth that are susceptible to
decay. Certain microorganisms are prevalent in tooth surface areas protected
from usual cleansing procedures. Carbohydrates. especially t1 isle sugar. ;icemanlated on the teeth and acted upon by the organisms, readily ferment, and the acid
generated by this action penetrates the tooth enamel, thus causing, tooth decay.
Dental decay in Slisceptilde teeth occurs in direct proportion to the quantity of for-

---mentabit. carbohydrate in the diet, but frequency of intake and eonsisteney

(form) of the food are especially important in the decay process. Carbohydrates
that are sticky and adhere to the teeth are more destructive than those in liquid
form. If they are eaten at very short intervals the decay process can he practically
cant hams.
A won-balanced. nutritionally adequate, satisfying diet is important for good
nutrition under all circumstances. However. in caries Niteroi it svI'VeA a special
purpose. Such a diet would inelnde adequate amounts of protein. calcium. and
phosphate, plus moderate amounts of sugar. and its satisfying quality Would tend
to discourage excessive nibbling. A careful controlled study with children has
shown that, as their diets became more nearly adequate, there %vas :1 tendency
for the children to adjust voluntarily to lower sugar intake.
Dental caries is more prevalent in certain geographic areas than in others,
regardless of the economic status of the people or the adeqm.ey of their diet.
Efforts to solve this puzzle eventually led investigators to the mineral element
fluoride as the critical factor. Flooride is now regarded as a specific nutrient of
proven value in producing decay-resistant teeth. Research has shown that desirable amount of fluoride (one part per million. optimal), occurring natur::1 ly
in a community water supply or a %vntor supply adjusted properly in fluoride
content, can provide a substantial degree of immunity to tooth decay.
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NUTRITION EDUCATION

Television Advertising of Food to Children
TUESDAY, WAR= 6, 1973
U.S. SENATE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON
NUTRITION AND HUMAN NEEDS

Washington, D.C.

The Select Committee met at 10:40 a.m., pursuant to call, in room

1318 of the Dirksen Buildingrtlii Honorable George McGovern,

chairman of the committee, presiding.
Present: Senatcrs McGovern, Co 616: and Schweiker.

Staff members: Kenneth Schlossberg, staff director; Vernon M.
Goetcheus, senior minority professional staff; and Elizabeth P.
Hotta. minority professional staff.
Senator MCGOVERN. The committee will come to order.

Is Mrs. Peggy Charren and Mrs. Sarson here?
Mrs. CHARREN. Ycs.

Senatoi McGovEax. I am sorry for my late arrival here. The

Committee on Agriculture was meeting and as there was a nomination
under consideration I had to be there.
We will now proceed with our first witness.

STATE3IENTS OF PEGGY CHARREN, PRESIDENT; AND MINN
SARSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ACTION FOR CHILDREN'S TELEVISION

Mrs. CHARREN. 1 am Peggy Charren, president of Action for
Children's Television, and with me is Evelyn Sarson, ACT's executive
director.

Action for Children's TelevisionACTis a national organization

of parents and professionals working to end the commercial exploitation of children on children's television. We are here today representing
many people who are missing from these hearings, people who have
tried to make their voices heard at the FCC and in Congress, who have
tried to express their concerns about what television is doing to their
own children, and who have urged action in this small and specific
area. These people are the viewers, the public, the teachers in the classroom, who write to us for information on how to help young children

handle the commercial barrage on children's programs, the pediatricians and other physicians dealing with children, who ask us what
are here today to
they can do to stop TV selling to children. And
speak for the thousands of parents who ask how often they should be

expected to have to say "no" to the repeated demands for oversugared foals advertised to children on TV.
(369)
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We cannot bring the 100,000 individuals and groups who wrote to
the FCC on ACT's petition to these hearings to tell you personally

what they feel. We cannot bring the millions of individuals who make
up the major-national organizations who support our position on the
unfortunate consequences of TV selling directed to childrenorganizations, including the-American Academy of Peliatries, the National
Conference of Christians and Jews, the American Association of
University Women, the National Health Association, and the National
Association for the Education of Young Children.
Action for Children's Television has already initiated some petitions
and rulemaking designed to ptOtect children from exploitation by TV
commercials.

In January 1970, ACT petitioned the Federal Communications
Commission to eliminate commercials from children's television programs and to stop hoSt-selling. This petition formed the basis for a
proposed rulemaking and inquiry upon which no action has yet been
taken.
In November 1971, ACT petitioned the Federal Trade Commission
for a Trade _Regulation Rule to eliminate the vitamin pill advertising
on children's TV programs. In April 1972, ACT also submitted to the
FTC complaints against Miles Laboratories, Hoffman-LaRoche, and
Bristol-Myers for their vitamin pill ads on children's TV. Although no
action has yet been taken by the FTC, as of October 1972, all three
companies had withdrawn their pill ads from children's TV programs.
ACT feels regulatory action is essential to keep these ads off the air.
In December 1971, ACT petitioned the FTC to eliminate TV toy
ads directed to children; no action has yet been taken.
And in April 1972, ACT petitioned the FTC for a Trade Regulation
Rule to eliminate food advertising on children's television programs on
the grounds that all food advertising directed to children is misleading
and unfair. To date, no action has been taken on this food petition.
ACT accepted the invitation of the U.S. Senate Select Committee
on Nutrition and Human Needs to testify here, today, because ACT
wants you to know that the parents of America are extremely concerned and that they-feel helpless.
A child watching CBS-TV, channel 7, in Boston, between 7 a.ni.
and 2 p.m: on Saturday, October 28, 1972, would have seen 67 commercial messages urging him to eat or drink sweetly flavored products.
Nearly 10 times each hour the child would have been reminded that
the presence of sugar in the mouth is a sweetly gratifying experience.
ACT FILING COMPLAINTS WITH FTC

ACT would like to take this opportunity to announce that we are
filing with the Federal Trade Commission today eight complaintsthe
first a series against.major companiesthat advertise on children's

television, .against the CBS telev' ion network, and WNAC-TV

Bostor, for unfair and misleading to17ertising to children.
The complaints cite: Kellogg's for Pop Tarts and Danish-GoRounds snack foods and Froot Loops cereal commercials; General
Mills for Baron Von Redberry and Sir Grapefellow cereals and commercials; General Foods Post Division for Fruity Pebbles and Cocoa
Pebbles cereals commercials; Quaker Oats Co. for Vanilly Crunch
cereal commercial; Hershey for instant milk additive commercial;
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Curtis Mar ifacturing Co. for Baby Ruth commercial; and Mars

Manufacturing Co. for Milky Way candy commercial.
Accompanying these complaints is a 23-page additional filing to
ACT's original petition to theFTC to eliminate edibles advertising
directed to childrenon which no action has yet been taken.
Many of you on this committee are clearly cognizant of the harmful
effects of the sugar-rich diet which prevails in our country. There can

be no doubt that this diet is a habitual form of behavior, that it is
learned during childhood, and that it is unlearned only with extreme
difficulty.

The role of television ad ...ertising in establishing this habitual diet
during childhood is:a major one. The amount of time children spend
watching these commercials for sugared products, the frequency with

which they appear, and the amount of money spent by the manufacturers, to air their commercials are impressive statistics. Taken
together, they are a strong indication of the relationship between
advertising and eating habits. We would be foolish to wait for the

studies to tell us that there is a relation between advertising and eating
habits. We would be foolish to wait for the studies to tell us that there
is a relation between what children watch and what they do; we can

be as sure that this relationship exists as are the advertisers who

depend on it to sell their client's products.
A few years ago, before consumerism was in bloom, company executives were more willing to talk frankly about the purpose of their
ads and him they felt about aiming the ads at the "child market."
There is no real formula for good ads. Our primary goal is to sell products to
children, not educate them'
When you sell a woman on a product. and she goes into the store and finds your
brand isn't In stock, she will probably forget about it. But when you sell a kid on
your product, if he can't get it, he will throw himself on the floor, stamp his feet

and cry. You can't get a reaction like that out of an adult.'
Despite the well-documented problems caused by overconsumption

of sugar, the food industry keeps on marketing new sweet snacks and
cereals as if it had never heard the messages coming from doctors,
dentists, and the White House Conference:
Candies, confections and beverages containing sucrose should not be ingested
by children between meals. Food manufacturers should limit sucrose in foods
primarily intended for consumption by children. Education of the consumer on
this point is essential?
FOUR MOST CARIOGENIC GROUPS

In spite of this admonition, the list of products sold to children over
television is dominated by the four most cariogenic groups of foods:
Caramel, chocolate, cookies, and pastry.
On the morning of October 28, 1972, children were urged to eat
candy bars such as Milky Way, Baby Ruth, Kit-Kat, Hershey Bar,
Junior Mints, Butterfingers, Mr. Goodbar, and M & Ms; and snack
foods such as Kellogg's Danish-Go-Rounds. Other such foods regularly
advertised to children include: Keebler Chips Ahoy, Oreos, Devil Dogs,
Ring-Dings, Yankee Doodles, Yodels, Big Wheels, Hostess Cupcakes,
I Cleo Hovel. Vice President and Executive Creative Director. Leo Burnett Company, at the time agency
for Nestle's Quilt and Kellogg Cereals, "Advertising Age." July 19,1965.

Jeff), Rigglein. Anistant General Advertising Manager, Oscar Mayer and Company, Madison, in

"Adrettising Age."July 19,1965.
From the White !rouse Conference on Food, Nutrition and Health. Final Report, Page 4E.
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Hostess Twinkles, Nabisco Sugar Wafers, Charm Big Tops, Holloway
Milk Duds, Holloway Black Cows, Nestle Crunch, Nestle $100,000

Bar, Nestle Triple Feature Bar, Tootsie Pops, Tootsie Rolls, Life

Savers, Turkish Taffy, Clark Bars, and Zagnut Bars.
A dose of sucrose will produce decaying acid between the plaque
and the tooth enamel within 5 minutes. Even if the sucrose is in liquid
form and washes away immediately, the acid will persist for up to 20
minutes until natural buffering agents in the saliva neutralize it.
If, however, the sugar is eaten in a form that makes it adhere to the
tooth surfaces, the acid production will continue so long as the sugar
is in contact with the tooth. The stickiness of, the particular food has
been shown by studies to be the major determinant of its cariogenicity.
Dr. Abraham Nizel reported on a study of several hundred 5-yearolds which found that :
The children experienced a caries increase which had a linear relation to the
number of between-meal snacks tliey ate. Specifically, those who ate one snack
had a caries score of 4.8: two snacks, 5.7; three snacks, 8.5: and four or more
snacks, 9.8. It appears that the most important difference between cariogenic
and noncariogenic agents is not the amount of sugar ingested but the frequency nJ
intake.'

The importance of this study lies in the fact that it points an
accusing finger at one particular group of sugared foodssnacks.
And by now we are not surprised to find that this group dominates
the list of products advertised to children.
The study tells us that a child who eats small quantities of sugar

on several occasions throughout the day is much more likely to

develop caries than a child who eats one sugar-rich meal. However,
these advertisers are simply concentrating on products which, for the
most part, are between-meal treats. They are, in addition, delivering

their message at regular intervals throughout the between-meal
times of day. On Saturdays, most of these ads come on between

9 a.m. and noon. On weekdays, they appear between 3 p.m. and 6 p.m.
In view of the findings concerning frequency of intake, the re-

petitive between-meal advertising of snack foods must itself be
regarded as a contributing factor to the dental cari.ts problem. And,

us previously stated, with the example of October 1972, we find

snack foods well-represented in 'be list of TV commercials delivered
to children.
DENTAL CARIES- A Ii EALTH PROBLEM

According to the bureau of community dental programs of the
department of health and hospitals in the city of Boston, dental
caries is the most pervasive health problem among children in this

country; 98 percent of the Nation's children suffer from tooth decay.

Recently, the bureau conducted a survey of 1,000 children in
Boston public schools and found that. 90 percent of them were in
need of dental care for caries. In another study, the bureau found
that among children up through the age of 19 in the metropolitan
area of Boston, there are approximately 4,000 new cavities every
day.

There is ample nutritional evidence to prove that sugared snack
foods offer very little in the way of body growth and maintenance and
that they even have a negative effect of robbing the appetite for more
nourishing foods.
br. Abraham .4irel, Nutrition in Prerentlre Dentistry: Science end Pracate.1972. p.47.
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As Dr. Jean Mayer, Professor of Nutrition at Harvard University's
School of Public Health, has stated:
The best advice I can give about sugar in any form is: Eat less .6

Doctors, dentists, and nutritionists deplore the habit which American children have of snacking on sweet, nonnutritional foods between
meals. Yet that habit is encouraged and reinforced daily on children's
tele vision.

In his book, "Nutrition," George H. Beaton says:
Probably the two most common defects in children's eating habits in North
America are the oergenerous uses of very sweet foods in meals and the frequent
snacking between meals with foods high in sugar. It is well known that sweet
snacks A hortly before a meal depress the appetite markedly . . . It seems a pity

that the so-called "quick energy" of sugar is exploited so vigorously. Some mothers
are under the misapprehension that their-children need sweets for this reason. As

a matter of fact, any food will provide quick-enough energy and sugar is our
poorest food, bar none.6

Mothers are encouraged not to fall into the "quick energy" trap

but to provide their children with wholesome snacks. In other words,
parents must act in direct opposition to the volume of ads their children
watch on television.

-At a time when the body is growing at a more rapid rate and body structures
are developing, the need for quality food is crucial. There is no room in the diet

for "empty calorie" foodsthose represented by most sugar-coated and snack
foods. At this time children need balanced diets providing the nutrients needed
for growth?

Many parents who are at least partially aware of the harmful

effects of sugar, prohibit the intensive use of sweets by their children.
However, the television ads come fast, and furious, coaxing children

to try Mars bars, M & Ms, and sweetened cereal as between-meal
snacks. Were children to eat as much candy and sweetened snacks
as the television suggests, they would never have the appetite for
anything else.

Adults whom the children respectfather figures, famous athletes,
competent older childrenare hourly heard encouraging children to
eat candy bars, drink soft drinks, and make friends by sharing sn.cks.
The familiar cartoon characters, the friendly announcer, the superstars

all entice children to try the latest gooey, munchy, crunchy, sweet
snack.

Cerealone of the hallowed "basics"a food children are taught
to eat as part of a balanced diet, has become saturated with sugar
and is advertised, in many cases, only on its questionable merit of
being "supersweet." Dr. Jean Mayer warns that many of the children's sweetened cereals are 50-percent sugaras much as some
candy bars.

CONFLICT BETWEEN PARENTS AND CHILDREN

Food advertising directed to children sets up a conflict between
the parent and the child and, in fact, between the child and any
number of authority figuresdoctors, dentists, and teachers, as well
as parents.

$ Dr. Jean Mayer. article in The Boston (Pobe. Nov. ti. 1972.
4 George If. !Seaton. "Nutrition. A Comprehensive Treatise." (New York: Academic Pres. 1966). P.61.

? !vale. McCord. Chairman of the Child Development and Family Relations Section of American Home

Econorni. s Association in a letter to ACT. Feb. 23.1772.

9! 869 0-73-2
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In a study of television viewing by children conducted for the

Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on TV and Social
Behavior, it was found that food products advertised on television are
more frequently requested by the child than other products.8 Because
of these frequent requests, parents are forced into a position of not
only refusing the child and entering into a conflict because of it, but

they also need to contradict the authority of another adult who is
telling the child that it is good to buy "Pink Panther Flakes."
A pilot study on "Mothers' Attitudes Toward Children's Television
Programs and Commercials," carried out by Daniel Yankelovich,
Inc., found that: "In all income strata, the constant duel of children
asking for things and mothers having to say "Yes" or "No" creates,
mothers feel, an unhealthy environment and relationship.9
As the President of the American Academy of Child Psychiatry,
Dr. Sibley Berman, put it:
The American Academy of Child Psychiatry, as an organization primarily
devoted to the mental health needs of all children, is deeply concerned with the
exploitation of children by many advertisers of the television media. Many of
these advertisements are directed to the attention of children in order to bring

pressure to bear upon the parents to purchase these productsprimarily focd
items of questionable nutritional value and toys which add nothing to the child's
physical and mental development . . . Furthermore, the advertisements en
courage confrontation and alienation on the part of children toward their parents
and undermine the parent's child-rearing responsibilities.

Parents can react to this subversion in several ways. A few stick to

'heir guns, taking a hard line nutritionally. They are few and far

between. Many battle it-out with the child, giving in to an unwholesome cereal here, a candy bar there. They shout and lose their tempers

while the children whine, beg, coax, wheedle, and often bity the
harmful sweets against their parents' wishes and consume them
secretly.

The majority of parents, however, are badly informed as to the
harmful effects of excessive sweets. They are as gullible about the
advertising as the children are and make little or no effort to regulate
the child's sugar intake. Because more soft drinks, candy, and snack
foods are advertised than other types of food, their children eat more
soft drinks, candy, and snack foods. The older these children get,

the more purchasing autonomy they are awarded and the more

harmful snack foods they buy.
A medium which could be a powerful educational tool to inform the
American public of good health and nutrition is instead a vehicle for
falsehood, misinformation, and misleading persuasion.

We have argued that the continual reinforcement of a taste for
sweets in children through TV advertising presents several dangers

to the health of children; the most significant are dental caries,

exclusion of more nutritious foods from the diet, obesity, and other

health problems that arise in adulthood as a result of a taste for

sweets acquired during childhood.
These dangers can be minimized through the vigilance of parents
who possess the knowledge, time, and energy to protect children from

bad habits. This vigilance requires a parent to supervise regular

tooth brushing, to provide the child with a properly nutritious daily
diet, and to limit the amount of sweets that the child may eat.
2 E. A. Rubinstein and George Comstock, Television and Social Behavior, ot. IV. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972, p. 518.
Daniel Yankelovich, "Mothers' Attitudes Toward Children's Television Programs and Commercials,"

March, 1970.
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NUTRITIONAL EDUCATION FOR LOW-INCOME GROUPS

There are, however, many families in which the social, educational,
and economic disadvantage make it impossible for parents to assume

proper responsibility for protecting their children from bad food
habits. Their parents' lack of knowledge, lack of time, and lack of
income all conspire to make children in these families particularly
vulnerable to the ill-effects of TV-advertised sweetness.
Nutritional ignorance, including ignorance of the relation between
tooth decay and sweets, is found most widely in low-income families,

where parents generally have had far less education than members
of higher-income groups. Low-income parents are therefore less
aware of the relationship between diet and health. Their need is for
information which educates them to provide themselves and their
children with a nutritionally sound diet.
Nutritional education is now recognized as a need of the highest
priority for low-income groups. Government agencies at all levels
are trying to fill this need with programs designed to raise awareness
of the nutritional value of different foods and to promote sensitivity
to the dangers of dietary inadequacies.
The advertisements of sugared food products regularly viewed by
children result in a reinforcement of poor nutritional habits and in this
way represent a concerted effort to undermine the Government's
educational effort. Overconsumption of sugar is, for several reasons,
one of the principle dangers of which the educational programs seek to
make people aware. Dental caries, obesity, protein and vitamin deficiency, as well as increased susceptibility to heart disease are all likely
consequences of a sugar-rich diet. And, yet, the most powerful and
pervasive information source in the lives of low-income childrenthe
television set s systematically developing in them a taste for sugarrich foods.

The Office of Child Development, HEW, recently announced a
grant to supply a special series of M minute segments on subjects
such as health, nutrition, exercise, and emotions, to be aired exclu-

sively on CBS-TV's "Captain Kangaroo." One wonders how much influence the segments dealing with nutrition will have when they must
compete with the "eat-this" message in ads for: Kellogg's Toasties,
Rice Krispies, Sugar Smacks, Raisin Bran, Corn Flakes, Froot Loops,

Sugar Pops, and for Pop Tarts, Hershey Instant Chocolate, Sugar

Frosted Flakes, and Hershey chocolate bars, all of which were "Captain
Kangaroo" ads the week of April 5-9, 1971.
THE VULNERABILITY OF CHILDREN

Where children are concerned, counter ads or public service spots or
educational program segments which provide correct nutritional information do not necessarily offset the damage done by misleading
food ads.

The law has traditionally recognized that children require special
protection:
Children are not allowed to buy alcohol or cigarettes;
Children may not enter into contracts without the assistance of
an adult guardian;
Children are not allowed to drive a vehicle until the age of 16;
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To vote until the age of 18; or
To own a credit card until the age of 21.
Yet, in the world of television, a child is treated am adult from the
m
day he begins watching television.
There are basic nutritional questions that a consumer should consider when evaluating a food purchase. Such information is usually not
available from present TV commercials. But even if it were, it would
be of no help to the child because he is not yet mature enough to phrase
such questions, or even think of asking them. We recognize in real life

that our children are not sophisticated enough to plan the family's

meals, and yet, on television, we expect them to show the most amazing
degree of sophistication in coping with the barrage of demands from
the most persuasive selling medium of all.
Dr. Richard Feinbloom, acting medical director, family health care
program, Harvard Medical School, and acting chief, Child and Family
Health Division, Children's Hospital Medical Center, Boston, gives a
clear summary of children's vulnerability to ads.
To children, normally impulsive, advertisements for appealing things demand
immediate gratification. An advertisement to a child has the quality of an ordcr,
not a suggestion. The child lacks the ability to set priorities, to determine relative
importance, and to reject some directives as inappropriate .. . The child responds
as much to the setting as to the object advertised, unlike the adult, and is unable

to separate the two. Thus, the real toy is very often found by the child to be
disappointing . . . The child cannot judge the monetary value of advertised

merchandise, an intrinsic and crucial part of the adult's evaluation and
consideration.

Dr. John Condry, professor of human development and psychology,

Cornell University, N.Y., has pointed out that it is unreasonable to
expect children to be able to make reasoned consumer choices.

... Children cannot be expected to choose that which is best for them simply
because they are children, and have yet to develop the maturity of judgment
necessary to anticipate the consequences of a complex choice.'

In practice, television is forever tempting children to make choices
by appealing to their fondness for sweet things and attractive toys
and their need to be loved. While adults can in some measure discount

the appeals made by persuasive commercials, the child is helpless
before such appeals because he cannot cope with them.
CONCLUSION

It is ACT's position that television could be an effective tool in
promoting better nutrition for both children and adults. For adults,
fuller disclosure of nutritional and other information might assist
them in making sound decisions about their family's food consumption.

For children, regulations should insure that they are exposed only to
beneficial nutritional information, should they happen to see ads on
adult programs. However, on television programs designed specifically
for children, there can be no compromise. Children are never the

proper targets for an advertising campaign, no matter how much

correct counterinformation is available elsewhere.

ACT has argued that the advertising of foods directed to children
takes unfair advantage of children's lack of sophistication and matu-

rity; that it increases parent-child tensions; that it produces nutritional miseducation, which is difficult to unlearn; that the food habits
10 Testimony before the FTC, November 1971, p. 11.
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promoted by TV aas aimed at children teach that one eats because

it is fun, it is sweet, or it is the way to get a toy, rather than that
food is vital to healtI\ and well-being.
Advertisers and brdadcasters may have a strong economic interest

in continued advertising to children, but this exploitation of our

children is clearly not in the national interest.
Unless there is vigorous action to prevent the continind exploitation
and miseducation of the Nation's children via food ads, we can expect
a continued growth of heart disease, hypertension, and poor dental

healththe diseases that result from poor eating habits established
in childhood, which cripple and kill in adulthood.
We are grateful that this committee has chosen to focus public
attention on the vital issue of advertising to children through these
hearings. We are hopeful that your efforts, unlike so many similar
hearings in the past, will result in action to provide protection for
our youngest and most vulnerable citizens."
Thank you.
FRUSTRATED BY LACK OF INDUSTRY RESPONSE?

Senator MCGOVERN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Charren and
Mrs. Sarson.
I think you have given the committee an excellent presentation on
a problem that we are interested in.
I would like to direct a couple of questions to you.
I get two feelings from your testimony; one is the feeling that you
are locked in a very grim battle with the advertising industry and the
food industry and the broadcasters, as well as the Federal regulatory
agencies.

The other feeling I get is your belief that while justice is on your
side, that somehow or other, you are being terribly frustrated by
a lack of response by the industry people.
Is that a fair sunmar3r of your position?

Mrs. CHARREN. I would say it was excellent.

Senator MCGOVERN. How do you account for the fact that on a
problem where health professionals and doctors and dentists and
nutritionists are in general agreement, they deplore the habit of

children snacking on sweets between meals, that all these people have
so little influence in modifying the television advertising?

Mrs. CHARREN. I think it is a question of timing. I think the

whole thing happened very slowly. Ten years ago there were few ads
directed to children on television. It was not understood what a good
salesman the child made.
But now that the advertising profession is aware of how they can
use children, they are using them more and more, and it is only in the
last 2 years that the attention of the country was called to this problem, really.
Mrs. SARSON. In a study we had done by Dr. William Melody on
the feasibility of paying for children's television without commercials,
he outlined the history of children's television. At the beginning, no
one would have dreamed of putting commercials on these programs
for children because they didn't realize that children could be sold to.
is See also, appendixes to statement, pp. 411-16.
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TV COMMERCIALS TO CHILDREN BEGAN IN 1952

In 1952, Miss Frances, of Ding Dong School, did the first personal
commercial during a children's program. That has multiplied to the
state we are in now, and as parents become aware of what is happening,
the public is becoming informed. As you said, the thing is coming to a
crossroads where on the one hand the parents consent to the wishes
cf the children; and, on the other hand, it is the entrenched industry
in a position to which it has grown to great affluenceand looking at
the affluence they have gained and wondering what they can do.
Mrs. CHARREN. I think the problem is that it is so effective to adver-

tise to children, that no company is willing to give it up without a
battle.
The other problem, particularly in food advertising to children is
when I speak to manufacturers about why it is that it seems the worst
cereals are the cereals sold to children, that the companies make
what could be considered better cereals that are not covered with
sugar, why are most ads on children's television the most highly
sugared cereals? The answer is: "It is product diversity, everybody
else is doing it, and so are we. We can sell the other cereals to adults,
but we can't sell those to children."
Senator MCGOVERN. Did I understand from your statement that
you are recommending an absolute prohibition against any kind of
television advertising on children's shows?
MTS. CHARREN. That is correct.
Mrs. SARSON. That is what we have always been requesting.

Senator McGovEnx. No advertising at ail.
Mrs. SARSON. We could accept one-line statements. "Sesame
Street" is aired on 43 stations throughout the United States. "Sesame
Street" allows at the end of a program, if a local underwriter underwrites the cost of the program, "This program was brought to you
by Smith's Store."
That is the type of thing we would accept on children's programing.
Mrs:-QuAnnEht. We should point out that we are talking about prod-

uct tul vivkising. We do not mean, for example, the kind cf spots
that Miles has made, which we think are very good. That Is

educational.

Mrs. SARSON. Those are educational. Anything that informs the
child in that way is not pushing a product.
Mrs. CHARREN. You have to remember the way business works.

The products sold to children are products that are not good for
children. Nobody is trying to sell children lettuce or cheese; Campbell's
does not want to spend a lot of money on that advertising for children.

It is more effective to advertise that to adults.
You can't have a rule that you, shall advertise to children. The only

thing you can say is that you cannot advertise

Senator MCGOVERN. I wonder how you would finance these programs if no advertising were allowed?
EFFECT OF REDUCING TV ADVERTISING TO CHILDREN

Mrs. SARSON. We would have to give you a copy of the study that

points out that unlike cigarette advertisingwhere the ads were
taken out overnight, causing a vacuum in the industryif the amount
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of advertising was reduced year by year, over 3 years, there may be a
certain amount of pressure. If it was reduced over 10 years, or if you
reduce the advertising on children's programs over a 25-year period,
you would probably have little effect.
Mrs. CHARREN. Even in a 5-year period they co Ild develop ways
to absorb costs in other ways. There is money from all kinds of sou rtes
going into children's programing now.

Why is it, for example, that the money from HEW, that went to
develop these nutrition spots are being shown solely on "Captain
Kangaroo"which is a moneymaking program. It made, according
to an FCC study, $1 million for CBS. Why isn't that availab le for

anybody or any program producer who wants to show it on pu blic or
private television?
There is money going in now to programing for children that is not
coining from commercial sources. We just say that if programing for
children becomes one of the priorities of this country, there could even
be less of it, as long as it is better.
Senator McGovEux. Senator Cook?

Senator COOK. Don't you think that this HEW effort is a pilot

study at this time and it will be expanded? I get that impression.
Mrs. CHARREN. I would hope so, but I couldn't understand really
why it wasn't the aim to get those spots on as much television as they
could.

Senator COOK. I got the feeling that their aim was to find the
effectiveness of that particular type of ad. They happened to pick a
program that had almost 23 percent of the viewing market with the
assumption that this would be a good test market. I would hope that
it will be expanded.

Mrs. CHARREN. I am not complaining about the programing, I

think it is lovely.

Senator COOK. By the way, I would like to put this article that
appeared in Sunday's "Parade Magazine," relative to your orgnoizanon, in the record, if I could, please.
I think what becomes very apparent in the analysis of the study

that was made is that we have a situation where the advertiser

really is in direct conflict with the adult in this field.
Mrs. CHARREN. That is correct.
PRODUCTS OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES

Senator COOK. And it is aimed at kind of an intellectual moron,
Baron Von Redberry, and Sir Grapefellow. I wonder if we were

still on radio, whether they could sell these things. The answer would

probably be they couldn't sell them. What is interesting to me is
that this particular type of product is not only the product of a
manufacturer, but ilso is the product of the advertising agency in
terms of the product names and packaging. Mr. Choate will testify
later. At a hearing of the Consumer Subcommittee, Mr. Choate
pointed out that advertisers pretest children by use of laboratories
and that they are not taking a chance in the marketplace on these
products because they know how the products will be recei.
When they start to slow down a little bit, then we parents are
plagued by another approach, and that is when you can't sell enough
'Set AppencUs, p.
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zippy automobiles you put them in the box and you have to buy
the cereal to get what is in the box.
The gasoline companies. They are doing a remarkable job with

this technique. They are now selling gasoline to our children, not to
me, because you have to go to the station so you can get your two
little automobiles or something else, and so on.
Apparently, we now are seeing the effects of the toy companies
who overproduce and decide the next best way to get rid of them is
to sell to children within the normal hours they watch TV.
The National Football League does a pretty good job of that, also.
So I am inclined to feel that the media didn't do us a very good
favor when they decided to limit advertising in children's programing to 12 minutes out of the hour, when it used to be as high as 18
minutes.

Regarding the cereals themselves, Dr. Mayer said, yesterday, that
if a cereal is as much as 50-percent sugar, then we should classify
it. as candy. I think that would be a very good idea.
TV SELL

. . .

GOOD OR BAD

Mrs. SARSON. You touched on a key issue when you talked about
the products being designed for marketing, which is what happens.
We asked one company, "Why do you design them this way?" We

feel it is important to talk to these peopleand we hive talked to
themwe asked why they design them like this. They said, "Our
marketing department tells us they would sell."
This whole concept of creating food to sell instead of creating food
that was valuable or worth buying has somehow disappeared. If it

will sell on television, it will be a profitable product, whether it

is good or bad.
Mrs. CHARREN. There is something else you picked up and which
I think is excellent, that is, if we don't stop it, it will get worse. They
realize they can sell anything to children. When you can sell gasoline

to children without a car, it is a short step to many other things.
There are a series of ads that are appearing for Father's Day. Most

parents would prefer their child to make them something rather
than to go out and buy something. And these things are expensive,
too.

Mrs. SARSON. The preschool child watching the "Romper Room"
program could get a free cardboard car for children if they take their
parents to an automobile dealer in the area.
Senator Coox. I think the significance and sophistication of advertising with sound and sight are really just beginning to really develop.

I think what it can introduce in the future is quite phenomenal. I

think one of the things that bothers me is the Govertunenes role in it.
I an: concerned not so much about a prohibition of this particular

type of thing on a nutritional basis, but I get concerned about our
Government regulations of this type as it relates to a form of a censorship, which does bother me tremendously. I can tell you in all
feirness that I evaluate my own children. I have a son who is 10, and
I can't think of a time within the last 2 years that he said he wanted
to buy anything because it was sold on television.
Perhaps, the child is o' of the advertiser's target by the age of 10.
I would only hope that the advertisers don't take me too seriously,
because they will find a way to get to the 10- yea, -old.
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Mrs. CHARREN. If that is true, it is so sad, because all this children's

advertising is directed at the 1- to 10-year-olds. It should be possible

to ban that. If you can ban advertising to cigarette userswho

have the ability to discriminate between something that might kill

them and not taking itit should be easy to eliminate something

that is designed to sell to children under 10. That is a very good point
to be made, if that is what those ads are doing.
PROTECT ABOVE FTC-DESIGNATED AGE 5 LEVEL

Senator Cool:. I read in the materials provided for this hearing
that there is a request before the FTC for a protective umbrella for
advertisements on age 5 and below. I don't think that is the correct
age. I think we ought to go above this age.
Mrs. CHARREN. That is right.
Mrs. SARSON. Especially in low-income families. We are speaking
from middle-class, middle-income families. In families of lower income,

it is less clear how old the children are when they can cope. I think
age 5 is very. low.

Senator COOK. That 5-year-old figure came from a study by Dr.
Howard submitted to the FTC.
Mrs. SARSON. That is right, they said that.

Senator Cool:. We have had the problem of utilization of food
stamps, particularly in the Appalachian areas, where we have indicated a tremendous amount of purchases in the candy, snack food,
soft drink area to a very high degree.
It, is almost one of those things that defies the imagination on how
you can correct it. It is something that we have debated and discussed
for a long, long time. The purchasing of all of the candies and all of
the soft drinks results in a very, very high sugar diet for many of these
families.

Mrs. SARSON. It would be very exciting if the creativity that went

into these products went into making apples tempting to children
it would be great. I think the educational and informational promotions are done on low budgets, with less creativity, so they come out

looking a little turgid in contrast to the zip and zap of these other
things.
Mrs. CHIZRREN. That is net true of these Miles spots, however.
. .

SUBVERT THEMSELVES IN THIS FIELD?

Senator Coox. If hi the advertising business, they really believed
they could sell you anything, . ad they do, why can't they sell you
something that is good? Why do they have to subvert themselves in
this particular field? Why, for instance, when we do produce good
products? All of these companies produce good products. Why don't
they do as good a job advertising those products to the young people
of the United States as they do with Sir Grapefellow and a Baron
Von Redberry. This bothers me.
MN. CHARREN. I would like to mention that when ACT says no
advertising of these children's products on children's television, we
don't mean no advertising on the rest of television. We feel if they take
these same products and sell them on adult programs, at least there is a

chance that it is the adult that will make the decision to buy or not
to buy and the child won't see a goodly number of them.
Sal -S69 0-73-3
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Senator Coox. I want you to be just as concerned with what comes

on after they finish with these advertisements. Some of the things
that come on see to it that children can't sleep at night, and that
they are afraid to go to bed.
Many people leave lights on all night. One reason that they have to
leave the lights on is because of the things children watch on television.
Maybe we wouldn't have this energy crisis if them was more thoughtful TV programing.

Mrs. SARSON. That is the most beautiful argument I have heard
on that yet. That is gorgeous.
Senator Coox..Thank you.
Senator SCHWEIKER. I was very interested in your testimony where
you quoted on assistant general advertising manager:
When you sell a woman on a product. and she goes into the store and finds your
brand isn't in stock, she will probably forget about it. But when you sell a kid on
your product, if he can't get it, he will throw himself on the floor, stamp hie feet
and cry. You can't get a reaction like that out of an adult.

It was only last. Sunday I was taking my children down to the

drugstore; and I went for a very specific purpose. Before we left the
store, my 3-year-old wanted a certain brand of toothpaste. I didn't,
even go for toothpaste. We didn't need it The brand wasn't even in

the store at the time. The child really had a temper tantrum, so I

couldn't agree with that point more because I just saw it. last Sunday.
Senator Coox. Thank goodness it was toothpaste.
TV ADVERTISING IS POWERFUL TOOL

Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank goodness it was the 3-year-old and not

all the other four. I think this very graphically demonstrates the
point. This is a powerful, potent tool. My 3-year-old, who knows

nothing about toothpaste except you brush your teeth with it, but by
referring to a brand name, you really have a potent person hooked
there. I think this was a very valuable point about the children. When
you see the point this way, you can't argue or discuss the situation

with a child of that age in any meaningful way. You just have a

temper tantrum.
I also like your followup point about the climate that you set, which
is very true. There is no question that, when a mother or father takes a

strong "no" position, you build a hostile relationship with your

children. At some point, a parent weakens a little and figures, "Well,

you don't want a totally hostile environment," and you give in at
some point.

I think this is a psychological fact of life, in terms of parent-child
relationship.
One thing I am not quite sold on is not differentiating between kinds
of advertising.

Now, I have been through the Christmas buying season with my

cl:ildren and the ads for Christmas toys. But are these ads really having
the harmful effects, say, of advertising a sugar-coated cereal and nutri-

tion habits. Why put everything in the same category? Why not dif-

ferentiate in terms of sugar .lid nutrition and teethvery logical
things. Why go the whole way?

4
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SEPARATE PROBLEMS-NUTRITION AND TOYS

Mrs. CHARREN. They were really separate problems involved in the

two types of advertising. That is why we have separate petitions
at the FTC. The food advertising problem is what we have just

outlined.
The toy advertising relates very much to the idea that, besides the
normal problem of selling to young children, there is a problem that
most of the toys sold on TV are overpriced, very expensive toys com-

pared to toys that are not sold over TV. Even the industrywe get,
this out of "Playthings Magazine," and out of "Toys," the industry
magazinethe fact these are the most poorly designed toys sold to
children. That the industry, itself, complains they come back in droves

after Christmas and it is ruining the industry. It is not fair to entice
children to buy, using very attractive advertising--in spite of the fact
that the NAB feels they have all these new rules in this areabut it,
is not fair to entice the children to buy the fashion doll that was so
popular and had so many ads before Christmas. If you bought what
was shown in a 60-second commercial--which I did buy, going through
discount houses in the Boston area until I finally collected everything

in the commercialit was in no box that I expected. It cost $32.64
for the toys in one 60-second commercial. That is a tremendous bite
out of a lot of families' toy budget.
That type of thing, the prim is not fair. Also what this $32 bought

was nothing like the toys the 60-second commercial would indicate.
Mrs. SARSON. There is another pointwhich is the basic issue we
have become concerned withwhich is: Is it morally ethical to sell to
:3-year-olds. The idea of pitt;ng the research establishment and agency
and everything cgainst tli Aldren, to persuade the 3-year-old to buy
a product is really unbelievable.
Given the systetc. of broadcasting as we have it, surely there should
be some area where we agree where perhaps we think it is net right to
sell to children.

If we feel it isn't right to sell to them, then we really shouldn't be
selling anything to them on their own programs. If they see commercials at other times of day, we feel the parent has to cope with that
type of thing. But, we feel on a program which is labeled "This pro-

gram is for children," "Captain Kangaroo"as many of the late

afternoon cartoon programs arethose should be considered sacred
ground in that they know young children are watching and the advertisers shouldn't have access to them the way they do now.
MOCKUPS USED-NOT PRODUCTION MODEM.

Senator Coox. Let me add one thing. I try, at least in my own mind,
to be quite a free enterprise individual, and I think that I have a very
sound basis for it. But to add to your comment about toys on television, many toy manufacturers absolutely cheat the public. They will
use their mockup model that may have cost $10,000 to build and that
is the one they use on television to advertise. That is the (Me they use
that walks across the stage or that is the one they use that works as a
derrick or something else. When you buy the one that is made out of
plastic, with string, ..:id it takes four batteries, it is a different matter.
It doesn't work the dame, it doesn't do the same things, it certainly
doesn't last as long, by the wt.y.
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I think this is a very deceptive type f,t advertising. The ads that are

shown on television use very sophisticated models that they have

taken to the toy show and they spent a lot of money to build. They are
not built out o: the things that they will tool up and make 25,000 of
them every day, put them in a box, and ship them all over the United
States. There is a big difference.

I think that the manufacturer ougH to know that we know this

practice is going on. It is kind of ridiculous that he thinks this is the
way he will market his product.
Mrs. CHARREN. What is interesting is the way the ads are designed.

They are designed so that the children in the commercial are a little
bit older because they find that those are the children that the young
children pay attention to. There is no effort made to let anybody know
that this really isn't right for that 5-year-old, whereas, it, might be
fine for a 10-year-old. So the ad is designed to appeal to the largest
segments of that 2- to 11-year-old audience because that helps the
sales.

There is no effort made to let the child for whom the thing is not
right know that it is not right. In fact, it is just the reverse.
It is to entice the child, who wants to be older and therefore, if older
kids play with this toy, you will want it, too.

They wouldn't show a lot of ads with 3-year-olds or 5-year-old

playing with it because the 7-year-olds would never want. the toys.
Mrs. SARSON. We have a letter from a parent on how she bought a
train set for her 4-year-old daughter; that is, it looked on the ad to be
that. It turned out to be a complicated set of trains that the woman's
engineer husband couldn't put together.

We have a survival kit that we have distributed to parents very

successfully and which we will reprint.

On your comment about mockups, one of our favorites is the one
that says that batteries are not included, but it says it in print which
the kids under 8 or 7 probably can't read.
Senator SCHWEIKER. I can understand your group opposing all
children's advertising. The only point I want to make is that I think
some of the more serious and detrimental advertising campaigns, in
terms of q. child's physical health and well-being should be singled out.

For example, yesterday Dr. Mayer testified ' to something I found
interesting. He referred to some research or suspicion and scientific
thinking tying the overabundant use of sugar in our society to diabetes.

I was shocked to find out that one out of five persons either have
diabetes or will have the inherited characteristics of diabetes. Now,
this, in itself, is an alarming statistic. Diabetes is the second leading
cause of blindness in the United States, and it will soon be first.
HOOKING OUR CHILDRENDISASTROUS EFFECTS

If there is a relationship between sugar and this growing impact of

diabetes in our societythis is one of the stu'lies that suggests it
then we may very well be hooking our children c

binge that will, as you say, disastrously affe
their lives, because diabetes affects the heart,
every organ of our bodies.
I See part NE3, pp. 237-261
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So my only point here is that if relationships like this are trueand
right now it is scientific conjecturethen it seems to me that this is a
top priority health matter or matter of physical and healthful longevity
of life that I think would have a higher priority as opposed to toys.
Mrs. CHARREN. Senator, we agree with you Pild that is why we
came today to testify when you asked us. That s why we are filing

this afternoonactually with the FTCan additional filing to our

food petition. This will be the second food petition we have presented
to the Commission because we did additional research and found the
additional sugar problems related to the diet and health of children.
That is why we took these eight products and specifically singled them

out for complaintshoping that if it is too complicated for the

Federal Trade Commission to act immediately on a trade regulation
rule, they can rule on these specific ads and then, through the rules

on these ads, will rule on more specific ads. In that way we can possibly
eliminate the sugar advertising to children.
SUGAR Now MAJOR FOOD INGREDIENT

Senator SCHWEIKER. I think singling them out the way, you have is

very important. I think it is a fact that we should really take into
account nowin view of this new medical theory that is unfolding
about the impact of these things. Also we should recognize that sugar

used to be a supplementa seasoningand new it has become,

unfortunately, a staple product, a major ingredient. As a result, we
consume, I think, twice the average amount of sugar in the world. It
may well account for some of the facts that Americans, diseasewise,
are not too well offcompared to some of the other countries around
the world.
I am not saying that is always true. I am only offering the conjecture

that there is obviously some reascn we are in this situation. This is
one thing that may lead to it.
Mrs. SARSON. In informing the public of this information, that would

be very helpful.
Recently when we began doing research into this, we had two people
investigating the types of foods thing advertised to children. We were
amazed that almost all of them have high-sugar content. Generally,
the public is not aware of this. At the end of the ad, it doesn't say that
this product has so much sugar and may be detrimental to your teeth,

or something like that. It may be difficult for the parent to explain
that this may do this or that to you, and to have to continue to say

"no" is very difficult.
Mrs. CHA.RREN. And all this advertising is really ;- a sense like

getting the child hooked on the need to have sugar in your mouth.
If you eat enough sugared foodI see this in children, in my own to
be exactyou want it to taste like that, so you have more sugared
food that tastes like that.
Senator SCRWEIKER. Bringing us up to the next point, you referred
to the learning process in terms of eating.
I wonder if you could cite any specific study, or elaborate further
on the conditioned response part of the eating habit that obviously
would be a very key factor?

Mrs. SARSON. We would have to go and look things up, but the
most interesting response came from my own child's schoolwhere
the school nurse and my son's class sent home a note that the children
were not to bring any more snacks in the school. Because the snacks
they were bringing in were all sugar foods, the school felt they were not
healthy. From now on the school would provide peanuts as an experiment to see what would happen when they don't eat the sugared foods.
For the past 3 months, because of this, they have stopped all sugared
snacks coming to the school; and they have given the children peanuts.
The nurse was disturbed beyond measure with the type of foods that
were brought inthey were all television-advertised foods.
I am following.througli with her to see what else they will do in the
school, to see what happens.

This is one immediate and very positive reaction to the type of

television advertising that has been going on for children.
Mrs. CHARREN. Also because they are snacks, it is the kind of food
you keep eating; it is different from the type of food you would serve
for dinner.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you.

Senator COOK. Thank you very much.

I think our next two witnesses are Robert Choate and Tracy

Westen.

INDUSTRY'S DECISION . .

.

WILL NOT ENHANCE REPUTATION

May I say for the record, while Mr. Choate and Mr. Westen come
up, that this Senator is very disappointed to read in this morning's
paper that the representatives from industry have seen fit not to want
to appear before this hearing. For their representatives who may be
here, let me just say that it is disappointing to me. I think that it is
now a matter of selling one's products to us as well as they sell it to
3- and 4-year olti

But more impotent than that, the thing that bothers me is that I
am afraid that many substantially fine, reputable organizations
throughout the United Statesby reason of this type of advertising,

and by reason of being sold on what their marketing departments and

advertising agencies are sellingare suffering from this. I think this
is unfortunate.
I find it unbelievable that they would not want to come before this
committee and that they would not want to state their case.

I have a feeling that rather than product creativity, that it is

marketing creativity, and it is advertising creativity, that is bringing
many of these products onto the market. I am not quite sure that the
reputations of these companies, in the long run, will be enhanced by it.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. CHOATE, JR., CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL ON
CHILDREN, MEDIA AND MERCHANDISING, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. CHOATE. I am Robert Choate, chairman of the Council on

Children, Media and Merchandising.
I would like to read from the transcript, which we will have in your

hands within 5 minutes. We had to take care of some emergency
situations that arose in splicing together a film with another that is
not compatible.

Over the last 5 years, I have diplomatically, factually, and persistently tried to draw the attention of the Grocery Manufacturers
of America to their public responsibilities as they market newer and
newer types of puffed, twisted, and scented products.
I have pointed out that they have unusual responsibilities when it
comes to children.

Of the 40 cereals that I criticized in 1970, 36 have now been so

reformulated as to, in effect, be a different quality product. This must
be interpreted that someone in the GMA listens.

But in three regards, the members of the GMA have been par-

ticularly immovable:

1. They are not interested in protecting or improving the

protein worth of grain products, as far as I can see;
2. They are not interested in educational advertising; and
:3. They are absolutely convinced that, for the prepuberty set,
sugar appeal is the counterpart of sex appeal.

Since 1969, I have repeatedly beseeched sponsors, advertising

agencies and their trade organizations to correct their advertising of
food products to children.
My contacts with food manufacturers have been endless. I have also
appeared with some regularity before broadcaster groups. It. may
interest you to know that I believe I am the only consumer advocate
who has appeared before the National Association of Broadcasters
Code Authority in the 12 years of its existence.
SUGGEST CODE FOR ADVERTISING EDIBLES

On May 26, 1971, I suggested a code for advertising ediblesa code
which the NAB Code Authority ultimately chose to ignore. Yet, they
acknowledge the wisdom of having a toy-advertising code.
I point this out to you to show the extent of the effort we have made
to persuade the private sector of our economy to practice self-regulation, self-moderation, and self-policing. I don't know what more
one can do.
We have been forced to spend substantial amounts of time trying to

persuade the Federal Government to influence those who will not

influence themselves on food matters.
Senator Cook, I would speak to the fact right now that having tried
the private route through the GMA, and the NAB. we then have gone
to the Federal Trade Commission to see. what assistance that agency
can give us. The Federal Trade Commission does have in development
right now guidelines for the advertising of edibk. products.

I think this is r. healthier way for them to act than to act after the
fact, when somebody has violated some ethic in the selling of foods.
I hope the new chairman, when he comes up to you at your invitation,
will reemphasize the desirability of having the FTC come out with
sonie guidelines for the ethical advertising of foods, particularly to
children.

During the years after World War II, our food supply was dramatically changed in form, texture, and in "mouth feel," as well as in nutri-

tional content. Sugar came into the recipes for almost everything,
including drinks, both frozen and c"nned; vegetables and fruits, both
frozen and canned; catsup, sausages, and even corned beef hash.
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The cereal industry started to produce a line of breakfast condiments

with sugar contents ranging from 40 to 48 percent. Dr. Mayer says
over 50 percent. I wonder if they are adequately analyzed?

The nutrition-related professionals remained silent and apathetic
in the 1950's and 1960's. Since most of the good jobs were held in the
food industry and most of the grant research money came from the food
industry, it apparently was in the best self-interest of the food technicians to hear no evil, see no evil, and think no evil about the manufacturers of "Tastey-Wastey Flakes."
NuLitionists, dieticians, home economists, and dental professionals
must have known that the food supply was changing away from anything that could be properly described as the four "food groups."
Very few professional voices could be heard questioning the use of
coloring agents, additives, imitation products, or sugaras these came
to be more and more popular ingredients in food.
With Dr. Jean Mayer's leadership in 1969, and the leadership of a
few other nutritionists since that time, the silence of the food technicians has turned from a peep to a whisper.

I should state that during this period the 800 I repeat-800-odd

public relations people in the Department of Agriculture rivaled television as being the loudest voice in food advice, but few words were
uttered on the implications of heavy sugar consumption.
MASSIVE BARRAGE OF SUGAF ADVERTISING

Senator Cook, you will remember when I testified February 27

before the Senate Commerce Committee, I pointed out that the commercial message addressed to children has zoomed in frequency in
recent years. Today, a moderate television watching child sees 25,000
commercials a year. Between 5,090 zo 10,000 of these commercials are
for edible products. A child spends over 1,000 hours a year watching
televisionmore time, in fact, than he spends before his elementary
school teacher. A moderate television watching child sees 220 minutes
of pure commercials each week over television-220 minutes. The
impact of this massive propaganda has gone unstudied by academia,
foundation, and Government alike, and to a degree, by journalists
I testified on the secret research behind children's advertising.
I would like to enter into the record a copy of an advertisement sent
by the publisher of the Reader's Digest to, I believe, every Congressman and Senator on Capitol Hill. The letter by the publisher of the
Reader's Digest said:
Unfortunately, the comment on sugar has created an explosion of headlines in
an atmosphere where a reasonable presentation of all aspects of the issue is itnpossible. As a result, the consumer, bombarded with a mass of conflicting information,
becomes confused and skeptical. One of those criticized has chosen to use its advertising space to tell the consumer of .the place sugar has in our everyday diet.
They believe their message is a meaningful, objective judgment on this vital health
and nutrition issue.

The publisher of the Reader's Digest invites the Congressmen
and Senators to read the advertisement of the Sugar Association. We
query the purpose of a major publisher in writing such a letter.
I would like to enter that in the record, if I may.
Senator Coox. Without objection, it will be entered.'
See Appendix, p. 421.
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Mr. CHOATE. We have pointed out this massive barrage of sugar
advertising to the Food and Drug Administration, the Federal Trade
Commission, and the Federal Communications Commission.
Each of these agencies has taken note and done very little. Yes;
we finally persuaded the Federal Trade Commission to establish
guidelines for food advertising, since neither the NAB or the GMA
would do it.
Yes;,we have apparently persuaded the Food and Drug Administration to hold a seminar on sugar in our food supply.
Yes; we have participated in the FCC hearings on children's television and have pointed out the en masse advertising responsibilities

that reside with the FCC while individual ad deceits remain the

responsibility of the Federal Trade Commission.
Still, we cannot be proud of our accomplishments. Yesterday you
heard some of the reasons why the food companies would not appear.
Let me comment on those reactions by the food industry.
These hearings, as I recall, were called to permit the food industry

to show how they are educating children in matters of health and
nutrition.
(IONSIDEHATION OF STUDIES ON DENTAL HEALTH

When the companies heard that dental health was to be considered,

they seem to have backed out. Maybe it is well they should, for

over an 8-year period, General Foods, Kellogg, and others have been
financing studies to halt the epidemic of cavities that they themselves
have been bringing to the young population's mouths.
The control groups for these studies at Ann Arbor, Midi., and Elk-

hart, lnd., have demonstrated the high cariogenic rates of these
products.

I think it is time to stop the hypocrisy. A firm such as General
Mills spends a few dollars irinting a booklet for mothers entitled
"Meal Planning for Young Children." Here is what it says:
Watch the teeth. Use sparingly foods high in sugar. They take away the appetite for more basic foods, provide only calories and quick energy and encourage
tooth decay. No coaxing is necessary to get children to eat candy, cookies, cake,
or drink carbonated hew rages. Teaching a preference for other types of foods
must begin early ib the high-chair stage. Offer sweets only at the end of the meal.

So advises General Mills in their booklet to mothers.

This same General Mills, on the other hand, spends millions in
advertising to children and here is what one of their ads says:
Mirror, mirror on the wall, whose cereal is the superswcetest of them all? Is
it my Count Choeula? My supersweet cereal, chocolate sweet is for monster
chocolate flavor.

I think it is time that we got past the nickel and clime morality
that is shown by the General Mills pamphlet to mothers and started

to look at the tidal wave of beseechments to children to demand
sweetness in every meal.

I think it is time we asked for a public service announcement to

correct the misinformation that is going out in commercials today.

I think it is tune we require sponsors to prepare really good commercials with an educational message.
Now, I would like to show you this morning some messages that
have been prepared around the United States, showing what imaginative people are doing and thinking toward nutrition education.
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These are not perfect messages. Some of them have been prepared
for as little as $500 a minute, compared to maybe $25,000 or $35,000 a
minute for a good commercial done for prime time.
But I would like to show you these messages and I will talk about

them as we go. In the interest of time, we want to go through in a
hurry, run it on through, and I will talk over them, if I can.
MASS MEDIA EXPERIMENTATION

Food selling to children over the air is still a national disgrace. For
this reason, we decided to go into the business of communicating to
children directly. We sought out those in the United States who were
knowledgeable about food matters and were willing to involve themselves in a mass media experiment.
We found to our delight that some organizations were preparing
nutrition-related messages for television aimed at the child and adult
alike; these could have a beneficial effect on a child's attitude toward
food.

I would like to show you some of the early versions of these. One
was financed by a group in Albuquerque, using 0E0 funds. Another
one was a commercial spot done by DuPont to stress their soybean
research. Also "Cal Calcium" by the U S. Department of Agriculture.
[Film presentation.]
This is an early one done by the Department of Agriculture.
These films had reasonably straightforward messages. They may

not have had great excitement in their style, but they would certainly help a person who had little knowledge of his food supply.
They were less dull than the usual Department of Agriculture home
economist message.

In 1971, we noticed that a very few food firms were starting to pay

attention to nutritional quality.

[Film presentation: "Nutrients"Albuquerque; "Soy Bean"

DuPont.]
This is a DuPont commercial which addresses the soybean genetically. In a minute you will see it approaching the wheat seed and, in
effect, DuPont is saying that it can do for the wheat seed what it has
done for the soy seed.
I include that one to show what can be done with cartoon work in
the selling of information about foods.
[Film presentation: "Orange Juice"Sealed Sweet.]
The fresh orange juice producers seem to take the lead talking about
nutrients in orange juice.
[Film presentation: "Alpo Chopped Beef " ALPO.]
Dog food manufacturers started to talk about the nutrients in their
products.

[Film presentation: "School Lunch"Albuquerque Nutrition Im-

provement program.]
The then rapidly building national effort to feed better foods to the
less privileged brought about an Albuquerque effort with the Lieuten-

ant Governor of New Mexico participating in a public service
anouncement in behalf of food stamps.
Senator McGovern, we are showing some examples from around
the United States of 30- and 60-second spots that have been prepared
for television.

Are we ready to roll?
If we are, let's go on with a few more.
These were prepared by foundations, universities and other organizations.
tFilnt presentations.]

Some of the private groups are starting to use new methods. A

little bit of humor goes a long way in this area.

That is a commercial that was filmed and is even on the air this
morning on television. Apparently, in that one, we are willing to sell
nutrition to our pets but not to our people.
This is a film that appeared through IIEW financing; it was developed to be shown on the Captain Kangaroo program. This was prepared by the Robert Souther land Associates in Los Angeles, under a
contract with HEW.
As consumers noticed industry's preoccupation with sugar, sugar
warning messages started to come forth.
AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION WARNS ABOUT SUCROSE

It is noteworthy that the American Dental Association was aware
of the issue, but its messages were subtle and mild.

The ADA had passed a warning resolution relating to sugar and
sucrose in the 1950's and early 1960's, but had done little to change
the vigor of their posture since that date.
I am delighted to notice that Dr. Nizel, an obvious leader in the
field of dental research, has now started to change the ADA's laggard
position in this regard.
[14'ilin presentation: "Sugar Warning"San Francisco KPIX TV.]
These were done by San Francisco students. These are being shown
on the air in the San Francisco area. Group \V Broadcasting has been
very cooperative in messages such as this across the country.
[Film presentation: "Sugar/snack W arning"Yell owb all Workshop.]

Yellowball was financed by Group W; it is a private Massachusetts
organization. This is their commercial.

[Film presentation: "Little Jack Horner"American Dental Asso-

ciation.]

This was prepared by the American Dental Association; it is one of
their shorts that refer to the sugar problem.
The American Dental Association has not been in the forefront of
drawing children's attention to the effect of sugar on their teeth. This
is what we could find in their library.
I think now we get to the three public service announcements that
were prepared by my office for children's program time.
NEGATIVE ADVERTISING DIRECTED AT CHILDREN

As we looked at the food messages of others, we decided that what
was needed for children was verve, humor, and perhaps a little ribald
provocation.
Noticing that some children had voted the anticigarette commercials
of 1966 and 1967 as being the most memorable ads, we recognized the
value of negative thinking when it comes to talking about the goods
and the bads in your food supply.
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I persuaded a New York foundation to sponsor some right-to-thepoint messages to be aired to children on the subject of snacks and
sugar in their food supply.
I have been well educated by my dentist; also by Dr. Nizel, Dr.
Joseph Mueller, and by others on the role that sugar can play in
dental deterioration.
I have visited with the dentists in Elkhart, Ind., who for at least
8 years have been conducting research on possible drugs to be added
to the food supply of childrenhopefully to negate the heavy sugar
concentrations that food manufacturers like to put in their products.
EPIDEMIC OF DENTAL DISEASE

I remember well Dr. Nizel pointing out to me that there is an epidemic of dental disease in this country. He told me a few years ago
that of every 100 inductees into the Army, there were 600 cavities to
be filled and 106 teeth to be pulled.

We took all these inputs into consideration as we planned to

develop two 30-second and one 60-second public service announcement

for commercial television to be shown on children's watching time.
After many false starts and detours, we finally came up with the
following messages.

[Film presentations: "GluttonyOn Second Thought" :30 seconds.

"Tongue and ToothOn Second Thought" 60 seconds. "Sugar

FamilyOn Second Thought" 30 seconds.]
"On Second Thought" is sponsored by the Society for Nutrition
Education, Consumer Federation of America, National Council of

Negro Women, and the Council on Children, Media and Merchandising.
These messages have now been sent out to approximately 70 broad-

casters in the United States. Perhaps a dozen have agreed to run
them; perhaps two dozen have refused to run them.
"APATHY

. . .

PREOCCUPATION WITH INCOME"

The overwhelming answer from the broadcasters to these public
service messages is the answer we have noted in regard to nutrition
in 1967-71. Apathy, silence, and preoccupation with income:
When one considers this. arrogant disregard of a child's rights;
When one considers the sophistication of the preparation of
conventional advertisements to children;
When one considers the 220 minutes of pure advertising that,
a moderate television-watching child is exposed to each week;
When one considers the unchildlike products advertised to
children; then

The accusation of an unfair business practice, or an unfair
broadcast practice becomes pertinent and to the point.
Either the airwaves must balance their messages to a child on a

product-by-product basis or the airwaves must admit messages which
stimulate prudent consumer knowledge in the young mind which industry so avidly woos today.

I have tried to show you what has been developed around the
United States by those who are, in general, tired of waiting for

industry to correct the message aimed at kids over TV.
These messages are having a very mixed reception by the broadcasting industry.

Tracy Weston, on my right, will speak on why they are having

problems, why we are having difficulties getting them on the air.
When you realize a moderate television-watching child sees 220
minutes of pure advertising per week, and that a third er half of them
are on food products, I think the modest message that you have seen

presented here is only a start of bringing balance to children's

advertising.
The last two films I would like to show I found 3 weeks ago. They
were developed by a remarkable 63-year-old nutritionist in Missouri.

They are probably the best examples of consumer-nutrition information that I have seen in the United States. They were prepared on
a shoestring put up by the Department of Agriculture. This lady is
now distributing them in the Missouri, Nebraska, Iowa area and I
hope, in her retirement, she goes on and publishes better materials.
(Film presentations.]

Mrs. Lorene Wilson is a member of the extension service of the
University of Missouri. Mrs. Wilson is about to retire as a consumer
specialist.

She has written the scripts, prepared the food, and acted the parts

in some sequences. She is now distributing her films to stations within
a 200-mile radius of Columbia, Mo. I think her materials are first rate
and show what can be done.
But remember, Senators, before much further effort is expended in

this direction, we need to create the opportunity among the broadcasters of the Nation for these materials to reach the air.
Thank you.
Senator MCGOVERN. Mr. Weston?
STATEMENT OF TRACY A. WESTEN, DIRECTOR, STERN
COMMUNITY LAW FIRM, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. WESTEN. I am Tracy Weston, director of the Stern Community
law firm in Washington hero, which is a nonprofit public interest law
firm.

For the past several years, I have been working with public interest

organizations in their attempt to broadcast health, safety, and

nutritional messages over radio and television; although we have been
concerned with problems of deceptive messages en the air.
I would like .to share some of my experiences with you. Many of
these efforts have mot with frustration, censorship, and neglect by the
broadcast media. Based on my experience in negotiating with broad-

cast stations and in litigation before the Fedora] Communications

Commission, and in the courts, I have reached a tentative but depressing conclusion:
"Assuming that educational groups created nutritional messages of

such importance that they might potentially change the eating and
living habits of millions of Americans, they probably could not get
them on the air or keep them there."
PUBLIC NOT INFORMED

Although television and radio are among the most effective media
for communicating health and safety information to the public, consumer groups with health and safety messages have often found the
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doors of entry slammed shut in their faces. Their messages are not
broadcast; their information is not communicated; and the public is

not informed.
There are, of course, exceptions. Some public health and safety messages do appear on television. But too often they are bland and uninformative. 'Poo often they are shown in early morning or late evening
hours, soon only by early rising farmers or late sleeping insomniacs.

The general point, therefore, is still valid: many important nutri-

tional messages n.wer roach the television viewing
I believe the lack of nutritional communication and information is
one of the critical problems facing this committze. We can assume that

most people want to be healthy, and that much information to help
them is already available. The essential problem is communicating
that known information to the American public.
From experiences in distributing messages to the broadcast media,
we have learned four basic things.
First, we have learned that nutritional problems are almost always
informational or communications problems. A mother in Appalachia
can watch television 10 hours a day, for example, and still not learn
that feeding her child a protein-deficient diet of potatoes, cereal, and
starch may stunt its mental growth.
A teenage girl may spend 10 hours a day plugged into a transistor
radio, yet never learn that a sugar and starch-laden diet of cokes,
candy, french fries, potato chips, ice cream and pie may rot her teeth,
increase her weight, distort her intake of vital nutrients, and subject
her in later life to the risks of heart, kidney and blood-sugar diseases.
In each of these cases, the nutritional problems are not medical,
scientific or factual. They are communicational.

It is what people don't know that can hurt them, starve them, or
undernourish them. Nutritional problems cannot be solved, therefore,
unless accurate information is effectively communicated to the
American public.

Second, we have learned that effective communication cannot

exist without access to the broadcast media.
The polls tell us that over 60 percent of the American public consider television their principal source of news and information.
Nutritional groups can churn out reports, write newspaper articles,
and hold press conferences to their hearts' content, but the average
television set--according to the latest surveysis turned on approximately 7 hours a day. Given the time people spend watching television, working, eating, and sleepin, very little time is left for reading.
In fact, the people most in need .4 nutritional informationchildren

and the poorare least likely to read, and most likely to spend long
hours watching television. If these people are to be educated nutritionally, then they must be reached through television.
The third lesson is the importance of the "commercial" format.
The 30- or 60-second commercial is perhaps the most powerful and
sophisticated edijcational tool ever devised.
ONE 60-SECOND COMMERCIAL EQUALS TEACHER'S CAREER

Few teachers spend as much time or thought in their entire careers

as do Madison Avenue agencies, artists, writers, photographers,
actors, and directors in producing one 60-second commercial. It is
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perhaps for this reason that companies like Coca-Cola, for example
the Nation's 14th largest advertiserspent over $71 million on advertising in 1971 alone, mo:;t, of it for radio and television commercials,
and most of that for soft drinks containing chemicals, sugar, and
carbonated water.
This incredible suns, incidentally, could pay 9,000 teachers a salary

of almost $8,000 a year teaching grammar school children basic
nutritional inform. ion.
Consumer groups have learned, therefore, that advertising techniques can be used as bask educational tools, to educate and inform,
as well as sell and promote.
PUBLIC INTEREST VERSUS COMMERCIAL INTERESTS

Although television stations are licensed to operate in the "public

interest," their underlying motivationperhaps not unnaturally

is to operate in the "commercial interest."
Television, fundamentally, is a business.
Although in 1928 the Federal Radio Commission warned that the
benefit "derived by advertisers [from broadcasting] must be incidental

and entirely secondary to the interest of the public," it publicly

admitted failure 37 years later when it concluded: "Network television
became largely a shderule advertising medium principally motivated
by a commerical concept."
Because television is a commercially supported medium, it tends to
censor, exclude or ignore ideas, arguments or information that might
make it less attractive to advertisers and sponsors.
For many years, Procter & Gamble, television's largest advertiser

$190 million in 1971 alonemade this quite explicit in the "editorial policy" it circulated to its television producers. It warned:

"There will be no material that may give offense, either directly or by
inference, to a commercial organization of any sort."
One NBC programing vice president has been brutally frank: "We
have always gone on the theory that the man who pays the bills has
a right to some voice in shaping the product."
For television, there is little doubt who pays many of its
manufacturers of cereals, snack foods, candies, chewing gum, cakes,
pastries, and soft drinks.

the

In 1971, for example, the 23 leading food, candy, gum, and soft
drink advertisers spent over $700 million on television advertising
alone.'

Arrayed against this advertising "megatonnage," the efforts of
nutr' .onists to broadcast truthful information about many heavily
advertised products seem insignificant indeed.
There are three ways to get nutritional messages on television, and
none of them really have been successful:

1. Through programing produced by the television industry:
2. Through nutritional advertisements or spots produced by

advertisers; or,
3. Through Public Service Advertisements (PSA) distributed

by groups interested in nutrition and broadcast on a "paid" or
a "free" basis.
General Foods. General Mills, Kraftco, Nabisco, Ralston Purina, Kellogg. Campbell Soup, Norton Simon Co., McDonald's. Nestle. Quaker Oats, Carnation, CPC International, Pillsbury, Standard Brands.
IL J. IIemz, Beatnce Foods, Borden, Wrigley, Mars. Coca-Cola, Peps1-Cota, Seven-Up.

None of these methods are likely to succeed, however, whenever
the underlying message is construed as countering, undermining,

opposing or refuting heavily advertised products.
The television industry, for examples, is unlikely to produce programing to argue the health hazards of sugar, the absence of nutrition
in soft drinks, the tooth decay produced by chewing gums, candies

and presugared cereals, the high cholesterol in meats and dairy
products, or the nutritional bankruptcy of junky "snack" foods.
One breakfast cereal sponsor reportedly deleted the line, "She
eats too much," from a television drama because it felt nobody could
ever eat too much. In each case the television producer would fear
the loss of powerful sponsors for its programsor even the loss of
entire accounts.'
NO PROFIT IN PRODUCING NUTRITIONAL MESSAGES

The advertising industry is also unlikely to produce and distribute,
at its own expense, many important nutritional messages. For one
thing, it may not be profitable. As the president of the American
Tobacco Co. remarked several years ago: "I don't have the right to
spend the stockholders' money just to entertain the public."
More importantly, the messages may undermine the sponsor's

own product.
What chewing gum or candy manufacturer would urge children to
avoid their products for fear of tooth decay?
What cereal manufacturer would warn that its product contained
487 percent sugar?

What soft drink manufacturer would advise viewers to drink plain
water instead of its concoction of chemicals and sugar?
Indeed, what food manufactures would even urge viewers to eat.
less. To avoid excessive amounts of carbohydrates; sugars, and fats,
to cut down on cholesterol- producing foods; to avoid snack foods;
and to buy fresh instead of canned vegetables and foods?

The third method of informing the publicdistributing public
service advertisements from consumer groupshas encountered

similar obstacles. Although television stations often make time available for free public service announcements, for example, "Smokey

the Bear," they have consistently refused to offer this time for
announcements that might counter or detract from a commercial
sponsor's message.

And although television stations sell up to 25 percent of their air
time for commercials, they have refused to sell this time for alleged
"counter-commercial" messages.
One auto safety example drawn from our experience will illustrate
the point. In late 1971, General Motors admitted that a potentially
deadly engine-mount defect existed in almost seven million 1965-69
Chevro:ets, a defect which could cause the car suddenly to accelerate

out of control without power brakes or steering. General Motors
recalled the cars, but Chevrolet officials admitted that well over
The Coca-Cola Co. reportedly obtained additions and deletions in an NBC documentary

on

migrant workers which showed abysmal health and labor conditions on the company's Florida ranches.
See F. Feretti, Coca -Cola Denks !.fit to Farm llu. New York Times, July 6.1970; R. Walters. NBC A:ins
Documentary. Washington Evening Star. July 17.19;0, p. A-7. Coca-Cola subsequently canceled its craws
multimillion dollar advertising account with NBC. See Coke Goes Baler With CBS, Variety, Jan. 20. 1971.
p. 27. Any network would be reluctant to risk the displeasure, much less the loss, of such an enormous food
account.
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two million maepaired and potentially lethal cars would remain on
the highways.

The non;wolit Center for Auto Safety therefore produced, at its

Am expense, it public service announcement urging Chevrolet owners

to bring their cars in for repairs, and asked the three television networks and at least one local Washington, D.C. sottion to broadcast
it free of charge. Each of them refused.
STATIONS REFUSE To SELI. TIME FOR W A ItNI NGS

The center then asked the local station to sell them the thne, at
standard commerciall rates, to broadcast the same warning announce-

ment. Again the station refused.
The result? Although the networks and stations had made millions
of dollars advertising the safety and quality of 1965-69 Chevrolets,
they refused to give, or even sell, 30 seconds of airtime for an announcement that might have saved the lives of those Chevrolet owners who
relied on the Chevy ads. The reason, I submit. was that they feared
the announcement might displease Chevron .t, a major television
sponsor.'
At, the moment, public interest groups wishing to produce and distribute their own nutritional messages have no other recourse.
The Supreme Court is now considering whether the first amendment

requires broadcast stations to sell time to any group, regardless of

their message. But even if the answer is yes, few consumer groups will
be able to afford the $40,000 to $80,000 rate for 1 commercial minute
on network evening time.
The only alternative is free public service time, but it is often barred
to public interest groups by entrenched television advertisers.
Although our firm has filed test case litigation to establish a limited
right for consumers to air free public service messages, a find legal
solution is no doubt several years away.
CONCLUSION

I would conclude, then, with several observations and recommendations:
1. Nutrition must be viewed in part us a communications problem.

2. Information on health and nutrition can be distributed most
effectively through the broadcast media, and this often requires
the use of a commercial-type format.
3. Given the commercial pressures that operate on the broad-

cast industry, many important nutritional ;messages are cur-

reedy censored by, or withheld from, the American public.
That, unfortunately, is a dismal conclusion, but it is based on my

own experience.

The local station. WTO P-TV. a CAS affiliate. explained: "Although not described as such. the announce
ment has some earmarks of 'counter-advertIsing.' intended at least in part to affect consumer purchasing
decisions. The language and tone of the announcement are such. in our judgment. to make the announcement questionable." Letter to the Center for Auto Safety, from 11 TON -TV, June 28, 1972.
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In my opinion, remedial legislation is clearly required. I woul I

make three suggestions:

1. Broadcast stations should be required to sell commercial
time to any purchaser able to pay the going rate, regardless of
the content of his message.

2. Either Congress or the FCC should specify a minimum
amount of time that each licensee must devote to free public
service announcements prodm:ii. by others, and they must
require licensees to accept these announcements on a fair and
even-handed basis, without discrimination against allegedly
"counter-commercial" messages.
3. Licensees should be required to inform the FCC at renewal

time how much al,- time they have devoted to matters of public
health and safety.
The Commission should be empowered to revoke the license of
any station that recklessly disregards its obligation to communicate
important health and safety information to the public.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF TRACY A. WESTEN
NUTRITION AND THE MASS MEDIA: A STUDY IN FRUSTRATION, CENSORSHIP
AND NEGLECT

Mr. Chairman, for the past several years I have been working with public

interest organizations in their attempt to broadcast health, safety, and nutritional
messages over radio and television. Many of these efforts have met with frustration, censorship, and neglect by the broadcast mcdia. Based on my experience in

negotiating with broadcast stations and in litigation before the Federal Communications Commission and in the courts, I have reached a tentative but depressing conclusion:

Assuming that educational groups created nutritional messages of
such importance that they might potentially change the eating and

living habits of millions of Americans, they probably could not get them
on the air or keep them there.
Although television and radio are among the most effective media for communicating health and safety information to the public, consumer groups with health
and safety messages have often found the doors of entry slammed shut their
faces. Their messages are not broac' ast; their information is not communicated;
and the public is not informed.
There are, of course, exceptions to this generalization. Some public health and
safety messages do appear on television. But too often they are bland and unin-

formative. Too often they are shown in early morning or late evening hours,

seen only by early-rising farmers or late-sleeping insomniacs. The general point,

therefore, is still valid: Many important nutritional messages never reach the

television viewing public.
I believe the lack of nutritional communication and information is one of the
critical problems facing this committee. We can assume that !Host people want to

be healthy, and that much information to help then, is already available. The
essential problem is communicating that known information to the American
public. Our experiences in distributing messages to the broadcast media, however

frustrating, have given us some insights into these problems, and I would like
to share four of them with you.
First, we have learned that nutritional problems are almo t olways informa-

tional or communications problems. A mother in Appalachia can watch television
10 hour- a day, for example, and still not learn that feeding her child a protein-

deficient diet of potatoes, cereal, and starch may stunt its mental growth. A
teenage girl may spend 10 hours a day plugged into a transistor radio, yot never

learn that a sugar and starch-laden diet of cokes, candy, french fries, potato
chips, ice cream, and pie may rot her teeth, increase her weight, distort he! intake
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of vital nutrients, and subject her in later life to the risks of heart, kidney, and
blood-sugar diseases. In each of these cases, the nutritional problems are not
medinal, scientific or factual. They are communicational. It is what people don't
know that can hurt, starve, or undernourish them. Nutritional problems cannot
be solved, thereforchunless accurate information is effectively communicated to
the American public.
Second, we have learned that effective communication cannot exist without
access to the broadcast media. The polls tell us that over 60 percent of the Ameri-

can public considers television its principal source of news and information.
Nutritional groups can churn out reports, write newspaper .ticks, and hold press

conferences to their hearts' content. But the average American will never see

them. That average Americanaccording to the latest surveysis spending

approximately 7 hours a day watching television. Given time spent working,
eating, and sleeping, very little time is left for reading. In fact, the people most in
need of nutritional informationchildren and the poorare least likely to read
and most likely to watch television. If they are to be educated nutritionally, then
they must be reached through television.

The third lesson is the importance of the "commercial" short format. The
30- or 60-second commercial is perhaps the most sophisticated and powerful
educational tool ever devised. Few teachers spend as much time or thought in
their entire careers as do Madison Avenue agencies, artists, writers, photographers,
actors, and directors in producing one 60-second commercial. It is for this reason
that companies like Coca - Cola, for examplethe Nation's 14th largest ad-

vertiserspent over $71 million on advertising in 1971most of it for radio and
television commercials, and mo,.t of that for soft drinks containing chemicals,
sugar, and carbonated water. (This incredible sum, inciderrally, could pay 9,000

teachers a salary of almost $8,000 a year teaching grammar school children basic
nutritional information.) Consumer and nutrition groups, therefore, arc beginning
to learn, along with the producers of ",Sesame Street," that advertising techniques
can be used as basic educational tools, to educate and inform, as well as sell and

promote. Their first attempts to distribute educational messages to the mass
media. however, have generated their fourth and perhaps most sianificant lesson.

Although television stations are licensed to operate in the "public interest,"

their underlying motivationperhaps not unnaturallyis to operate in the

"commercial interest." Television, fundamentally, is a business. It is run by
businessmen; it sells its advertising time for businessmen; it pays its I, ofits to
businessmen. Television's basic product is not programing, but the audience it
sells to its advertisersat a "cost per thousand." As FCC Commissioner Nicholas
Johnson has observed:
The most widely prevalent myth about the television business is that
it has to do with programing. It does not. Its product is not programing;
its product is you. You are not the consumer; the advertiser is the consumer. The advertiser is buying audience, audience to watch his commercial; he buys that audience from the broadcaster (network or local

station); you are sold to him like cattleat a "cost per thousand." You

are the product. No one buys the program. The program is the attentiongetting device, the flypaper, the flashing neon, the carnival barker, the

medicine show, the topless dancer. Once you begin to perceive the
television business in this light it is easier to understand the reasons
why television programing has been such a social disaster in our country.

Although in 1928 the Federal Radio Commission warned that the benefit
"derived by advertisers [from broadcasting) must be incidental and entirely

secondary to the interest, of the public" (2 F.R.C. Ann. Rpt. 168 [1928)), it publicly
admitted failure 37 years later when it concluded:

[Title policies and practices of network managers " tended to substitute purely commercial considerations based on circulation and
"cost per thousand" for considerations of overall service *

. In other

words, network television became largely a "slide rule" advertising

medium principally motivated by a commercial concept. (FCC second in-

terim report, "Television Network Program Procurement," Pt. II, at
p. 231 [1968)).

Because television is a commercially supported medium, it tends to censor,
exclude or ignore ideas, arguments or information that might make it less at-
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tractive to advertisers and sponsors. As one advertising vice president explained
to the Federal Communications Commission:
alf you have a client who sells bulk soap to laundries, you don't put on

a show which shows a laundry carefully tearing buttons off shirtsthe
laundries don't like it; if you are selling boxed shortening to bakers,
you don't put on a show which shows nefarious bakers who poison

breadbakers don't like that. Similarly, if you have an automobile
client, you scarcely put on a show in which the oil is shown to be of
horrible quality so that machinery grinds to a halt halfway across the
Atlantic * ". I have known all three to happen in my own agency.

(Quoted in H. Mehling, "The Great Time-Killer," 58 [19621.)
For many years, Proctor & Gamble, television's largest advertiser ($190 million
in 1971 alone), made this quite explicit in the "Editorial Policy" it circulated to
its television producers. It warned:
There will be no material that may give offense, either directly or by
*. For obinference, to $ * a commercial organization of any sort

vious reasons, it is essential that no statements be made on any of our
shows which could be construed as being unfavorable to any special
group of the company's customers or which would favor one type of

customer over another. (Quoted in H. Meh ling, "The Great TimeKiller," 62 [1962].)

One NBC programing vice president has been brutally frank:
[WJe have always gone on the theory that the man who pays the bills
has a right to some voice in shaping the product. (H. Mehling, supra, at
p. 64.)

For television, there is little doubt who pays many of its billsthe manufacturers of cereals, snack foods, candies, chewing gum, cakes, pastries, and soft
arinks. In 1971, for example, the 23 leading food, candy, gu and soft drink
advertisers i spent. over $700 million on television advertising alone. Arrayed
against this advertising "megatonnage," the efforts of nutritionists to broa feast
truthful information about many heavily advertised products seem insignificant
indeed.

There are three ways nutritional messages can reach television: (a) through
programing produced by the television industry; (b) through nutritional advertisements or "spots" produced by advertisers; or (c) through "public service

advertisements" distributed by groups interested in nutrition and broadcast

on a "paid" or a "free" basis. None of these methods arc likely to succeed, however,

whenever the underlying message is construed as countering, undermining,
opposing, or refuting heavily advertised products.

,

The television industry, for example, is unlikely to produce programing to
argue the health hazards of sugar, the absence of nutrition in soft drinks, the
tooth decay produced by chewing gums, candies and presugarcd cereals, the
high cholesterol in meats and dairy products, or the nutritional bankruptcy of
junky "snack" foods.
(One breakfast cereal sponsor reportedly deleted the line, "She eats too much,"
from a television drama because it felt nobody could ever eat too much.) In each

case the television producer would fear the loss of powerful sponsors for

its programsor even the loss of entire accounts?
The advertising industry is also unlikely to produce and distribute, at its own
expense, many important nutritional mes.sages. For one thing, it way not be
profitable. As the president of the American Tobact.o Co. remarked several years
ago:

Taking 100 percent as the total radio value, we give 90 percent to
commercials, to what's said about the product, and we give 10 percent
I don't have the right to spend the stockholders'
to the show

General Foods, Oesseral Y.Illle, Krafteo, Nabisco. Italstras Purina, Kell.sgg, Camphell Soup, Norton
Simon Co., Mei )0nald's, Nestle, Quaker Oats, Carnation. CPC International, Pillsbury. Standard Brawls,
II. J. Ifestsz, Iteatriee Foods, Itordess, Wrigley, u', Coe:eal. PepsiCo, :levers. rp.
Tile CsaCola Co. reportedly oldniated :Within:1,c anal deletion> in an Nit( documentary MS migrant
litions ma the contlyna**1 Florida r.sisehm.. See F.
workers %%bleb shooed abysmal health and inbor

Feretti,"Coea.Cola Denies Link to Farm Ills," NW York Times, July 6, In), k. Walters "Nile Alters

oissmientary," Washington Evening Star, July IT, P170, p. A-7. CoaColst subsequently canceled its
entire smillimilliondollar advertising account with NBC. Fee "Coke Goes ;letter With C118," arsely,
Jan. 20, Ion. p. 27. Any network would be reluctant to risk 11w ifisorasure, iamb less the loss, of such an
enormous food account.
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money just to entertain the public. (Quoted in H. Meh ling, supra, at
p. 183.)

More importantly, the messages may undermine the sponsor's own product.
What chewing gum or candy manufacturer would urge children to avoid their
products for fear of tooth decay? 3 What cereal manufacturer would warn that
its product contained 48 percent sugar? What soft drink manufacturer would
advise viewers to drink plain water instead of its concoction of chemicals and
sugar? Indeed, what food manufacturer would even urge viewers to cat less; to

avoid excessive amounts of carbohydrates, sugars and fats, to cut down on cholesterol-producing foods; to avoid "snack" foods, :Ind to buy fresh instead of canned
vegetables and foods?

The third methoddistributing "public service advertisements" from consumer groupsencounters similar obstacles. Although television stations often
make time available for free "public service announcements" (e.g., "Smokey
the Bear," "Volunteers for America," "Radio Free Europe," et cetera) they have
consistently refused to offer this time for announcements that might "counter"
or detract from a commercial sponsor's message. And although television stations
sell up to 25 percent of their air time for commercials (16 minutes an hour in sonic
children's programing), they have refused to sell this time for allegedly "countercommercial" messages.
One auto safety example will illustrate the point. In late 1971, General Motors
admitted that a potentially deadly engine-mount defect existed in almost 7 million
1965-69 Chevrolets, a defect which could cause the car suddenly to accelerate out
of control without power brakes or steering. General Moors recalled the cars, but
unrepaired and potentially
Chevrolet officials admitted that well over 2
lethal cars would remain oa the highways. The nonprofit Center for Auto Safety
therefore produced, at its own expense, a "public service announcement" urging
Chevrolet owners to bring their cars in for repairs, and asked the three television
networks and at least one local station to broadcast it free of charge. Each of them
refused. The Center then asked the local station to sell them the time, at standard
commercial rates, to broadcast the same warning announcement. Again the station

refused. The result? Although the networks and stations had made million,: of
dollars advertising the safety and quality of 1965-69 Chevrolets, they refused to
give, or even sell, 30 seco ids of air time for an announcement that might have
saved the lives of those Chevrolet owners who relied oa the Chevy ads. The
reason, either implicitly or explicitly, was the displeasure the announcement might
cause Chevrolet!
At the moment, public interest groups wishing to produce and distribute their

own nutritional messages have no other recourse. The Supreme Court is now
considering whether the first amendment requires broadcast stations to sell time
to any group, regardless of their message. But even if the answer is "yes," few
co isumer groups will be able to afford the $40,000 to $80,000 rate for I commercial
minute on network evening time.

Free "public service" time is also available from most stations, but this time

is generally barred to massages opposed by entrenched television advertisers. And

although our firm has filed test case litigation to establish a limited right for O
consumers to air free public service messages, a final legal solution is no doubt

several years away.
I would conclude, then, with several observations and recommendations. First,
nutrition must be viewed in part as a communications problem. Second, informa-

tion on health and nutrition can be distributed most effectively through the

broadcast media and this often requires the use of a "commercial-type" format.
Third, given the commercial pressures that operate on the broadcast industry,
many important nutritional message: are currently censored by, or withheld from,
the broadcast media.
In my opinion, remedial legislation is clearly required. I would make three
suggestions. First, broadcast stations should be required to sell commercial time
to any purcha.ser able to pay the going rate, regardless of the content of his Inessagas Second, either Congress or the FCC should specify a mininnun amount of
3 Colman McCarthy has reported that Anwrans stwitti Inure money on candy than on dental care.
C. NfcCarthy. "Oh Sttanr!" Washington Post ("Potomac rnagarine"). Feb. It. PM, p. 13.

Tip total nation, WTOP-T1'. a CBS affiliate. explained: "Although not descriled as such, the an-

nouncement has sonw earmarks of 'counter-advertising.' intended at least in part to alect consumer purchasing tiVel$1011f. The language and 101r of the annottneement are such. hi our jutigairtit, to make the
innennicement tpwstionatile." Letter to the Center for Auto Safety. from WTO r-TV. June IN, I.172.
3 This issue will be moot if 'tie Supreme Court finds a first amendment right to purchase air time. If It
110e$ 10t, this right could be estal,lished by legislation.

time that each licensee must devote to free "public service announcements"
produced by others. and they must require licensees to accept these announcements on a fair and evenhanded basis, without discrimination against allegedly
"counter-commercial" messages. Third, licensees should be required to inform the
FCC at renewal time how much air time they have devoted to matters of public
health and safety. The Commission should be empowered to revoke the license of

any station that recklessly disregards its obligation to communicate important
health and safety information to the public.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present my
:iews. I would be happy to answer any questions the committee

might have.
Senator McGovErtx. Thank you very much.
Mr. Choate, as you know, the broadcasting industry is under much
pressure these days dealing with all sorts of problems.
They have, as you pointed out, taken some positive steps regarding
the advertising of toys, and in other areas. Is their lack of responsibility to your petition and the efforts of others on the advertising of
foods the result of a lack of concern or is it, in your opinion, that they
just haven't focused on that problem as yet?
NOT A MEANINGFUL ISSUE

Mr. CHOATE. I think they have not felt the need to react. I talked
with Stockton Helffrich, director of Code Authority, National Association of Broadcasters, after I testified on cereals, and he said the
broadcasters said they didn't think it was a meaningful issue.

As I said, 36 of the 40 cereals had been changed, so at least the

manufacturers thought it was a meaningful issue.

I think the advertising agencies are way behind the exhibitors in
exhibiting social responsibility, and the broadcasters are even further
behind the agencies.

I think it is time the sponsors who, after all, control the flow of
greenbacks to ad agencies and broadcasters, started to pound into
their heads sonic realization that if the advertising of ediblespar-

ticularly to childrenisn't cleaned up, that they are going to face

regulation, and since it won't be self-regulation, it will be executive
branch or congressional regulation. So far they have gotten away
with it.

Senator McGovErtN. Do you have any recommendation at this

point for congressional action, or do you think we should wait for s.1
while?
DEVELOP GUIDELINES FOR ETHICAL ADVERTISING OF FOOD

Mr. CHOATE. I could think nothing you could do more constructively, sir, than to call the new chairman of the Federal Trade Commission and ask him to reiterate what Mi! s Kirkpatrick said when he
announced that the FTC would develop guidelines for ethical advertising of foods. If that policy will come forth from the FTC, then
those who advertise foods will know in advance where they risk falling into the FTC clutches; then I would think we would see more
ethical advertisements of food.

Certainly, the petition of ACT should be made a part of that.

Certainly the advertising of foods today is the advertising of cavities.
Senator McGovEits. fon probably heard Dr. Mayer say yesterday

that the ability of producers of basic wholesome commodities such
as vegetables and fruits, and some of the things we saw on your film
hereis very difficult for people selling products of that kind to compete in the advertising market with the corporations that are advertising snack foods of various kinds because they don't have the
budget, of course.

How can that situation be balanced? What, can be done to try to
give greater advertising strength to these wholesome products?
Mr. CHOATE. Richard Manhoff, head of an advertising agency in
New fork City, a man very much interested in nutrition, has called
for the setting aside of 20 percent of broadcast time for public service
type messages and programs. I think it is time that the Congress took
a look at the commercialism of the airwaves now and started to ask

for some moderation and some shari'ig of public information over

those same airwaves.

I do think that the producers of potatoes and peanuts and cherries
and apples do have a point. They are very fragmented.
There are no IBMs or General Motors in that portion of the food
industry. They do have very powerful trade organizations. I do think
that the broadcaster really has to accept the responsibility.

He may not have invented the misinformation that is currently

carried to children, but he is certainly at the confluence point where
a variety of self-serving messages end up on the air and thus mislead
children in nutritional wisdom.
I

think the broadcaster has to grant public service time for in

effect airing of the benefits of the fruits and vegetables, so they can

come into a parity position with some of the more prepared and
coaxed and teat od foods that today are ad vei tised so heavily.
Mr. WESTEN. Could I add one thing to that question?
Senator MCGOVERN. Certainly.
FREE TV TIME FOR CONSUMER GROUPS

WESTEN. In order to reach millions of American homes on
television it may cost $50,000 or $60,000 or $70,000 merely to buy a
minute of time.
If consumer groups have important messages that have to be put
up, these figures are out of their reach. It means some free time must
be made available, and it must be made available on a nondiscriminatory basis. It can't be made available only if you don't have anything
controversial to say.
Second, if free time is available, television production costs a
lot of money. Most consumer groups don't have the money even to
produce good television programing.
What can he (lone about that?
Well, to use an example, most States are imposing a gasoline tax in

order to pay for their highways. To use that analogy, we could tax
advertising to pay for the use of the airwaves. That tax revenue
could be used to fund messagescounterbalancing messages on nutritional and other public interest issues.
Senator MCGOVERN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Wester',
and Mr. Choate.

I wish we had more timeBob?
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Mr. CHOATE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to invite the committee
to note in its written transcript the testimony that I gave last Tuesday
before the Senate Commerce Committee, the subcommittee headed
by Senator Moss, at a hearing in New York.

It is so relevant to today's and yesterday's subject matter that I

would hope people looking at this record would look back at what was

said there and vice versa. I would hope there would be sonic crossreferencing.
Senator MCGOVERN. In view of the fact we are running out of time,

we would say we would check that testimony, but if we may, the
committee would like to submit possible additional questions to you,
Mr. Choate, and you, Mr. Westen, so we can enlarge on these matters.

I regret we are running out of time. It would be interesting to

broach this interrogation further.
I want to take advantage of this situation, Mr. Choate, to express
my continuing appreciation for the long years and persistent effort
you have made in this whole nutritional field.
I think it is quite possible this committee never would have been
born had it not been for your efforts several years ago, and we are
very grateful that you are keeping up your efforts.
Mr. CHOATE. Thank you, sir.

Senator McGovEhri. Our thanks also to you, Mr. Westen, for

appearing today.
We have one additional panel of witnesses: Mr. George Orr, Mr.

Johnson, and Mr. Semple. They are presenting a statement by Mr.
Walter Ames Compton, M.D., president and chief executive officer
of Miles Laboratories.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. ORR, JR., EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT;
ACCOMPANIED BY DANIEL R. JOHNSON, ASSOCIATE COUNSEL:
AND BRUCE SEMPLE, M.D., VICE PRESIDENT, MEDICAL AFFAIRS,
CONSUMER PRODUCTS GROUP, MILES LABORATORIES, INC.

Senator McGovEuri. Gentlemen, we apologize for keeping you
so late into the lunch hour but maybe you can hit the highlights
of your statement and we will appreciate it and be glad to see the

film that you have. We will make sure your entire statement is part
of the hearing record in any event.
Mr. ORR. I am George W. Orr, executive vice president of Miles
Laboratories.
I am pleased to appear before this connittee, to read the statemen t
of our president, Dr. Walter Ames Compton, who was unfortunately

unable to appear due to a long standing and urgent commitment,

outside the United States.
I am accompanied by Dr. Bruce Semple, chief medical officer of our
Nutrition and Hygiene Division, and Mr. Daniel Johnson, associate
counsel of Miles.

We are appreciative of this opportunity to present to this committee our views regarding the need for improved nutritional knowledge

by the American people, and certain nutrition education activities
which we have undertaken in order to help meet this need. This
statement will outline our past interest and efforts in this regard, and
will describe the current status of a program of activities we have
developed toward this end.
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In this regard, we will present to you some films we have developed
as one effort in the particular area of nutritional education for children,

part of a long-term commitment covering many aspects of nutrition
education, which we view as an especially important objective in
bringing about improvement in nutritional knowledge and the nutrition of the American people.
There are clear indications of increasing recognition that the nutritional status of many Americans is considerably less than optimum,

and that betterment of nutritional status, based in part on greater
public awareness of the components of good nutrition, can be achieved

through combined efforts of industry and Government. Statements
of nutritional experts and others concerned about good nutrition
appearing in the media, symposia, and in hearings such as those

conducted by this committee evidence this to be the case. Such
concern is a healthy first step in bringing about improvements in
nutrition. The considerable efforts of this committee in bringing into

focus the fact of nutritional need in this country merit special
commendation.

Representatives of Miles Laboratories have had the privilege of
appealing before this committee on two previous occasions. In these
earlier appearances in February and December of 1971, information

was presented regarding the nutritional status of the American
population, the need for hnproved nutrition education, and the

development and availability of products designed to improve specific

aspects of nutrition, particularly with respect to the economically
disadvantaged.
MALNUTRITION PROBLEM IN OUR SOCIETY

That there is a problem of malnutrition in our society there should

be no doubt; a problem of serious consequences to our Nation

malnutrition of both deficiency and abundance. It has shocked ninny

to learn that nutrition deficiencyboth hick of food and lack of

specific nutrients--exists in this country. Yet, the National Nutrition

Survey, and the findings of this committee, among others, 'vivo
documented the existence of this problem. In the past, there has bee

a complacent feeling about nutrition in this country, based on o.e
misconception that the so-called "average" American diet will
automatically take, care of all nutritional problems. With more freedom of food choice than in any other country, Americans as a whole

poorly understand, and much less conform to, the rules of good

nutrition; taste rather than nutritive value becomes the predominant
factor in food selection.
DEFICIENCIES OF VITAMINS AND MINERALS

Vitamin and mineral deficiencies are an excellent example of this
phenomenon. As we have testified previously before this committee,
there is widespread incidence of dietary deficiency of one or more
vitamins and iron, both among the financially underprivileged and
those ho possess more adequate resources. Obtaining from table
foods adequate amounts of vitamins requires careful and intelligent
selection and consumption of foods. Even for those with sufficient.

resources to obtain food without economic restraint, until all are
91 -861) 0-73-6
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educated as to the necessity for proper selection and consumption of
a varied dietand are willing to select, their food in accordance with
such knowledgethese problems will continue to exist. Thus, knowledge of basic nutrition facts must be improved. This should be regarded as especially important in the case of children, for whom an
understanding of basic nutrition will foster better dietary patterns in
later life.

Similar considerations apply to the other end of the spectrum of
malnutritionthe malnutrition of abundance. This is a problem of
overconsumptiontoo many calorieswhich leads to obesity.
We, along with the British, lead the world in sugar consumption
more than 100 pounds on the average per person each year. On a dry
weight basis, this becomes about one-sixth of our nutrient, intake
one-sixth which is thus totally lacking in vitamins and minerals. Also
important is the problem of overconsumption of fats. Fats have more
than twice the calories of carbohydrates so the fact that they represent
more than 40 percent of the caloric value of our diets is a most significant factor in weight control. Moreover, as you are aware, there is
now strong evidence that saturated fats and cholesterol are implicated

in the early development of arteriosclerosis which isi involved in
stroke and coronary disease. This, then, heroines yet another reason
for the importance of better understanding of good nutrition; the
need to consume a proper balance. and amount of all nutrients: vitamins, minerals, proteins, carboh3 dillies and fats.
This subject has been covered. well by an analysis in a speech by
Dr. Walter A. Compton and reported in the Jan.-Feb. issue of Annai

of Clinical Laboratory Science; Vol. 3, No. 1, pp. 06-77which 1
will be pleased to submit for the record.'

PIONEERED IN DEVELOPING DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS

Miles has a long standing association and ,erest in good nutrition,
having been involved for many years in the evelopment of products
designed to help alleviate such nutritional problems. We have been a
pioneer in developing dietary supplements of vitamins and iron; our

involvement with these products dates back to the early 1940's.

More recently we have become deeply involved in the development
and refinement of a variety of protein sources to supplement animal

protein. This has a twofold benefit by increasin!, the quantity of
available protein and, perhaps most significantly. doing so without

bringing into the diet :-ignificant amounts of saturated fat and cholesterol as is the case with animal protein.
We should, therefore, like to consider with you today in more detail
a vital prerequisite to good nutrition; this is knowledge of the components of good nutrition and with it the willingness to select nutrient
sources accordingly. Underlying much of the problem of malnutrition
is ignorance. Therefore, improvement in the nutritional knowledge of
the American public has for some time been a major commitment Ind
objective of Miles.'
I See Appendix. Part N E4A.
= As Miles previously testified before this eonittnttee on Feb. 24. 1971.

sponsorod a massive literature

review and analysis at studies on nutritional status sinning U.S population groups reported in sewatilie
journals from 1950 through 196It This review, "Review of Studies of Vitamin and Mineral N ntntion ut the
United States (1950-65)", by Thomas R. A Davis. Sttnley N. GersPoff and Dean F. Gamble was pnblished
to the fall 1969 issue of the Journal of Nutrition Edutalton. In addition, Miles has for several years been a
principal sponsor of the chair in human nutrition at tt.e Johns Ilopkins University school of health, presently
occupied by George C. Graham

Als
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The interest of this committee in advertising of food products to
children is certainly appropriate. Miles has been concerned with the

nutrition of our children for many years and until last year was
involved in advertising on children's programing of chewable vitamin
supplements for children.
WITHDREW TV VITAMIN ADS TO CHILDREN

In our promotion of these supplements, advertising ph ''d an
portant role in making the vitamin supplements accepta. !
the
child, once the parent had made the decision to purchase such a
product. We became convinced last Juno, however, that continued
advertising of our children's vitamin supplements on children's tele-

vision was no longer appropriate. This determination related particu-

larly to the programing but also to the number and nature of the
cinnercials being aired on children's programs. Rather than risk

utalermining public confidence in these valuable nutrition products,
Miles withdrew its advertising from children's programing, and redirected its efforts to parents.
For the past year we have been striving to make a contribution in

the area of children's televisionnot, however, as

at

commercial

sponsor, but as at contributor of material on nutrition education for
use in children's programing.

We should like to show for the committee, films which reflect a
first effort in this area. Those films were prepared and produced by
Vivian Auerbach and Associates, Inc., of Now York, an organization
with experience in creating instructional materials for children. We
have adopted the strategy of using people with skills in communicating

to children in preparing these messages and have actively consulted
with other interested and knowledgeable persons to whom we are
indebted. We shall continue these activities, for we are convinced
that we will be able to improve these messages in our future efforts.
The films are a series of 60-second and 3%-minute presentations,
including animated vignettes and live action. They have been developed as public service announcements. They are entertaining as well
as informative, and are non-commercial in that they carry no product
identification.

They deal with a variety of subjects such as:
1. Food as the fuel for human energy.
2. Vitamin B1.

3. A biochemist named Casimir Funk, who coined the word
"vitamine" to describe certain micronutrients.
4. Nutrients-- , hat they are and what they do.
5. Vitamin C and its importance in the prevention of scurvy.
In the interest of conserving the committee's time, we have selected
two of the longer combined live-action/aninutted versions, and three
of the shorter animated segments.
Now if we could have the film, please.
[Film presentation.]
The three 60-second animated messages are also integrated into
3%-minute combined live-action/animated segments in the fashion
illustrated by the first two films. A choice of materials is thus available
for television airing as time permits. Miles is now in the process of

"cr

...
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making these films available at no charge to individual television

stations across the country.

RECEPTION OF FILMS BY PUBLIC-ENCOUB WING

A problem in the development of these educational films is that there
is no convenient measure of their success. There are no sale, figures to

plot in relation to these films as there is no product identified with
them.
It is difficult to devise reliable evaluation techniques for this type of

material when dealing with young children. To (late, a numher of

people, adults, professional educators, other knowledgeable individuals.
and children in several schools have seen these films on an experimental

basis, and their reception has been encouraging. However, as we
develop our ability to evaluate the effectiveness of the materials and
probably of greater importancebegin to learn how they are received
by the, viewer in the home, our ability to communicate meaningful
nutrition information will increase.
The evalual ion of these films will also be important in determining

the nature and scope of other Miles' nutrition education activities.
Classroom use of similar materials would be one obvious example of a
situation where the application of these techniques would be useful.
In fact, we presently have under study classroom adaptation of these
materials.

We believe it makes good business sense to communicate basic
nutrition information to children and adults. A child who is knowledgeable and interested today in good nutrition will in adulthood be more
likely to practice it. While the materials presented today are without

product advertising, we believe that advertising, too, is an effective
vehicle with which to convey nutritional information. Accordingly, it

is our intentionand development is underwayto improve the

informational content of our advertising copy, which is directed solely
to parents, presenting the need for and value of dietary supplements
of vitamins and iron both for adults and children.
The ultimate beneficiary of nutrition education, in whatever form,

is the American public if, as a result, dietary habits and nutritional
status are improved.
We appreciate this opportunity to inform the committee of Miles'
interest, and activities in the area of nutrition education, and thank you
for inviting us to appear.
Senator McGovEnx. Mr. Orr, I want to commend you on behalf of

the committeeyou and your associates at Miles Laboratoriesfor

the leadership and imagination you have taken in this field of nutrition
education.
I think this is the exact kind of responsible leadership that the committee ha.; been hopeful that other companies would take. We are most
grateful for this report and also for your willingness to appear before
the committee.
I am wondering in view of the lateness of the hour if you would be

willing to agree to an arrangement, whereby the committee would
send you further questions in writing about anything we have about,
your presentation today or other aspects of the program, and before
the hearing record is closed, we will give you ample opportunity to
reply in writing to those questions.
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Mr. Onn. Thank you, Senator, I would be delighted to do that
I would like to comment on what I found to be a rather surprising
earlier statement as to difficulty of having educational material used.
We have not found this to be so. All we have done is offer this material

to TV stations around the country, and we have had 78 requests for
it, and in quite a short, period of tune. So they see to be accepting it.
Senator McCoy Etvi, I think that is very encouraging. Many
thanks for your appearah,e here today. Our apologies for the Inteness
of the time.
Mr. Onn. Thank you, sir.
Senator Mc GovEnN. The committee is in recess, to rPCOVIVene at

the call of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 12:59 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed.]

Appendix
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ITEM 1 SUBMITTED BY WITNESSES
FROM PEGGY CHARREN

ATM/MIXES TO FORMAI. STATTMICIT
AtTENDIX A
MEDICAL S.01001..

Boston, Mass., November 22. 1971.

Ac'rio eon CRILDRES's TELYsISION

I believe that :all advertising directed to young children is "deceptive." and
-misleading". to use the language of the Federal Trade Commission Act. becatke
children normally distort reality in accordance with their own immature view of
the world. This view is quite different front the adult perceidion of realit;

changes rapidly as the child matures. Thus. the same advertisement is hit erimeted

differently by children and adults. To children. normally impnisive. advertise.

molts for appealing things demand immediate gratification. An advertisement to
a child has the quality of an order, not a suggestion. The child lacks the ability
to set. priorities, to determine rel.tive knportance, and to reject souk, directives
as inappropriate. It is no wonder that children are unable to make a mental correel ion for the distortion of a piece of merelatmlise as presented on television.

particularly when it is dramatically portrayed with booming voices or no-

bouneers, excited child participants. mid rousing musical backgrounds. The child
responds as much to the setting as to the object advertised. unlike the adult. and
k unable to separate the Mo. Thus. the real toy is very often found by the child
to be disamminting. Small children aetually believe that cereals and vitamins
as often advertised lead to superior if not superhuman strength. They are unable
to assess durability or sturdiness of construction from the actual appearance let
alone the favorable Image presented on TX. The child cannot judge the monetary

value of advertised merchandise, an intrinsic and crucial part of the adult's

evaluation and consideration. They cannot ask "is it worth the !mice?"
It is my understanding that the Federal Trade ('mumisdon Act and subsequent
amendments assume that the respondents of advertising are adults. able to test

leant) as adults. The emergenec of significant advertising directed fimards
children requires new gnideline. Because of the nature of children. I believe
that all advertising for children is inherently deceptive and should be banned.
RuNtAttn I. Fiaximoou.
Acting Medical Direetor.
(411)
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AerEsntx
ANIZICAN I)ENTAI. Assoc:It:MN,

Chicago, Iii., F'ehruarg 4, 1972.

EvELYN SslisON,

Action for Children's Television,
Neactonville, Mess.

MAK Ms. SzitsoN: Miss Mary Bernhardt has toll me of your request for an
ADA statement which you could use in your approach to the FCC to stop all
"edible advertising" for children's programs.
I enclose a pamphlet On diet and dental health which comments in some detail
ore the nutritional aspects of oral health.
The Association has never taken the position that all sweets should be eliminated from the diet. Being realistic, we recognize that human beings are simply
not ging to accept this. Therefore. we have recommended the cutting down of

sweets. the limiting of the amount. consumed and a thorough cleansing of the
teeth after the ingestion of sweets.
I certainly think that it would be within our policy. however. to support your
efforts to eliminate the advertising of candies. sweetened breakfast cereals. etc..

frotn ehildront programs. Certainly it is difficult to persuade it child to limit
his intake of sweets when he sees so lunch television advertising aimed speci11eally at hint.
I how this is what you need. if you have any future questions. please feel
free to contact me.
Si merely.

PErilt C. GotuanNo.
Director of Communications.
APPEaDIX C
ITNITM CrAUMRAt. PALSY ASsOcIATIoNs.

Near York, N.Y.

We, United Cerebral Palsy Associations. Inc. representing alliiost 300 state

and local affiliates and a clientele estimated at some 750.000 eltildren and adults
with cerebral patsy, would like to subtatt the following statement to the Federal

Trade Commission as part of the petition of Action for Children): Television.
Inc. relating to advertising of edibles on children's television programs.
We are deeply concerned about the relationship of the nutritional status of
the adolescent girls and women of child-bearing age in relation to the successful
outcome of pregnancy. Evidence is accumulating to indicate that poor nutritional practices around the time of puberty may have a de.'eterious effect upon
the fetus later in that adolescent girl's life. Thus it is ez.vedingly important
that children front as early age be taught sound nutritional practices. Television
programs far children cut be an important instrument in such education.
At present the advertising on television programs for children stresses the
opposite of good nutritional practice. Present advertising is heavily oriented
towards candies, snack foods, and other non - essential foods and there is little
or no counter-balanced advertising about sound foods which should be part of
a healthy diet.
We therefore urge that you take appropriate action on the petit!ln submitted
by Action for CZtildrens

SzratNrgtah

Medical Director.
AM:NOM I)
[Variety. Pee. 27. 19721

OrrAwz. Dee.

1:0 Rf.usas: Tilt: WRATH or McGsAril
--"No advertisement shall be vermin. (1 during the broadcast

of it program devoted to children." suminctly rends Cl: 'use I of Mil C-27 to
amend the Canadian Broadcasting Act. Conservative MI' James A. McGrath
introduced it in House of Commons April 7, 1971, and is still pushing for its
adoption.

"Advertisers, in my opinion, are foolishly ignoring the growing concern all

across the country and, as a consequence, are inviting government action by way
of regulation and/or legislation by refusing to reform the advertising in a very

fundamental way," says McGrath in a commentary written for the Ottawa

Citizen. He's encouraged that John Burghart, v.p. and creative d'rector of Young
& Rubicon', world's third-largest ad agency, has castigated his own industry "for
the content and approach of their advertisements directed at children."
After his bill was introduced. says McGrath, the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters drew 1,p a Code of Conduct governing kid-aimed blurbs, but it was voluntary and, after a year's operation (it was put into effect Jan. 1. '72 McGrath
finds it "has proved ineffectual, underlining the need for government action."

He notes the Quebec government now has a billnot yet passed either

to ban all ads that "incite children to buy or invite them to incite others to buy
a product." He points out, though, that only the federal government can legislate
nationally, so such a Quebec law, even if passed, would not affect network blurbs.
KIDVID BOMBARDMENT

"Children lack the experience and judgment necessary to deal with advertising," opines McGrath. "And yet we allow our children to be bombarded with
seductive and high-pressured sales methods, produced with subtle advertising
techniques which create false images and illusions that can do irreparable damage
to their concept of a real world.

"Many parents, including myself, find it objectionable and unfair to see their
mum inundated with extremely compelling odvertisements that are aimed

indirect y at the parentthe real consumerby way of the child." He quotes

the Saturday Review's Robert L. Shayon as asking, in reference to wildly exaggerated ad claims. "does (the child) merely shrug it off as a game, or does he
begin to develop the slow, poisonous cynicism that eventually con rob him of
that which is more precious than his moneyhis confidence in the worth of his
country's future?"
Adding that "it can also put a great deal of strain on the parent-child relationship," McGrath quotes Dr. John Coudry, professor of human development and
psychology at Cornell U.. "I believe advertisements directed toward children may
seriously interfere with family life by creating conflicts between parents and
children, by teaching children to be materialistic nod by disrupting attempts to
teach the child responsibility."
He then quotes Ralph Nader's Center for the study of Responsible Law that,
in the U.S., the normal pre-school child watches tv an average of 51 hours a
weekand odds that public-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corp. alone has 18%20 hours of web programs for children each week, with an average eight coinmerciah, per hour.
"Wfmld you allow your children to be the object of a high-pressure door-to-door
salesman?" asks McGrath. "Of course not. Yet every day we permit our children
to be exposed to the barrage of faddish gimmicks, tinsel toys and the fantasy
land of children's television advertisements. I firmly believe our children should
not be conditioned to program their desires ou the basis of whichever television
commercial happens to be the most seductive at a given time."
APPENDIX E

[The Louisville CourierJournal, Oct. 21, 1972]
PAYING FOR QUALITY IN CHILDREN'S TV

A contradiction inherent in trying to produce quality programs for children on
commercial television has so far defeated network efforts to satisfy discriminating parents. Quality costs money but the readiest sources of money are the

cereal, toy and other advertisers whose products many parents find just as
objectionable n8 a steady diet of cartoon drivel.

Not that the networks have tried very hard to come up with anything that

could stand comparison with the excellent programs aired on the ',oldie channels,

Even though the influence of "Sesame Street"now in its fourth season has

upgraded some of the regular fare fed to children over the commercial networks.
these commercial programs started from such an abysmally low level that even
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a vast improvement in quality still leaves them far short of what they could be.
Parents have become more articulate and more demanding. too. in recent
years, particularly through such groups as Aeti llll for Children's Television.
which has just been holding its third ammal symposium on the subject. But the
Federal Communications Commis:that, which has been feeling much of the Imessure from ACT, is taking so long making up its mind what to do that it seems
almost to be aiding and abetting the networks in their resistance to any change.
Just the other day the FCC held yet another set of hearings, only to conclude
once again that it still doesn't know enough to make any firm decisions.
What must be making a lot of people uncomfortable is that the parents are
now zeroing in on the second object of their complaintthe advertisements that
continually interrupt children's programs. These ads presently are allowed to
occupy 12 minutes of every hour during these shows, thought that will he cut to
81A starting in January.
The primary objection, however, is not the quantity of this advertising but its

contentthe messages being beamed at young children who are especially

susceptible to the power of suggestion. It takes a very strong-minded parent to
resist day after day a child's parroted requests for another sugar-coated cereal
or another over-sophisticated teen-age doll (battery not included). Even some
of those adults who argue tlmt finding out that one can't have all the goodies

advertised on TV is an excellent education for 'a child will agree that there
must be better ways of teaching self-discipline.

The counter to proposals that children's advertising be eliminated altogethe
is always economic, since the three major networks gross nearly three- quarters
of a billion dollars from these commercials. They argue. with the backing of a
report commissioned by the FCC and published last summer. that if this lucrative
source of revenue were cut off the networks might have to drop all children's

shows.

Yet, as ACT spokesmen argued when the FCC report came out. its study
started from the premise that present methods of fivancing commercial television for children are the only possibility. Alternative wayssuch as image
advertising rather than the selling of a particular product, or underwriting by
large corporations such as happens with some public TV programs apparently
are being exp:Dred in a second FCC study. not yet finished.

It may be that the FCC is stalling until this report is ready. But both it and

the networks can be sure that the issue is one that won't be filibustered to death.

The networks won't be allowed much longer to have it both waysturning out
trashy fare for children while raking in millions of dollars in advertising revenues from these same programs.

APPENDIX F
[The New York Times. Dec. 3. 10721

ISN'T IT TIME WE PUT THE CHILDREN FIRST?

By Joan Ganz Cooney 1

When we consider alternative nethods of financin.: children's television. it is
important to keep in mind where the money is coming from now. We and our

children are supplying it.
All the toys, dolls, candy bars and packages of breakfast food that we or our

children purchase, supply the money that buys the advertising that pays for

children's TV on commercial stations or networks. You pay for "Sesame Street"
and "The Electric Company" in part through your tax dollars, and you pay for
"Cartoon Corner" when you buy products advertised on TV.
Direct costs aside, the indirect mitts for a commercial program are incalculable

but enormous. They range from our children's bad teeth to a warped value
system and the possible psychic damage that is done to hundreds of thousands of

our youngsters who are urged to buy and to own what their parents cannot
possibly afford to get them.

It seems to me, then, that we must simplify the 'mile. The first thing we must
decide is whether or not we are going to put the interest of our children first. If
1 Joan Gans Cooney Is president of the Children's Television Workshop. producer of
"Sesame Street" and "The Electric Company." She gave this address at a recent Yale
University symposium sponsored by Action for Children's Television.
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we answer that question with a resounding yes. then everything else. imitating
the question of alternative methods of finaneing. will fall into place.
We, as a tidal society. put the interest of our children first, then we are led to
the ineseapalth conelusion that it k terribly wrong to be pitching products--ewer

high-quality. worthwhile !flotillasat the y

g.

It is like Mooning fish in a barrel. it is grotesquely unfair. The target andience
is. after all. illiterate. uneducated. unemployed and hopelessly dependent 1111 welfare from others.
Thus. even if the program content that is sandwiched in between the comfier-

eial pitches We re I If positive valueand that. at best. is debatablethos ho
put children first wtmld still have to take the position that trying to sell them

anything is dead wrong. The hardsell to children should be stopped.
If. in this fantastically wealthy country of lairs. this means less commercial
TV programing for our children. then so be it. It has not been written in heaven
that three commercial networks must all broadcast similar 'mutt.: llll ing for children on Saturday lllll ruing.
11:1YI le one. of a rotating basis. would be enough. Maybe fewer but better pro-

:moms would be a blessing. Maybe the roof wouldn't cave in if all the local
cmumercial TV stathms out there felt they no longer could afford to broadcast
mostly identical late-afternoon reruns, of dubious quality, aimed at children.

But 1 do mit believe that the issue will divide this way. The men who lead our

major corporatitak and who run our television stat
and networks are. on
the whole. .decent people. Their problem is that they are so caught up in the

money - making gamut' that they can no longer see the forest for the trees. Ask
most of them and they will tell you that they work as hard as they do in order to
provide the best for their rhidren.
Perhaps %%hat action for Children's Television can provide. indeed has been
providing better than anyone else, is a figurative bucket of cold water in the face.
The
executives mod to be shoked back into reality the reality that would
make all children. not just their own, their nmnber.one priority.
I ant not trying to minimize the opposition. I have heard all the arganuelit%
against change. There are Bowe on the other side in this business. who are such
fanatical money-game players that they have convinced themselves that tLey are
actitalty bringing a blessing to the children. And then there are st l
men and
women who are just so venal they cannot think straight on any issue.

But our job your job is to rapture the nMidle ground of corporate America
and win them to the position that the hard-sell of products to children is wrong.
1 believe this can be done.

Many enlightened corporations are already well aware of the power of institu-

tional advertising that brings- important programs to the public without any
or at least with a minimal sales pitch. All across America even small corporaits are plating up the money for "Sesame Street" and "Electric Company"
chewing at other than regular hours. At the lugit ll ing and at the end of each
segment they are given credit for this mlerwritins. To my kLowledge. none of
the leadership of these comp.aties has gotten into any trouble with their stockholders. nor do any of them feel they are wasting their money.

The networks and local stations
st also make flair rontr,bution. perhaps
by special rates for the institutional advertiser and by the re :al of children's
!rogram o... from the profit center of broadvasting.
The re.

questimi is : Can up afford not to begin?

ArrENin

re

(The New Yon 'hoes. Fen. 21. 19731
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CittlantEs TRIED BANANAs Inerm) ss WHEA (;suit

By Jean Hewitt
Three- nntl fonr year olds at the Ileary Street Settlement Day ('arc Center
were tixiug refreshments to serve at an open house for their parents I in a recent
morning. but not a cookie. cupcake, stab or pinato chip was in sight.

The children were uorking wit It fresh fruits. rhersc. guava juke and Inn as

ingredients to make imaginative slacks.

.
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Tots in one gaily decorated classroom were spearing cubes of processed cheese
on enriched pretzel sticks for pretzel lollipops. Others were stringing cubes of
apple, banana and pineapple on sticks for a kebab snack to be topped with a
bright red cherry.
In another classroom youngsters were blowing bubbles bright with food colors
while some of their peers beat together a mixture of guava juice. milk and ice
cubes to make a punch they called champola.
Many of the banana slices dipped in wheat germ disappeared into tiny mouths

before they ever reached the serving plate. The youngest group of all, "the early
threes," was putting together individual serving cups of a cereal-based snack
mixture.
Tiny fingers added raisins and peanuts, one by one, to a mixture of unsweetened, fortified oat and wheat dry cereals. Some of those ingredients were sampled
along the way, too.
The open house activities were the culmination of a 12-week course conducted

at the center by Elaine Rose Ruderman to encourage the teachers to get the

children cooking, enjoying new flavors and thinking about nutritious foods.
Mrs. Ruderman is with the Cooperative Extension of Cornell University here.
She gave training sessions each week on a different cooking theme for teachers
from each of the six classrooms at the center.
The following day the teachers had the children perform the same techniques.
make the same snacks or dishes, learn why the food was good and then taste it
to see that they even liked it, too.
Many of the 90 children bring a candy bar, which is the only food they have
until lunch. Regulations require that the children be served a balanced and nutri

tionally-adequate noon meal. but it is difficult to get some of them to eat it,
according to the center's administrative director, Norma Sepulveda.
About 60 per cent of the children are Puerto Rican, many of them raised on
ethnic dishes, and many of the lunch foods are unfamiliar to them. The director
recalled one Chinese boy who would eat only when rice was on the menu.
The children are introduced to new foods and the meaning of such words as
stir, slice, spread and smell. "Every child can succeed in this," Garnetta Chain,
the educational director, said. "They eat their mistakes, too."

During the sessions the children have made peanut butter and butter from

cream and found what fun it can be to cut raw vegetables into shapes. They were
used as dippers and to make open sandwich faces.
A group of -PA year olds worked together the day of the open house preparing
their own lunch. Under the watchful eye of their teachers, Sherry Mandel and
Mrs. Casildo Rivera, they cooked chicken and rice and tostones. which are fried
green plantains. Mr. Lesleigh Hogg was the teacher directing the salad making
operation. Re also read a story for the quiet period before the 11 youngsters sat
down at the table to sample the results of their labor.
"My Muumy makes rice and meat, too." one little girl told anyone who cared
as she spooned the main course on to her plate. One cup of apple juice that over-

turned was the only mishap and appetites appeared large compared with the
size of the eaters.
Some of the nutrition information and new ideas for snacks have been taken
home by the children, judging by questions parents ask when they come to pick up

their charges. Recipes written in English and Spanish are made available when
requested.

As an extension of deli- cooking experiences. the children have been growing
beans. pineapple and beet tops and discovering where foods come from. Colorful
posters of fresh vegetables and fruits vie for space on the walls with the pupils'
ori) inal art.
similar training sessions are given by Cooperative Extens' specialists in
other parts of New York State in such p1ors as migrant %%orker eacip.; aml to

Family Day Care Mothers who are paid , take care of children of working

parents in their own homes.

[News Itelen,c. Action for Children% Television. Mar. G. 19731

ACT FILES COMPLAINTS AGAINST CEREAL AND CANDY
COMPANIES A N D CBS-TV NETWOH K

Eight complaints against television ad, directed to children for cereal, snack
ffold.; and candies were filed today (Mar. 6) with the Federal Trade CommiNion
by Action for Children's Televisinn (ACT) citing General Mills, Kellogg, Curtis,
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Mars :Manufacturing, Post Division of General Foods, Hershey Foods, Quaker
Oats and the CBS television network which aired the ads.

The complaint, specified commercials which, ACT declared, directed ''unfair
and misleading advertisements to children" On children's television program, on
Saturday morning, October 28, 1972. The TV ads were for: Sir ( frapefellow cereal,
Baron von Iledberry cereal, Pop-Tarts snack, Danish-Go-Rounds snack, Baby

Huth candy bar. Milky Way candy bar, Fruity Pebbles meal, Cocoa Pebbles
cereal, Front Loops cereal, liershey's Instant Milk additive and Vanilly Crim')
cereal.

The annlmneement of the complaints was made by ACT President Peggy Charren during testimony before the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Raman
Needs, in Washington.
A medium which oald be a powerful educational tool to inft win the
American public of good health and ituit' is instead a vehicle for
misinformat
and misleading petsuasion. she said to
the Commit tee. TV advertising presents several dangers to the health
of children the most significant are dental caries, the exclusion of
more nutriti s foods from the diet, obesity, and other health problems which arise in adulthood as a result of a taste for sweets acquired
during childhood.

ACT stressed that the consumption of mm-nutritious and sugared foods as
snacks was a major cause of dental caries. 1:: a study of several I
'red fiveyear-olds, a direct correlation was f
her of snacks eaten am'
d between the
the number of caries in the children's teeth.
Those %%lt ate one snack had a caries score of 4.8, two snacks, 5.7.
t hive snacks, 8.5; and four or
e snack,, 9.8 stated Mrs. Charm).
It is not the amount of sag:.. ingested but the frequency of intake

An analysis of ads directed to children on a Saturday mor

g found that

almost all of the food products were for smpt, sticky snack foods, the most likely
food, to cause caries. There were NO ads for apples, pear,, oranges, carrots,
celery, nuts. cheese, fish or eggs.

ACT also filed supplementary data with the Federal Trade Conatnission as an
addition to it., earlier filing on edible:, advertising to children.
In the additional filing, ACT stressed its concerns with the high sugar content
of foods advertised to children, and the misleading food information Ming presented to children in co lllll iercials
ACT, a national organization with headquarters in Newton% ilk, Mass., has
urged both the Federal Trade Commission and the Federal Cotutnunicattons
Commi,,itm to set regulations prcthibiting TV advertising to children but so.far
no action has been taken.
Copies of the supplementary filing and the eight, complaints, prepared with the
assistance of Daniel Badger and Judith Brain, arc ay:Wald'. front ACT, 46 Acitin
Street, Newtonville, Mass. 02160, on request.

TILE KIDVID REIWI. LION
By Margaret Entlish
Commercial children's television is Perfectly ghastly, as anyone who has a
child and a TV ,et knows. Every Saturday morning from S a.tit to 1 p.m., the

netttrk, run children's programming exclusively (-the Kidvid ghetto- they
call It), tmt-thirds of it eheapo cartoon, full of sock() fast cub- and dynamite

action sequences that little kid, arc supposed to just love.

A conole of years ago, the net wtirk, ea% ed in to adult criticism and cut down on
the cartoon violence. As one vice president in charge of children', pnwgra ttttt ling

(Kidvid VP) put it, "We don't show Mighty Mouse raping and pillaging any-

tt,

more." But mayhem still prevails in the form of adventure and chase cartoons.
Monsters and villains still abound, often in the form of racial stenotypes that
wouldn't be tolerated on adult programs.
As if the shows weren't bad enough, 16 commercial minutes are allowed during
each Kidvid Incur, as opposed to ten for prime time. That means that more than
25 percent of your kid's Saturday morning tube time' is spent watching Nonmenials. For about nine months out of the year, cereal is the biggest item, most
of It the sugarcoated variety, the least nutritious of the maker's line. In the fall,

4."
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the cereal ads give way to toy commercials in order to crank the kids up for the
Christmas bonanza. This is where the real money is. In fact, the networks sell

your child's attention at a higher per-minute rate during the pre-Christmas

season. So:ne local stations that don't even carry children's programs during the
rest of the year rent a bunch of cartoons for fall just to cash in on the toy trade.
What do all these hour:3 of commercials do to kids? Their job, for one thing.
Kids believe commercials. Any vitamin that's good enough for Fred Flintstone
is good enough for them. They want the stuff they see advertised, and they nag,

cry and carry on until they get it. But what happens then? The dancing doll

doesn't move all by herself its the ad suggested. GI Joe bombs out on the living
room rug, and the kids turn cynical.
Despite the cynicism, however, the young retain the deepest concept expressed
in every commercial airedthe notion that you will be a happier, better, more
desirable person if you acquire, apply or ingest some product. No personal problem need be endured for long. No need to be lonely. Barbic Doll will keep you
company. No need to be little. Vitamin-enriched bread will build you up. Our
minds and bodies are nothing but machines that something off the shelf can repair.
Is it any wonder that the first TV generation is also the first in which thousands
of middle-class kids have sought to obliterate their problems by turning to drugs
(products)?
By 1968, three ladies in Newton Centre, Mass., were mad enough to do something about the TV sell game. Over their kids' shrill chorus of deninndg for TV
toys, Evelyn Sarson, Peggy Charren and Judy Chalfen sat down and actually
watched the kiddy shows, and there was damned little on the tube they wanted
their kids to see. Most programs, they felt, were no more than attention-getters
for the hard sell. Some seemed to be pure sell. No one could tell when the Romper
Room lady stopped teaching the kids a game and began shilling for the Romper
Room line of toys, without which, incidentally, the games couldn't be played.
The ladies, calling themselves ketion for Children's Television (ACT), went
after the Romper Room folks and as -cured the producers of exploiting their kids.
Business is business, replied the Rem-):>.r Room gang, and told the mothers to shut

it off if they didn't like it. ACT took their advice.
Realizing that they would have b. go in er the heads of the Kids id producers,
ACT went to the FCC with a petal( n for three new rules for children's television,
calling for no commercials on kids' shows, no mentioning of products by brand
name on kids' shows and, finally, 14 hours a week of commercial-free children's
programming as part of each station's public-service requirement.
To everyone's amazement, the FCC agreed to consider the proposals and invited the public to submit comments. "The public," naturally, meant the broadcasters, since the FCC has no real way of soliciting opinions from you and me.
ACT decided to help them out.
ACT had been brought into the limelight by the FCC's response to its petition.
With each new press notice, the ladies from Newton Centre struck more live
nerves in Kidvid-plagued homes. Letters and donations arrived from all over.
The ACT ladies wrote back with instruct:ons on how to file a fernial comment
with the FCC. 13y July, 1971, the Commission had heard from over 60,000 people.
The networks and advertisers poor-mouthed, sidestepped and -meated. Not that

they expected the rules to be adopted, but they saw the move as a sign of more
aggressive attitudes by the traditionally easygoing Commission.
Prodded by ACT and the FCC, and pulled by Sesame &reef.- ratings (yeah,
Sesame Send) the Kidvid VP's started kicking around a new concept that might
just get them off the hookEdvid. By upgrading kids' .howl, they could argue
that commercials wele a necessary evil to be endured for the sake of culture.
Suddenly it was Responsibilityland, and the Kidvid VP's were tripping all over each

other in their search for meaningful, sensitive, creative, educational children's
prop ams.

Next season, each network is highlighting a new Edvid showTake a Giant

Step, NBC, Curiosity Shop, ABC, and You Arc There, CBS. Each has been created

by intelligent, talented people and appears to be a sincere effort at worthwhile
programming for children, and, for what it's worth, it ain't Woody Woodpecker.
Of course, Woody will still be on, as will Sabrina, the Teenage Witch (formerly
of Sabrina and the Groovie Coolies) and a mess of other cartoon creatures. After
ail, as one network official said, "A kid comes home from a hard week at school,
and he doesn't want any more education. Ile wants to relax and be entertained."
So three hours of Saturday morning Edvid will be surrounded b'y 12 hours of the
same old relaxing, entertaining Kidvid mayhem. But
a start. Furthermore,
the networks promise a softening of hard-sell ads and fewer kid-show ehara^'

4.4
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(live or cartoon) shilling for cereals, vitamins and toys. It sounds promising, but
the industry is ki i ii for its promise. If Edvid doesn't sell, it's back to Dastardly
and Manley.
In the meantime, ACT %%ill be keeping up the pressure with the aid of a $164,000

foundation grant. We can help, the ACT ladies say, by refusing to buy any toy
we use advertised on TV and letting the manufacturers know it. (This isn't as
hard on the kids as It sounds. There are lots of good unadvertised toy, around,
and they're cheaper.) Also, we (tan teach our kids to be selective viewers. With
a little encouragement, they can develop a taste for good shows and lemn to reject
worthless ones. We might even try setting an example by refusing to watch adult
junk. Finally, we too can nag the FCC and the networks. The ACT ladies alone
can't go on fighting for our kids forever.

CHILDREN'S HOUR
By Joseph Morgenstern
For a couple of decades, criticism of children's TV centered on violence. All those
shihotings and beatings were tabulated and quite rightly declared excessive. Until
recently, though, critics and scholars were blind to one of the most potent instrument:: of violence the medium turns on children, the TV ounmerciad. Not a %%ord,
in academie studies, about the violence c(Onmercials may do to a child's capacit
for trust Not a %% ord in Congressional hearings of the iolence they may do to a
child', intellectual development. Now we're beginning to get some research on t hat

subject too, and the early results are fascinating. While they confirm our orst

suspicions of what commercials do to kids, the data also debunk our most %%idely
held notions of how kids react to a message from the sponsor.
The most dismaying, though not necessarily the most surprising, discovery of a
study just completed at the Ilarvard Business Selv.,.1 convents kid,' faith in what
they're told by Saturday-morning TV advertising. As early as second grade, chil-

dren indicate "concrete distrust of commercials, often based on experience with
advertised product." By fourth grade they have "distrust for specific commercials
and 'tricky' elem( nts of commercials " By sixth grade they show "global distrust"
of all e(munercials except piddle set-% ice an1)(ninceinents.
CYNICISM

"MoppPl:. Found Cynical," reads the headline of a marketing newspaper's
story on the research, which was supported by the National Inst Mite of 'Mental
Health and the Marketing Science Institute. That may not be quite accurate. A
child', mistrust may not yet be hardened into cynicism. What's noire, this part
of the research was based on a very small statistical sample, a fact that is stressed

by Scutt Ward, the I larvard Business `dine( professor %% ho directed t he study. "If
these preliminary result, hold up in further interviews, as they seem to he doing,"

Ward says, "then there really is a trend toward cynicism somewhere around the
second to t he fourth grade. Still, %%e need a much broader sample, and we need
more money to achieve it."
Another part of the study does have a liniader sample, lumever, and its etmeln,ion. should put an end to the indinhir fiction that kids like the commereials even
more than t he programs. "All children exhibit a drop in attention when a commer"compared to prior attention to procial is shown," the study says (italic

graming, and attention continues to decrease during later commercials in a

series.' This drop was most tinmonneed for older children, those bet ween I I and

12, but it existed for all eluldren in the study. Disinterest and mistrust simply
increase with age until "a picture emerges of older children Jaded to commercial
exposures, paying less attention to them, and making fewer comments about
them especially positive comment.." What's to be made of this? Should we be
pleased with our progeny for developing such an early mistrust of !nicks ttcrs and
turning them off so ellieiently? Ti the emit nay, I think we should Inc appalled t hat
they're being lied to, incessantly and systematically, by t he most infinential teivher
m their lives.
RAGuan

On the surface, a reform movement seems to be sweeping children's 'I'V. 'File
FCC is looking into program content, and commercial policy. l'he FTC ha, put a

stop to a few of t he most flagrantly deceptive toy ad.. A $1 million study of violence

in children's programs will be released this fall by the U.S. Surgeon General's
office. The networks are pursuing their own violence studies, and better children's
shows are promised for next season. Some stations already have increased their
children's schedules and reduced the number of commercials within them. A fe%%
broadcasters are also experimenting with clustered commercials that appear before or after each local program rather than within it.
In TV, though, reform usually means a slight mending of incredibly ragged
ways. The new children's programs may be an improvement over the present
ones, but there'll be so few of them, and so many reruns, that Variety has already
dubbed it "the shortest TV season in the world." The F IC can't possibly keep up
with sponsors' indifference to truth and disregard for children's mental or physical
health (there's a big push on now for a breakfast food with chocolate and inarr.h-

mallows in it). And the networks are perfectly willing to go along with t hose solemn
studies of violence, so long as they divert public interest from the far more crucial
issue of commercials. Children's programs represented about $75 million in network revenues last year, according to Broadcasting magazine. That's almost half
as much as the networks took in from cigarette advertising before that gold mine
was closed down.
No one could have predicted a few years ago that cigarette advertising would

be eliminated from TV. Yet it was, and now its equally urgent to eliminate all
advertising from children's programs, as an influential citizens' group called
Action For Children's Television has been urging the FCC to do. Eliminate it,
not reduce it or cluster it. (The clustering fad is doomed at the outset: advertisers
are bound to catch up with the significance of the Harvard findings that kids pit
even less attention to commercials at the end of a cluster than those at the beginning.) No compromise can be reached between TV that tries to sell things to kids
and TV that doesn't. Either we respect a child's vulnerability or we don't.
RonoTs

This assumes, of course, that we want our kids to grow into something more
than wily purchasers who've learned from bitter experience that life is one big
eon, that everything ties into everything else out of mutual greed, not mutual
need. Commercials do teach children certain "consumer skills" in a crude, inefficient way. The Harvard study 'rroborates this. But the study also suggests
that American kids are far less tempted than we've thought by glowing pictures
of goods and services. They seem to be resisting the role of acquisitive robots.

If they must learn consumer skills, let them learn in an intelligent, efficient NS ay from
child-oriented programs. For the rest, let them be free to pick up all the information and delight they can find without fear of booby traps. The proper number of
commercials per children's hour is none.

FROM ROBERT B. ClIONTE
READER'S DIGEST,

New York, N.Y.

I)r it Ms. Dissmoin:: In recent months, the advertising of sonic industries

and groups has been given increased "attention"- often in the form of criticism
titt is directed at the claims made on behalf of products and services used every
da by millions of Americans.

Tnfortunately, this creates an explosion of headlines and an atmosphere %%here

a reasonable presentation of all aspects of the issue IA impossible. Asa result,
the consumer, bombarded with a mass of conflicting information, becomes confused and skeptical.
The Sugar Association, one of those criticized, in a positive effort to counter
the negative news has chosen to use its advertising space to tell the consumer of
the place sugar has in our everyday diet. They believe their message is a meaningful, objective judgment on this vital health and nutrition issue.
I have attached a Sugar Association advertisement, prepared by Sugar Information, from our November issue. I hope you will take a few minutes to read it.
Your comments will be most welcome.
Sincerely,

CHARLES 1). HEPLER, Publisher.
(421)
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SPECIAL ARTICLE

Nutrition In Our Society*
WALTER AMES COMPTON, M D.
President,

Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, IN 46514

This Association needs no reminding of
the need for new and better therapies, diagnostic procedures and, preferably, preven-

tive agents as patterns of disease change.
The continuing development of drug-re-

essential nutrients in proper amount and
balance. We have become accustomed to
think of the malnutrition of nutrient deficiency and starvation as problems unique
to the economically and technologically de-

sistant strains of pathogenic organisms, the
rise in prominence of the socalled diseases
of immunity, of viral diseases, cancer and
degenerative vascular diseases demand unremitting attention and effort at the levels

prived countries of the world, where the

of both basi..: and applied research. But

that malnutrition of both typeslack of

here I shou'al like to turn your attention to
a problem all too long neglected and one of

food and lack of specific nutrientsexists

malisons of overpopulation, famine, disease,

ignorance and apathy have been accepted

more or less stoically as the heritage of
man. It was a shocking revelation to many
m America

major proportions in our own society:. a
problem of serious medical, ecological, so-

cial and economic consequencemalnutri-

tionthe malnutrition of both deficiency
and abundance, a problem both national
and international in scope
Nutrition is a critical factor in human
biology and cannot be divorced from health.
Adequate nutrition is the physiological
utilization of essential nutrients in the
amounts and balance necessary to promote
Optimum physical and mental function
from conception in death. Malnutrition embraces undernutrition the extreme of
which is starvation ), overnutriticn and nu-

trient imbalance. It is an impairment of
health and physiological function resulting
from failure of the individual to obtain all
Presented before the 41st Meeting of ttle Association of Clinical Scientists in Elkhart, IN, April
1972

Malnutrition of Deficiency
In this land of supeagneulture, super.
medicine, super-abundance and a leisure
economy, millions go to bed every night
hungry. Yet, the Citizens Board of Inquiry

Report' and the report of findings of the
National Nutrition Survey berme the Senate
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs= have documented beyond question

the broad scope of the problem in various
sectors of the U.S. Malnutrition, because it
can have so many manifestations, is in
sidious and in its more extreme forms in
filets harm not only on the individual hut,
where widespread, can do damage to the
moral and economic fiber of the nation.
When one considers that, at two years of
age, the growing child has achieved fifty
percent of his physical stature and much
more than that of his neurological and cere-
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bra! equipment, the tirgewy of an early
beginning of good nutritioa is .pparent.
A defective structure laid down at this time
as a result of undermarition will ha most
serious and even irreparable consequences.
Recently, Krumdick has cited malnutrition as a major factor in the development
of our urban slums.' As a consequence of
mechanization of agriculture, the consolidation and disappearance of family farms, the
emphasis on cash crops and single species

cultivation, nutrition has suffered among
onr rural populations. In turn, there has
been a mass migration from rural areas to

the individual life. In its more covert form,
we find the child with shortened attention
span and reduced learning capacity. even
though there be no detectable mental im-

pairment. The nutritional state of the
mother is an important factor in maternal
illness, fetal deaths, reduced survival ratio
in premature infants, neonatal deaths and
in infant morbidity.

Traditionally, dime has been a complacent feeling about nutrition in this coun-

try, based on the misconception that the
so-ealled "average" American diet will auto-

matically take care of all

h

tritional prob-

the cities in the quest for "better" living
conditians. Over the past twenty years,
from one-half to twe Ilion people per

lems. Until recently, this misconception has

car have moved from the farm to the city,
taxing the living space, schooling and ancillary facilities of the urban connnunities
often beyond capacity. As Knimdiek states

ample, the Food and Drug Administration.
- a few year% ago, proposed a regatation
which would lequire this statemen'. on the
labels of xitaminmineral snpplements:

"No other single factor affects the shim inhabitant as adversely as malnutrition. In the
adult, it lowers his working capacity and
makes him more susceptible to disease and
less capable of tolerating the physical environmental insults or physiologic demands
of pregnancy or lactation. The children who
survive face the tragic fate of being less
endowed because they either suffered irieparablc brain damage early in life or lost
their opportunity for receiving an education due to frequent illness or because of
having spent their school years in the
lethargy of the undernourished. Because it
affects the health and productivity of the
inhabitants. a poor diet constitutes a key
factor in the perpetuation of shuns. Only
when a reasonably good level of nutrition
has been attained can the slum dweller con-

been perpetuated in many of onr medical
schools and gosernmentiq agencies. For ex-

"Vitamins and minerals are supplied in
abundant amounts by the foods we eat
Except for persons with special medical
needs, there is no scientific basis for
recominending ioutme use of dietary
supplements."

This is based upon the false piemise of an
"average American diet" arrived at by dividing foodstuffs consumed by population.
Such "average" diet does not exist. is not
practical, nor xi/mild it be acceptable. I
am reminded of the man who drowned in
a river whose average depth was three feet.
With more freedom of food choice than in
any other country, Americans, as a whole,
poorly understand. and much less conform

to, the rules of good ,s aition; taste or

cern himself with the secondary matters of
improving his surroundings. "'

caprice, rather than nutritive value, have
become the predominant factors in food

The effects of undernutr:tion on the infant and the young child can be devastat-

selection.

ing. In its severer forms it can lead to
death. Overt undenaitrition can prodnee
physical and mental impairment, marking

While final estimates of the incidence of
hunger and malnutrition are still wanting,
she preliminary findings of the recent National Nutrition Survey' under the direction
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of Dr. Arnold Schaefer leave no doubt as
to the magnitude of the problem. While the
Survey deliberately concentrated on areas
of lowest income, it also involved families
in the middle income groups Clinical, biochemical and dietary factors were involved

gtowth, their mean height per age being five
to fifteen percent less than that observed in

in the assessment of nutritional status. Bio-

groups Other studies by the U. S. Department of Agriculture comparing household
food consumption data in 1965 as arainst
1955 indicated that the nutritive v due of
diets has been declining rather tb m im-

chemical studies arc concerned with the
measure of tissue concentrations and urioary excretion of nutrients which may not
be sufficiently low as to have produced
clinically overt disease. Tit,: nutrients of
which I speak include vitamins and minerals which are intimately involved in the
myriad of enzyme modulated biochemical
processes which continually take place
within us. Low biochemical findings in the
absence of clinically overt disease are indicative of an "at risk" state of healthi.e.

continuing failure to &An proper diets.
Under such conditions the introduction of
stress (e.g., infection or trauma) may lead
to overt disease.

well nourished populations. There was a
high prevalence of low birth weightless

than five poundsranging up to a» incidence of twenty percent among poor

proving over the last ten years. ,lespite
the rise in medium incomes over this period

of time.'

During the hearing begun in 1968 by
the Food and Drug Administration on
"Foods for Special Dietary Uses," a large
amount of survey information was collected

regarding the nutritional status of various
population groups. In connection with this
hearing, we commissioned Arthur D. Little,

Inc., to conduct a literature search and
of studies of nutritional status
among United States population gronps reanalysis

Dr. Schaefer's study, to date, has shown

that in one state as many as five pc:cent

thought we had eliminated thiity years ago,
is endemic in our population.
One-fourth of the children under six years

ported in the medical literature from 1950
to 1968. The reviewers also sought to identify those sex, age and socio-economic
groups among which vitamins /minerals
malnutrition was found to exist. This review' revealed that from 31 percent to 57
percent of all individuals examined have
consumed diets which were not sufficient to
fnrnish the recommended amount of the
micronutrients considered, which include
Vitamin A, thiamine, riboflavin, niacin,
Vitamin C, calcium and iron.
At a recent appearance before Senator
McCovern's Select Committee on Nutrition

of age have hemoglobin levels in the um
acceptable range. Unacceptable levels of

and Human Needs ,6 I noted the importance
of furnishing adequa:c low-cost multi-

Vitamin A were found in fifty percent of

vitamin supplementation to the disadvantaged, such as the three million Americans
who are still receiving their food through
the Department of Apiculture's Commodity Distribution Program and the 8.2 million children now participating in the
Schoc: Lunch Program, who receive one

of children under six years of age had clinical signs associated with previous Vitamin
D deficiency; that is to say they at one time
had rickets. Almost five percent cf the children studied show winged scapula, pot belly

or bothsigns of protein-calorie malnutrition. Five percent of subjects have goiter
evidence of iodine deficiency. According to
the World Health Organization criteria, this

level indicates that goiter, a disease we

the same age group. Vitamin C levels were
less than acceptable in ten percent of those
surveyed.

Fifteen percent of the children in the
undernourished population studied at the
poverty level

are

retarded in

physical

sr
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gpd, well-bal.n
meal on the days they
arc :It school, but whose parents may well
lack the knowledge or financial ability or,
sadly. the initiative to provide them with
comparable meals at home.

micromstrients

For our disadvantaged, and indeed
eqnally appropriate for all our population.
the availability of a rationally formulated,
low-cost vitamin supplenurnt provides the
most efficient and economical way of de
livering these mieronutrients at least until

nourished.
By using the supplements to assure micronutrient intake, the school lunch meal plan-

that more than 95 percent of their hardpressed budgets could be mate available

such time as we have reached that ideal

for such expensive dietary content as high-

state where all our population has sufficient
resources to purchase table foods without
economic restraint; where all are educated

quality protein, so important to growing

as to the necessity for proper selection,
preparation and consumption of a varied

NIaluntrition of .Unoulanee

diet ands perhaps most difficult, where they
are willing to do so!

spectrum of malnutrition the malnutrition
of abundance. Generally. overm ranuption

As a specific illustration, consider the
School Lunch Program. The basis of this
Program, the Type A lunch, is designed to
provide about one-third of the day's nutrition and includes about one-third of the
recommended daily allowances of the essential vitamins and minerals. The children

receiving these lunches are in school at
most five days a week through nine months
of the year, thus, the School Lunch Program

supplies only about onesixth of their total
nutritional needs. Moreover, there is no

guarantee that the food in the Type A
lunch will reach the table with the vitamin
and mineral content still intact, or that the
children will eat all of the food in the lunch
once it is on their plates. It seems obvious
that tiny Lunch Program. as it is now con stituted, cannot alone insure adequate vitamin and mineral intake by the children participating in it.

A vitamin-mineral supplement to the
Type A lunch, in place of concern for random and more expensive vitamin reinforcemnent of the various food staples, could
easily and cheaply be supplied and could
guarantee delivery to the children of not
just one-third but rather all of the essential

in the sceommended daily

ainomits. Thus, if the rest of their diet slip-

plied adequate protein and calories. we
could he a great deal surer than we are
now that these children: are adequately

ners

would gain economic fiesibility such

children.

Let us look now at the other end of the

is a problem of too many calories which

leads to obesity about which you have
heard so much and which affects almost
forty percent of our population. We lead
the world in sugar consumptionmore than
one hundred pounds ',n the average for

each person per year. Ott a dry weight
basis, this becomes about one-sixth of our

nutrient intakea sixth which

is thus

totally lacking in vitamins and minerals!
lint probably and generally much more important is the problem of overconsumption
of saturated fats. First of all. fats have more

than twice the calories of carbohydrates,
so the fact that they iepresent moue than
forty percent of the caloric value of our
diets is a most significant factor in weight
control. Moreover, saturated fats -Id choles-

terol have been strongly implicated in the
-rematurc development of atherosclerotic
vascular disease and particularly coronary
heart disease. According to the Executive
Board of the World Health Organimtiont,
"Coronary heart disease has reached enormous proportions. striking more and more
at younger subjects. It will result in coining

years in the greatest epidemic mankind

has faced unless we are able to reverse
the trend by concentrated research into its
-ause and prevention."
The corrosion of the inner surfaces of the

medium. and large-sized arteries of the
body by the accumulation of various fatty

approv
imately one million persons in the U. S.
suffer ter a myocardial infarction or sud
de
ry heart disease death. There
ease Resources,' that each

31

materials, such as cholesterol, phospholipid

alv
to

and triglycerides, forms plaques obstruct-

raer p

300 deaths due to this cause
additional 200,000 succumb

of major arterial vessels in
of the body. Approximately

ing blood flow to vital tissues. While athero-

165,000 of the coronary deaths occur in per.

is one of the expected consequences of advanced age, its premature
occurrence in persons under 65 years of

sons under age 65, men outnumbering
women in ratio of 3 to 1. We are told that
a male citizen of the U. S. has about one
chance in five of developing clinical two.

sclerosis

age is increasing at an alarming rate and
is the major cause of death in this country.
The National Health Survey of 1960-62
estimated that 3.1 million American adults
aged 5 to 79 had definite coronary heart
disease and an additional 2.4 million had
suspect coronary heart disease, together
representing about five percent of this age
population. It was further estimated that
premature coronary heart disease, occurring
in Americans under age 65, affects almost
1 8 million persons. while an additional 1.6
million have suspect coronary heart disease.'

One cannot help but reflect upon the
seemingly remarkable increase in incidence

nary heart disease before age 60, principally

in the form of myocardial infarction. Most
appalling is the fact that about 25 percent
of those who esperience a first premature
heart attack die %yid& three hours of the
onset of symptoms, all too often prior to
hospitalization and before medical care can
be obtained.

The United States has the dubious distinction of ranking second on' to Finland
and Scotland in coronary heart disease
deaths, with a rate of 354 such deaths per
100,000 populat
In contrast, the coro
nary heart discas, mortality rate in France

of coronary heart disease in the post 50
years. In 1918 when the electrocardiographic changes of myocardial infarction

is 254.'

were first described, it was regarded as so
uncommon that "most medical students and
house officers never heard of the disease

vascular disease remains to be defined and.
of course, is multifactorial, involving genet:

during the period of their clinical train.
tug. "' Even taking fro consideration the
advances in diagnosti.. apparatus ar.d pro-

fessional acumen in its diagnosis in subsequent years, the demonstration of increas-

ing incidence in subsequent decades has

been regarded by most as a real phc.
nomenon and not a mere "statistical mirage
produced by increased knowledge and more
accurate diagnosis of coronary thrombosis

and changing fads in medical nomenclature."'
The facts arc, according to the Report of
the Intersociety Commission for Heart Dis-

is 74 per 100,000 and 1 per 100,000 in
Japan, while that for England and Wales
The precise etiology of atherosclerotic

and multiple environmental factors. But,
over the past twenty-five years, numerous
risk factors contributing to coronary heart
disease have been identified, such as habit-

ual diet high in saturated fat, cholesterol
and calories; elevated levels of fatty substances in the blood; hypertension; cigarette
smoking; diabetes mellitus; obesity; seder.
tary living and psychosocial tensions. In the

past le months, the Intersociety Commission for Heart Disease Resources, a group
of biomedical scientists representing thirty
of the nation's medical and sciNnific soci
sties, has issued a report on the urgency of
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the problem.' The Commission concluded
that the three major risk factors associated
with coronary heart disease are diet, cigarette smoking and hypertension. Of these,
our habitual diet, characteristically laden
with cholesterol and saturated fats, and
overabundant in calories, dcly lb of major
concern. As recently noted by the American
Health Foundation's Committee on Food

and Nutrition,' data' from the U. S. Department of Agriculture indicate that in the

past half century the American diet has
undergone significant evolutionary changes
with increased consumption of meat, poultry, dairy products and refined sugars and

a concomitant decreased use of cereals,
potatoes and other starchy foods. It is of
particular interest to note that even recently there has been a significant increase
in the proportion of calories derived from
fat from about 30 percent in 1" 30 to about
43 percent in 1970.
Because of the urgency and magnitude

of the coronary heart disease problem to
national health, the Commission "recommends that a strategy of pnmary prevention of premature atherosclerotic diseases
be adopted as long -term national policy
for the United States and to implement this
strategy that adequate resources of money

and manpower he committed to accomplish: (1) changes in diet to pievent or
control hyperlipidemia. obesity, hypertension and diabetes, (2) elimination of cigarette smoking, an-1 (3) pharmacologie control of elevated blood pessure." The Commission recognized that we cannot wait the

necessary ten years it would require for
the results of long-term trials to prove the
efficacy of various interventions, particulary diet modification, on the rates of premature atherosclerotic di3tases in the U. S.
and has recommended that "safe and reasonable" changes be made immediately to
achieve a low-saturated fat, low cholesterol
diet for the American population.

The Cor nission has further recommended that the food industry be encouraged by the medical profession, the government and the general public to make major

revisions in food processing to reduce fat
and cholesterol content by: (1) producing
strains of animals that convert higher proportions of feed to protein rather than fat,
(2) use of cows that produce large amounts
of high-protein, low-fat milk, and (3) the
further development of high-quality protein products of vegetable origin.'
As a member of the food industry, and
through its Worthington Foods Division,
Miles is heavily involved in the rather new
technology of textured vegetable proteins
as :neat analogs and meat extenders. With
the growing food demands of an increasing
population and the shrinkage of farm land
area as a result of urhanizaticn, there will
be growing need to devote farm land and
labor to their most efficient use. Significantly, from an economic standpoint the
conversion of vegetable protein into textured

proteins foods suitable for consumption is
far more efficient than conversion into animal piotcin. A grazed acre of land eau produce 58 pounds of animal protein, but if
the same acre is planted to soy beans for
use in textured protein food, it will yield
508 pounds of vegetable protein.'° By virtue of a rapidly developing technology, protein from various vegetable sources may be
efficiently employed to make high protein.
microntitrient-fortified, fabricated foods low

or free from cholesterol which simulate
beef, swine and fowl meats as well as certain scafoods in flavor, texture and physical
appearance, affording high nutritional value
and economic advantage to the consumer.
I am of the firm conviction that there can
evolve from such developing technology
effective and economic solutions to the dire

problems of protein scarcity among the
more grossly disadvantaged peoples of the
world and the development of major new
protein sour -es for us all.
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ITEM 2-ARTICLES PERTINENT TO THE HEARING
[Excerpt From)

CHILDREN'S TELEVISION: ECONOMICS AND PUBLIC POLICY
By William H. Melody*

Chapter VII

TOWARD THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC POLICY IN CHILDREN'S
TELEVISION
I. PUBLIC INTEREST AND PRIVATE INTERESTS

The foregoing analysis has pointed up how the differences in primary objectives
between the economic criteria of profit, and the social criteria of children's needs
and desires ha created a fundamental conflict of priorities across the entire struc-

ture of the broadcast industry, its institutions and tneir operations. As "public

trustees," broadcasters are charged with performing in the public interest. According to regulatory law, the public interest takes precedence over the broadcaster's
private economic interests. " It is the eight of viewers and listeners, not the right of
broadcasters, which is paramount."
Although this principle is clear in theory, in application the broadcaster must
make a continuing series of trade-offs between hK own private economic interests

and the public's interests, as he interprets those interests. It can hardly be surprising that he almost universally inverts the order of prio ..:ties between private
and public interests. Indeed, that is why the FCC was created. Supposedly unencumbered by the constraints of a vested personal financial interest, the Commission is charged with the responsibility of ensuring that the socially beneficial
trade-offs between the public and private interests are made.
Until the present time, in the area of children's television the trade-offs between
the public interest and private financial interests have been left to the industry.
The analysis of earlier chapters has shown that within the industry, the fundamental decision makers for these crucial trade-offs have not been the broadcast
stations, which are under direct regulation by the FCC, but the broadcast networks which do not have the same public interest responsibilities imposed on them

that are imposed on the stations. Thus, in the areas of decision making the

broadcast stations are not masters of their own fate. The real center of power for

managerial discretion lies with the networksinstitutions that do not have the
formal obligations of public trusteeship. Trade-offs between public and private
interests by broadcast stations in children's television become ancillary to those
made by the networks.
The record of performance in children's television by the networks indicates

that they have not treated children's television as a unique public interest responsibility that would require them to deviate from their profit maximizing
behavior. This is so even though the networks have substantial monopoly power
over both programming and broadcast station relations, power which in other
industries occasions close government scrutiny via the antitrust law and/or
direct regulation. Similarly, the great majority of broadcast strttions, although
severely constrained in their options by the overshadowing presence of network
policies and practices, have not recognized children's television as a particular
public interest responsibility that would require deviation from their profit
objectives.
In contrast, the ACT petition to the FCC reque-ts a complete reversal of decision

priorities, establishing the criterion of the needs and interests of children as the
controlling purpose of children's television. The petition claims that the economic
interests of the broadcast industry diverge substantially from the interest of the
*Associate Professor of Communication Economics, University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. Pa.
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child viewer and concludes that the latter can never be served appropriately as
long as children's television is being supplied in response to an athertiser supported
market. The FCC must now consider the scope of its regulatory discretion in
determining an appropriate public policy response on the issue.
II. THE ISSUE OF CHILDREN'S TELF:visioN

There arc two quite distinct aspects of the children's television issue. The first
addresses the problem of potential harm to the child from such things as aggressive

advertising techniques directed at the child and violent children's programs The
second aspect addresses the positive side of the issue by questioning tne responsibilities fur developing constructive children's programming in accordance with
only their needs and interests. But even this distinction does not fully clarify the
specific dimensions of the children's television issue before the FCC.
The issue of protection from harm is not that children should be insulated from
exposure to any and all advertisaig on television. Clearly, children ahvays have
and always will be exposed -to advertising. The issue is whether children should be
protected from being isolated as a specialized audience for the specific purpose of

applying pinpoint and tailor-made advertising directed to their particular

children's vulnerabilities. The point to be conside
is not whether children should
be permitted to observe and grow up in the telt,. .ion advertising game as played
by adults. Rather, the question is, should children be protected from being singled

out an the most vulnerable and aleable target for direct attack by television

advertisers?

Similarly, it should be clear that the focus of concern is upon children and not

the advertisers of children's products. The protection of children from direct
advertising would require advertisers on children's programs to modify their
advertising programs. It would not deny them the opportunity to advertise else-

where, as do many producers of ehildren's poducts.
On the programming aspect of children's television, the issue is not simply that
there be some planned pogranuning based solely on the needs and interests of
children. We have already gone around comn..!reial television to obtain some such
services on public television. The point for consideration is whether the special
public responsibilities of the comercial_broadeasters and their enormous command over the viewing audiences of the nation warrants the development and
implementation of a program of children's television designed to meet the needs
and interests of children.
The special treatment of children has been clearly recognized in the law since
time immemorial, and recently, by the television network-3 and the advertising
industry. In a press release describing its Fall 1972 season offering for children,

CBS stated: "Children. They are our most precious resource. When they are
entertained creatively and instructed with great care and imagination, all of
society benefits.'' The A,sociation of National Advertisers, in formulating guidelines for commercials on television aimed at children, said it recognized that
children are a special group of viewers and that television plays an important
role in their development. The guidelines, adopted by the ANA July 6, 1972, are
based on principles the advertisers' organization considers mandatory in communicating with children.
The pronouncements, of course, follow on the heels of the FCC Notice of
Inquiry and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking which stated, on this point:
. . . there arc high public interest considerations involve d in the
use of television . . . in relation to a large and important segment

of the audience, the Nation's children. The importance of this

portion of the audience, and the character of material reaching it,
are particularly great because its ideas and concepts are largely not
yet crystallized and are therefore open to suggestion, and also
because its members do not vet have the experience and Judgment
always to distinguish the real from the fanciful.*
Recognizing that children require special public interest consideration, I
becomes apparent that children need protection from being singled out as a
market and specifically manipulated in pinpoint fashion for the financial benefit
of advertisers and broadcasters. Most of the claimed abuses of children's programming and advertising have arisen precisely because the industry has become
increasingly efficient at specialization in children's programming and advertising.

The segmentation of the child audience was created to permit a more direct

Federal Communications Commission, "Notice of Inquiry and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking " Docket No. 19142, Jai.. 29. 1971.
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exploitation of the vulnerability of children. Thus, one cannot view the creation
of new approaehes to children's programming such as age-specifie programming, as
necessarily beneficial to children. If classifications arc based upon considerations

of profit and market exploitation as they usually are, one can almost certainly
expect :theses to appear. In fact, the segregation of children's markets for advertiser exp' 'Ration may be much worse than having no children's programming

classifice on at all.

The I tsitive side of the coin recognizes that there is a responsibility for creating
elan itt ttions Of children's programming on the basis of the needs and interest of

ehillr I. That such classifications should be used on the eommercial broadcast

syste . as opposed to the public system recognizes that public broadcasting has
not illy met the special needs of children It recognizes that the commercial

cyst al has much broader exposure to the public at large and vast numbers of
chi' .ren will be watching commercial broadcasting anyway. Most of the Nation
ha access to the counnercial broadcast system and is well used to viewing the
e. nnercial channels, while only limited numbers of the population have access
the public broadcast system. Moreover, the commercial broadcaster has
t.efinite public service responsibilities which he cannot ignore nor leave for public
broathasting to assume.
The is4ne of children's television, then, conies down to: (I) ensuring that children
are not singled out on the basis of advertising market criteria for pinpoint adver-

tiser exploitation. and (2) ensuring that children are singled out for special

programming on the basis of their own needs and interests. This, in turn, raises
the crucial question: can the3c objectives really be met within the framework of an
advertiser-based commercial broadcast system?

III

A FORECAST UNDER EXISTING ARRANGEMENTS

Although children's television is currently an issue of high visibility on the

public agenda, one is naturally led to question both the permanence of the problem

and the dm-ability of the active public that is taking interest. Now that the
issues have been exposed, can we expect some elf-correction within the next few
years? Can we expect industry to realize that it must modify its private financial
interest NOineWhat to reflect the public's interest by placing childn n's television
higher up on its public interest order or priorities?

The nature of market developmei within the broadcasting industry
indicate that the trend toward specialization in children's programming, as well
as other demographically Jet ermined specialized classifications, will not only
continue but also will become much more sophisticated. Indeed, this is the way
the market system is supposed to work. As the total market grows, it becomes
economieal and profitable to begin creating specialized market classifications that
can he tailored more closely to the requirements of each classification of eustmners.
Children's audiences represent such a classification which enables particular kinds
of advertises to get direct aceess to those audiences without having to go through
the filter of a larger mass audience.

Television broadcasting is now just entering a phase of market developmeit
that will lead to substantially increased marko. specialization. In children's
programming, this means the programs and adv isenicnts win be more effective

in exploiting the vulnerabilities of children in pinpoint fashion. Consequently,
inure complaints against its harmful effects can be expected. The greater the
degree of market and submarket specialization in children's television, the greater
the exploitation of children, and the more serious the public concerns will tend
to be. If the public interest is identified with the prevention of pinpoint advertiser
exploitation of children, then the eontinned pursuit of specillization of cli'ldren's
markets will lie directly emit rary to the public interest under the existing industry
structure and regulation. Content diversifieat ion ind age specificity, each important to ehildren's interest groups, will be created, bat the purpose v;11 be to permit
market exploitation. The children's classifications will be based upon the ad% er-

tiser's interests rather than the child's.
Moreover, the ,conomic realities of this trend make it unlikely that it will be
easily modified by good intentions or self-regulation. The specialization era in
children's television is just beginning and already ha, had an enormous payoff.

The latest and most sophisticated information gathering and analytical techniques
are already being employed for the purpose of identifying new, potentially profitable market segmentations. There is substantial evidence that continued market
segmentation has a great future in children's. television.
.o
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The substantial profitability from specialization in children's television virtually
h. As time passes, the
guarantees that the broadcast industry will follow this
financial sacrifice that would accompany any decision t.., forego the specialization
alternative will continue to increase, thus making it virtually inevitablz that the
broadcasters wil pursue this path of development.
If the FCC elects to take no action on the children's television issues before it
now, it appears inevitable that the presently operative economic forces in the
industry will work to make the problems more serious, and bring on the day when
they must he addressed. Yet, as time passes, it is :ikely that the profitability of
children's shows will continue to increase, considerations of short term financial
consequences will become more important, and the difficulties of coming to grips
with the problem will become even greater. Hence, the time and circumstances for
making public policy on children's television would seem to be better now that,
they will be in the future.
IV. THE RANGE OF POLICY OPTIONS

In approaching public policy on the children's television issues, the FCC could

limit its attention to the protection of children from abusive advertising and

programming practices, or it could address the entire question, including the need
for programming responsive to the needs and interests of children. Thus, the FCC
could take a narrow view of its public interest responsibilities and simply address
the issue of "potential harm" from advertising to children. Or it could address the

issue of the public interest responsibility for affirmative standards for positive
and constructive programming directed solely to the needs and interests of children. These issues, in turn, could be addressed in one of three basic ways: (1)
encouragement of self-regulation within the industry; (2) FCC imposed regulations within the existing industry structure ; or (3) FCC policy directed to resolving the issues outside the existing industrial strta...ture.
Extension of the self-regulation approach would simply amount to exhortation
to the industry that it do better. Self-regulation is supposed to exist already over a

broad range of industry policies and practices. But all evidence indicates that it
only works, if at all, for very shot periods of time when no significant financial

interests are at stake. The National Association of Broadcasters (N AB) is supposed
to be a focal point of self - regulatory power within the industry, but it functions

very poorly in this respect, providing no compulsory membership, no membership accountability, and no effectivt :;anetions. Moreover, with the substantial
financial and profit interests in children's programming, self-regulation in children's televi.,on would be doomed to failure before it began. An FCC decision to
place hopes for improvement on self-regulation srould result in no appreciable
change in existi practices or priorities. Perhaps a one season well publicized

flurry of activity would mark the zenith of the public policy issue before practices
reverted to the trend.
Alternatively, the Commission might choose to impose standards designed only
o protect the child audience from the undesirable aspects of children's programming and advertising. However, these rules would constrain bioadeasters from
fully exploiting their profit potential. Such rules would be running directly counter
to the economic interest of the firm, and therefore subject to frequent violation.
Moreover, it is doubtful whether the Fr " could effectively pollee such standards.

In similar fashion, any FCC atten.,,.. to take affirmative action to enforce
standards requiring a positive p:ogram of children's television directed to the
child's interests would run directly cc, miter to the economic interests of the
broadcasters It would also raise important problems of FCC monitoring and
policing. The commercial economic incentives would remain; the broadcasters and
network,: would be fully aware of all financial opportunities that were being denied
them; and the basic determinants of programming decisions would still be market
considerations.
Finally, the Commission might remove children's television from the existing

economic structure any the economic incentives of the industry b3 disallowing
all advertising directed to selling products to children, i.e., all advertising except
for institntional ads. This could prevent harm to child television audiences, but it
may also prevent a sizable portion of children's television from being shown at
all for lack of financial support. In like manner, a positive program for improveinen t of children's television would run into the same obstacle of devising a system
of financial support to replace direct advertising rel. enues.

V. REMoVING

1'EI LVISION FitOlt THE COMMLItcl U. MARKET

The external financ.4g option is the only alternative open to the Commission
w here it would not have to attempt t get the broadcasters to eompronue,
or redirect their pm, ate pursuit of profit through sales of commercial advertising.
Many analsts of the problem have eon chided that it mould he the mot de,irable
alternative were it not for the itectunpan3 Mg financing problems w Well could
mean a loss of existing levels of children's programming.
'!'bete are two fundamental concerns about extenial financing. The fir,t is what

the tin:mend mipact on the broadcasting indu,try would be [loin the loss ut

revenue', and the second is from where the sources of funds for program financing
might come. In ins recent stud3,
economist Alan Pearce looked briefly into
these questions, concluding that within the existing structure of the industry, the

revenue losses from children's programs would be substantial and that institu-

tional advertising and underwrit mg seemed to provide no ready supply of financial
resources to assume the costs of supplying children's programs.

.

FIN iNEI U INIFACT ON THE EXISTING 11110 inc 1ST STItUrTUItE

The financial impact of any major change on the existing broadcast industry
depends largely on the tone period over which that change would take place.

When viewed in terms of instantuneous changes, consequences may be enormous.
When viewed over a time horizon of planned change, the consequences are not
only much less severe but also frequently what initially was feared as detrimental
to a firm may ultimately turn out to be beneficial. A considerable part of the fear

of the consequences of change stem from the relative uncertainty of eh: ,4e nit
eomparison with ti'- relative stability of existing arrangements.
It must, be emphasized that the Pearce model simply performed static revenue
calculations where the only chat.,,c was the quantity of revenue lost from the
removal of advertising from existing network children's television. Moreover, the
model assumed that the change to external financing would take place instantaneously, thereby magnifying the consequence of the change upon net work profit-

ability. Pearce recognized that if demand elasticity ,
the response of advertisers
to reduced supplies of advertising minute., and possibly higher advertising rates,
was taken into consideration, the revenue consequences would have been much
less severe.
Adverse profit consequences would he minimized even further if all potential
cost savings relating to promotion and sales were considered. Approxi:oately 30
per cent of broadcast expenditures are for promotion and sales commissions. Most
of these costs would disappear if children's television were taken out of the com-

nercial market. Moreover, the networks have a unique capabilit to adjust their

to changes in revenue in order to maintain desired profit margins.' And when
omic consequences of the passage of thin are considered in the analysis,
yea.
..ear revenue growth and the opportunities for market adjustment become
factors easing the revenue, cost and profit impacts of change. Experience would

indieate that the profit consequences of lemoving 'advertising from children's
teIe ,sion could lie substentially mitigated by market adjustments.
However, what is most important is that the acceptable level of financial imact can be used as a bencliznark for determining the necessary time period over
which the change in financing methods can be p:ntsed in.
This is shown in the following illustration.
I See, eg, Powers. It. and Onneubeba,
Review, may/June. 1072, p. 10.

"Is TV too Profitable?" Columbia .Journalimn
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PHASING IN STRUCTURAL CHANGE
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In the above illustration, point A represents total broadcast revenues for year

"0", the year before a shift to external financing would take place. The curve A-As
represents the anticipated trend in revenues under existing institutional arrangements for supplying children's television. The NI-Ms curve represents the mini-

mum revenue level that the FCC decides that the industry or individual firms
must maintain to continue to operate ;it any predetermined level of financial
health. If ar instantaneous adjustment is made for the change to external financlig, revenues would decline to doint "B", which is below the " M" curve. On the
IntsiN the instantaneous comparison it would appear that the change to external
financirrg,would be unfeasible and therefore an unacceptable alternative decision.
However, if the change is implemented gradually over a period of several years,
the annual impact in any one year is only a small fraction of its impact upon instantaneous adjustment. Thus, with a five year phase-in period actual revenues
might become curve It-Its on illustration, substantially above the minimum acceptable revenues. Whether a phase-in period of I've years, three years, or eight

years is adopted is Immaterial to the basic issue. What is crucial about this

analysis is that the number of years can be varied in accordance with particular
circumstances. Moreover, the phasing period can be contracted or extended on the
basis of experience in the early phases. And it could be applied at t ne level of the
industry or of the individual firm. It would be possible for example to apply different phase-in periods for different firms operating under different market

eireamstanees.
Applying this type of analysis, the decision maker is seldom faced with the constraining alternative that the change to external financing cannot be accomplished
because of economic reasons. If the decision mater. conclude that adverbsing to

children should not be permitted on commercial television. they can adjust the
economic consequences to the affected firms over time by means of a phased
strategy of itnplementation.

It must be recognized, of course, that the economic consequences of a change in
the economic structure of children's television will affect more firms and industries

than the broadcast networks and stations. Advertisers, agents, syndicators

and producers would be affected also. But here again, the process of adjustment
to the new financing arrangements can reflect a sufficient time period for transition. Clearly, these entities do not have financial interests as great t he net works
and stations; for virtually all firms the financial impact can be expected to be relatively modest, especially when it is recognized that most Vrnis have acceptable
alternatives.
Although one could al tempt to estimate the financial impact on each segrent
of the industry, the limitations of existing data arid the infinite set of no.sible
assumptions that would be used would tend to make the precision of such forecasts
a focal pAnt for debates on the children's television issuo when they should not
be. There will always be differences in the assessment of the economic impact upon

different affected institutions. When it is recognized that the FCC can both
develop a phased strategy for Implementing change, and monitor actual changes
and modify the rate of implementation of change as time passes, precise forecasts
of consequences become irrelevant to the fundamental children's television issues.
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Economic impact is a factor to be considered in the design of a program for policy

implementation. It is not a factor that constrains the policy options available to
the Commission.
4

B. ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF FINANCING

Removing advertising from children's programming addresses the issue of pro-

tecting children from the harm of pinpoint advertising directed to children.

However, an affirmative policy of developing a minimum quantity and quality of

eluldren's programming directed to meet the needs and interests of children
requires cons, It:ration of the problem of alternative sources of financing. The
potential alternative sources of financing must come from such sources as institutional advertising, underwritirg or government. Here, too, forecasting the response of these institutions to the fituoicial requirements of children's television
is uncertain at best. The people directly involved who would have responsibility
for influencing such decisions are hesitant to attempt to predict their reaction to
the changed financial environment in ch:ldren's television.
Whether external financing can be obtained for children's programming will
remain a highly uncertain matter until it is attempted. Institutional advertising
is a widespread practice by United States corporations, but only a small proportion
of their advertising budgets are devoted to it at present. In children's television,
Health Tex Inc, is the outstanding institutional advertiser, spending $1 million

per year. Although the amounts of institutional advertising are gradually in-

creasing over time, it is impossible to forecast the potential response < f institutional advertising to children's television opportunities under a changed N:tem
of financing. Potential institutional advertisers point out that they may well be
interested but their interest will depend upon the particular circumstances, the
program, the prestige and other incentives that surround their support of quality
children's programming.
Underwriting support for ehildren's programs is in much the same position as
institutional advertising. Although the amounts of program underwriting have
been increasing in recent years, there is no reason to expect underwnters to assume
r for children's progri mining. TImever, it N reasonable to assume that
respom
underwriters would part napate in the financing of children's television to a significant degree. The extent of their participation, however, is likely to be determined
largely by the circumstances surrounding the new children's television operations.
If it

was prestigious and high quality, underwriter support could be fairly

substantial.
The United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) and
other federal, state and local government agencies spend substantial amounts of
resources on children's educational films annually. To the extent that childien

programs under the new arrangement can satisfy the needs of these various
agencies, as they should if they are directed to the need, of children, additional
financing sources could be uncovered. But he e too, one cannot forecast their
potential participation with any degree of e tainty because so much depends
upon the nature of the children's tele .:sion programming that evolves under the
new arrangements. It is clear, howevei, that the potential for attracting financing
from institutions, underwriters, government and other source- is there if the new

program structure is established properly and inordinate demands for funds are not
required immediately. The practical problem is whetlwr the funding potential can
be tested without making an irrevocable decision to alter the struetnre of children's
television.
By adopting the phasing procedure outlined above for providing the required
near term financial pioteetion for broadcasters, a step plan can be devised to test
the teasibilitv of phasing out, advertiser financing of children's shows and phasing
in sources of external financing Although the phasing structure would be based
upon a long rain plan through complete conversion to external sources, the program

could be established, at least initially, as an experimental one. The FCC could

monitor developments at least through the initial stages to see if suffici it( funding
was forthcoming from external sources. If it was not, the Commission could slow
down the rate of change to the new structure with a minimum of inconvenience for
all parties Moreover, the Commission is always free to review its policy at any
time.

This experimental approach has a unique advantage in that it gives those who
have been requesting alternative sources of financing an opportunity to come up
with the resources. In the event that they do, the structure of children's television
can be changed so as to respond directly to the interest of children. In the event
that they cannot obtain sufficient financing from external sources, alternative
attempts to remedy the existing problems in children's television could be pursued.
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VI. A PLAN FOR CONVERSION TO ALTERN VrIVE FINANCING

The development of a plan for converion to alternatixe financing arrangements
for children' television must eonsider many interrelated factor, The annual rate
of invest ment in children', programming depend, upon the quantity of children',
programs desired and the time period over which a library of quality children's
programs i. to be accumulated. The greater the quantity of new program,, and the
shorter the tune period over %%hieh they can be accumulated, the greater i the

annual rate of investment required. Although one can set objeetke, for fund
raking to achieve a given program inventory level, the in% entor of ehildren.,
programs will grow at the rate that funding k attracted.
However, it is important to recognize that there is an existing inventory of
quality children's programs. We are not starting from scratch. Moreover, as %%0
have previously noted, children's television in particular does not become outdated easily and the audience is continuously changing as children grow older.
Thus, the same characteristics that make children's television economical under
existing economic conditions can make it economical under a system of alternative
financing. For example, age specific programming would be valuable for periodic
reruns indefinitely. The fundamental difference would be that the programs and

their many reruns would be programs designed for the needs and interests of
children rather than advertisers.
An initial step in the implementation of an affirmative program for developing
"quality" children's television would he an assessment, of existing program
materials and the classification of an inventory of acceptable 'migrants. Such an
assessment is required not only as part of a program for establishing quality
children's television, but also as part of a program to protect children from the
"harmful" characteristic, e.g., violence, of bad progrannning. As earlier chapters
point out, some of what, is generally acknowledged to be the worst kind of programming is shown as children's television simply because its rerun costs are very
cheap. As funding is attracted for the production of new children's programs, the
establkhed inventory of "quality" programs would be increased.
Programming eosts during the first several years under the new arrangements
would he difficult to estimate because at least some development cots aoeiated
with the change in production arrangements would be involved. And even though

the cost per showing may ultimately be lower than existing program costs, the
financial resources for production are needed at the front end of the program
cycle. A. a point of reference, we know that existing ctuninercial children's pmograms cost on the order of $123,000 per hour for program runs of about, 20 half-

hour Individual segments. Children's Television Workshop produced 7'he JmI One

Company at a cost, including all background research and preparation, of approximately $8 million for its first 100 half-hour shows, or $100,000 per hour.
Sesame Sim( 1 costs approximately $3 millam for 1(1(1 one hour shows, or about
$31,000 per hour.

If we use a liberal figure of $125,000 per hour as the upper extreme of what
would be necessary for production in the first few years for program run, of
about 30 hours per year, the mumual prograat costs would run about, $3.5- $4.0
million per hour of weekly children's television. However, if CTW's Sesame
Sire( I example is used as a inore probable guide to costs, annual production costs
would run only about $1 million per hour of weekly children's television. Thu,

it seems cleat that a program of alternative financing for children's television
production could be established with a few million dollars to begin the first step
in a phased programthe substitution of one hour of existing commercial luldien's programming with new non-commercial children's programming directed
to the needs and interests of children. As more funds become available and addi-

tional programs are created, nu re ho irs can be substituted until t he desired level
and kinds of children's programming arc achieved. Once this state of maturity
of program development is reached, fin:ming equirements will diminish somewhat as new programming needs are limited to the continuing replenishment anal
reinvigorating of an existing level of satisfactory programs.
In the supp4y of children's television, there are other costs in addition in pro-

gramming that mkt be incurred These ate essentially network coordinatiou,
tel
signal transmission and broadcast station cost,. (70ordination of network distribution of non-commercial television is a function that could be very

costly if it had to be e,pecially performed for a few hours of child,-en's programming. And it can readily be performed by the networks, as it Is today, at minimum
costs in their established system already devoted to continuous networking. In
like manner, the cows of transmitting the television signal to broadcast stations
would bu minuniz,a1 if the signals were delivered as part of the network's coil-

tinning broadea,ting operations. tots, performance of these functions could
provide a contribution of the networks to the supply of children', prognonming
under the new arrangements. The contribution Of the broadcast ,tation, would
be the air time over which the 'mignon,: were broadcast.
Both broadcast station and networks should 1w permitted or encouraged to
contribute to the financing of programming In fact, since ehildren's television
would no longer be a part of their public service responsibilities, financial contributions by stations might be encouraged or required as part of their pubbe ,ervice
re,pon,abilities by the FCC. However. programming deekions inu.t not be made
by ,tation,, network, or sponsoring financial eontnbutor,. An onport ant part in
implementing ,uch a plan would be the development of a structure of ,epan.te
deckionmaking entitle, to make programming decisions that refleet deliberation
of the needs and interests of children under the new structure.
A, a point of reference plan, a planning horizon of five to seven years could
be adopted for the phasing out of advertising to children. Nece,,ary lead times
of six months to a year to establish a program under the new arrangement:
would be necessary. A four to eight step procedure for transition would permit
gradual and controllable change. In the first ,tep, one or two hours a week of
ehildren's programming without advertising could be introduced; Perhap, one
hour of programming by each network for a national audience, and one hour of
programming by local stations, drawing the programming from both new programming and the existing inventory of acceptable children':, programming. Expatkion of children's programming under the new arrangements could proceed as
eircum,tanees permit---primarily the rate of thumping of new programs. This point
of reference plan provides a manageable and reasonable transitional program :. It
for
can provide a fimndation . the development of a more detailed actualisplan
in the
decide that it
iniplementat:Im Of the policy objective, should the
public intertst to do ,o.
VII. CoNcLusioN

The purpose or4his chapter has been to develop a framework for addressing
the issue of children's television. The issue has been narrowed to the imrposes
for which children arc elassified as special. They need protection from pinpoint
advertker exploitation. They require special programmo- -1.,rected to their needs
and interests.
of commercial chilUnder exktiug institutional arrangements for the s
dren's television, the presently operative economic fol., in the industry will

tend to make the problems of children's television worse. From the range of policy
options available to the Federal 0(anniunhations Commissom, the external
linancing option has the greatest probability or success. A phased plan along the
lines of the point of reference plan described above appears readily manageable
and feasible. The details of an actual plan for implementation are, of course,
subject to dehaie and modification, What is most important, however, that
the plan be a complete one designed to meet whatever objective, of children's
progra»nag that are specified by the FCC as :t matter of polio.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION ORAL HEARINCS
CHILDREN'S TELEVISION
[Dociur No. 19142]
January 8, 1973
Statement by Peggy Charren, President; and

ON

Evelyn Sarson, Executive Director,
Action for Children's Television (ACT)
of Action for Children's Television, and with
I am Peggy Charrcn,
?resident
ACT's
Executive
Director. We are here today representing
toe is Evelyn Sarson,
n.issing
from
these
Oral Arguments, people who have tried
many people who are
the
FCC,
who
have tried to express their concerns
to make their voices heard at
their
own
children, and who have urged the
about what television is doing to
These people are the viewers, the
FCC to act in this small and specific
area.
three
children
who turns on the television at
public, the mother at home with
find
her
local
station
is running horror cartoons
live o'clock in the afternoon to
is
the
teacher
in the classroom who
It
interrupted by children's commercials.
have seen stereoand
fears
of
pre-schoolers
who
has to deal with the qaestions
And it is the
prognaus
they
watch.
,
. ,
in
the
types, monsters and murder
children to
conscientious parents who select a children's TV special for their long past
later in the evening and (a+iitn:

watchonly b. find it on at 8 or evenhere today to speak for the thouaatis (.f
the Add ren's bedtime. Andthey
we should
are be expected to have to say "No" to the
parents who ask how often
buy and
repeated demands for over-priced TV toys which they don't want to

their
the over-sugared foods advertised to children on TV which they don't want
families to cat.
the FCC on
We cannot bring the 100,000 individuals and groups who wrote to
feel. We have,
tell
you
personally
what
they
ACT's petition to these hearings to
over this
however, two additionai indications of the incredible public concern
America today.
the
lives
of
children
growing
up
in
issue of major importance in
children have
The first is that many national organizations concerned with
of Pediatrics and
hearings.
The
American
Academy
asked to participate in theseChristians and Jews have submitted statements. The
the National Conference of
Association, an organization of 2600 mental
American Oroup Psychotherapy
following
letter from Jay IV. Fidler, M.D., President,
health professionals, sent the
to the FCC on December 13, 1972:
Gt:NerbintRN: The American Group Psychotherapy Associatio-i
is composed of 2(100 licensed psychiatrists, psychologists, psychiAs a
atric social workers and other mental health professionals.

following rules and
group, we are interested in adoption of the for
children:
guidelines to govern all television programs
1. Meee shall be no sponsorship and no commercials on
children's programs.
2. N.', performer shall be permitted to use or mention products, services or stores during children's programs.
for
Each station shall provide daily programming
3.
and II) to 12)
children (in each of the age groups-2 to .1, 6 to 9,public
service

no less than :4 hours a w6k, aq part of its
requirement.

understanding
4. There should be established a national
do not have the
that children are not purchasers, that theythat
they should
experience to contend with commercials,
into buying, and that
not be used to pressure their parents
what children watch is the joint responsibility of parents and
broadcasters.
Sincerely yours,

JAY W. FIDLER, Mil,

AGFA President.
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The Children's Service Division of the American Library Association representing 30,000 individuals, has asked us to read the following statement:
To: Federal Communications Commis.sion.
Since we filed a statement in March 1971 we have heard from
mere and more of our mentbers regarding the low quality of televi-

sion programming for children. There has been little, if any, improvement and our association, with a membership of more than

30,000, continues to be concerned. We urge the Federal Communications Commission to take positive act inn for children now.
Vie respectfully suggest that the time has come for the Ouniniion to consider Statements representing the views of many citi:tens

as well as those of the broadcasting industry and ccmintercial
interests.

We resubmit the original statement and reaffirm its theses.
Cliti.nnEx's Statcwits
American Library Association.

In a letter to ACT, the Family Service Asociaticm of America, New Vlirk,
''We certainly will continue to support in every way possible the im-

portant cause you are flirwarding to establish standards for children's television
Every good wish for sttbstantial 1)1-tigress tovi.trd your gcntls at the hearings.
We will appreciate your keeping its advised of your efforts and let us know when
.

.

.

our support might be itelpful in the future."
'' '' dming response
The most receat belie:mon of public concern was the
to a quiz in a national magazine. On December 1, 1972, 1*. !. Magazine and
designed for
Arr published a quiz on children's television. The first
offered readers
parents to test their kmiwledge of children's TV: the second 1.
a chance to Speak (hit" on children's television. To date, A T has received
almost 23,000 responses to the questionnaire. These will be statistically analyzed

by a research team from Boston University, headed by Dr. F. Earle )farms,

Polfessor of Conumtnicatilm Research. As you can see from the quiz, several I if
the questions were factual. Hut the last quest icins invited readers to speak freely-

and they did. A("1' received long letter: covering several pages, Short typed

motes, carefully thought -out statements, postcards and notecards. People covered
every corner of their quiz fiirnis ou cawasions to make sure that their voice would
be heard. Several wrote across the top of the quiz, "Thank yon for giving me the

op,mtunity to speak out,"

Au accurate anabsts of the complete quiz will 1w published in Parade magazine.

wh. h is distributed in 101 newspapers across the country. We have thew permission to read to',ou some of the statements submitted as :14 indication of the
degree of concern of a Cric4q.ec:ioli of the public. Here are just a few made,.

rton the naither of a 1- and a -year -old in ()repot:
With the exception of a few excellent programs on non-e(munr-

vial stations, children can only absorb and then !illy, buy, buy.
If we are to improve the quality of life in this count , it must begin
with quality education and entertainment for air children.

Front the neither of it 5-year-ld in Maryland:
I feel chit :red's TV at present (lites tint give any assistance to a
Child in living in today's world as a kind, intelligent, well-informed,
articulate, ffillet ' g contributor :4 the liftman race.
From it mother of .1 children in Washil gton:
Luxuries seem like necessities to t' e.it. Selfishness and'nwanness
to (had' other echo what they see on TV.
From a mother of two in Missouri:
We are cimeerned with the excess of violence in the elnldren s
cartoons and the terrible selling promotions that bombard children
during their programs.
And from a parent in Arah.:mt:
The most difficult thing from a mother's point of view, is trying
to give a «mviming reason for n by v.e can't buy things that are
advertised on TV.

tt

-
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From the mother of a 3-year-old in Illinois:
If Sesame Street has such a powerful positive influence on children, I can't help but believe a steady diet of violence and other
undesirable TV activity would also have a deep influence on them.
And from 1Va.shington,

It has made my three-year-old daughter into a three-year-old
consumer.

'tt

From parents of a three- and a seven-year-old in Arizona:
Public TV is a Gc.dsend. Commercial TV rates the mighty dollar
much higher than this nation's children.
A quote from a Washington, D.C. mother:
The sad thing is that the FCC has been so unresponsive for so long
to complaints about children's programming . . . One has the
feeling that it is a Commission composed of commercial television
'nterests and not for the public.
A'.4 both parents of a 4- and an 8-year-old said in their response:
The problem with this quiz is that only concerned parents will
answer it and their children arc the ones you have to worry least
about.
Television critics have written of the outrage of children's television; thousands
of parents have voiced their concern; and major organizations with memberships
in the multintillions have demanded change. And what has been the response of
the broadcasters?
Well, the National Association of Broadcasters has met to consider the problem
and has brought forth, with considerable fanfare, their solutions: the maximum
number of commercial minutes on children's television programs from 7 a.m. to
2 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday has been cut from Ili minutes to 12 minutes, as
of January 5, 1973. Even as a first step (and there is no indication that the NAB
considers this cut a first step) this change is minimal. Where is the protection of the

ti

NAB sets up Saturday and
child on Monday through Friday? Why, when the
Sunday morning as "prime time" for children, do they permit two and a half
minutes mote per hour of commercials than they allow for adult mime time?
What a strange way for the NAB to solve the problem of over-commercialism on
children's television: Their new rules seem to help the clutter-conse;ous advertiser
more than the child.
The NAB has also ruled that hosts on children's programs shall not sell. This is
we are emc.idering here
commendable . . . indeed it is part of the Rule Making
today. But who will make sure that Code stations adhere to this rule? And will
the 40% of TV stations which do not belong to the Code also stop host-selling on
children's programs?
It should also be pointed out that misleading advertising to children hurts low-

income families far more than others. In a pilot study by Daniel Yankelovieh
Incorporated on "Mothers' Attitudes Toward Children's Television Programs
and Commercials," a group of mothers in Denver, Colorado, discussing this probtime unbearable for
>m, agreed that the toy manufacturers make Christmas
them. One mother stated that commercials: ". . . give children a purchasing
the parents feel guilty . . .*"
power they shouldn't have. Many times they make
In a letter recently sent to the Commission in reference to this docket, Representative Patsy Mink of Hawaii clearly expresses the concerns of those who care
about children.
Tb' first rule the most important. It states, "There shall be no
sponsorship and no commercials on children's programs." To me,
this is It fundamental moral issue and should be decided not on economics but on principles of social responsibility.
Our entire broadcast license system is based on the fact that these
who utilize the limited facilities of broadcast communication owe it
responsibility to the general public. There is no more important a

segment of the public than children, insofar as the impactfor
better. or worseof broadcasting, particularly where television is
concerned.

l'ankelorteh. bat.,e1. "Mothers' Attitudes Tonard Children's Television Programs and
Commercials." p. 33.
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Children are uniquely vulnerable to adverse effect of ts;levised
programming, yet at the same time they are singularly open to

positive benefits from proper programming. We must therefore be
doubly cautious in our regulations governing this aspect of licensee
performance.
Despite efforts by advertisers to avoid adverse effects, proposed
Rule Number 1 should be adopted. The basic principle of attempting to sell commercial products by influencing young children is
wrong in concept. No matter hoW cleverly or skillfully presented,
vertisements are intended for a purpose that is incompatible with
the needs of children at an early stage in their development.
And what is being aired on children's TV programs this year? Some innovative
shows arc on. ABC is airing a once-a-month after-school special in the afternoon,
CBS has been running children'S news specials and NBC originated a daily halfhour pre-school program which-will now be aired on weekends only. Some local
prograinS provide diversitY, andlithit or-cluster commercials. But theie arc the
exceptions. ACT has monitored the network season and asked its contacts around
the country to watch as well. Disap-pointment-at the lb* calibre of the program=
ming and anger at the incredible barrage-of selling has been the general response.
Writing, in Variety, _Bill Greeley described the 1972 =73- children's TV season as

"almost unanimously witless, heartless, charmless, tasteless and artless." Ron

Powers of the Chicago Sun Times described the new network schedule as "a giant
step backwards." And many independent and UHF stations are still running the

violent super-hero cartoons removed from network TV because of the public
outcry. In a full color ad in last month's "Broadcasting" magazine, Warner
Bros. Television advertises:

SUPERMAN/BATMAN/AQUAMAN IN ANIMATION

On the CBS Television Network, over a period of four seasons,
69 episodes of super-hero _anifilation dominated their time periods
with impressive rating. These exciting episodes include THE NEW
ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (34 half-hours), AQUAMAN

(18 half-hours) and THE NEW ADVENTURES OF BATMAN

(17 half,hours).2
Warner Brothers does not seem to believe that self-regulation will change much.

The National Association for Letter Broadcasting, which publishes an annual
"Guide to TV Viewing" for i...rents, described "Superman cartoons" now in
syndication as: "Disgraceful and irresponsible fare for the world's youngsters.
Threadbare plots, unsuitable values. Children deserve better. First aired on CBS."
The Association of National Advertisers, which will be speaking here tomorrow,

has adopted Children's Television Advertising Guidelines. As an indication of
jtist how seriously the ANA meant these guidelines to be taken, they neglected
to put in any mechanism for enforcement. There are no penalties for any kind of
infractions, nor are any checking or monitoring procedures suggested to ensure
that advertisers adhere to the guidelines.
Many broadcasters have said to us that while they agree that it may be undesirable to sell to children, without commercials they would be unable to air
any children's programs. ACT commissioned 1)r. William Melody to examine
alternative methods of funding children's television programs on commercial
television. In conjunction with the release of his study, "Children's Television:
Eco lllll Wes and Public Policy," Dr. Melody stated last week that children's
television programs on commercial television could be aired with no commercials
in livz to seven years, without financial hardships for broadcasters. According to
Dr. Melody's study, while last spring's study by Dr. Allan Pearce of the FCC
concluded that ACT's proposal to eliminate children's conunercials would result
in it serious financial loss to i.il three nttworks, the Pearce study did not consider
changes in the existing broadcast structure for children's programming.
Dr. Melody states that:
"When it is recognized that institutional change does not have
to take place instantaneou sly with cataclysmic ecoromic consequences,

it become; clear that policy makers can phaie in the new policy at
whatever rate they find most compatible with tee public interest.
Thus, whatever economic constraints exist, they become factors
that modify the speed of change and not factors that preclude the
feasibility of change."
2 "Broadcasting" Dec. 4, 1972.

Dr. Melody's study points out that during the early years of television, nearly
half of the combined network offerings for Children were presented without commercials. In 1949, for example, 42% of children's programs were aired without
advertising sponsorship. Today, program decisions are IT scie on the basis of which
programs will attract the largest share of the audience available during specific
-hours. According to Dr. Melody, children's television is broadcast not when it is
most convenient for children or when the largest children's audience would be
attracted, but rather when children's television provides the greatest commercial
advantage over alternative programs at that time.
ACT, as you well know, has propoSed that.children's television be regarded as
a public service area; to be shown without commercials. Many commercial stations

do not agree with this philosophy: Yet, in:the -peSt three years, an increasing

number of commercial stations have been airing five -hours. _a week of ehildren!s
programming Withont-coinmercialS, Without isity_sponsOrship,_ancLat
many children are watching-TO date- a:totarof-about'50 emninercial-Stations in
areas _Stich as Bismark i North =Dakota- and- Amarillo, TekaS haVe-been:-enthusiz
astically airing five hours a week of qualiq': children's-programming-sithout com-

htercials. These are the stations that-luive managed to persuade the Children's
Television Workshop to let them air the pre-School-program "SeSame Street"

daily on a commercial station in an are% where there is no public television station.
The Children's Television Workshop ; s a Strict contact for the program which
ensures: (1) no commercials or sPoitbo. :hip- Within or adjacent to the program;
only noncommercial announcements are permitted; (2) underwriting credits can
tic only` a simple statement without descriptive comments. Underwriting is per-

mitted by CTW and a station may use a phrase such es "Sesame Street was

brought to you this morning as a public service by Sinith'S Store."
In a conversation with a representative of WBR7-TV, a commereill station in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the following became ceident. The station sirs Sesame
Street from 9 to 10 a.m. Monday through -Frida)=7 52 Weeks a year, without any
commercials. The air time is contributed-by the station. The station pays about
850.00 a program plus $10.00 mailinglee. Since November 23, 1970, WBRZ has
been airing the program, which is getting good ratings. WFMJ-TV in Youngstown,

Ohio, has been airing Sesame Street, Monday through Friday, since November,
1970, when the program first went on the air. It is aired 52 weeks a year, from
9:30 to 10:30 a.m. and since the station is a UHF; their rates are lower than those
of the Baton Rouge station, totaling some $12,000 a year. The station estimates
the cost of the air time donated to the program is about $250.00 an hour of Class
C time or $1,250.00 a week. The station receives no contribution towards the
cost of the program from any underwriter and the ratings show a substantial
audienceof-young children.

Oise stipulation of the CTW contract, with stations is that if a public TV
station opens in an area, "Sesame Street" is automatically transferred to the
public TV station.
In many rises, stations do not run any other children's programming and do not
have funds or facilities for developing children's programs. One program manager
said: "It's difficult for a local station to invest large_sums of money in children's
programmingcertainly it costs us less to buy "Sesame Street" from CTW than
to produce an hour a day of our own children's programs. I feel it's best for the
money for children's TV to go to one central place where the program can be pro-

duced with the right kind of research and the top quality people making it so
that you know it's going to be a good product. We just don't have those kind of
facilities locally."

Dr. Melody's study and the experience of Children's Television Workshop
with commercial stations have proved that what ACT is asking ;or is possible.

It is possible for a commercial TV station to run children's programming without,
commercials.

It is possible to attract a sizeable audience for quality children's programs.
It is possible to phase in a new policy for children's television at a rate compatible with the public interest and the bmadeaster's interest.
--And.it is possible to change children's television from an area of ntajor concern
in this country to a creative force in the lives of children.
The responsibility for regulatory action rests With you, Chairman Dean Burch,
Mr. Benjamin Hooks, Mr. Nicholas Johnson, Mr. Robert Lee, Mr. H. Rex Lee.
Mrs. Charlotte Reid, and Mr. Richard Wiley.

NEWSPAPER ARTICLES
[Miami (Florida) Herald, Sept. 15, 19721

NEW SEASON'S "KID SHOWS" TAKE GIANT STEPBACKWARDS
By Ron Powers

Saturday-morning television pfogramining fot children has taken a giant step
backward this year. And the backsliding occurred just a season after things had
started to look so promising.
In 1971, spurred by the activism of Action for Childten's Television, the success of Public -TV's Sesame Street, increased pressure from the critics and by
ominous rumblings from the Federal Conimunioations Commission itself, the three
networks significantly upgraaed the quality of children's programs.
Knowledge.--oriented shows, featuring real people, began to replace the cheap-

slick formula chase cartoons. ABC's Curiosity Shop. NBC's Take a Giant Step
and Mr. Wizard, CBS' You are There and In The News all of the contributed
to heightened value for small viewers on Saturday mornings. The ruthle.ness of

hard-sell cereal and toy commercials was checked, and everyone glowed.
But television's inipulges fot voluntary public - spiritedness last about as long as
a child's attention span.
Ratings=Which the networks swore did not influence their commitment to the

new, experimental showsapparently have brought us all back to earth.

The new children's season is business as usual at the crowd - catching cash register.

Five of the six new NBC programs are cartoons. (A sixth animated show,
Underdog, returns to the air after several years' absence, and NBC has changed
the title of the live Take a Giant Step to Talking With a Giant.)
All five of CBS's new offerings are cartoons though one of them, Fat Albert

and the Cosby Kids (11:30 a.m.), features appearances by Bill Cosby, who
emphasizes a learning point in the show; All four of ABC's new shows are animated.
Undeniably, the violence level is far below what it was a couple of seasons ago

in the new cartoons, and many of them make passing attempts to distribute

shorthand enlightenment. NBC's Sealab 2020, for instance, will tell vour kid how
long it will take him to decompress after a deep-sea dive, and ABC's Kid Power
deals with prejudice in ethnic neighborhoodi.
But basically- the new shows are slick entertainment wrapped around flashy
toy and cereal ads, and are a poor substitute for just about anything a young child
might elect to do on his own.

There is one new kids' show, however, that stands below all this. For sheer

audacity in dragging the stylized avarice and frenzied greed of adult game 'how

into the realm of children, it deserves a special pedestal in the dustbin of the

medium's most shameless enterprises.
It is called Runaround, it is on at 10:30 on NBC, and you probably should watch
it once just to sec how far television is willing to indulge its own fascination with
materialism.

The host is Paul Winchell, the ventriloquist, and the contestants and live

audience are all children. At the start of the program the nine contestants come,
charging out to their places as their names are called, brandishing both fists over
their heads like a Lilliputian horde of hopped-up pillagers.
The familiar gameshow organ reaches a crescendo in the background, and
Winchell, twitching his black mustache gleefully, bleats: "Are you all ready to
play Runaround?" Yaaaatumutah," the combatants scream.
"I'm glad to see such enthusiasm," Winchell oozes, "because we have some
great prizes for everyone."
The idea is that Winchell asks a question that has three possibt7, answers. At a
signal, the nine kids go racing across the floor to stand in front of a number that
corresponds to their choice for the correct answer.

But the road to consumer- success isn't that easy, as the young recruits soon
find out: to enjoy most fully the fruits of greediness, one must learn to use duplicity and deceit against one's rivals.
So the contestants arc told that they may at first stand in front of a WRONG
number, to confuse their adversaries, until Winchell clicks his little clicker. Then
(443)
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the nine must scramble for what A-hey consider the right number: the slow ones
are punished by banishment to a "Penalty Box," which also serves as incarceration for those who give incorrect answers.
NBC says the show is "informative," but I saw one kid win an Eleetrophonic
stereo and a bicycle simply because he ventured a wild guess on a "tie-breaker"
question ("How much is fourscore and seven?") and happened to come closer
("20?") than his opponent ("11?").
Runaround is the logical extension of the fantasy-gratifying toy commercial.
It dcesn't belong on the air.
(The New York Times, Oct. 22, 1972)

BATTLE OF THE BREAKFAST TABLE
STAKES BUJ, SO CEREAL PRODUCERS POUR IT ON

By Philip H. Dougherty
Any mother With one or More of the ginune group at home can attest to the power
of di y-cereal advertising. But it's getting harder to understand jtist what the kids
are yelling "gimme" for.
How can a member of the Corn Flakes generation be expected to understand
demands for such things as Freakies, Baron Von Redberry and Sir Grapefellow.
Froot. Loops, Pebbles and Count Chocula and Franken-Berry ("the monstrously
delicious cereals")?

Where do youngsters learn about such things? Well, on a recent Saturday
morning, an estimated 25 million kids were watching network television. And
network television is where the four major cereal manufacturers put some $45million worth of advertising last year.
What did all those children see and hear? They saw a lot of crazy cartoon
characters, for one thing, and they heard a lot about crunchiness (apparently a
vital ingredient for ecreals) and they also heard many references to "eight essential
vitamins."
`"So crispy, you almost have to cat them with your fingers in your cars," is the
message for Ralston Purina's Chex cereals.
"Tastes like a bowl of noisy fruit," says the .pot for Pebbles, made by General
Foods' Post division.
"A frootful snootful," promises the commercial for Kellogg's Froot Loops.
Kids also learn of orange, pink and purple breakfast delights, of some that taste

like peanut butter and of some that are sprinkled with marshmallows. And,
perhaps more important to them, the kids learn that a box of Pebbles might contain a Toy Pelican Powered Flintnioboat. And they discover, for 75 cents and a
"purchase seal" from General Mills' Trix, they can get a Wham-0 27 color pencil.
Almost sounds like a fairy talebut it adds up to $800-million in annual sales of

ready-to-cat cereal. A fairy tale should have sonic trolls, and there are trolls
aplenty:
Those at the Federal Trade Commission who have charged the big
four cereal makers with monopolistic practices.
Those of Action on Children's Television who would like to eliminate
advertising aimed at children.
Those who want to use TV to educate tots on the nature of advertising
and nutrition.
And those who are making the "instant breakfast" and pop-out-of-thetoaster goodies that are cutting into the cereal market.

The cereals with the strange names, bright colors and flavors are of the presweetened variety. This is not the biggest category of ready -to -cat cereal, but
certainly it is the fastest growing and now accounts for 30 percent of the market.
Accordiing to John C. Maxwell Jr., an analyst for Oppenheimer & Co., the only

one of the big four manufacturersKellogg, General Mills, General Foods and
Quaker Oatsthat gained in dollar volume last year was General Mills, which
has created the wackiest names for its new brands. Kellogg showed a gain in units
sold.

People in the cereal industry say that premiums are being used as persuaders
more than ever before. They also say that more than one manufacturer would like
to get out of this rat race but can't because of competitive pressure.
"When you have two or three brands on the shelf that are all equal, then what
is going to pull one off the shelf? Premiums. That's what is going to charge up
the kid."
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He noted that price competition is rarely used for cereals because money is no
object to juvenile consumers. (Why should it be? It isn't theirs.)

The nation devours more than one billion pounds of ready-to-eat cereals a
year. One industry source says 70 percent of this is gobbled up by people under
20 years old. A more sophisticated source breaks it down to 38 percent by the
under-13 set and 31 percent each by the 144o-44 and 45-and-over groups.
Cereals are pre-sold with advertising and are given a push on the crowded
supermarket shelves by colorful packaging (front and back.) But premiums have
become a primary ingredient in the marketing mix.
Although the fortified brands are expected to be a growth area for cereal manufacturers, the biggest expangion last year was in the pre-sweetened category.
Why has the pre-sweetened segment groWn? Maybe Mrs. Peggy Charren, president of the 15,000-member, Boston -based Action on Children's Televigion, has
the answer.
"Children's television has changed the design of products," she said the other
day.
Before television, new cereal productS tended to flop on their faces. But since
1950 about I50-new brands have been introduced.
Saturday morning TV time is cheap compared with prithe time. It is the difference between $4,000 for 30 seconds and $30400. So a cereal maker can launch
a new, crunchy, pre-sweetened brand with about $2-million for-advertising plus
S1- million for premiums.

Curiously, what seems to have given the whole business a boost is the July,
1970, blast by Robert B. Choate, a former Nixon Administration consultant on
hunger. His charge that most cereals had little nutritional value made headlines
coast to coast.
He ranked 60 brands in descending order of nutritional value. Kellogg's Corn
Flakes, Rice Krispies and Sugar Frosted Flakes (which h2 ranked 38th, :39th and
58th) were last year's first, third and fourth best sellers, in terms of units. General Mills' Cheerios (which he put in 25th place) sold second best.
The only explanation Mr. Maxwell had to offer was: "It's the same as tobacco.
Tell them it's not good for them and they'll buy it. People love to sin."
Mr. Choate said recently that sales did drop during the first six, months after
his disclosure. Ile noted that, of the 40 brands that got the worst marks, 36 have
stopped up their nutritional content.
He, by the way, is not out to eliminate advertising on ehildren's shows. But he

would like to see public-service spots educating children as to just what

advertising is.
Although Mrs. Charren says ACT has found little improvement in the new TV-

season, a glance at some of the new commercials indicates that advertisers are
moving in a,direction that may please some of the critics.
hi a recent speech Mrs. Virginia 11. Knauer, special assistant to the President
for consumer affairs, complained: "In all the crunchy, crackly, yummy, chewy,
colorful foods paraded before children's eyes, where are the meat and potatoes,
the fruits and vegetables, the eggs and milk that should be the staples of their
diet? Sweetness becomes a cardinal virtue in food productsa virtue totally out
of proportion to sugar's place in the diet."
More than one of the new commercials sholt-the-ndvertised cereal along with
bacon and eggs, orange juice and toast. Or they inclu e voice-over lines like "good
breakfast featuring Post Super Sugar Crisp."

Mrs. Knauer is not alone in attacking sweets-stressineadvertising. The FTC
issued similar criticism last January when it accused the big four of running an
illegal monopoly (created in part by their tremendous advertising buagets) that
forced consumers to pay "artificially inflated prices."
Not so, said Yale Brazen, a University of Chicago business economist, and one-

time consultant to the cereal industry. Instead of damning the cereal makers;
he said, the FTC should be praising them because their TV advertising has made
dry cereal a year-round favorite, smoothing out consumption patterns and lowering
Costs.

[Parade, Sunday, Mar. 4, 1973]

WHAT YOU THINK OF CHILDREN'S TV
By Herbert Kupferberg
"My child loves TV," writes the mother of a 4-yearold in Lewiston, Idaho.

"It is his friend. It is sad for his friend to betray him and show him things
that make him afraid to sleep at night."
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Her comment typifies the overwhelming concern about children's television
felt by U.S. parents, as expressed in a vast outpouring of responses to n quiz
jointly sponsored by "Parade" and Action for Children's Television (ACT),
which appeared in this mcgazine's December 3 issue.
More than 25,000 replies have been received to the questionnaire at ACT
headquarters at 46 Austin St. Newtonville, Mass., and at this writing they are
still arriving at thee rate of 20-40 daily. They come from every State of the Union
and Canada. Many of them are accompanied by long letters from concerned
mothersand sonie fathers, as wellcomplaining about a broad spectrum Of

children's TV practices ranging from excessive violence to incessant commercials.
The quiz responses have been computerized and analyzed by a team of Elston

University experts under the direction of Dr. F. Earle Barcus, profes'sor of
Comments I)r. Barcus: "There are a lot of concerned parents out there who
cared enough to send this quiz in. There, was a great response from upper-

communication research.

middle-class mothers, as well as from other groups. This is a concern that seems
to affect all income levels and fill parts of the country."
One of the quiz's ,most startling discoveries is the extent:to-whieli the Public
Broadcasting Service'S noncommercial children'S TV programs have captured a

_

nationwide young audienee. PBS programs are normally not included in the
Nielsen and other TV ratings: But parents answering the question "Which programs does your child watch most often?" named "Sesame Street," "The Electric
Company," and "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood" in 1-2-3 order. A fourth PBS offering, "Zoom," ulaced .No. 11. Many of the commercial programs most frequently
named were not children's programs at all, but regular adult or' family-type
offerings. A list of the top 20 programs appears at the end of this article.
21 HOURS A WEEK

Among other findings are:

The average child watches television 3 hours each weekday, 3.5 hours on
Saturday, and 2.3 hours Sundaya total of around 21 hours a' week.
Parents are overwhelmingly opposed to the current frequency of commercials
on children's TV programs. Nearly 40 percent voted for a policy of no commerials, 23 percent for fewer commercials, 25 percent for commercials only at the
beginning and end of a progrrtn, and 7 percent for various combinations of the
foregoing. Only 4 percent favored "no change in the present system" and 1 percent did -bat answer the question. "This was one of the biggest surprises," comments Dr. Bawls. "I-expected ^ lot more people to support the present system."
By far the most frequent complaint voiced by parents was about violence, with
32 percent objecting to its frequency. Nearly 10 percent complained about the
content of cartoon programs, and many parents protested the prevalence of
"monsters" on their screens. -My son wakes up at night talking about monsters
lie's seen on 'IV." writes the mother of a 2%-year-old in Detroit. "Is cruelty,
murder. mayhem, sadism the best the networks can do?" asks another woman in
Yakima, Wash.
Despite these and other objections. most ,parents give a high rating to the
programs their children see most often, with 40 percent describing them as

"excellent," 41 percent "good." 14 percent "fair" and 3 percent "poor." Dr. Barcus
explains this seeming paradox by pointing out that most parents answering this
question were alluding to one or more Public Broadcasting Service programs.
"1:' we took away the PBS programs and one or two others, the results would be
'we rwhelmingly negative." he says.
As another result of the PBS shows, 71 percent of the respondents think TV
has a good iniluencevon their children, and 41 percent had (the total of more than
100 percent is accounted for by responses indicating both good and bad). Asked
whether there were enough programs in their area specifically designed for
children, 35 percent answered "yes" and 61 percent "no," with the rest undecided
or not answering.
The quiz attracted the attention not only of parents, gut of teachers, clergymen, civic leaders, college students, teen-agers, and children themselves. Many

in their comments voiced regret that greater use wasn't being made of TV's
potential. "The programs are fairly II-armless but don't do much to stimulate
the mind," wrote an Illinois mother of five. "TV is a marvelous vehicle for instrution but has heen wasted on inanities," says a mother of two in New York.
On the other side, a North Dakotan with three youngsters comments that her
children "are much more informed on good things that we never even knew existed
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when we were children." Says a South Carolina mother, one of the few who voted

for no change in the present system of commercials. -TV keeps my children
entertained, and I know their whereabouts."

COOKIE MONSTER AS MODEL

A few parents voiced complaints about "Sesame Street," on the grounds that
it Was aimed primarily at urban ghetto children rather than the general middle
e:ass, and that its use of slang was questionable. "My child eats like the Cookie
Monster, and this upsets me," wrote the Pennsylvania mother of a 3-year-old,
alluding to one of "Sesame Street's" most popular puppet characters.
Teachers in a number of junior high and elementary schools, who assigned
the Parade-ACT quiz as a class assignment, found pupils' replies surprisingly
parallel to those sent_in by adults. "There's too much_ violence on TV-my younger

brother keeps hitting me," reports an 11-year-o1d in the Republican School in
California, Pa. ''There tire more commercials than programs," adds a 9-year-old
classmate.

"I care about the children I babysit for," comments a girl at the.St. CristopherSchool in Midlothian, Ill. "Programs with violence aren't good for little kids 5
to 11 because they don't need that kind of education." Children at the school
named "Sesame Street" as their favorite program by'a wide margin.
"CLEAR MANDATE" SEEN

In making his evahmtion of the results, Dr. I3areus acknowledges that the

people most likely to answer the quiz are the ones most concerned with children's
TV. Nevertheless. lie says he was impressed with the "intensity, articulateness,
and shove all-the great numbers and geographic spread" of the response.

Officials of ACT, which will later publish a detailed report of Dr. Barcus'

findings, react similarly.
'We always knew there was concern," comments ACT's president, Peggy_Char-

ren. "rut the degree of that concern as divulged by the Parade quiz, surprised

us.

Adds ACTS executive director, Evelyn Sarson : "We think the results constitute

a clear mandate to change what is now going on in children's television."

THE TOP 20
A total of 6,961 different programs were listed in answer to the question "Which
programs does your child watch most often (list up to five) ?" Following are the
20 most frequently named, with the percentage of respondents listing them.
Program

1, Sesame Street
2. Electric Company_
3. Mr. Rogers Neighborhood
4. Captain Kangaroo
S. Walt Disney Presents
6. Flintstones
7. Brady Bunch
8. Partridge Family
9. Lassie
10. Oilligan's Island
11. Zoom!
12. Speed Racer
13. Romper Room
14. Wild Kingdom
13. New Zoo Revue

16. I Dream of Jeannie
17. The Waltons
18. Emergency
19. I Love Lucy
20. Mouse Factory

Percentage

62.4
40.6
36.2
22.8
20. 6

18.6
14.1
10. 0

8.3
8. 0

6.8
6.6
6.2
6.2
6. 1

5.9
4.8
4.5
4. 5
4. 5
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NUTRITION EDUCATION

Television Advertising of Food to Children
MONDAY, MARCH 12, 1973
U.S. SENATE
SELECT CONMIT* ON

Nurstriox AND Htltxx Nt. Ens
Washington, D.C.
The Select Committee met at 10:08 a.m., pursuant-to call, in room
3302 of the Dirksen Building; the :Honorable :George McGovern,
chairman of the committee, presiding.
Present: Senators McGovern, Hart, Humphrey, and Schweiker.
Staff members: Kenneth Schlossberg, staff director; Vernon M.
Goetcheus,. senior minority professional staff; and Elizabeth P.
Hottell, minority professional staff.
Senator McGovznx. The hearing willoome to order.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR McGOVERN, CHAIRMAN

Senator 3fcGovEax. Before taking testimony from today's witnesses,

I would like to make a brief opening stateinent_
I recently saw an editorial on the issue that this committee is now
exPloring--"Television Advertising to Children"which said, just

as well as possible, what we arA trying to accomplish with these hearinks. Let ins quote for &moment from this editorill which appeared

in Advertising Age:

Television is a powerful communications tool. More importantly, perhaps:
Television te. The challenge of TV is not found in seeking new ways to keep
messages away from our children, but in striving to improve both programs and
commercials. .

. .

There is a lot of room for improvement in kiddie show commercials. Hard

sell spots aren't ameliorated by mod, stroboscopic techui pres, or catchy jingles,
or blatant puffery, or appeals to juvenile hedonism. Not to mention repetition.
Too many commercials beamed at children still set up_ false hopes and, ultinudely, undermine confidence in advertising. They feed those who consider
advertising a bad word, a negative value, and kids are not exempt from this.
If the toy or game doesn't live up to TV-inspired expectations, who is the loser?
The youngster's loss is matched, perhaps, by what the advertising community
loses. What other business can beat itself out of its future so quickly, so effectively, as advertising? Conversely, what other business has the opportunity to
secure its future by making Itself welcome on children's TV?
We urge advertisers and agencies to learn from "Sesame Street" and "Electric Company." Try harder to produce informative and entertaining commercials, not just spots that sell. Inform the youngsters. Upgrade their lives: don't
merely sell to them. Do this. and you will enable your young audience to grow
into more productive. more effective persons. And as the children grow and
enter the adult world, they become better citizens, better consumers.
(449)
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I believe that all of us here todayrepresentatives of the people
and representatives of American food industry --do have the same
basic goals in mind. All of us are intemted, I hope, in making a contribution to the health and well-being of our Nation's children. I especially appreciate the decisions of the Kellogg Co. and General Mills
to testify today. For years the names of these companies have stood
for a genuine concern for improved nutrition in America. They are
companies to whom we all look for constructive leadership in protecting and improving the diets of our childrenindeed, for all of us. I
know that their testimony will help the Congress in its effort to Aablish &sound national nutrition policy.
Nu-Tarnow EnteATiow

.3ROAD AND ImrotrrawT

It is becoming increasingly clear to me, as the chairman of this
committee, that the scope of this nutrition education issue including
the question of television advertisingis quite broad and as important

as any health issue facing.our people today. It is not an issue that this
committee can investigate in these few days of beatings. Therefore,
we are rescheduling our hearings to permit a fuller discussion.
In the weeks to come we hope to remvite the companies and advertising atrencies who have not yet. had nu opportunity- to appear, as
well as other members of the food industrythe sugar industry, confectionary-industry, the soft drink industry. And, additionally, represent!ttives of the producers of long-time traditional staple foods,
such as vegetables, dairy products, and the like. Finally, we will re-

schedule the representatives of the broadcasting. industry and the
Government agencies involved in regulating nutrition advertising.
I expect by the end of this investigation we will have a complete
and thorough view of the scope and quality of nutrition-advernsing
being directed at the American people, anti the degree to which that
advertising is helpful or harmful to their health.
Our leadoff witness today is the executive vice president. of the
Kellogg Co., Mr. William E. LaMothe. Mr. LaMothe. I understand
you are accompanied by some of your associates. We will be.glad to
near from you folks at this time. Howard List is the senior vice
president of advertising. Dr. John hopper, vice president and director of food research; 'Dr. Gary E. Costley, director of nutrition,
all from the Kellogg Co.

We are pleased to have you gentlemen before, the committee this
morning.
STATENENT OF SENATOR HART

Senator Mar. Mr. Chairman. may I join you in welcoming Mr. LaMothe and his associates at. Kellogg. I did not come this morning just
because Kellogg was going to be here, I intended to come anyway.
However, I have a hunch I would hire been required to change my

pia& frhen learning Kellogg would be here if I had not alreak

in-fended to do so.

I am delighted that time Kellogg Co. has responded toyour invitation. Michigan is thought of solely in terms of the automobile. Actu-

ally, the products that the Kellogg Co.along with the Post Co.
may suggest that Michigan produces much more than heavy industry.
I know that, as with the automobile, dry breakfast foods have had
their critics. Many times, in both areas, the criticism has been valid.
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But it is my impressionand T hope you will share it with me at the
end of the hearing, Mr. Chairmanthat the Kellogg Co. has been the
first. or if not the first, no one has taken a more positive poSition, nor
made a more affirmative effort to respond to the problems that you have
surfaced in these hearings.
Senator McGovEnx. I share your view, Senator.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. LaMOTHE, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, KELLOGG CO., BATTLE CREEK, MICR

LAMoTnE. Thank you very much, Senator Hart, and thank you,
Mr. Chairman. We are here today because we share your committee's
goal to improve the state of nutrition in our country. More spe8ificall v.
we are here to outline what we have done and what we are doing to
contribute toward this goal.
To help me cover this ground I've asked Dr. Gary E. CostleyKelloga's director of nutrition, OP my right here, to provided you with
nutritional information regarding our products.

Also with us is Howard M. List, senior vice president\of adver-

tising. on my left. Howard will cover specific adveitising afid corporate communication efforts. He will also report on our most recent
effort referred to as our "Good Breakfast Program."
Now, before I call on these gentlemen I want to point, out that the
origin of both our company and industry sprang from the desire, to
develop more nutritious foods.

Dr. John Harvey Kellogg and his brother Will, the founders of
Kellogg Co., developed ready-to-eat cereals as unique convenience
foods in the late 1800's. The products from the very start were designed

to be eaten with milk as substitutes for the heavy fat-ladened breakfasts of the late. 19th and early 20th centuries. Today over 1.2 billion
pounds of ready-to-eat cereals are consumed every year. Consumer
acceptance of these, economical new convenience products, that we
introduced in 1908, was immediate and has continued unabated.
Nutrition has only recently become an acclaimed concern of Americans, but it. has been the driving force behind our company since its
founding. During the 1920's and 1930's the emphasis was on working

with alr types of grainscorn. rice, wheat, bran, and oats. In 1971,
responding to a national dietary need, ready-to-eat cereals were restored to whole -grain levels of selected nutrients.
Mr. Kellogg had a keen interest in finding ways to improve. the nu-

tritional contribution of ready-to-eat cereals and became extremely
interested in the soybean on his trips to China. This interest. iresulted
in an entirely new approach to breakfast foods; the combining of ingredients rather than just flaking, puffing, or shredding a single, grain
food. In 1945. Corn Soyaa mixture of corn and soyawas introduced
nationally. It had about twice the level of protein of most ready-toeat cereals, plus significant vitamins and minerals.
I'd like to just. pass this package up to the committee. It was printed
in 1945 and even though it is almost. 30 years ago, we have =the back

panel which says, "Always eat a good breakfast." So, we were promoting it quite a good time ago.
Corn Soya. was marketed for about, 15 ,,,ears before declining sales

forced its withdrawal from the market. However. the technological
breakthrough that resulted in Corn Soy n paved the way for the devel-

opment of Special K, a very palatable high protein cereal with a wide
range of vitamin and mineral fortification. And in 1966, Product 19
was introduced, providing significantly increased levels of vitamin and
mineral fortification.
Since then, the newer knowledge of nutritional needs and deficien-

cies in our countryas obtained from surveys and studies of recent
yearshave underlined the need for a good breakfast for people of all

ages. In 1969, the White House Conference on Foods, Nutrition, and
HealtiLfocused national attention on our country's changing nutrition
problems. Kellogg recognized the need to continue, with a greater effort

than ever, to increase the essential- nutrienCeimtent of our cereals
and to broaden further our nutrition education programs.
Today, continual advancements in the technology of vitamin and
mineral application and long-term stability have pen. tted the forti-

fication of all of our retail ready-to-eat cereals with eight essential
vitamins at about one-third of the daily requirement, plus the addition of iron at significant levels.
Although our company's activities in improving the nutrition of our
products and the public's understanding of the need fora good breakfast began years ago, we recognized the necessity for some significant

new activities that might contribute to a better-understanding of the
need for good nutrition. We believe that good nutrition practices
should start early in life and we have long placed emphasis on the im-

-portance of a nutritionally adequate breakfast for children, many of
whom go without a good wake-up meal.

Breakfast is, in many respects, a unique meal that poses special

nutritional problems involving the whole family, particularly children.
__Clearly, ready-to-eat cereals fill a need. Findings of a recent survey
show that 47 million Americans sit down every day to a breakfast that
includes a serving of ready-to-eat cereal and milk.

Breakfast is oitr business and we believe that this is the area in

which we can do the most good in terms of nutrition education. Kellogg
Co. believes it is important not only to provide a wide choice of cereals

in tasty forms and flavors appealing to persons of all ages, but also
to carry its product messages directly to all of the various age categories in the markets it serves. For years our company has placed
great emphasis on creating honest and tasteful advertising with messages that convey the inherent food value of its products in a way that
is informative and interesting.
Our company is very conscious of the fact that social responsibilities
go hand-in-hand with business responsibilities. The steps that we are
taking to contribute to the improvement of the understanding of the
need for breakfast and a complete and adequate breakfast reflect this
consciousness.

Communicating nutrition information is a complex problem. The
informational needs of a homemaker are considerably different than
those of a hospital dietitian. We provide specific information discussing nutrition needs of the family. Various foods and their contribution to the total diet, are discussed in 'a manner_ mothers can easily
understand. The importance of breakfast to good health and the contribution made by various foods at breakfast assist in understanding
nutrition.
For 50 years, Kellogg's Department of Home Economics Services
has developed and provided programs of informational and educa-

t

tional services. Breakfast teaching aids covering all foods ordinarily
served at breakfast have been provided by Kellogg free of charge to
elementary school teachers since 1949. Through participation in these
breakfast games, more than 27 million children have learned about
the importance of breakfast.
Over 6 million pieces of specially prepared material are distributed
annually by the company to thousands of educators and other professionals. Nutrition and health education materials are provided in
the form of charts, posters, booklets, games, and kits. And all are provided free of charge.
Kellogg's Nutritive Values Chart contains detailed information
about our products. Much of this same information is printed on each
cereal package, providing considerable information in an easy-tounderstand form.
We distribute over 1 billion packages each year. And, what more
perfect educational vehicle could there be than cereal boxes sitting
on millions of breakfast tables? Recognizing this, for over 30 years
we have included messages about good nutrition on our cereal packages. Our goal is to assist potential users of our products in choosing

the correct foods essential to health and well-being.
We believe the advertising of food products and the potential educational impact of such advertising is directly related to the true
nutritional values of the products being advertised. Because of this
relationship, we believe it is crucial that accurate information regarding the nutritional aspects of Kellogg products be included in any

discussion of our efforts in nutrition advertising or nutrition education.
Therefore, I):. Gary Costley. director of nutrition of Kellogg Co.,
will provide testimony regarding nutrient, utilization and the nutri-

tional characteristics of Kellogg's breakfast. cereals. Dr. Costley
received his Ph. D. in nutrition from Oregon State University.

STATEMENT OF DR. GARY E. COSTLEY, DIRECTOR OF IIUTRITION,
KELLOGG CO.

Dr. Cosi% Er. Thank you, Bill.

I look forward to presenting to this committee specific facts regard-

ing the nutrient content and use of Kellogg's ready -to -eat. cereals. I

stress the word fizetg because numerous statements have been made in

recent years concerning ready-to-eat cereals, many of which are
untrue.
Before providing the nutrient, content of our products, 'I will give
specific data relative to general carbohydrate metabolism, breakfasteating patterns in the United States, and how ready-to-eat cereals are

utilized.
Carbohydrates are found in virtually all foods in the forms of sugar,
starch, and cellulose. The sugars. often referred to as simple carbohydrates, include the monosaccharides and disaccharide and are present. in such foods as jams, jellies, syrups, milk. fruits. and others. The
starches, or complex carbohydrates. are traditionally found in such
foods as cereals, potatoes, flour, and other vegetables.
As reported by the Food and Nutrition Board of the National Academy of Sciences, the body has a specific need for carbohydrates as a
source of energy for the brain and for certain other specialized pur-
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carboposes.1 After these special requirements have been satisfied,
dietary
energy
as
hydrates and fat appear to be interchangeable
protein-sparing effects.
sources, and in the diet they eihibit comparable
is difficult to assess,
A precise minimal requirement for carbohydrate least 100 grams of
to
normal
diets,
at
but in individuals accustomed
ketosis, excessive
carbohydrate per day appearto be needed to avoid responses.metabolicprotein breakdown and other undesirable
is maintained at a relatively- conThe blood sugarglucoselevel
when no food is consumed for
stant rate but declines to a fasting level
Therefore,,the
metabolic need for
a period of from 10 to 12 hours.3
morning
hours than
pronounced
in
the
early
carbohydrates is more
carbohydrates
Either
simple
or
complex
other times during the day.
will satisfy this early morning need.
because much that one reads sugI have included this information
particularly
simple sugars, do not contribute
gests that carbohydrates,
unqualified statements aremot consistent with
to good nutrition. Such
carbohydrates
supply the major portion of the
the knowledge that
the
normal
individual:'
daily energy requirement of
conducted a third
In 1968, the Market Research Corp. of America 5
study
the
eating
habits
in
the United States.
household menu-census to
which
emerged
from
this
study
are truly reThe breakfast patterns
does
of
the
American
population
vealing. Approximately 10 percent
coffee.
Thus,
a
4 percent has only
not eat breakfast and an additional
breakpopulation
consumes
no
nutrients
at
total of 14 percent of our
that one in five children goes to
fast. Further, recent studies show
adequate
breakfast and fully 6 percent
school without a nutritionally_
with
no
breakfast
at all .6 These facts are
of all children go to school
need
for
breakfast
is acute.
distressing since the physiological
especially for
important
meal
of
the
day,
Breakfast is the most
more than 20 years
young growing children. This fact was established
conducted at the Unicontrolled
metabolic
studies
ago by a series of
scientific literaversity of Iowa and has been well documented in the
nutrition has been
importance
of
breakfast
to
good
ture. In fact, the
dwell upon it further except
so well established that it is unnecessary to
affect
our
efforts
in highlighting the critical
to say that it continues to
sound
breakfast.
importance of a nutritionally
one considers the specific
This point is emphasized because when
be
cognizant
of the role that
nutritional aspects of a food, he must
nutritionally
his
considerations
are
to
be
food fulfills in the diet if

valid.
cereal
The menu data reported earlier further show that ready-to-eat
consumed
25
percent
of
all
breakfasts
and milk servings are a part of
than
in this country. Of even greater importance is the fact that more of
consumed
by
children
under
13
years
40 percent of the breakfasts
These data continue
age contain ready-to-eat cereals as a component.:
to impress upon us our tremendous responsibility to provide high
quality, nutritionally sound products.
Dietary
I National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 1969. Recommended
Allowances. National Research Publication 1694.
Organization
of
'Gamble, J. L., 1951. Companionship of Water auJ Electrolyte.; In the
Stanford,
Body Fluids. Lane Medical Lectures, vol. 5, No. 1, Stanford University l'ress,
Effect of
Calif.
It Bryant, C. Martin. M. T. Schumacher. E. Daum, and W. W. Tuttle, 1952.
of the AmeriAging and various Types of Breakfasts on the Blood Sugar Level, Journal
can Dietetic Association. vol. 23.
Oser, B. L. 1905. Fourteenth Edition, Hawk's Physiological Chemistry.
Market
"National Household Menu Census. The Breakfast Study, July, 1967June, 196S.
Research Corporation of Ameriat, Chicago, Ill. Committee on Cvmmerce. U.S. Segate. 1970.
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If you will permit inc. I am going to go to the chart and iwovi(

some specific data on ready-to-eat cereals. This chart gives the nutrie...;

content of Kellogg's leading product, Corn Flakes, expressed as a

percentage of the recommended dietary allowances for the adult male
and indicate that Corn Flakes are an excellent source of several essential nutrients : vitamin A, 26 percent; vitamin D, 33 percent ; vitamin
C, 16 percent; niacin, 18 percent, and so on, but are a relatively poor
source of minerals, calcium, phosphorus, and magnesium.
Data collected by the National Family Opinion organization prove
that 94 percent of all readyrtoeat cereals are consumed in combination
with milk 1 and-as a result of-this let me show you the nutrient content
of this same serving expressed with 4 ounces of milk.
',Cereal Consumption Study, 1972. Conducted for the Kellogg Co. hi the National Family
Opinion Inc., Toledo, Ohio
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Now, this is a bowl of Corn 'Flakes with 4 ounces of whole, vitamin

D-fortified milk. The combination has 8.8 perc?nt of the protein
requirement; 30 percent of the vitamin A; 43.7 percent of the vitt: inin
D, and so on. It should be specifically noted the way in which cereal
andmilk compliment one another nutritionally because each supplies
a good source of certain nutrients. Together they balance one anothdr.

This can best be seen by looking at a specific examplevitamin C,
for example. Cereal is a good s.ource of vitamin C, whereas, milk is a
very poor source. The same is true of niacin. Cereal products provide
an excellent amount of niacin and milk very little. If you go down into
calcium and phosphorus, there is very little calcium in cereal but the
milk provides abundiiiit amounts.

It is interesting, I think that the recently completed 10-State survey 1 pointed out specific deficiences in the American population of
these cereal nutrients. For example, vitamin A was highlighted as
being one of the most often deficient nutrients. Cereals are an excellent
source of vitamin A. The same thing is true of vitamin C which is
found to be deficient, and iron. Cereals are a good source of iron.

Another nutrientwhich cereals are not a good sourcethe survey

found to be deficient is calcium which the milk provides in abundant
amount. So the point being the cereal and milk served the way it is
actually consumed contributes very heavily to those nutrients that the
10-State survey showed to be deficient. To show this another way, let
me show you a distribution of the milk serving and cereal. If you take
the content that was on the previous chart and divide it into a 100percent basis. In other words, 100 percent of all the iron in that serving
is derived from the cereal, 90 percent of vitamin C derived from the
cereal, the total of 99 percent_ofthe calcium conies from the milk, 91
percent of the phosphorus comes from the milk and these data show or
prove actually that ready-to-eat cereals and milk servings complement
one another nutritionally and are an excellent combination together.
When discussing cereals, ready-to-eat cereals, the statementbinevitably arises that cereals which are sweetened by the manufacturer are
grossly inferior to cereals which are not. The fact is that is not true.
Let me show you a chart that makes a direct comparison between two
products, corn flakes and sutra r frosted flakes.

The gray lines represent the nutrient content, again expressed as it
percent of a daily requirement for an adult male, and the black lines
are for sugar frosted flakes, a comparable product with the exception one is presweetened while the other is not. I think it should be
specifically noted the vitamin A content is identical ; vitamin D content is the same, C, niacin, B1,13_, Bo, Bi., and iron. There is a slightly

lower level of protein in the sugar frosted flakes compared to the
corn flakes. Same is true for phosphorus and magnesium but even
casual inspection of these data suggests that these difference are totally
insignificant.
TemState Nutrition Survey. 1968-70. U.S. Department of Health. Education, and

Welfare. DREW Publication No. (HS31) 724134.
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The criticism of presweetened cereals generally comes from people
who either have not seen these data or don't understand their significance. This basic information is printed on the side panel of every
Kellogg cereal package. As a result, I am continually puzzled at statements m the popular press and elsewhere which are totally inconsistent
with the nutritional facts of these presweetened products.
Let me turn from the protein, vitamin, and mineral content of presweetened cereals to dental caries, a subject which received considerable discussion last week before this committee.' You were told that
Kellogg Co. has supported extensive studies on dental health, and
indeed we have. We have allocated many hundreds of thousands of
dollars for dental health research during the past decade.
Earlier testimony before this committee suggested that the addition
of phosphates to the diets of rats was effective in preventing dental
caries. We conducted similar experiments several years ago in cooperation with the National Institutes of Health. Our studies, like those
reported to you earlier, indicated that phosphates were effective in
preventing dental caries in laboratory animals fed breakfast cereals.
As a result of this, we supported a 3-year clinical study which was
conducted by Dr. Robert L. Glass, Forsyth Dental Center in Boston?
This study involved approximately 1,000 children: The results of this
research clearly demonstrated that the addition of phosphates to cereal,
which may be effective in laboratory animals, had no effect on the
development of dental caries in children.
During this study, these 7- to 11-year-old children received 14 differ-

ent Kellogg's breakfast cereals, 4 of which were presweetened, free
and upon request during a 2-year period, and thus their consumption
was much higher than the national average. Complete dental examina-

tions were made upon initiation of the program and annually thereafter. The results show no correlation between the new dental caries
observed and the total amount of cereal consumed or the amount of
presweetened cereal consumed. This study is now in preparation for
publication.
Now, I'd like to deviate from my text and go over the facts of that
study again because I believe them to he critical based on sonic of the
testimony that was given last week. This study was conducted by an

exceptionally fine scientist at the Forsyth Dental Center in Boston.
And it involved 1,000 children. They received ready-to-eat cereals at
random as much as they wanted over a 2-year period. Their consumption was considerably higher than average, and there was no correlation between the total amount of cereal consumed or the amount of
presweetened cereal consumed, and dental caries.

In another clinical study conducted under the direction of Dr. Sidney B. Finn, of the Institute of Dental Research at the University of
Alabama,' dental caries incidence was compared in children consuming

presweetened cereals versus those consuming regular cereals with
added phosphates; no differences were found between children consuming the regular cereal with added phosphates and those consuming
presweetened cereals.

I See NE 3, hearing of Mar. 5. 1073. pp. 275-305.
sGlas.s. R. L. Forsyth Dental Center. Boston. Mass.. personal commit:se:Mon.
3 Finn. S. R.. and IL Jamison. 10119. "The Relative Effect on Dental Caries of Three Food
Supplements to the Diet." Institute of Dental Research. University of Alabama. paper
presented : International Association for Dental Research, 47th general meeting.
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Let me now turn to the subject of sugar itself. First, there has not.,
I repeat not, been an increase in per capita sugar consumption in the
United States over the past 40 years.1 This fact is often blurred because people report large increases in industrial use of sugar. What is
not reported is the fact that in-the-home use of sugar has declined
at the same rate that industrial use has increased. This is not unex-

pected When one looks at the shift in eating patterns from home
prepared to preprocessed foods that has occurred during this time
period
Sucrose, or common table sugar, is synthesized by nature, man sim-

ply extracts the substance from plants. Many natural foods contain
sugar as a component. An interesting fact is that fresh citrus fruits,
no doubt one of nature's most popular and nourishing foods, contain
high levels of sugar. Fresh orange juice contains approximately 10 percent simple sugar of which half is sucrose, the same compound so often
maligned when added to processed foods.

I am not saying citrus fruits are bad because they contain sugar
to the contrary they are exceptionally nutritious foods. Further, I am
not conveying the idea that sugar itself is an excellent food, because
it is not. It contains calories but no vitamins, minerals, or protein.
However, it is nutritional nonsense to evaluate a food on the basis
of its sugar content alone. One must look at a food in its entirety, not
at its isolated segments.

If one were to take literally the charge that TV advertising is preconditioning children to consume larger quantities of sugar, it is rea-

sonable to expect that as TV advertising of foods has increased, a
corresponding increase in per capita sugar consumption would be
noted. This has not occurred. Food advertisements have been on TV
for a period of about 20 years, yet during this time period, sugar
consumption has been static as reported by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. These facts are in direct disagreement with the allegations made recently before this committee. .Let us now move to the subject of nutrition education. As a profes-

sional nutritionist, I am very concerned about the poor eating habits

and the extremely meager understanding of nutrition within the

American population.
. The food industry can provide nutrition information not only about
its products, but a balanced diet as well. Various means of communication can be utilized to dis.seminate this information.
Mr. Howard List, senior vice president, advertising., will now provide some specific examples of what we are doing in the area of nutrition education utilizing various means of communication.
Thank you.
STATEMENT OP HOWARD N. LIST, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
ADVERTISING, KELLOGG CO.

Mr. Lim Thank you, Gary. Before starting my testimony, I would
like to make a comment on Senator McGovern's opening remarks. At
the risk of seeming a bitatronizing, which is not my intentbut people in my profession these days have a little trouble in making statements without seeming to have ulterior motivesI wanted to explain
I Page. L. and B. Friend. 1972. "Level of Use of Sugars in the United States." Consumer and Food Economics Institute Agricultural Research Service. U.S. Department of
Agriculture. presented at the Intelnational Conference on Sugars in Nutrition. Vanderbilt
University. Tennessee.
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that I was struck by the wisdom in the editorial, sir, that you rend this
morning. I was handed a copy of your opening remarks just before I
arrived and refer to the comment you made:
What other business can heat itself out of its future so mticklY. so effectively.

as adverrishg? Conversely. what other business has the opportunity to secure its
future by making itself welcome on children's TV?

That certainly is the challenge and responsibility and that is the

spirit in which we approach our testimony.
Based on our experience through the years, we hold the view that to
be truly resuitful, consumer comnun
on better nutrition must
be approached in both a total and cous!ffetely coordinated manner, to
all age groups. We believe this can be.,,trbe accomplished primarily
through a better utilization of all channels of communication. Nutrition education is both a vital and a never-ending job where media
advertising has an important role. but of which it is only a ptirt, Advertising can be a very effective vehicle for creating an interest in nutrition, because it reaches large numbers of people of all age groups and
can present. nutritional information in an interesting manner.
The task of total communication involves three principal categories;

(1) Nutritional Information: (2) Nutritional Education: and (3)

Nutritional Motivation. Kellogg Co. has been active in all of these

areas for many years, and in view of obvious needs we have increased
our efforts in all three categories.
Better nutrition must. be approached in terms of the total diet. not
just a food group or a single kind of food. It must be developed in a

manner that is meaningful to changing life-styles and the individ-

ual . . . to individuals of all ages, including children. These consid-

erations are especially relevant to breakfast
most. individual meal of the day.

. .

. which has become

As Dr. Costley mentioned earlier, the breakfast skipping habits of

children are a serious concern. Many of them go without a good

wake-up meal. Therefore eve are placing more emphasis in our AMSising to children on the importance of a nutritionally adequate breakfast. Research done at a leading university provides scientific evidence
that those-who eat. a good breakfast tern more alert, exhibit faster reactions and less fatigue, and thus better capacity for learning than lifeakfast skippers.
The faster pace of modern living . . . more mothers working outside the home . . . many things to do in the morning with little time

to do them

. .

. family members arising and leaving at different

times . . . finicky morning appetites, and other demands have made
breakfast. in most homes a very individual affair. Further, there is a

need for nutritious, easy-to-prepare foods, and these facts help to
explain the widespread acceptance and use of ready-to-eat cereals by
persons of all ages.
Kellogg Co. recognizes that advertisers to children have a responsi-

bility to' present their products in a very realistic and forthright. way.

For this reason, we take special precautions in preparing such

advertising.
All of our commercials to children are in strict compliance with the
Provisions for Children Code of tare National Association of Broadcasters, the code boards of all of the networks, the newly developed
codes of Advertising to Children by the Association of National Advertisers, in which we were a participant, and the voluntary self-
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regulation of advertising via the National Advertising Review Board

and the Council of Better Business Bureaus. In addition, our own
corporate procedure on approvals requires that all advertising and
promotion of any kind be submitted to our nutrition scientists and our
legal authorities for a thorough examination and approval before it is
released for airing or publication.
Kellogg Co. has demonstrated social responsiveness through its ad-

vertising to all groups. Nutrition surveys, scientists, and dietitians
affirm that breakfast is a most important but frequently neglected meal.

Through the years, by providing more information on products and
usage, and in describing the benefits of our products in terms of convenience, taste, and nutrition, we are encouraging Americans to eat a
good breakfast. When improvement. otbreakfast, eating habits results
from advertising, it can only be considered a benefit.
We misistently try to get our product nutritional messages and the
better breakfast. story told as a part of *coordinated nutrition information effort. First, on all of our packages, as you saw earlier. Then, with

the consumer services and nutrition materials of our Department of
Home Economics. And, of course, in our media advertisingprint,
television, radio. et <xtera.

I believe this latter effort in nutrition education can best be demonstrated by showing the committee some of our print advertisements
and television commercials. Here nre some examples of advertisements
from our Nutrition Information Print Campaign. This is an important
part of the continuing consumer effort that we schedule annually, encouraging complete breakfasts and better nutrition.
And now, if we may have the lights, I would like to show you sonic
of these advertisements.

k
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This one featuring Rice Krispies, shows the importance of breaking
the fast with a good morning meal and shows the nutritional valueS'of
the cereal and the cereal with the 4-ounce serving of milk. which are
contained in the nutrient facts box at the bottom of the advertisement.
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Here is an advertisement tyi 'cal of a series which shows nutritional
facts about Kellogg's Corn Flakes. To the right there is a blow up of

that portion of the ad illustrating a basic breakfast and giving the
nutritional contribution of Corn Flakes in the one column to the left
and values for Corn Fla las and 4 ounces of milk in the column to the
right.
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Here is an advertisement for Special K, and the type of vitamin
fortification of this product is here presented in terms that are meaningful to the whole family.
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cereals are fortified with eight essen-

All of Kellogg's presweetened
tial vitamins and iron, so, apprnpriately, we ran several ads built

around a Sugar Frosted Flakes breakfast.
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And this print ad for Kellogg's Raisin Bran, one of a series, was

given an award by the Family Health magazine for promoting greater
public understanding of nutrition.

Now, we also feel it is important to present nutritionally complete
breakfasts in our television advertising. Kellogg product commercials
show the cereal and milk serving as a part of a nutritionally complete
breakfast . . . juice or fruit, toast and spread, milk and cereal, and
a glass of milk.
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Now, we would like to present a few samples of commercials for
various products directed to children. All of these have been broadcast
in Saturday morning programs as well as on weekday programs for
youngsters.

The first one up is an example of a typical commercial for Sugar
Frosted Flakes that we ran last summer and fall during the campaign.
111 LEO 1111R.NETT COMPANY, INC
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Next we want to show you a commercial that presents the nutritional
values of Special K high-protein cereal, designed for use on all-family
programs. We have also run this commercial many times on children's
programs on Saturday mornings during the past 2 years.
.
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The whole family will

like it.

Now, I want to tell you about a significant new development which
is the latest extension of oar continuing effort on nutrition education.
It was first announced on January 29, by our president, Mr. Joseph
Lonning at the American Advertising Federation Convention here
in 'Washington and we understand it was discussed by some of the
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committee members that same week. We call this new effort the "Good

Breakfast Campaign." It will run on national television aimed primarily at children. This effort is a silrnificant a(ldition, we feel, to
our nutritional education program. The goal of this campaign is to
educate children to the need for breakfast, a complete breakfast.
In our two 60-second Good Breakfast messages, we present a variety
of good tasting, appetizing breakfast foods. We've 6VC21 put in a good

word for thii bacon and egg people, and other foods commonly served
for breakfast.
As you will notice in these announcements, a cereal breakfast was
not focused on, although it was included in the message because
it
belongs there. fre will continue to promote the fruit, cereal and milk
combination, because they were made to go together. Through the
years we have featured this combination in both our print and broadcast advertising. We have had many joint promotions with the banana
growers, the peach and blueberry growers, and have featured other
fresh fruits such as raspberries, strawberries, et cetera, us a topping
for the cereal and milk serving.
In our Good Breakfast Campaign messages, the only mention of
Kellogg is the closing credit line which, as you may know, is the legal
requirement for any television paid announcement. Kellogg's is buying
television time to support these messages on national television. We
want to make sure they get aired and are seen by children of all age
groups.
Now, here is the broadcast plan :
These Good Breakfast messages will be scheduled on all three
television networks, CBS, NBC, and ABC.
They will be scheduled every week for the balance of the year.
They will appear at least once on every Saturday morning network children's show during the year.
To reach preschool children during the week they will also be
scheduled on such programs as "Captain Kangaroo."

And on daytime programs to reach parents . . . such as the
"Today Show," because we want parents to know what we are
saying to the youngsters.
These messages will reach virtually every child in this country at
least once and most of the youngsters will see them several times.
Now, we'd like to show you those two announcements. The first. one
up has just been completed and is being shown here for the first time.
It is age specific, and was developed to interest preschool and young
children. Therefore, the message is very fundamental, simple, and
direct . . . "Eat a good breakfast and a variety of foods."
The second announcement has been produced to reach older children
and their parents. As mentioned, it will be broadcast not only on children's programs but also on some all-family and daytime programs as
well.
May we now ask your indulgence to turn off the lights so we can see
these messages? Please remember that the 1 ist announcement was
developed to appeal to young children.
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Mr. LAMonw.. Mr. Chairman, that concludes our testimony. We
sincerely appreciate the opportunity that your Select Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs has made available to us to present some
facts on our products and our continuing effort in nutrition education.
Senator Mc:Gm-F.)(ti. Well, thank von very much, Mr. LaMothe, Mr.
List, and Dr. Costley. I want to. apt al, commend the Kellogg Co., on a
very impressive effort in this nutritional educational field. There are
some questions that I'd like to direct to you.
Last week the committee heard a number of witnesses, as you know,
who expressed criticism of the kind of advertising being directed at

children today and especially what they described as the onslaught
of heavily sugared foods. One of those witnesses was Dr. Jean`Mayer,
a renowned nutritionist, former White House adviser and incidentally,

a member of the panel that last year awarded a prize to Kellogg for
advertising of nutrition. Dr. Mayer is no wildeyed reformer so
Irint
think what he has to say in these areas is all the more impressive.
I'd just like to read a cor-fle of the statements he made and ask you

to comment or any of you three gentlemen. He said first of all, and I'm
quoting:
I would like to make a very strong point in my belief that good breakfast cereals

are an extremely useful food and at a time when cardiovascular disease is our
number one health problem, the consumption of good breakfast cereal with a
small amount of milk is an excellent way for people to get a good breakfast and
reduce their intake of fat. Unfortunately, what is being propounded to children
are extremely heavily-coated cereals with a great deal of sugar, many of which
mothers assure me are consumed without milk and which cannot even if they
are enriched with a few vitamins, be considered as good foods. In fact I have
some very serious questions whether some products which have more than 50
percent sugar should be called cereals. I think they might more properly be culled
candy .1

I wonder if you gentlemen would comment on that. I don't know
whether we have some of these samples here. There is one of your
products that is called Fruit Loops, which does appear to look and
taste like crady but. in any event, I'd be interested in your comments
on Dr. Mayer'S conclusions.

RTE CEREALS To BE EATEN Wrni MILK

Mr. LAMomE. Well, Mr. Chairman, I guess I could make some
comments. I'm just thinking perhaps Dr. Costley, too, would like to
comment.

I think some important points that Dr. Costley made in his testimony this morning should be filtered through Dr. Mayer's comments
and the most important point is that in this country cereal is consumed
with milk; 94 percent of the cereal consumed in this country is taken
with 4 ounces or about 4 ounces of milk, so we are talking about the
serving of ready-to-eat cereal. If I could go back for a minute to the
early days of cereal, I'm not sure how Mr. Kellogg or others thought
it would be consumed but it was traditionally consumed with milk
and some sweetening. Most recent surveys taken in 1968, I think, by
Roper, again confirmed that over 90 percent of the people aid sweetening to nonpresweetened foods. The development of the presweetened
segment of the industry seemed to be a very logical extension because
people prefer their cereals sweetenei
The industry gradually found techniques to sweeten the products in
the factory and the method of applying the sweetening gave a texture
improvement, or at least a munber of people felt that texture improvement was there, and the presweetened part of the industry grew.
Now, it is true that the presweetened cereals are sugar coated but we
have also run tests with hundreds and hundreds of children because
we wanted to know ourselves, do they add sugar on top of a presweetened cereal ? We found they don't. We have run tests with children to
see how much sugar they add to regular cereal and in the combination
See NE 3. bearing of Mar. 3, 1973. pp. 239-261.
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of presweetened cereals as consumed and regular cereals as consumed,
the difference in sugar intake is virtually nil.

I really don't feel that it's fair to point out that a presweetened

cereal, because it does have the sugar, could fall into a candy category
because its end consumption is just like the other cereals; with milk,
when consumed.
I'll ask Dr. Costley to'comment further if I haven't fully answered
that question.
Senator McGrovEnx. In that connection: Dr. Costley,you showed us a
breakdown on the charts of the nutrients in Corn Flakes and Special K
and some of the others. Is it not a fact, though, that on these heavily

sugared products like the Fruit Loop product, that you add a somewhat nutritional value or rather reduced value?
Dr. Cosrtz.v. No, Senator, it's not. The data I showed you on Frosted
Flakes, Sugar Frosted Flakes, and Corn Flakes is very typical of all
of our presweetened cereals. As a matter of fact, Fruit Loops has a
higher level of minerals than Sugar Frosted Flakes does. It has that
because corn is not as good a source of minerals as oats and one of the
base products of Fruit Loops is oats. These data that you see on that

chart are very typical of all of our presweetened cereals.
Senator McGovratx. Even these that appear to look and taste like
candy have approximately the same nutritional value? Would that be
true of the protein value, too ?
DILUTER PROTEIN RT ADDING $IIGAR

Dr. COSTLEY. No. the protein is slightly lower, and the obvious reason

for that is sugar doesn't have any protein so as you add sugar you

dilute protein, but the point being that a traditional ready-to-eat cereal
is not a good source of protein in the total diet unless it is consumed
with milk.
The difference is that the protein content of corn Flakes is :Lit percent of the daily requirements; that's without milk. Sugar Frosted
Flakes is 2.9.. What. you are talking about is a difference of 1 percent
of the daily requirement and, again, there is the dilution of the minerals; calcium, phosphorus, and magnesium, but the calcium, phosphorus and magnesium, the non - presweetened cereals are not a
significant source of those nut rients anyway.
Senator McGovnix. As I recall Dr. Mayer's testimony,' one of the
points he madeeither in his prepared statement or in the question
and answersis that a lot of youngsters have the habit of grabbing
a handful of these sweetened cereals like these Sugar Loops or the
General Mills product herd called "Grapefellow" and they eat them as
snacks without milk.

While the overall figure that you get of the high percentage of

cereals consumed, is true, I'm sure, isn't it fair to say that there is a
practice among young children to r..e these highly sweetened cereals
as a kind of snack, between meals, where they grab a handful and eat
it as they would candy?
I See NE 3. hearing of Mar. 5.1973. pp. 256-267.
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"Film Loots Illes Htour.sr Noxxtuc USAGE"
Dr. Cosnr.r. Let me provide data on Fruit Loops. Actually, Fruit
Loops has the highest nonmiIk usage of any of our products and it is
approximately 18 percent. One year it was 19 percent, but the point

being that even Fruit Loops SO percent are consumed with milk
I would point out, too, that our data shows that when they are consumed as snacks they arc not consumed at. breakfast. Its a snack, and

I would suggest that. Fruit Loops as a snack are much better than

potato chips or a sweet roll. These products as a snack, when Ton want
to utilize them that way, they are a very poor source of protein but an
excellent source of vitamins, so that Cie snack value of Fruit Loops is
not worthless. I would say, too, that. I'm a little puzzled at Dr. Mayer's
statement that presweetened cereals cannot. be considered good food
because if you say that Corn Flakes are good food and you look at the

data on that chart. on Corn Flakes and Sugar Frosted Flakes and
they are virtually the same. I don't understand why the Sugar Frosted
Flakes are not considered good food.
I think I take exception to that. They are good food.
there does seem to be some conflict in the
Senator McGovutx. it

testimony, 1)r. Costley, on this matter of sugar consumption in the
United Atates. Dr. Nizel of Tufts University School of Dental Medicine told the committee, a few days ago, and I quote:
As an indication of how rapidly sugar consumption is increasing in the Ihdted
million tons or 8 billion immix
States, in 1903 industrial food processors used
of sugar, whereas. in 1D07, 5.8 million tons or approximately 12 billion pounds
were used, un increase of XI percent in 4 years.'

Now, in your statement, you make the assertion : "First. there has not.

I repent not. been an increase in F r consumption in the United
States over the past 40 years." There seems to be-Dr. Cosmic. Per capita.
Senator McGovux. Pardon ?
Dr. Comm-. The difference is that, when you report data the w:.y
Dr. Nizel is, he is reporting industrial use of sugar. OK. First of
all, there is a big shift occurring in the United States on where people

are getting their sugar. There is a large increase in industrial use

because there is a large decrease in in-home use. People don't. bake as
much as they used to; they buy bread. People don't. make their own
ice cream: they buy ice cream. They don't make their own pies; they
buy pies. That accounts for part, of it..

Ile other difference is the per capita, because you notice that Dr.
Nizel did not relate that data to per capita consumption.
Senator McGovr.aw. No; he is talking about an overall increase of

33 percent in the industry.
DIMMEST SOURCES . . . DIFFERENT ANSWERS

Dr. COSTLEY. Well, the data actually is footnoted there and in a
publication by the Department of Agriculture. When you look at this
data on sugar usage in the United States, you go to different sources:
von get slightly different answers. but there has not been a per capita

increase. In 1950I believe Otis number conies right out of USDA
reports in 1950the per cal ,1! a consumption of sugar in the United
2 See NE 3. hearing of Mar. 5. 1973. F. 280.
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States was nearly 100 pounds, 9" 7. in 1973, it is 102. You know, these
data come directly from Gm
mein figures on per capita consumption of sucrose.
1 don't believe that Dr. Nizel's statement was on a per capita basis.
Seiwtor McGovEnN. You are quite correct. lie is talking about the
overall increase.
I did want to direct a question at you, Mr. List. I'm sure that cry-

body in this room and people all across the country applau.. this
"Good Breakfast Campaign" that Kellogg has undertaken recently.
It seems to me it is an extremely commendable and public-spirited
effort on the part of the company ; but one of the things some of the
health professionals told us is that there is so much countemdvertising
of products that are damaging to the he,:lth of children, pushed so
hard, that it is very difficult for constructive programs of this kinil to
get across. I think that if Dr. Mayer were here he would say the concentration on heavily sugared foods and snacks, and items of that sort,
has the effect of almost canceling out the beneficial effects of a program such as yours.
Do you have any impression or comment on that problem?
Mr. Lts.r. Yes, sir. I would like to point out our good-breakfast
program encompasses both regular and presweetened cereals. Maybe
we didn't do a very good job here on the sample product commercials
because we had a variety on principally presweetened cereals as we
wanted you to see how we present these items.

However, we advertise Rice Krispies, Corn Flakes, and our other
regular cereals as a part of breakfast just as we do with the presweetened cereals, so we do feel in responding to the needs of children as we
define themthat is, the one out of five that go on to school without

an adequate breakfast and the 6 percent that skip breakfast and we
do have an opportunity to make a positive contribution in our
messages.

Senator MeGovEnx. Did you say that on these products like

Special K and Product 19, you also push those on the Saturday morning programs and children's shows?
Mr. LIST. I'Ve have run many times, sir, the commercial we showed

you and the committee for Special K on Saturday morning. These
products have an older age profile in terms Jf usage but we feel there
are qualities here _that are certainly fine for the whole family as you
saw m our print advertis'ng and our commercial, so we have run the
Special K commercial you saw for almost 2 years now on Saturday
mornings, not with great frequency but with enough frequency so as
to present that product's values to youngsters directly, which is the
goal,
oal frankly, of our new approach.
We want to be specific to the age groups of youngsters because we
know that is necessary, to be meaningful, to put into our messages
something regarding the importance of breakfast, and the role of milk
and breakfast cereal as part of a complete breakfast. We try to show
our products in context of a complete, an1 good breakfast. So we hope
we can communicate these values, sir, de 'rte some of the things that
have been said to the contrary.
Senator MeGovEnx. Senator Schweiker:
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CONTROVERSY

EXCESSIVE. SUGAR DESTROYS NUTRIENTS

Senator SCIIWEIKER. One point on sugar is that some researchers
showagain there is a lot of controversy, but we are beginning to learn
a lotthat sugar in excess ultimately destroys some of your nutrients.
When you put up a chart on sugar-coathd cerealand this applies to
any company, it is not strictly your company because Ai are having
a dialog on some honest differences about nutritionhowever, when
you show that a sugar-coated cereal of any kind has the same relative
nutrient going in, that may be well and good. But high concentrations
of sugar destroy the vitamins and some of the essential nutrients and
minerals. So, in essence, you are also putting in the ingredient which
destroys the very nutrient you are adding:
I am sure you won't agree with that, but there are some scientific
studies which indicate that., and this !s one of our concerns about sugar.
Dr. COS LEY. The data there is for the finished foods, and those are
analyzed amounts. Those are not the amounts that we put in. It is the

amounts that we findactually after on-the-shelf stability. They
are put on the shelf and tested to see they meet our nutritional
requirements.

You are right. There is some information that sugar may relate to
the biological availability of nutrients, but that data are very sketchy
at this point. It has certainly not been confirmed, and these data report what is in the food, not what we put in the food. The best procedures that are available today are utilized to analyze for nutrients
in these products.
Senator SCIIWEIKER. The third point. I want to make, I am making
in terms of the industry. I am not making it in terms of your company
because we are glad to have you here to talk about it.

just recently chaired a hearing on diabetes' and rather shocking

facts came out of the testimony. By 1980, one out of every five Americans will either have diabetes or inherit the characteristic of diabetes
which, perhaps, they can pass on to their children or grandchildren.
Furthermore, diabetes is the second leading cause of blindness in the
United States. In 10 years it will be the first.
Dr. Mayer pointed out in his testimony that there are some studies

being shown that there is a direct link between the amount of sugar
we consume and the body's ability to combat diabetes. Of course, this
is new research, but with the number of Americans who are, and will
be, effected by diabetesone out of every fiveand with sugar being
related, in terms of volume consumed, to diabetes, I think it raises
some very serious questions about how much sugar we, as a country,
should be promoting, and whether we shouldn't have labels on food
commodities stating the sugar content.
4

Again, you might like to comment. You may not agree, but these

are questions we have to raise.
Dr. COSTLEY. One of the things is our difference on whether or not

sugar consumption per capita is actually increasing. I would be
happyand I do not have that report from the Department of Agriculture with meto submit. to you the per capita sucrose intake in the
United States. I believe it started in 1950. It reports from 1950 through

1973. If you like, we would be happy to submit that. I think what is
I Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. Subcommittee on Health. hearing of Feb. 26.
1073
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really germane is whether or not sugar consumption or sucrose consumption is really increasing.
I *mild say there has been a decrease in calorie consumption in the

last 10 years in the United States, and as a result of that there is a
higher percentage of the total American diet. derived from sugar.
This decrease in calories has not been very dramatic and does not
account for the large increases of sugar that people are reporting. I do

not think the data on sugar consumption substantiates some of the

statements.
Senator SCIIWEIKER. Are you talking about recent sugar consump-

tion ? I realize there is a difference of facts. Are you talking about
recent sugar consumption not increasing? You are not arguing that we
have not increased the sugar intake tremendously since 1900, are you?
1.1mix.vm INCREASE IN SUGAR CONSUMPTION SINCE 1870

Dr. COSTLEY. There has been a marked increase in the sugar consumption from 1860 or 1870. The sugar consumption has increased.
Senator
We are together on that..
Dr. COSTLEY. Part of my testimony was related to television advertising because of the idea that television advertising is preconditioning
people to consume more sugar. I have some serious reservations that
the sugar consumption data support that allegation.
Senator SCHWEIKFIL The point I am making and it is not too rele-

vant to the TV advertisingis that there does not swim to be much
disagreement. that the sugar consumption has &robe. up 40 percent
since 1949.

4. disease like diabetes has gone up tremendously since 1949. It is
now a fact of American life, and again I do not knob what. these research studies are going to finally conclude, but it can only point to
suspicion. However I think them is some concern about the per capita
sugar consumper-.. : -r a long period of time. I wouldn't really differ
with what. you
baying over a relatively short period of time except
that consumption of flour and starches is definitely going down. Furthermore, it. is not only in relation to the percentages, but also a relationship in terms of the composite picture.

I think Dr. Mayer pointed out that for the first time we are consuming more sugar than bread and other starches. This statistic may
well be significant too, but again it is a debatable question.
Thatis all I have, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Senator McGovEis. Thank you very much, gentlemen.

We would like to call Miss Mercedes Bates, vice president and
director of the Betty Crocker Kitchens of General Mills.
Senator Humeintrx. I am very happy to see you here today.
STATEMENT OF MERCEDES BATES, VICE PRESIDENT, DIRECTOR OF

BETTY CROCKER KITCHENS, GENERAL MILLS, MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.

Miss li.vrys. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am
delighted to have an opportunity to be here today in answer to the
invitation of your chairman to testify about our nutritional education
policy.
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First, I want to stress to you that I am a home economist, not a
nutritionist. As an employee of a big company with many specialists,
I consider myself to be a generalista generalist because the Betty
Crocker Department has as its charge the assistance of consumers in
the homemaking area, and nutrition education has been one of our
responsibilities for many years.
My, own interest in nutrition education goes back to the days of
'World War II when I taught Red Cross nutrition classes in all kinds
of unlikely locations. I think my most exotic spot was an Abbey Rents
ambulance station.
Nutrition has changed greatly in the years since I was in school. It
is a relatively new science and each year brings new discoveries of
Our nutrition services departgreat and far - reachingI,

ment is coniposed of professionals in this area who interpret this
research to us. But for general education purposes, we believe that

nutrition education should stress the need for balanced meals. Knowledge of vitamins and minerals and trace elements is of little use unless
this information can be translated into actual food intake. So, in general, our nutrition education efforts have concentrated on assisting the
homemaker to plan daily menus which will nurtnre her family adequately because the selection of foods is broad and made according to
the basic four food groups.
I've read with great interest the stories in the press about this distinguished committee's interest in sugar consumption. Sugar. a carbo-

hydrate, represents just one category of food. and sweetened foods
must be viewed in light of their relationships to other foods eaten. We
know, for example, that Iess than 3 percent of a child's daily sugar

intake comes from presweetened cereals. Many other products are also
sweet and therefore appealing. Desserts such as cakes. frostings, ice
cream, and cookies are looked upon as reward foods, or fun foods, if

you will. Too much of a good thing may be bad. For instance, excessive
intakes of protein, fat. cholesterol, salt and a number of other nutrients
can be detrimental to the health of some.
According to the then executive director of the nutrition foundation.

it was established over 10 years ago "how nrgent the need is for the
public as well as scientists to understand the concept that all nutrients
are only safe or nsefid to the body within a limited qnantitative range
and
. . . they are all harinfid if consumed in excessive quantities,

harmlessjust as salt. or pepper would bewhen consumed in suffi-

ciently small quantities.
It is important to remember that sugar makes things taste good and
therefore makes sources of nutrition palatable. In a statewide nntrition survey conducted in 19(U) among 80.000 *Massachusetts public
school children. 13 percent came to school on survey day having had
nothing to eat and only 5 percent ate a good breakfast that morning.
Sixty percent of all breakfasts are nutritionally inadequate, so we believe that fortified, presweetened cereals do have a role in providing
nutrition.
To keep this subject in perspective, I hope you will remember that
less than 2 percent of all supermarket sales are represented by General
Mills products.

It, is the story of balanced nntritio n which we think is most important and this sisthe area in which we !rive concentrated. T want, to

1..
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stress to you that we are not newcomers to the field of nutrition education. Our interest has been keen for many years.
General Mills was in the forefront of the movement to enrich flour,
one of the first basic moves to improve general nutrition. This booklet

produced in the early 1940's by the Wheat Flour Institute, of which
we are a founding- member, was distributed to schools along with a
nutrition study kit. General Mills' leadership in the development of
flour enrichment is universally recognized. Flour enrichment became
national policy during World War II. Sonic experts have termed the
development of the enrichment program the outstanding nutritional
contribution of the century.

In 1942, at the request of the War Food Administration, Betty
Crocker, then an 18-year veteran of her "Cooking School of the Air,"
broadcast a special program called, "Your Nation's Rations It helped
homemakers make the most of rationed foods. The radio time was
donated by the National Broadcasting Co. and Government officials
appeared with -Betty Crocker. Almost 7 million copies of a Betty
Crocker wartime booklet, "Your Share," were distributed at this time.
Other Betty Crocker wartime publications followed, for one of
which General Mills won national recognition by the American Red
Cross for outstanding service in the national interest.
In the 1940's. as part of a General Mills nutrition education development program, General Mills produced this film "And So They Learn."
It recorded teacher workshop techniques for teaching food values to
elementary school children.
This was followed in 1948 by "The School That Learned To Eat,"
a documentary film showing how one school mobilized community

resources to improve health and nutrition. This was chosen for the
1948 international Film Festival held at Edinburgh, Scotland, and
was seen in schools and on television by an estimated 2 million people.

In 1952. a third motion picture was produced by General Mills
entitled "Food as Children See it." In all. this was seen by almost

a million through private showings and over 4.5 million on television.
It told the basic story of thilrition for children and the introduction
of good food habits to yomig-, children. It was also used widely in
medical and nursing schools where such teaching aids were in great
demand.
Altogether, this nutrition program of teacher workshops, publications. and films reached a conservatively estimated 25 million students.
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Following this program, nutrition guides and charts like these have
been distributed through our public relations department to schools
and to individuals.

in 1963, our nutrition services department, headed by Dr. Ivy
Celender, was established at General Mills. Her primary responsibility at first was the distribution of nutrition information to other
professionals, dietitians, doctors, and nurses. Over the years, her

department has grown to a staff of eight. Staff members have attended
37 medical and dietetic conventions and prepared and distributed a
total of 1.5 million messages to the health professions and consumers.
This is General Mills policy statement on nutrition and point No. 6

reads, "We will convey nutritional information about our products
accurately and in good taste, and will work toward bettering nutrition education over all."

This represents an assortment of booklets prepared by nutrition
services and the Betty Crocker Department for general distribution
on such subjects as meal planning for the golden years . . . for
young children . .. for the pregnant woman. They have been widely
distributed. "Pickles and Strawberry Ice Cream" was an advertised
booklet in the Betty Crocker Spokesman column.
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These are general information sheets prepared by nutrition services

to answer special requests by mail. They include sources of iron,

vitamins A. and C, and a listing of the basic four in both English and
Spanish.

In addition, booklets have been prepared for those with special

dietary problems. Golden Good Cooking is low cholesterol cooking,
and the other three are on meal planning for diabetics, planning fatcontrolled meals, and meal planning for blood lipid reduction.

r
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!; Blood
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The products and the nutrition education represented by these book-

lets may never be found on a supermarket shelf. They are products
developed for those with dietary problems who cannot eat re,rultjr
foods. Paygel-P is a high purity wheat starch for those with renal
disease, who cannot tolerate protein, Chono is an imitation whole egg
powder. ;Multipurpose food is a soybean-based extender which has been

shipped around the world. All of these we call "Foods For The Few."
They do not represent large sales, but they are very important products to those who must depend upon them.

Away;from-home eating has becomes increasingly important. And

this nutritional ink melon chart covers those products in our food
service division which are distributed through institutional channels.
In 1961, General Mills was the first to introduce a cereal fortified
with eight essential vitamins. During the past 10 years, more than 100
million Total packages have devoted the hack and the side panels to
the subject of health or nutrition.
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This is a current Total package. It shows graphically the ingredients
of a nutritionally sound breakfast. There is also an otter for six newly
produced nutrition booklets available through the mail. We believe in
educating the consumer who can best use that educationthe patient.
After all, few young children have control over menu planning in their
homes. It is the mother who performs this function, and so it is most
often to the mother that we direct our nutrition message. To make a
meaningful statement on a subject like nutrition require more words
than a 30-second television commercial permits. That is why at General Mills, we believe strongly in the cereal packageAmerica's second
newspaperas the carrier of our messages. At the breakfast table and
on the cupboard shelf, the package gets repeated exposure. And so, we
address our nutrition message primarily to parents, and we tell it primarily in print.
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Daring the past 10 years, 133 million Wheatie:, packages have also
carried the story of health or nutrition. This is a current package with
the description and picture of a nutritionally adequate breakfast.
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Our newest cereal entryProtein-Plus contains

percent protein,

which it: more than any other leading cereal.

\40Gnr

..0111PRINi

The 'Prix cereal package shown here illustrates graphically the
nece.ssar; ingredients of a good breakfast. A similar message is carried
on Sir (irapefellow and Baron Von Redberry packages.
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Each flavor of namburger Helper (of which there are six) provides
a recipe alternate and a menu for a "balanced" meal. A similar product
utilizing tuna as the source of protein, also provides the homemaker
lr balahze4 menu ideas and recipe suggestions.

Gold Medal flour has been for many years the leading brand of

flour. Sacks such as these carried this important nutritional message.
It is a guide for planning the meals of the day according to the basic
four food groups. Red Band is a southern flour, and the mozaw on
that sack back tells what constitutes a good breakfast, and suggests
three menus. Together these messages have appeared on more than
22 million flour sacks.

General Mills tries not just to tell nutrition, out to sell it. too, in new
products. Breakfast squares are an interesting case in point:--distributed in about one-fifth of the United. States at the present time. This
product is so designed that two squares constitute a complete light
meal or one-quarter of the recommended daily allowance, of all essential nutrients. It is used by those mobile citizens who start too late to
sit down to a good breakfast. It can be carried in a pocket, and eaten
anywhere, and I hope you will enjoy the samples.

Our emphasis on good breakfasts includes this brand new frozen
product called Wrap -Ups.. It contains potatoes or scrambled whole
eggs. in a wrapping containing sausage or picnic ham. The serving
hints suggest those foods required to provide a nutritionally adequate

breakfast..
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Counterweight is a new weight control program developed by nutritionists at General Mills in 1970. It is now available in five cities.
While its immediate purpose is weight loss, it also trains in proper
eating to maintain good nutrition for a lifetime.

ti

These advertisements headlined "Learn How To Eat, Not how To
Diet" really describe the thrust of the program. Every year. more than
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110.000 peopleschoolehildirn through senior eitizens---vi:-it the
kitchens of Betty Crocker and see a multimedia presentation.
An important part of that presentation is a description of the basic
four food groups. This is followed by pictures of well-planned and
interesting menus.
Pt GI MIRE 1 HUI I GITOUP

MILK GROUP

;LA

MEA GITOUP

,ITTEAC CLIICAT GROUP

We think breakfast can use a lot of innovative ideas. So we suggest

eream of tomato soup over Total for an unusual hot breakfast.

2

R... . w

Va. 6
we.

11E WC 4 FOOD GROWS

THE WELLSIANC!P
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Lt 19111. as part Of a filmstrip program distributed throui home
economies classes in 'junior and senior high schools we presented our
first mealtime planning filmstrip. In 1971. this up-dated %.ersion %vas

prepared. In all. more than 12.090 filmstrips have been distributed.
a lowr with more than 1.5 million student booklets.

This is an introductor slide to the basic four portions of the

filmstrip. We put a lot of emphasis on breakfast because we consider
it the -forgotten meal.- This menu includes a peanut butter and jelly

sandwich on toast. with a sliced orange and hot chocolateof real
interest to teenaTers.
We have used ethnic menus to add interest to our meal plaunin.0-.

This breakfast has an Italian themefresh fruit. cheese. a hard roll.
and coffee with milk.

Not quite a year old is -Sphere." the Betty Crocker magazine. It
is produced under franchise from General Milk by Vet. t lea 1 'Ma rlet ing of Chicago. I t is a woman's interest magazine with pr hue emphasi-:
on foods. Circulation is now 50o.000 a month. -Sphe: e- has featured
a
or art ides on ittltriti011 and applied nutrition . This one on
break I ast Wit h 111111Sn:1i break fast mein., and recipes. all nut rit iona 11.N1alanced.

Here's an article from Sphere: "Good NutritionWhat's In It For
You?" and overleaf is this guide to good meal planning with a tearout sheet to be used by the homemaker in planning her own menus.
"Those Little Brown Bags" refer to lunches for childrenlunches
to take to school that are nutritionally balanced and teach good food
habits.

Meat is always an important subject of great interest to home-

makers. And this story on the new, lower-fat pork has been very well
received. This article from the current issue features a meatless menu

carefully checked for adequate nutrition by our Nutrition Services
De-,artment. It is particularly timely in view of today's high meat
prii.:s.
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In the Betty Crocker department we're very proud of this paperback
book, "How To Feed Your Family To Keep Them Fit and happy- . . .
No Matter What." It treats nutrition in a down-to-earth easy-to-read
fashion relating nutrition information to the daily problems that the
homemaker faces. This book was featured at a reduced price on Total
cereal packages, was used as a bonus book by the Cookbook Guild of
the Literary Guild, and was also used as a free premium by Western
Publishing in their spring cookbook promotion. All in all, we have at
present sold out our original printing of 154,000 copies.

Inspired by our paperback book are the above folders produced by.
Nutrition Services Department. There are six in the series covering
such subjects as: "Is Your Family Eating Right?"

"If You Know What's Good for You," is the story of the basic

four. Another, "What Should the Kids Really Eat ?" Here is "Feeding the Teen Machine"the story of the special problems of feeding
teenagers during their rapid growth period.
"After the Kids Have Gone"the problems of the empty nest. and

"A Guide to the Side of the Box"the story of nutrient labeling.
These six booklets will be offered free of charge on 25 million General Mills food packages, such as this cake mix package.
I hope you will realize from this story that General Mills dedication

to good nutrition both in products and in nutrition educatica has been
of long standing. Over the years, we have distributed some 425 million
messages. You may add to this additional messages distributed by such
General Mills has
trade associations as the Cereal institute, of
been a charter member and to which we subscribe annually.
Television commercials can also tell the story of good nutrition. Here
are three of our adult-oriented cereal commercials for Buc*Wheats,
Protein-Phis, and Total. All of them stress the importance of a good
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breakfast and the part that cereals play 1II the planning of a good
breakfast.
[Reel of commercials.]

1 hope you will be interested in this next film portion. It is not a
commercial. It is, instead, a 2-minute clip from a cartoon show for
children featuring Tennessee Tuxedo and owned by General Mills.
Tennessee Tuxedo has been seen on the airwaves for about 10 years by
2.5-3 billion viewers. At the present time, these shows are being offered
in 33 markets. Many educational subjects have been featured, and this
one is on food.
[Reel of Tennessee Tuxedo.]
The chairman of the board of General Mills, James P. McFarland,
has stated the policy of the company in these words : "General Mills
food products will be wholesome, will follow appropriate nutritional

guidelines, and will be consistent with the needs and desires of the
consumer."

Just as we seek to fill nutritional needs as they become apparent,

the company also seeks to provide honest nutritional information about

its products and to help people improve their dietary habits. We believe that profits measure and reward effective and efficient performance in meeting consumer wants and needs. Profits enable us to meet
our obligation to shareholders and to implement the growth of the
corporation. Thorugh them. we also gain the means to discharge our
broader responsibilities to society in programs such as I have illustrated
here today.
Thank you.
HEAVILY SUGARED RTE CEREALS .

. .

GOOD NUTRITION ?

Senator McGovEitx. Thank you very much, Miss Bates. I think we
all know that General Mills, through the Betty Crocker program, has
stood for good nutrition over the years. and the presentation of these
materials that you showed here today, is most impressive.
These hearings concentrate considerably on heavily sugared food,
breakfast foods, and natural foods. We have had testimony from distinguished dental experts about the problem that children, turning to
food of this kind, have.
What is your opinion of some of your own company's cereal products.' Sir Grapefel low looks and smells like candy. Do you really consider that a good nutritional product for children and a good nutritiooal educational approach ?
Misz, Rms. Senator McGovern, the breakfast, that a child does not
eat does him no good whatsoever. We do know that children eat breakfasts that appeal to their tastes, and these products do provide a good
nutritious breakfast when they are eaten with milk. Y01/ have already
quoted the figure that 94 percent of cereals are eaten with milk, and we
believe our own findings verify that figure.

To our knowledge there is no published evidence I available that,
indicates that presweetened cereals or cereals in treneral cause dental

caries, which is one of the thrusts of our investigation. This is not

surprising as sugar consumption from cereals is only a small portion of
sugar intake. Presweetened cereals account, for less than 2 percent of
I See NE 3. Dr. Siren's testimony, pp 2S3-_'SS.
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total sugar consumed in the United States, and less than 3 percent
of total sugar consumed by children.

Senator McGovEnx. I was wonderingas I watched your advertising here I noticed you stated on the cerealsTotal and Buc*Wheat,
and I forget the other oneI personally find them very appealing
cereals, and I consume large quantities of those cereals. Why do you

direct the advertising of those more nutritional cereals to adults?
Couldn't you sell that hi skillful advertising to children ? Is it really
necessary to emphasize the sweetness in order to sell to children'?
I have the feeling that what goes onyour television ads on the heavily sweetened cereals aimed at the childrenis a fight between the
mother and the child when you get to the supermarkets, as to what is
going to come off the shelves.

If Total and Bue*Wheats and some of these other products are more

desirable, why couldn't the advertising budget their television time
so that these products are advertised on the children's programs?
Miss Rots. We believe these presweetened cereals are good nutritious foods. They do appeal to children's tastes, but you must realize.
that children watch other television programs besides the so-called
Saturday morning shows, and they see other television commercials as
well.

The message that we have on the presweetened cereals is always set
in the context of a good breakfast. We are not recommending the use
of cereals and milk alone. We are recommending it in the context of
a good breakfast, and we believe that these cereals encourage children
to eat a good breakfast.
A PARADOX IN REALISM

Senator MCGOVERN. Miss Bates, in some of the printed material
I am referring to one book entitled "Meal Planning For Young Children." Mr. Choate, who was before the committee, quoted from the
hook as put out by General Mills. I think it is an excellent book, and
this is one of the things that booklet warns against:
Watch the teeth. Use sparingly foods high in sugar. They take away the oppetitite for more basic food, provide only quick energy and enconrage tooth
decay. No coaxing is needed to get children to eat candy, cookies, cake, or
take carbonated beverages. Teaching a preference for other types of food mnst
begin in the highchair age. Offer sweets only at the end of the meal.

That is a caution in one of your General Mills products.
"The same company," Mr. Choate says, "spends millions of dollars
in advertising to children" and he quotes one of your ads that is aimed
to children on television : "Mirror, mirror on the wall, whose cereal
is the super - sweetest of their' all ? Is it my Count Chocula, my supersweet cereal ? Chocsweet is for chocolate flavor."
Don't those two picture& seem to be in conflict?
Miss BATES. The booklet you referred to is an excellent one, and

he hits taken one paragraph out of context. Absolutely everything
thatAs said in that book is accurate. I think it is a correct statement.
Sctuator MoGoyEnN. I think it probably is, but the advertising on
television encourages the children to use the supersweetest cereal of
them all. How does that square with the booklet? That is the point.
Miss ThvrEs. That squares with getting the children to eat breakfast.
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The number of children who eat cerealswill eat presweetened
cerealsare much lower than you would probably think.
Let me tell you: 54 percent of all children at no presweetened
cereal at all anytime during the week, and this is a survey, incidentally,

of the Marketing Research Corp., data that was referred to earlier
by representatives of the Kellogg Co. Then cumulatively 73 percent
eat cereal no more than once per week; 84 percent eat cereal no more
than twice a week. There is no indication of large or unnecessarily
large amounts of these cereals eaten at times other than at breakfast
with milk. With fruit, with toast, it becomes the basis of a good nutri-

tious breakfast, and it does persuade children to eat that nutritious

breakfast, and we think this is most important.
Senator McGovEus. I want. to emphasize, Miss Bates, when we are
interrogating you on these matters it is not in any way intended to
underestimate the value of what the company is doing. I am sure
there are very valuable nutritional gains that have been made because
of the efforts of General Mills and other companies to encourage chil-

dren and all of us to have breakfast at all.
I think a cereal breakfast can be a very nutritious breakfast, but
what the committee is trying to get at is some of the practicesit

does seem some improvement could be made whereby we could use
the techniques of modern advertising to get children to move into
nutritional habits that will stay with them for the rest of their lives.
You get youngsters dependent on a highly sugared diet, and you
have a campaign for people over 30 encouraging them to pass up these
sweet foods.
I think the advertising budget could be handled more wisely in
achieving nutritional standards.
Miss BATES. Don't forget that our cerealsthe sweet ones you are
referring toare fortified with vitamins, and with iron, and as such
they do contribute substantially to the diet of those who eat them.
The other sweets that were referred to in that boy ' tend to be the
snack sweets which do not have fortification. and ai. of this must be
looked at in reference to the foods eaten throughout the day.

A sweet cereal eaten at breakfast gives energy and satisfies and
starts the child toward a good active day. This might not be true about
a snack eaten just before dinner which may discourage the appetite.
STATEMENT OF SENATOR HUMPHREY

Senator HUMPHREY. The more intelligent, the more educated they

are, the worse they eat breakfast. I watch the staff around Capitol

Hill. I come early in the morning. We have college graduates, people
that are supposed to be professionals, and they go downstairs and pick
up a rollthat you wouldn't feed to a dogand get a cup of coffee, and
that is their breakfast.
T scold them, I scold my own staff this way. I say "Why don't you
have a good breakfast ?" I get up and I have bacon and eggs, cereal,
bananas, milk, and I feel a lot better than most people at work because
of it.
I have had people say to me. "How can you take the campaign ?"
say "Nell, I eat breakfast." I don't believe in all this business of coming up in the office having a cup of coffee arid a roll.
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What is really bothering me. is that I don't think the advertising
goes to the right people. You get a college degree, and you generally
eat worse for breakfast.
The people who eat a good breakfast are out, in the country. What
they do is. they get up in the morning, and they have a big breakfast.
I am not being prejudiced in favor of farmers, but I watch the
people in the offices that are so-called professionals, highly educated
people who deliberately abuse their bodies, starting out the day without having a proper meal. Everything you say about the early morning
meal is true In terms of getting off to a good start.. From there on we
can argue whether or not we ought to be following this or that diet.
I am concerned about the excess sugar in breakfast foods as Senator
McGovern has indicated, and I really believe the companies ought to
look at it very carefully and do something about your advertising as
well as about the overuse of it. I think there is going to be more and
more evidence coining in that. there has been excessive use of sweet
cereals. That is my judgment.
Most of the Senators on this committee are not grandfathers, but I
am a grandfather, and I have six grandchildren. One of the biggest

problems I havewhich I would like to have you solveis how to

keep on hand all these breakfast foods that they want.. When they come
to our house in the summer. my wife, who has brought, up a good family and has this good system, says "You take care of the grandchildren

for breakfast." Well. grandmother feeds them something that they
ought to get, but they like Kaboom. I don't know anything about

Kaboom, but my granddaughters won't eat anything else but Kaboont.
It is hard on grandfathers. You have got them sold on Kaboom.
[Laughter.]
T thought. I would add just one thing. Everything I have seen here
is directed toward the middle-class, well-educated Americans. It is
true that some of the worst practicers of nutrition are among the better

educated people. I don't really believe two or three martinis before
dinner helps your nutrition, and I am not disapproving of it, but I
just. don't. think it helps you. I think it hurts your teeth a damn sight
more than sugar. [Laughter.] By the way, it adds more weight, a
lot more weight.
I really believe there is a difference between the aiult, advertising
and children advertising. I think your point is well taken. When you
are over 30, protein is terribly important in terms of weight, but as
a child protein is terribly important in terms of basic structure, physical health, mental abilities. We know a great deal about protein and
the learning ability of children, the lbealth of the brain, so to speak.
I would think somewhere along the line in advertising the message
ought to get through. How do we educate, how do we DEC the television

to get to the children in the ghetto? How do we use the television to
get to the undereducated with a real message and the mother who has
no education ? There are 12 million illiterates in this country that can
neither read nor write, in this great America, they are not going to
be able to read that fine advertisement.
CORPORATIONS MUST SELL EDUCATION

I am interested that the corporations take on the job of real nutritional education as well as personal hygiene. All these talks to the
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affluent, well, they are going to eat the wrong foods anyway. A goodly
number of them are, and some of them are going to right themselves
because they have learned.

What abOut this great group of people that do not readand if they

could read maybe do not readI am not being critical, it is just a
fact of life. What about these young mothers, or mothers any age
that really do not read recipes? I have held hearings in certain seg-

ments of Congress and I am finding out they just don't read the

recipes. They have no background that gives them any indication what
vitamins and a balanced diet are about. How does a commercial com-

pany sell the product, but also sell an idea? That is what I am interested in, and that is why I want to be on this committee. I think the

corporations of this country have got to use the television for
education.
We know what "Sesame Street" can do for children. It is incredible
what the program has done for children. Yet we persist in this country
to not using the message of health and nutrition on the same basis. Do

we have to rely on public broadcasting, or are we goin., to have the
companies the great corporations take this on as a part of their economic and social responsibility? I would like to know what you are

doing in that area.
Miss Bans. General Mills has sponsored a number of educational
programs for children on the network such as "Take a Giant Step" and
"Mr. Wizard." You have seen a clip from "Tennessee Tuxedo" which
has been on the air about 10 years now. We have also included some

other prize-winning program which I am afraid might or might not
interest the group that you are talking about. That includes "Robinson
Crnsoe," "Trbasure Island," and others. The 30-second commercial
that we use makes it extremely difficult to do more than establish it
name and show a food in the context in which it should be eaten rather
than as a lesson, per se. It is hard to do more than establish the name
in 30 seconds. That is why we use the back of the box.
However, we have used it for some other things that I did not mention to you. I think most of you are aware of "Katy's Coloring Book,"
the Government - produced program on drug education, and we have
had that on millions of packages. We are now at the point where we
are thinking of producing this coloring book, which is also a Government hook, both in Spanish and English. It is a coloring book directed
toward good food, what food you should eat every day. We think this
might be a promotion of a simple game. That may be a way to spread
that information.
Senator HUMPHREY. We found in the disposal of surplus commodities great waste because of the lack of knowledge on the part of recipients as to how to reuse them.

What I ant trying to say is this: You are a very well educated

woman, and members of the committee have had the privilege of college education or at least a broq experience in some public or private
life, but we have millions of-people in this country that are really the

victims of the lack of education. What I am interested in is at the

corporation level. I know you have to make a profit, and I want you to,

but how about. getting a message they can get from the electronic
media? The print media will never get it to them. They will never read
it. There is a big market out there too. You know that.
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I think it would be a good idea to stay at home on Saturday mornings sometime and watch the cartoons. I like "Underdog." George
[McGovern], you and I also like it. [Laughter.]

What is the other one, "Roving Runner "? Anyway, those commercials in between are tremendous. They do sell these cereals. There is no
doubt about that. I am sure that is why when you go to a supermarket

in low-income areas and watch what they are picking up, they are
picking up large amounts of the sugar 'ereals.
friends in corporate industry to really start
I just want my
ut good nutrition through the electronic media,
to educate people about
and I think it can be done. I think you can educate people how to take
care of their home, how to take care of their health, through the electronic media. I have been checking on it a little bit.
I watched television last night, and there was not a program irt to
watch. The same old pattern of shooting down cowboysSunday
night, I might adda commercial for so-called entertainment.
CORPORATE POOLING OF TV NUTRITIONAL EDUCATION

I believe it is imperative that we use the corporation structure +o get
our messages on better neighborhood, better health, better nutrition,
and not to depend on it as something to be done by 0E0 or sonic of
the Government programs. Anything you can do on that as a company I think will be very helpful. I would hope that somebody would
take the lead amongst the corporations in pooling a percentage of your
TV ads for this kind of nutrition education rather than Kellogg doing
something on their own, and General Mills doing something, and General Foods doing something else. I would hope that they would have
an electronic type of program, a percentage of which would go into a
none,omme,cial type of education. We call it advertising, but it is really
education. I know you do a lot of it, and I appreciate it, but I think
there is so much that can be done over and beyond 30 seconds. You
really can't do very much in 30 seconds except say "Hello". I think
one of the curses today in the whole business of information is trying
to tell people in 30 seconds how to take care of their bodies, how to
take care of their homes, and all of that for one reason; namely, you
get money out of it in the advertising rates. I don't believe that is the
Way you can save this country's health; not one bit. I think something
ought Za be done beyond that.

Miss BATES. We are certainly willing always to review our advertising policies, and T think you might be interested to know that Dr.
Hayden of the Cereal Institute is here today. The Cereal Institute is

the association through which our cereal companies distribute materials to schools, generically, and perhaps this could be something

his organisation could consider.
Senator HUMPHREY. T think it would be interesting to find out how
much is used in schools. I don't mean to underestimate the importance
of print : the boxes, the magazines. I think it is important, but we are

living in an electronic age whether we like it or not, and youngsters
today get most of their information, outside of their practical experi-

ence at home or on the street or in school, outside of that, from the electronic media. That is why these packages sell so well, as I said awhile

ago, particularly in the low-income areas. Thank goodness you do
fortify them. That is right.
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I think you made a good ease about the sweetened cereal and the
nutritional value. Again, I take the broader approach. on are a home
economist specialist, and that goes beyond the food. Quite obviously
the total environment affects the health of the child, and we have had
some very good lessons in the breakfast program that Senator McGovern is very familiar with. what it. has meant in learning. idiot. it
has meant in school attendance. and health.
We also have a correlation be' tween good nutrition and avoidance of
drugs. I think it is time we start to get. more medical evidence on this.
It is true that. a good nutritional breakfast and lunch makes children
less prone to drugs; the cost of the breakfast. or Inneh is incredibly
cheap. I would like to have more evidence on that from our specialists.
Senator McGovEux. Thank von, Senator Humphrey.
Senator Senwrausu. First. 1 would like to eomplient Miss Bates
and General Mills on the r utritional advertising position that they
have taken. I think that s imp of the invalids, Protein-Plus. and
'rota). certainly are good st 'pi; in that direction. I would agree with
Senate, VeGovern : won't( like to see those cereals emphasized move
because. I think they are a very constructive effort to a Very inlpot't:u
Sittlation.

We are delighted for your being here and for your efforts.
I want to say to Senator Humphrey that 1 do not inure to appoint
a subcommittee. have five childrenages 3 to 1and 1 see the

Saturday morning shows. the TV conmiercia Is. and 1 hink he made a
very valid point. T think if yon are not doing anything on a Saturday
morning, it is worth hooking at it.
Another point, I also share the Senator's fondness for sugar. I pure
an affect ion for sugar.
Notwithstandhr that, 1 think I should add something on a sobering note which I think our committee would he derelict if we did IhOt at
least. make cognizance of it for the record. I have have an article from
the Medical World News of February 12. 1971. The article's title asks
the question "Sugar: Dangerous to the Heart?" with a sabeftption
. . and some researeh now points to an intriguing link with atherosclerosis." I would like to cite one paragraph from it and include the
article in the record.'
Dr. viola. hum 51.1 1. and Pk. 1).. prote4sor of autrithm
iliel,ties as
I Meet! Eligtbth College of the rnlversity of Daulon. Frem ht. quiet l'ato110,: 4.11
0,1upden 11111 In Kensington. the IIIseitioilistphysieltin has
n storm In
slesqIng that fleatlip. from coronary limrt dh.eaSe. Which 11:1 ve gone up dram:idally In the past 50 years. are more closely related to Increasing sugar vote
sit:maim) than to any other dietary eluthge. From the 4.11)s. a year he ate in 17.

the slatiNtieal Englishman Increased his consumption to about 25 1b4. in the
Ifttilk. Today its about 120 lbs. a year. or 2.3 lbs. a week.

Again. I an not quoting this as a final argument. There are wow

nudlieal eitings here. It may bean expensive taste that ea uses all of this.
Senator Ilumenia:v. Let Inc join in commending Miss Bates on her
testimony. I surely appreciate the work that is being done.

I will just encourage this great company to take the initiative in

attempting to pool the segments of the advertising budget through the
food eompanies for general nutritional education. I think it would he

excellent. It is what we call institutional advertising. It is not sales
advertising. It could be very. very helpful. Yon do it mdividnally and
Car Appendix. p. 525.
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it is very well done? but it scams to me we mkt a repetition, to get on
a course and follow it meticulously.

I want to say to my friend, Mr. Schweiker, I think I am aware of
the sugar matter, but there was a time- we are just living in a time
when you don't know what is going to kill you first.

My old friend Ansel Keyes from the University of Minnesota had
me half scared to death about butter and milk and everything that is
going to put you away: Cholesterol. Then you find out if you drink
coffee that gets you; smoking, that is worse. I'll tell you wlvit is really
good for youexercise. [Laughter.]
Miss BArrs. I think the answer is what all of you have said. and that
is moderation in everything is very important.

Senator McGrovsnic. Thank you very much. Mk; Bates, for your

appearance.

The committee is in recess, to reconvene at the call of the Chair.
I Whereupon. at 12:25 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed.]

APPENDIX
ITEM 1-SUBMITTED BY WITNESSES
FROM THE, KELLOGG COMPANY

TIIE NEW RESPONSIBILITIES IN TODAY'S ADVERTISING CLIMATE
An address by
.I. E. Lonmfg, President and Chief Executive Officer,
Kellogg Company
3.

Before the
AMERICAN ADVERTISING FM) ER \VON

15th Annual Government Affairs Conference
Jarmar 29, 1973
Stotler 1111ton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Thank you, Mr. Dodderidge for that generous introduction.
I certainly need it because my name isn't exactly a household

I have the honor, however, of repre,enting a Company that is a household
\Nord ... Kellogg's!'
We wish "The Best To You Each Morning"... ecry morning . . and espee,
ally this morningthe morning of t le% 1.eynot e session of the Anielcan Advertising
Federation's 15th Annual Government Affair, Conference.
It is a pleasure to participate in the Conference. I salute you for your excellent
work ad e' ailenge you to continue your efforts at the local, state and national
level.
Air. Dod-!eridge,, distinguished guest,, ladies and gentlemeniof the adveitisiii
industry.
Whil I say ..good morning ... in that good old Kellogg way .. yon end
him Av all too welt that morning., today are not what they nsoo th he.
For you in the advertising industry . . and for those of tp: closely associated
.

with it, and dependent upon it . . those once sunny skies are lemming
threatening. A strange wind is rising, and it's not a good wind. We alu al. ,nim
mornings
mornings and go to work with a -14)se of apprehension and uncertainty
And
we may . . . for let's face it . . . advertising, as NW kII,M

today, is in danger.
It is being attacked on all fronts by professional constimeri,ts, theorist, of the
now economy, 7 and by many here in Washingto" . . . both in Congles and
in the regulatory bod:
Make no mistake. Our critics clearly want to change the sorkings of this goat
industry, and when the freedom of advertising . . . that is, the right to advertise .
. is threatened, the, four bnildi»g
block- of our groat American oeonomy . .
mass production, um-- distribution, inp-- eounounieation and an
consumption- -are also threatened
Now. I hasten to add an imputant caution here.
(5111

Let's not teak: the mistake of looking upon our opposition as one homogeneous
hand of fanatical do-gooders and wide-eyed theorist-. We must realize that among
those forces of opposition are ninny right-thinkin peoplemen and women of
good willwho ha. e sincere and thoughtful tpiestior about advertising. And,

let us also admit, questions can be asked.
But the point remains: there has emerged, or rather there has exploded in this
country a deep mistrust of advertising . . . and we need to do something
.about

Now, I mn not going to attempt to lay before goothe Advertising Industrya

plan that will suddenly and miraculously bring Understanding and Light to our
adversaries . . . and an end to their differences with us. I'm sure you didn't

hope for that today. The subject of Advertising, vast enough on the surface. is
profound in its implications. And I have no magic potion.
Neither do I have a counter "Counter-Advertising" Program to submit.
"You
And I certainly won't join those well-intentioned laymen who say . .
are Advertising Men. You'r articulate. You're persuasive. You are good at
advertising for others. Now do some for yourself.'
While this may be a practical approach, I believe the bee and most practical
taetics for you in the Ad:ertising Industry are single and individual. Not collective.
like an army.
. .
. company-by-company. Not you
You .
'!'o support this thesis, I'm going to tell you abort the philosophy of one comwhat it is thinking about, what we have done . . .
p:My
Kellogg's . .
. to meet our advertising responsibilities in today'
and are trying to do .
elintate.

I'm going to speak briefly about our products. and our advertising policies.
to this new consumer environment. I hope in the process that I can stimulate
and give yon an idea or two for your own company, your
.
vt,,,r thinking .
(bents or tho-e with whom you work.
Let me begin by saying tlat the coasumer movement encouraging better
and I'm going to relate these policies to the action- we are taking Imlay in response

nutrition is not. new to Kellogg's Our Company Inez always weicometrt his movement. In fact, we were among its early pioneers.
Sett' yea:, ago, our founder, \V. K. Kellogg, noting the heavy breakfasts ,atcn
to those (la% s . . with high levels of fat mid calorie.. . . saw t he need . . cr
eons:foto- . . . for a c ivenient food that would lie light, tempting to the
appetite, vet nutrition-. Ile found the answer, of course, in ready -to -eat cerealbittle did he dream that his good idea for a light, tasty breakfast food, which
eanght on like a prairie fire, and ;pew like professional football, would some (la%
he castigated bee:nese it didn't, contain a whole, full, 2-1-hours worth of mit rition'
t Which obviously it was ?wer intended to contain.)
\ nd, little did he dieain that his cereals, which are (Tea /tidal; found on
innus would someday be maligned as `'empty
Well the forts, and I underscore the word fact-, !early state that today a tylpical
heilogg cereal product, like Corn Flakes, contains about 4c", of the day's calorie
r,quirements, and yet r. )11 ti Hones approximatel t; of the day's minimum require
ment, for eight e4sentuil vitamin-, phi.: useful amonnts of protein and mineral,
!,lan of the ready-t" ..eat eel cal products provide substantiallY more t han half
of the total nutrition in the typical cereal and Milk serving.
Ind we a: :Zellogg's continue to be proud of our prodoetv, their quality and, the
,tntrit ion they contribute to the welfare of o populace.
lnd, incidentIll, one important thhtg %%e ve learned from k sing on the ho:
g.iing to he easily duped by opinions
sat in recent years, i, that the consumer
from headline eekr-, either. The accept anee our products have earned with the
ronsumer, is going to weather t he storm.
For example, you might be int el e-tt (41 to krona, that in -tide of I he unfontided
ci leisin of breakfa.t, (tete:ifs. Oa- cereal indu,t ry has emit Holed to show a beall

.

normal, pattern of growth.
Obvion-ly, con-inner, want solid information, not unqualified opinions, awl
v.11 cont Mite. as they always lime, to resond ht unalit y and value in the prodttels
they buy.
Next, let me ,ay that Kcfloyo',: opoillp prom/ of its mirrifisino. We know 11,0
our c4aninleial are honest, and tasteful
Iloweer. we agree 100% pith many icsponsible (lilies who tiay that there is
;10 place for deeept ion in ad% ertising. And that. in It idav's environment, advert ',Hs must, re-evaluate their advertising ... practice self-rewilat ion . . and be
col ain that ',pry second m very ronanervial completely honest. It seems ''m
That onlq in this way can aae a; an industry. .tearantee our fret-dim) to advettionr prodnets

Now at this time, I'd like to take thirty seconds to show you a commercial we
arc currently running. I feel it demonstrates this philosophy of hottest and truthful
product advertising.
As you know, we manufacture and package individual set vines of our products
and assemble a popular selection of them in Kellogg's assorted packs such as
Variety. On a per-scrriv basis these packs of individuals are naturally more
expensive than the standard package sizes, because it's much more expensive to
package them this way. And since our customers are paying more for this convenience and variety, we want them to know the facts about it. Let's take a look
at this commercial

...

FILMKELLOGG'S ASSORTED PACK Co:nut:new.

We're in the second year of featuring this T.V. commercial. Has it caused assorted pack sales to plummet downward? Did the consumer resent the facts she
gained from this commercial? Absolutely not. Apparently ecnsumers respect and
appreciate a sincere and honest advertising approach.
Now let's talk for a moment about advertising to children.
The viewpoint that all advertising to children is bad and should be "outlawed"
k based on some strange assumptions.
It assumes that parents have no influence, no control and no value as models
for their children.
It assumes that to want things as a child is not normal and is bad.
It assumes that child, en can he "seduced.' into wrong values by advertising,
and that this can be done itt spite of the other influences in a child's life: family.
friends, church. school, resoling, and ju.et plain experience and innate human
values.
It would deny to children the experiences that help them prepare for the day
when they're on their own with decisions to make, livings to earn, money to
budget, values to establish and independent lives to live.
end finally, it ignores the grim realities of the market place. To contend that
.1:te need only make some extravagant promise to a child in order to make him a
slave to one's product can only seem ludicrous to anyone who has experienced
t he futility of trying to justify advertising support of prodnets that. do not enjoy

consumer aceet.t:ance.

Much like adult... children ha..e very specific want, and preference, when it
...ones to cereal nroduct and we at Nelngg s feel justified in advertising our many
different rrodnet, to children.
But it not enough to feel justified in our right to advert ke to children or in
..st ability to execute that advertising.
it's (sbvioms to 11.: that companies. like mtr-. min.t consider t a .special privilge that lin continuing re-polvibilities. Children are special people and deserve
ecial t re:dose:it. Onr advertising to children must consciously reflect this commitment
For example, we cow innonsly rearch our children' advert king campaigns with
ehildrest and soother.. Mothers have indicated that our advertising i acceptable.
and often i (Ty ( ntertaining for their children. Importantly, they approve of the
protium- me..sage we're bringing to their children.
We '-o subject our advertising to re,careh conducted by firms cut -id,
our
'wit t opany, or our agency's facilitie.. in order to obtain other (whinges and
evainat
Olt jr. 10 explain as hat we're trying to provide in our
prodners :tad our ads (It j.ing, :Ind e has e
,11:1113. of t he top nutritionistat major universities R'o've also talked with eonsunter net is kb, ensue of whom
ane lair ost 510 ere eritie.s. More oft co than not, We reach a meeting of the mind...
We feel it, II fl:e het ter informed. And we leant things from them.
Similstrl, pe prod a great deal of time listening to the critic- of eltildren.sekvi,ion programming. We rlittivt-Ir attended the FCC bearin g- here in
Washington, awl we welt, repre-emed at she %CT eonference in New Ifat en IssI
fall. In :his regard, ne feet it i,s important for the ark-et-H.:lug bolo-try anouHifi, that then. ma" I.. problem- is rt h the its rem children', proglanwuingsitltation.
For (sample, ne feel t hen I- seeds for twin. creative, retell:lining and Wormat ive television mat Trial for chilli en. more diver-it y, sold more
rated" program,
hole family, and We are av!is rly talking with the broadva,ting indust ri
VIU Ilwir
h, dlito mt-re-t in ereating hi- t pe 1 progronming,
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Let's be realistic about the children's programming situation: advertisers are
going to have to take a more active role in this area to insure that the programming
bill of fare offered to children reaches a state where all of us can be proud of our
program sponsorship.
that we feel will

I mentioned earlier that Kellogg's is taking several steps

contribute to the public's welfare.
There's been a lot of discussion in recent years about malnutrition and the lack
of prover diets in this country.
Critics of advertising have said, what's missing is nutritional cducatino. They
feel that people need to become aware of their diets, and to become informed of.
and to believe in, the fundamentals of good nutrition.
Breakfast, almost all nutritionists still agree, is a very important meal in the day.
especially for children. A child's performance in the late rooming hours is markedly
improved if he has had a nutritionally sound breakfast. Yet studies show that
about one child of five, leaves home in the morning without an adequate breakfast,
and that six percent of all children go off to school with no breakfast at all.
Since our business is breakfast; we feel this is the area where we should con-

tribute . . . and can best contribute .

.

.

to the nutritional education and

well-being of the nation.
Here briefly are some of the things-that we have done .

and are doing . . .
. .
to bring about a better understanding of nutrition as it relates to breakfast.
For years we have been stressing the need for a nutritionally balanced breakfastand not just cereal but (Treat as a part. of a complete breakfast. Today every
one of our television commercials, t 'tether directed toward adults or children.
shows our products as part of a nutritionally complete breakfastjuice, toast and
:Tread, milk and cereal.
You may have seen a Sugar Frosted Flakes' commercial last fall, where Tony
the Tiger ran for Pwsident on "The Better Breakfast Platform." This commercial
tressed the importance of a complete breakfast and spelled out what a better
breakfast might be.
I'd like to show you hoifThis was done:
Film Com M Eitel Air"VOTE FOR TON Y

Some have charged that Tony the Tiger is being used to mislead. After viewing
the commercial I believe you will agree the message is positive.
In addition to this television activity, we annually schedule a print campaiett
that talks about. better nutrition at breakfast, and again presents our products
m min -the context of a nutritionally complete breakfast. We don't. need to talk
about nutrition at that length, of course, but we're doing it.
We, distribute several hundred million packages a year, and what more perfect
educational vehicles could there he than the millions of cereal boxes sitting right
thereon millions of breakfast tables? :4o, we include on our packages, a message on
the importance of %,:aing a nutritionally complete breakfast.
For fifty years we have been distributing nutritional information to the schools.
This information does not cover breakfast only; it. covers the whole subject of
balanced diets a;d good nutrition. We employ full time home economists and
dietitia,s to handle this, as part of our program.
In a few weeks, vac will add something new to our nutritional education efforts
Industrie-.
. . . something that we believe, is unique to the food and advertising
It's a pleasure to announce here for the first time, an extension of these educational
efforts. A new program which -e consider will make a significant con° ilmtion to
better nutrition. This effort ma be "The Otuod Breakfast Campaign" . . a television campaign aimed primarily at Madre!' with the goal of educating kids on
the need for breakfast.
Initially. we are producing two skty-seeond trws.ago. that show fin a war hat
kids can understand and relate to) why it's important to eat a good breakfast.
And we will show in this message that there ale variety of good tasting, appetizing breakfast foods to choose from. We will no 'ocus on a cereal breakfast,
although we certainly will anti are proud toinclude cereal in this message, because it belongs there. One of these message. is designed to tell young children
aboot the importance of eating a good breakfast, The second tune is specifiralk designed for schoolage children and their le(dhers.
In addition to absorbing the production cost. of Hasse announcements, we are
and purchase
g' dug to take media dollars normally assigned to brand advertising.
positions on t derision. While this advertising is public service in nature, we
want. to make certain that these messages get aired and are seen by children
ac r,rss this nation. Yet the only mention of Kellogg's is in the closing credit
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We intend to schedule these better nutrition messages on Saturday and wevitday children's programming. And not just onee in a while. Starting this spring.
we will Schedule them:
Every week, for the balance of the year,

Nationally, on all three television networks,

And we will see that they are seen on every Saturday morning ehildreu's show at least once.
Further, to reach pre- school children, they will be scheduled fre
qucntly on weekday progratui, such as Captain Kangaroo.
And finally, we will schedule the announcements ou network programs where
parents can be reached, such as the "Today Show."
In summary, over the course of the year, the messages will reach virtually
every child in this country at least once, and most of the kids will see them several
;inles.
Now I'd like to stop for a moment to show you one of our Public Service mes-

sages.

FILM COMMERCIAL" NO BREAKFAST DROOP"

We're very proud of this message, not just because we put it together, but berange we think it will be effective.

Now there is an important final point to be made here

. .

. and that is this:

*-.That" television memo(' would not hay ',ten conceived of ten years ago.

But there it is today. It's unique right at this moment. But it won't be unique
I.mgand it better not be. We at Kellogg's hope that many other companies: will
10 something similar . . . because, like it or not, you and we are all . . . tiol
living in a new and different climate.

Whatever we individually think about it . . . whether we individually think
to deserve it or not . . . even though we may individually think they're burning
&mu the library because one book was. bad . . . even though we resent the intemperateness and injustice of some of the attacks ou the business of Advertising
AP are living in a new and different %vorld.
And We Can't G& Home Again! Because home isn't there any more.

.

.

Iu conehtsion, I say again that I hope what I lime said here today may give
you an idea or two. But, more importantly, I hope it may help to form a resolution
for each of you to do something. Because in the long run, we are going to be judged
collectively . . . as au industry . . . by what we do individually.
s.,, let us resolve individually to do somethingand do it now.
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FROM GENERAL MILLS, INC
Prat te.vrioxs AVAILABLE FROM GEYFRAL MILLS

The following publications were submitted for the committee files ; they ale
available from General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.:
Vitamins, Calorie,. A26398.
1. Nutrition Guide-Proteins, Minerals, A22749.
2. Story of the Cereal Grains, The.Betty
1969Crocker's Saff-o-life Safflow er Oil. 1969.

3. Golden Good Cooking-With
1970 124008.

4. Cereal-One of the 4.1970 C72. (The Basic Four Food Groups). 127300.
5. If you know what's good for you (Special Nutritional Needs of Young Chil6. What should the kids really cat?
dren). A27326.
7. Feeding the teen machine (Special Nutritional Needs of Teenagers). A27327
8. Guide to the side of the box, A (Food Labeling Explained). 127297.
9. Is your family eating right? (Balanc:ng Your Family's Nutrition). 127298.
10. After the kids have gone (Special Nutritional Needs for the Later Years).
127299.

11. Meal Planning:
During Pregnancy. 1972 126182.
For the Golden Years (With Pertinent Information on Weight Control
and Other Special Diets). 1966 An1903.
1966

For Young Children (New ideas

u building little appetites).

120324.

For Diabetics (with fat-controlled and sodium -restrieted diet information). 1969 123275.
For Blood Lipid Reduction (with pertinent information on the fat and
cholesterol content of food groups). 1965 A19409.

The following diets and loose-leaf guides were also available:
1. Approximate Calorie Values of Common Foods. A25218. D71.
2. Low Calorie "Bonus Diet," The. F8. Values of General Mills Ready -to -Eat
t. Approximate Diabetic Bread Exchange
Cereals (without, milk, cream, sugar or fruit. C72).
4. Food Source., of Vitamin A and C. C72.
Lov-Fat, Low-Cholesterol Food Guide. E70.
6. Foods Gmtaining Good Sources of Iron.
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A M NUFACTURER LOOKS AT FOOD S \FETY

By James P. McFarland*
Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen: I m» happy to have this opportunity to
address so many people who are clearly among the most important in the food
industry. One need think only of the myriad of ways in which Nod teehnology has
contributed to the welfare of the world to feel deep gratitude toward your pro fession and those who work in it.
At the soune time, I inn a bit hesitant in offering my topic, "A Manufacturer
Looks at Fluid Safety," to an audience such as this. You, after all, are the men and
women with the knowledge, experience and, I am sure, the dedication and concern
to determine in great measure the wholesomeness and safety of the food this
Nation eats.
As a manufacturer, nevertheless, I cam start by empha-dzing that I cant the
food of this nation to be safe. I am sore that wish is shared by every other responsible food manufacturer in America today. There is good reason this is so
First, food manufacturers are members of society. They eat food. Their families
eat food. Like all of u:, they have a great penonal stake in anything that goes on
their tables. As responsible members of their communities, they also recognize
their obligation to malo sure that products reach consumers in the hest of condition with no question of their tithes, or quality. It would seem strange indeed to
give personal and worporate tune to solving economic and social problems of the
nation, a" many food manufacturers do, and then distribute the basic products of
their btrines,es in at unsafe form.
Second, food man tfacturers are busine.smen. They depend upon repeat 'ale,,
selling their products over and over again to the same 1)(4 )1)1V. Doubt aleatt the
safety of their products would rapidly become a one-way ticket to fainue. As a
number of manufacturers have commented over the year, "Customers are hard
to emit/. by. We can't afford to pop-on them."
Advancing costs have spotlighted this phase of a manufacturer's self interest
today even more than in the past. The average cost of introducing a new product
on the national market is in the heighborinual of $1 million. On the average, only
one new product out of nine in the Nod inditsty succeeds in capturing a prohtalde
and lasting "hare of the cwasunter market. 'Ishis means a total investment of S9
million or so--to use arbitrary figuresfor each succe,sful introduction. If, after
hemming established, a tun% product is found to be unsafe for any remom, the

immediate monetary 10" is staggering, not to mention the cost of a damaged
reputation.
Finally, with the rare exception, found in any area of human life, food manufacturer seek to be law-abiding citizen. For -elf-protection and the proliTtion
they must insist that their food 'godliet, meet legal requiteof their
ment-4:M mied go well beyond.
I am -.lire I don't need to tell your that the safety of the nation's food supply ha,
been outstandingly good in a society of growing complexity. We feedand feed

better than any other nation in the worlda population that has expanded to

more than 209 taillkin people, with very, very few pr Admits identlfied as of food
origin.
Nh NIc Fin land Is chairman and cluetexecutive officer ()is teneral Mills, Inc;
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Nothing, of course, is perfect in this imperfect world. This means we can never

relax our efforts to provide a largely urbanized America with food that is increasingly safe, nutritious, appetizing, convenient to prepare and reasonable in
price. Such contributions to public health as the enrichment of flour and bread
and, more recently, the vitamin and mineral enrichment of other foods must be a
starting place rather than a conclusion. We must harness advancing technology
to increase the flow of food to a growing population in an increasingly complex
society, guard against the hiss of nutrients in production, storage and transportation and do all of this without sacrifice of safety.
Obviously, you, as food technologists, have a gargantuan task that is growing
greater. As I was thinking about my remarks today, for example, it occurred to
me that food safety though always important, was much simpler in years past
than it is today maini-liecause we then knew less. Not long ago as history is
measured, quality contrcl consisted largely of establishing standards for raw
materials, strict enforcement of hygiene and sanitation in the processing plant
and assnrance of protective packaging to carry finished products from plant to
consumer m ith minimum loss of flavor, nutrition, wholesomeness and aesthetic
appeal. Inspections were largely visual or mechanical, consisting pretty much of
seeking out foreign objects in raw or semi-finished materials.
Now, refined analytical tools and techniques make it possible to isolate and
identify components in food to as little as one part in a billion. Such technical
triumphs make all of us as modern food manufacturers, even more dependent
than in the past tn technologists such as those in this room. More than ever before,
we must be partnersalong with farmers, ranchers, wholesalers, retailers and

others, in keeping America the best fed nation in the worldand each yew
generation better fed than any that have gone before.

Wise, careful use of chemicals has made and is making our food more nutritious,

more appealing, economical and easier to use. It has also facilitated the mass
processing and bountiful production that have contributed to so much of our
nation's standard of living. Developing chemicals which do the job with safety
and rejecting chemicals which present risks is an important current challenge to
you as food technologists. Here, you, with Uncle of us responsible as manufacturers,

must continually weigh what has come to be called the "benefit-risk- ratio. As I
have indicated, some chemical additives have beenand others may befound

to create risk, previously unsuspected. Yet it is clearly necessary in our society to
keep chemical additives working for us in bringing nutritious and satisfying food
to the American people. Again, this puss an awesome responsibility in the hands of
the technologist.
Personally, I believe there are three basic rules concerning food additives that
should be observed without deviation.
First, no chemical additive should be used in any product for human consumption that is not safe within the closest limits modern and advancing food

technology can establish.
Second, no additive should be used that is not necessary.

Third, the human race must be fed. Tl. s third rule implies that we go ahead
with the knowledge we have at any given date if the known benefits sufficiently
over-shadow the known risks. There is, as I indicated, always the benefit-risk
ratio.
Let's go back a moment to the first rule: Only safe additives should be used.
As you are all aware, this is easier to talk about than to accomplish. Who knows
what additives on the GRAS list today may be.rudely removed tomorrow? Wise

and conscientious food manufacturers spend millions of dollars each year on research

concerning the wholesomeness of their products. That, however, is a drop in the
bucket with regard to the need. If each manufacturer attempted to test exhaustively every ingredient he uses in his products, the technical effort would be prohibitive because of the duplication.
The field of food safety, then, is an area in which government, univdrsities,
private research organizations and foou manufacturers can and must work together, viinbining their resources to make an otherwise impossible job possible.
This is net a new idea, but it is becoming a more practiced idea. General Mills, for
instance, c. now one of a group of food manufacturers who are cooperating with
the Food and Drug Administration in a pilot study of food additives now on the
GRAS list. In addition, our company has joined other leading food manufacturers
in sponsoring in-depth studies on sulfites, nitrates, phosphates and antioxidants,
now being conducted by the Food Research Institute of the University of Wisconsin. These additives, as you know, have already gone through extensive safety
analysis and have been used in foods for many years. If, however, new information
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shows any legitimate objections to Oka. use, General Mills will take appropriate
action, as I am sure, will others,
Another example of the cooperative idea in action is the newly est:11)1;411mi
National Institute for Toxilogical Studies, one function of which will he to afford
leadership in expanding knowledge of food additives and to draw essential information from all fields. This is an expansion of government activities winch, I
believe, we food manufacturers should support and applaud. It promises valuable, needed help in this all-important field.
Ultimately of course, each individual company still must rely on its staff of
technologists to tell it what not to do as weal as 'Ma to do in using chemical addi-

tives. "Nay-sayers" are as important as " Yea iyers," sonuaimes more so.
Organization, or structure, is important in achiev ng the objectivity that corporate technologists need, and you may be in bre. ted in General Mills' organi-

zation for quality control which, we believe, is . anti %tat unusual in industry and
is highly beneficial to our long-range efforts to s . our customers.
First, at the top of our pyi amid, we have a vice president for Quality Control,
Nutritional Policy and Food Safety; reporting directly to hint is a director of
Product Safety, specifically charged to assure the safety and healthfulness of all
General Mills food products and the effectiveness of quality control systems for
product safety.
Equally basic is our reporting setup from the field. Traditionally, plant finality
control technologists report to the plant manager, who reports to the division
manager. Only in exceptional eases do issues raised by the plant quality control
specialist reach the highest management levels, There is often just too much

human temptation for plant and t: vision managers to mak decisions that favor
increased productivity and lower cost, the factors upon which their personal
efficiency is likely to be judged. In General Mills' present system, the quality
control technologist at the plant level reports to a quality control manager at the
division level, who reports to the vice president I mentioned previously. This
vice president, in turn, reports to the president of the company. Although closely
coordinated with operations, this line of responsibility is distinctly separate front
the.n.
Even beyond the president now stands a recently formed Public Responsibility

Committee of our board of directors, which ecncerns itself with all matters

affecting our responsibility to our customers, the communities in which we operate
and the nation. What is exceptional about this system is its ability to keep mat ters
of quality, nutrition and safety in the hands of professionals from plant to presi-

dent, without interference front production or sales people along the way. ke
believe this puts emphasis where it belongs. The quality and safety of what we
make and sell is even more important than manufacturing economics or sales
volume.
As we move into the future, there arc some specific additional needs, particularly
related to nutrition, with which the manufacturer, in my opinion, needs special
help from food technologists. First, industry needs to develop sophisticated
quality control monitoring and control systems to prevent excessive overages of
vitamins and minerals when fortifying products to meet nutrient labeling declarations. Too much of a good thing can be dangerous.
Second, industry leadership, with the support of technologists, is needed to
prevent a nutritional horsepower race between manufacturers, especially in the
use of nutrients with any potential toxicity.
Third, food manufacturers need to be careful that their products don't reinforce,
or contribute to, food fadism. Balanced, nutritive and healthful diets must be
kept as the focus for healthful eating.
Fourth, the food industry should be constantly alert to possible "sins of omission" as well as "sins of commission" on their pact. Nutritional weaknesses or
safety hazards in a product, in the light of its intended use, should be continually
searched out and corrected through product reformulation Certainly, labeling
and advertising should not claim for a product ingredients aat it does not have
nor benefits which it cannot confer.
Fifth, the food industry and consumers would both benefit greatly from a
method of indicating protein quality not dependent upon lengthy, expensive
animal tests which are virtually impossible to um.e in quality control. This is an

area in which members of Ir`T, as scientists, might be able to make a
great contribution.
Finally, as a manufacturer viewing food safety, I should like to call upon you
as food technologists to play a leading role in public educationin giving perspective to the real problems and the false alarms relating to the food our nation eats.
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Much of the convent expressed eoneerning chemical additives in foods, as well
ris
about herbicides, pesticides, hormones and other chemicals used to boost agrield-

r %:%I.l haptrai(tietion. has been helpful. The more interest the American public has

for what it pays not only protects the individual consenter but
provides a market in which superior perfoormers are more dearly recognized.
In contrast, the pitiless publicity in the mass media which often necompanies
any clonextssioutal investigation, FDA or USDA ruling can erene misimpressbins
in the minds of the technically untrained laymen that, at host, cause unpleasant
and unnecessary concern and that at :most can cripple the process of meeting the
nation's needs for food.
In addition. there are alwae- those self-seeking searenumgers who profit from
blowing up scraps of fact lino avafanhes of fear and consternation. Wheoever
new knowledge becomes available, it should, of course, be used, but it slteuld not
be presented to the public in ways that stimulate fear or panic, as it often seems
to he.

feeding of 209 million peoelc in this country, plus countless millions

overseas, 15 too big anti too vital a task to be handicapped except where careful
seueltifie judgment shows clear necessity. People 41VMM also know exactly what
the indiscriminate banning of ehemieals from food and in agricultural produetion
would cost themin both chollars and sa:isfaetion. It has lawn estimated that
just one effect of such drastic action would be an immediate drop in American
farm and ranch psoduction of 30 to 90 percent and complete loss of the yeararound availability of many of the coovenience foods which have become a part
of our nation's life. Rectifying any shortcomings there may be in our present food
production and conservation systems is a job for surgeon's scalpel, not the
butcher's axe. The public should know this, and food technologists. beeause of
your basic knowledge and your day-to-day contact with advancing science, are
in key poseions to contribute importantly to the educational process.
I wish that I could give you a blueprint for exercising leadership in this field. I
can only urge you to write and speak forcefully at every opportunity, to correct
errors as you observe them and possibly, through the Institute of Food Technologists, to launch a vigorous, formal educational program. In this latter connection, there may he opportunity for work with other organizations. I understand
that the American institute of Nutrition is seeking to organize the American
Society of Clinical Nutrition, the American Dietetic Association and the Institute
of Food Technologists in a united effort to deal with nutritional emblems as they
arise and to help form a national nutrition
If I have accomplished nothing else today, I hope I have underscored the
Importance that .von, as food technologists, have in assuring our people of food

that is both safe and ample. In summary, a quotation front a book entitled,
"Food and Societ." by the English writer, Dr. Magnus Pyke, may be appropriate. (It seems:" says Dr. Pyke, "there is no escape from danger. The eon-

seientious food scientist in his search for nutritional excellence is confounded by
the diverse facts of human behavior, by custom, tradition, feeling and religion,
by the motives other than health which drive men to choose what they like, by
the availability of foods from the hind and availabilityor lack of itof meeey.
And now, ou the other hand, in his endeavors to avoid harm from poisonous
substanees, tile rational man is again faced with problems. The first is that he
(toes not possess sufficient knowledge of the t Imposition of the foods he eats.
The second problem is what the Americans are calling the "benefit -risk ratio."
Among the benefits are the contribution of pesticides toward the production of
a food supply of superior quality and sufficient quantity, the protection and preservation not only of food supplies but of the fiber, wood, textiles, the control
of disease vectors, and the improvement of residential and recreational environments. The progress of science can be defined as the mutinous minimization of
doubt. The enlightened food scientist must, therefore, appreciate the opposing
influences which lie has to try to understand as he endeavors to make wise
decisions."
As a food manufacturer looks at food safety, he sees great challenges but also
great {mantises of a better. healthier, happier world through improved nutrition
and improved food safety for all. For leadership in this quest, ladies and gentlemen, we must look first and foremost to you.
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SUGAR: DANGEROUS TO THE HEART?
Paoli TOLOBARIIADOS STORAGE SI I ANII CAIUNTI.KSS OTHER SOURCES, TOM/.
SANRS or TONS OF St/Wit POUR DAtny INTO TOE AMERICAN DI T--ANO SOME
ItESEARCII Now POINTS TO AN INTRIGUING LINK WITH ATIIEROScLEttoStS

Sugar is sweet, sugar is good. It coats our pills, it sweetens our coffee. Everybody
likes sugar, perhaps because sweetness is the first taste an infant senses.

But sugar is a relative newcomer to our diet, and sonic scientists arc concerned
about its safety. Certainly we do not consume 2 lb per person per week of any
other dietary additive. or have we been taking that much sucrose for long:
Sugar has been important in our diet for less than a hundred years.

Sarkara in Sanskrit, sugar seems to have originated in India or Southeast.
Asia. Though beloved by the Persians. it remained unknown to the Creeks and
to the West for centuries. It was introduced to southern Spain by the Moors and

to other parts of Europe by the Crusaders.
For centuries, it was a..ailable only from apotheearies..vho sold it by the ounce,
sugar was 0 precious
as caviar is sold today. For the rich man or the court
Elizabet ha.. times, all of England
luxury for use on great occasions: Even
consumed only about $8 tons a year. To the man itt the street, sugar was practically

unknown. For sweetening he relied on scarce supplies of bee's honey. which is
chemically not sucrose, but mostly fructose and glucose. These sugars can be

absorbed into the blood without change, whereas table sugar-isucrosetaust
first be digested into glucose and fructose.

In this country, sugar helped start the Revolution when colonists objected
to taxes on it and the tea it sweetened. After the Revolution, sugar played a
profitable part in the triangular trade whereby New Englanders bought slaves
in Africa and so:2 them in the Caribbean to work the sugar plantations. bought
molasses (a hypro Met of sugar refining) there and took it hack to New England

where it was distiited into rum. which was then shipped to Africa to buy slaves.
Widespread cultivation of sugarcane in Latin America, the discovery of processes
for refining sucrose from beets in 19111-century Europe, and improved transportation all made it possible for Western man to cultivate his sweet tooth, and few
but dentists and dieters have objected.
Dr. John Yudkin does. lie thinks sugar is an important cause of heart disease.
And a surprising number of people think he has a point .

Dr. Yuflkin, both M.D. and Ph.D., is professor of nutrition and dietetics at
Queen Elizabeth College of the University of London. From his quiet
on Campden Hill in Kensington, the biochemist-physician has raised a storm by
stressing that deaths from coronary heart disease, which have gone up dramatically in the past .50 years, are more closely related to increasing sugar consumption than to any other dietary change. From the 4 lb a year he ate :11 1750, the
statistical Englishman increased his consumption to about 25 lb in the 1859..
Today it's about 120 lb a year, or 2.3 lb a week.
Individual sugar intake can range from as little as 20 gm a day to as much as
400 gm, 01 nearly a pound. The average in Dr. Yudkin's studies is about 140 gm
a day, or 980 gm (just over 2 lb) a week, but his method of recording intake tends
to underestimate by about 15%.
I See e. 509.
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"There k Tin enormous variation in sugar intake with class, m its sex; and with
age," Dr. Vudkin points out. "For a given age, men eat more sugar thitinvomen.
e find the sugar intake is maximal at the age of about IS or 20. and then it goes
slim ly down throughout life. The cure
inen is higher tha- that for women

all the way. And nowadays the poorer tend to eat slightly more sugar than the
well -off people, who ale paying more attention to their figuees."
In the U.S. as iu other rich Western countries, there has been an increase similar
to that seen in England: Consumption of refined sugar hero has doubled in the
past 70 years and is mow at least 99 lb per person per year (c
127 lb
in Ireland, 12(1 in I lolland. 11.5 in Australia, 110 in Denmark, 107 in NeW Zealand,

and 99 in Canada), or about 1 9 lb per week About half of this aviomitis taken
as visible table sugarin tea and coffee, sprinkled on cereal or fruit, of-used rot
nig. The rennonder is in pies, cakes. pastries, cookies. candy bars. chocolates,
hio .1 candies, jams, jellies, ice ere
gelatin desserts, soft drinks, and the like.
However, the figure may me:1 b nigher than 99 lbs. because nianv methods of
recording dietary intake tend to chrestimate. The bepartment of Agriculture,
c.

which compiled a comprehensi \ e study of typical American diets among all
classes, ages, and areas in 1965 by questioning liousewk es about their families'
eating habits, says sugar consumption may be underestimated since fhe house-

wives My omit, or not know about, the snacks MIIS11111K1 by their husbands and
children while away from bow. Soft drinks, for example. contain 10.-..c"; to 12'0"

sugar. Furthermore, some food manidaeturers now add sugar to food products
such as soups, vegetable juices, and salad dressings, Much arc not considered
when total sugar consumption is estimated.
According to tin ee researchers at the State University of Iowa Drs. 'Mohamed A
Antar, largaret A. ()bison, and Robert E. Ibidgesaverage American sugar
consumption may be as high as 200 gm per person per day, or an almost iper:dible
170 lb per year.

But, even in these quantities, is there any reason to believe sugar may be

harmful, apart from its contributions to tooth decay and obesity? Epidemiological
and historical studies by Di. Yudkin ;:ad other reseatehen: have i»dicate.d.a close
relationship to increasing rates of myocardial infarction. Dr. Yudkin's hypothesis,

and that of most other resemehers in thi. area, is that high sugar ciakinnption
leads to atherosclerosis, perhaps through an impairmn' of gincoses.toleranee.

Diagnosing atherosclerosis during life heir g a fairly uneertam business, studies are
made of mortality from atherosclerosis heart disease and sometimes of morbidity
as indicated by angina pectoris and peripheral arterial disease.

Rates of myocardial infarction have increased greatly in the rich countries
of the Jest in the past 40 or 50 years, and this increase correlates more'closely
to the increase in sugar consumption than to the increase in fat, consumption,
according to Dr. Yudkin. Some researchers dispute him on this point, saving
that the relationship to saturated -fat intake is slightly better, but that the best
dietary correlation is to intake of satc.rated fats and sugars. (When nondietary
factors are tallied, the best correlation of all is to radio and TV sets, and the next
best is to automobile registrations. As Dr. Yadkin points out, this is not as statistically crazy as it sounds, since ownership of radio and TV sets and can is a
measure of physical inactivity.)
As a comary grows richer, the average diet increases in total calorieg and also
in the amount of fats and sugars it contains. Compared with the poorest conntries,
the diets of the richest ones arc 50% higher in calories. Fat intake is four or five
times higher in the rich countries, but theme is not so great a difference in carbohydrate intake. However, there is a considerable difference in sugar intake. Rich
nations eat less of the complex carin,hydrates from bread, cereals, potatoes, and
starch, and more of the simple carbol,,drates from sugar. Sugar intake, gram for
gram, is almost identical with fat intake, according to Dr. Yudkin's figures,
In the U.S. the average diet is 40% to 50% fat, about 40 carbohydrate, and
10(i) to 15% protein. In the diet-heart study of Framingham, Mass., (MWN,
Sept. 11, '70), where fat intake is lower than the U.S. average, about,40% of
the calories Caine from fat, and about 70% of the fat was of animal originAccording to Dr. Yadkin, consumption of fat in the U.S. has increased by about 12.5%
since 1900, and the proportion of saturated fat has actually gone down 'lightly.
In the same period, sugar consumption has doubled. And, of course, thert has been
a very great increase in deaths from myocardial infarction.
r Elsewhere in the world, researchers have studied populations experiencing great
changes in their diets, hoping to find sonic dietary factors to explain increasing

rates of heart disease. Dr. A. M. Cohen and his colleagues at the Wothschild

Hadassah University 1 f ospital in hrusithi» looked at Yemenite immigrants, who
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had a significiitly greater incidence of diabetes, hypertension, and raked plasma
cholesterol and beta-lipoproteins after they had lived 1. rsrael for 25 years or
more than did recently arrived Yemenites.
To Dr. Cohen, this presented an opportunity to compare the effects of the diet
of the Yemenite Jews as eaten in Yemen and in Israel. First he questioned several
hundred Yemenites about their food habits when they lived in Yemen, and found
"two striking differences . . . mentioned by all of them. First, the main source
of fat in Yemen had been mutton fat, beef fat, and Samne (butter pre-erved by
evaporation of it water content). Second, the quantity of sugar used in Yemen
had been negligible "
'Working with a Yemenite-born, Israeli-trained dietitian, he studied in detail
20 Yemenite families in Israel less than ten years. The housewives were questioned on the family eating habits and the amomits served. These recollections
were checked by measuring the ettoaeity of the kitchen pots brought from Yemen,
so that aecurate estimates of servings could be made. Filially, all the food infor-

mation ff a- checked with the husband, who in Yemen had done all the food
shopping.
Another group of 20 Yemenite families who had lived in Israel for more than 25
years was studied, with the dietitian visiting daily for a week, measuring qua»tities
serve d, checking daily menus, and noting the amounts in provisions and cooked
dishes um the kitchen. Among the points noted were the amounts of animal fats, of

margarine, of oil (which in Israel meant the mono or poly-unsaturated soya,
sesame, and olive oils), of total carbohydrates, of sucrose, and of mono- and
disaecharides floor flint, vegetables, milk, honey, and sucrose.

Comparing the diets eaten in Yemen and in Israel, Dr. Cohen found a slight
inerea,e in calories (and in average body weight) in the 25-year residents and no
change in total protein. It was a different story with fats and sugar. "In Yemen,
the fats were mainly or solely of animal origin; vegetable oil was rarely used. The
amount of fat from animal sources eonsmed in Yemen was similar to the amount
of animal fat plus margarine consumed by old settled Yemenites in Israel. IT'
Israel, there is a -mall increa,,e in oil consumption and consequently in total fat,"
but the oil was, of course, vegetable oil, and the fat changes did not, in Dr. Cohen's
view, explain why kchemie heart disease and diabetes are relatively rare in new
Yemenite immigrants. The diet in Yemen was neither a starvation nor a semistar% :idit one and could not, account for the low cholesterol and low beta-lipoprotein le% els in the miefyvonier group.

That left sucrose. While they had eaten almost no sugar in Yemen, "in Israel
there is a striking increase in sugar consumption. although little in total carbohydrate.- In Israel. about 20e;, of the Yemenites' carbohydrates were consumed
a, sugar, eompatod with nearly zero in Yemei.. Noting that sucrose was thought
to cane inereases in plasma cholesterol and beta-lipoproteins in animals. Dr.
Collet] ha, begun animal work of his own to see the effects of a high-suerose diet.

Other researchers have investigated populations with high fat intake and low
sugar intake, suet) as the Masai and Samburu of East Africa, and found a low

rate of coronary di-ease: -0111(` VVOrkerS in the field who prefer the saturated fat
ebole,t rol theory at rilmt e the low ineldence to I he protective effect of physical

activity. But the population of St. Helena has a fairly low fat intake, a high
sugar intake, and is physically active, but has a high rate of heart disc .
The epidemiologieal and statistical -.tinny, may indeed point the way, as they
have done in the areas of smoking and (quiet% and or contraceptives and thrombosis. but clinical studies would make the point more strongly-. At the moment,

this is an area of hot international dispute and conflicting opinions. Several
years ago Dr. Yudkin and an associate, dietitian Janet Roddy, began investigating the diets of patients with recent proved myocardial infarction. Had they
been eating mom e sugar than controls? How much mote? For how long?

They compared the diets of patients who had suffered a first. myocardial infarction in the past three weeks and who said they had not changed their diets
in the pre% ious five years with patients suffering tram peripheral arterial disease

(an indicator of atherosclerosis) and with normals. They found that the two
groups with arterial disease had double the sugar intake of the controls, and
Dr. udkin expressed himself as predicting that persons taking more than 110
'nn of sugar a day were five Hines as likely to develop a myocardial infarction as

he taking less than 60 grn.

A considerable flap ensued, centering on the validity of the dietary questionnaire
method, the idea that sugar was treated by the body in the same way as any ,,,her

carbohydrate, and the, fact that some other workers did not find patients with
myocardial infarction to have a significantly higher sugar intake. Follow-up
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studies by Dr. Yadkin and MN. Roddy showed that the questionnaire method
was as reliable as the food-dairy method, and other investigators confirmed tins.
They also found that people's sugar intake was usually regular: People tend to
take the same number Of spoons of sugar in their coffee or tea, for example, and
arc similarly regular in the amount of soft drinks, pastries, and candy that they
consume. Sugar intake is also easier to measure, and can be measured more
accurately, than that of most other foods.
The difficulty :1 substantiating higher sugar intakes in tnyoeardial infarction
patients in other tndies often turned on a time factor. Dr. Yadkin mid N1N.

Rode had interviewed their patients within three %%eeks of the first infarct:
other workers often interviewed patients later. Doctors frequently ad% ise such
patients to lose weight, and sugar is usually one of the first things to go.
Dr. Yudkin emphasizes that he does not believe high sugar consumption is the
only cause of heart disease, which, he told a WN is probably multifactor'al, in-

volving such risk factors as diabetes, peripheral vascular disease, smoking,
hypertensim, and physical inactkit y.
Dr. Yadkin's mirk gtwiated ewe:id:gable public as well as scientific interest
in Brit u, and the ledical R search Council set up a working party of distinguished physicians and epidemiologist to investigate a possible link Ilean-

Mule, in Scandinavia, the niedical boards of Finland :Did .4%% elk!) IoOked into the
whole quest ion of diet and in INS recommended that the entire pi pulat ilia reduce
its cons.tilpt ion of sugar and products contaiumg sugar as well as its consainpt ion

of saturated fat and cholesterol, and increase its cow:inapt lion of unsataated
fats.

But if sugar does play a causative role in atheroselerosk and corim: ry heal t

disease, how does it work''

Dr. Yadkin suggests there might be a pathway thimigh the pancn as: the
glucose load leading to excess ireulating insulin and 'his in turn affect mg lipid
metabolism, a situation resembling a sort of piedialn tes. Certainly, tesemcher
have knon since the 1920 that diabetics suffer from emonar% heat disease
and vascular disorders far more often than normals do, malt hat these diso!dets
occur at ounger ages. And patients with atherosclerotic heart disease often shim
impaned 1..lueose tolerance.

In the massive epidemiological stud of Tecumseh, Mich., Dr. nderiek

Epstein found an association between an elevated blood saga' level and vorintai%
heart diase. Although he says he does not agree with 1)1.. Yadkin's %%ink, Dr
%%ho is poifessor of epidemiology and direetor of the Cat diovaseular
in Ann Arbor, has said that theie
Reseaich Center at the University of

( I versial in his opiniim, that refined cal bohydratetaise serum triglyeerides more than complex carbohydrates. But this Is not the

is some evidence, rather (1m

bailie t lung as saying that a high sum ose intake reduces glucose tiihrance, 1)10(111r-

ing its perglyeetnia, he said.

"I do think that hypeiglyetnia is an important risk factor in eoronary heart

disease in people with a specific genetic piedispo.:ition toward prediabetes. in the
same way that people with by pereholest eroletnia are, it WI /Did ',CND, more sensit e
to saturated fats." lw said, adding that he agreed with DN. Robot 13 le(.1atidv

and Flisdt rick Stare of lIarvard that saturated fat was the Wine important risk
factiw."Ily hunch would Ire that tl kind of duet that is high in calories and high
in fat %%mild 411,11 diminish glucose tolerance in susceptible people," he said.

In Sweden, 1)r. Fi:41rik Wahllwrg Of the Kandinska Institute investigated
mtravenollA ghlen..e tolerance in patients with myocardial infarction, angina
pectoris. and intermittent claudication. Ischemw heart disease was associated with
a high frequency of elevated serum lipid levels and claim'. diabetes, and Dr. Wahlberg suggested that perhaps "abnormal carbohydrate metabolism, as rmealed
a low intravenous glucose tolerance test onl, could be related to ischenue heart

disast as y.01 as is clinical diabetes." Testing his patients with ischende heart
disease, he found that half or 1114 WV had abnormal glucose tolerance and about half

also had raised ``enini cholesterol levels. Almiwmal glucose tole ranee was also
a,-)cuttirci with a poor prognosis after the first nip wardial infarction and was eorrelated with high sertun toglcerides.
TWO POUNDS A %% tsar'

NIWN's hypotetical sugar maven is:; businessman who likes tm)
tepoons of sugar in his coffee. For breakfast he has two cups of
coffee and cereal, on which he sprinkles one teaspoon of sugar. At
the mid-morning coffee break his secretary gets him a cup of coffee.
lie takes another cup with his lunch, and one more at the afternoon
coffee break. After dinner he has a final cup for the day.
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In one day the sugar maven has consumed approximately 3.5 oz.
of sugar, or 24.5 oz. a week, just over a pound and a half.
Both medical and sugar authorities agree that visible sugar makes
up about one half of a person s total dietary intake, t he rest being in
candy, deserts, snacks, and soft drinks. If so, then the sugar maven
is taking just over :3 lb. of sugar a week, %tell above the national
average.

With Dr. Lars A. Cat,on he then investigated the relationship between serum
lipid, and abnormal glucose tolerance in patients with myocardial infarction,
angina pectoris, and intermittent claudication. Half the coca had sera plasma
lipid abnormality, most often an elevation of serum triglycerides, and more than
half had either a borderline or a dialr,'e intravenous glucose tolerance test. Fewer
than 20r;) had normal serum lipids together with a ormal intravenous gliwose
tolerance. The women .hewed a similar pattern, but in neither group could the
researchers find a relation-hip between abnormal glucose tolerance and high

scrum triglycerides.

Another group of Sea ndi»avian corkers, led by Dr. I. Christiansen at the
Blegdanishopit al and the Itigshopit al in Copenhagen, fommd that patients u it h
ischemie heart deae but without clinical d''etes formed tuo groups. In those
with impaired glucose tolerance there was
laved, le-s marked rise in ,ertitti
insulin in response to the glucose load and a relatively high concentration of free
fatty acids following glucose loading. "These feature.," they reported, "correspond
closely to those seen in patients with maturity-onset diabetes."
In the other grtnip of patients, those with a normal glucose tolerance, Dr. (lire.Hansen found abnormally high concentration- of erunt insulin in the fasting state
and bottoming injection of glucose. Such patients, he suggested, could maintain
a normal glucose tolerative only by raimg the erum inutin concentration, a tote
often seen in older potpie. Like the Stockholm researchers. they found no correlation between the eoncentratitons of serum cholesterol and '^rum triglyeeritiv.
Dr. Epstein, in Michigan, vets ugge.zted that high level- of serum cholesterol and of
t he trigIeerides "are both predictive, In it among different
groups of peopleone
type that rem c-ent- t he %%tritons degrees of hype' chole-terolentia, the other type
related to carlaohydrate--en,ithe hyperglyeeridemia."

A- to the tole of agar in raising the triglyceride level, D .ps.e. n said, "I
think there's no question that in the so-called Type IV hyprlipoproteinentia, a
high carbohydrate intake, whether it's from refined or etomplex -ource,, will lake
tiiglyeeride They have trtmlde metabolizing carbohydrate, whatever it k. (;iven
a choice, I'd rather have my carbohydrate in a complex form than a !Mined born'.
There', no proof that high triglycerides predipo,e to coronary In .trt dieae in the
-sane way high cholesterol doe-, Inn in Type 1V, serum cholesterol also goes tip,
but not to the ',atm, degree."
If once type- of I .perlipidemia are carbohydrate- induced, might there be. as
Dr. Vildkin t1gge,t, an important difference between the way sugar and -larch
are inctabolived' A team of S041t tii»vmareher investigated the effect of snertoe
restriction on serum Iitaid levels in -Air% ivors of 111N0Cal dial infarction- and found
a consistent, sir lificant fall in -erupt triglycerides and -mall
decrett-e, m serum
cholesterol level. When the diets %vete -tipped, the level- rose almost to the pre.
treatment .tote.
Tun A11101i0.91) 1111\1,11:W0r., Dr. Peter K110
David IL Bas-el i at the
lloital of the UlmerRm. of Pent.ylattia, foundand
that in pnlien %midi normal

glucose tolerance. ".agar is a potent totemic agent as compared with star:11es.
and a high dietai sugar intake may well be the most important factor in t he
production of the commonly clinically encountered type of hyperglyceridentia."
They pointed mit that sttgar and -t arch seem to smoke quite different lipogenie
reone-, and that a high augur intake "can ditotb the bahme het nem the
synthe,i of Ingl ceride, clole-terol, and other lipid- and the uptake and otilizalion of them by t he
me-tilting
pet glyceridemia even in norntelipentie
patient, and healthy molunteer"
Dm. Kim. %mho
director of the lipid research laboratory and also as-or. rte
professor of imdiein, told mu x he Ihotnght the ppmary
the
pert
evridolth. was active endogenoi ogene-i "All of us, eau-ing
tt het her oi

not we have a 100(101101 10 prO)1000 high blood lipid., if rte weme to lege.: a lot
of earbollm 4:tteso of which sugar i, a partielolarlY concentrated form, mm mild get
high blood lipid, I.-livid:illy tuigl%eerade., although nay ouldn't home as marked

a repoiew its a person who has a tendenet to liigh blood fat reading... ,Uso,
Dr. lino sa, in normal
the caboh3drate-indoced hypertriglceridemia
tend, to go domi tint h t1111, as if the body acre adjo-ting to the net' levels of
intake.
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A er high intake of complex carbohydrates would raise blood lipid levels in
the same way as sugar, Dr. huo said, but a person is unlikely to eat the amounts
required. "If we take a chocolate bar, for example, we are eating the equivalent
of five or six slices of bread." In the average American diet there is likely to be
more sugar than complex carbohydrate, and "no doubt many of us are getting
excessive amounts of carbohydrates, amounts exceeding what we could normally
metabolize."
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"We are very short-sighted when we feel that any fat cleyai ;an in the blood
must, of course. be from fat in the diet. Much of the fatty mate' .al in our bodi(s,
or in any anima species, is made by the body itself, and the raw 'paten:II the body
uses to make it is invariably not the fat substances but the CXCC:"SiVe sugars and
starches."
Butterfat and other saturated fats, he points out, may add to the problem because they contain short-chain and long -chain fatty acids, which the body uses
as it does sugars, and it is almost impossible to emove all these fats from the diet
or to make a palatable meal without them. "No matter how we trim a piece of
meat, there's fat marbled all throng!). and as much as 60r1 of the w eight is in the
form of fat. Fortunately, most of us take care of that kind of fat very well."
But when the diner adds a dessert that's the equivalent of half a loaf of bread?
"Anybody who is overloaded with carbohydrates for a loog time eventual would
develop a disturbance of carbohydrate metabolism of some degree." 1/r. Kilo
says, "and as a result would be suffering from the consequences of the so-called
diabetic state." Since 1965, working with hunrms, he and his team have demon-

strated that a high intake of carbohydrates increases the pre-beta-lipoprotein
particles that incorporate and carry the various blood lipids in the body.

Meanwhile, back in London, Dr. Yudkin had been working with rats and

then human volunteers and finding Wu.: differences. In animals receiving a highsucrose diet, he found an impairment of the insulin s3stin that seemed to be due
to the rapid 1111011M-1ns on blood sugar. With human volunteers fed atherogenic" diets high in cholesterol and also in either starch or in sucro.e, he found
that both starch and sucrose groups had high serum cholesterol levels, but that
the group on the high cholesterol high sucrose diet had increases in serum triglycerides too, and a decrease in the week following the removal of sucrose from
the diet.
sensitive to a

About one third of his volunteers seemed to be particularly
high-sucrose diet, responding with greatly incrce.ed levels of triglccridcs and
scrum immunoreactive insulin (especially duriu, a glucose tolerance test), and
also with a weight gain and a significant increase in platelet adhesiveness. This
led Dr. Yudkin to suspect that some people may be much more sensitive to high
sugar intake than others.
lie also found that those taking sucrose excreted small ammmtsabout 00
mg a dayin the urine, contradicting the belief that sucrose is always completely
hydrolyzed before absorption and raising the possibility that these small amounts
might be related to changes in cell metabolism. Other English worker:, in animal
experiments, found that rats fed sucrose or fructose had more body fat than rats
fed glucose, gained more weight, and had a higher lipid content in their abdominal
fat.
What may happen, many researchers suggest, is that ^ high sucrose intake
continued over many years may lead to an impairment o, ie insolin response,
perhaps a delayed but prolonged response. At the same time, high levels of circulating insulin (:Iso found in obesity, hypertension, coronary heart disease, and
overt diabetes) may be damaging to arterial walls and lead to the deposition of
atherosclerotic plaques.
That was roughly where matters stood until late December, when the Medical

Research Council's distinguished "working party" published its report of the
dietary sugar intake of men with myocardial infarction-. Carried on at three
'o but not identical
center . one in London and two in Scotland, along lines
with 1)r. Yudkin's studies, the investigations revealed that patients with myocardial infarctions consumed onl% slightly more sugar than control:, and the
difference was not statistically significant. They also found that a high sugar
;ntake was related to smosing habits: Nonsmokers and ex-smokers took less
sugar in their tea. And the experts concluded that Dr. Yudkin's hypothesis was
"extremely slender."
1)r. Yudkin does not agree, not at all. "What I think they were trying to do
was simply to demonstrate that Yudkin was wrong in showing a high sucrose
intake in people with coronary disease. They have convinced themselves they've
done that: they then went a bit further by saying the whole hypothesis is nonsense. I think they were wrong on both scores. I don't believe their result, and
even if they were true, I don't think it undermines the hypothesis.

'First, renvmber that evidence of high snc.ar intake in people with ennmay
heart dkasv i, one out of several hue- of evidence. Second, let me pole, out that

nobody has mer demonstrated a higher fat intake in individual.

.11 heart

disease than in tho...v without, but this hasn't stopped them flow }a.m.% ing that

fat is a eathe of heal t disease."l'he point, 1)r. udkin told MWX, that ...tone
individuals Neent to he more Neeptible to a high suerose intake than other..
Also. he felt the -Indy was P,.II controlled, with the London group of controls

including pationt with gatodutv-tinal discos, eat dio%:Ncular die:Ne. gallbladder dkva...e, and into -tinal cause: all eonditions that might have altered
the patient' diets.
'Where they did take stone care to mat eh the experiment:A group with the
contro group, they did in fact and some differences in sugar :ntakesmall, but
they found them,'' he said.

We believe that -lune people, but not all, are snscept iide to a high--nerose diet,
and we believe that it works hormonally," Dr. Yudkin explained. Right now he
has t
studies underway on the effect. of a Ifgh-sucrose diet in normal people,
anu he told mos that he IN Imding "quite conideralde- disturbances in hormone
levels. "With about a third of our volunteers. we find a high sugar intake leads to a
tremendous
in insulin. and we find a much more striking ri-e in cortieosterone.
We think this is likely to be very relevant because both of the...c hormones are very
much convened with carbohydrate and fat metaliolNin and One of the features of

voronar heart disease that everybody forgets N that it in% (Ave. a considerable
inetabolie disturbance, not just cholestend stuck on the side of the art (Tie.. It 's
much acre common to have all impaired level of glucose tolerance than to have a
lugh choleNterol le% el."
Not only does a high ueroe intake cause a rise in blood eludetend and tiigisciaides and impair glucose tolerance but it ako affects the level of 11-hydroxyico...t crone, "This k an even mitre potent hormone than
and it could be
the. k number one, not insulin, or at any rate earlier in the oathottv, whales er
that i The inci take is enormous At the end of two weeks on a high-surtise diet,
m the -e people who-e insulin goes lip a hit, 11-hydroxycorticoNterone pie-. up
omething like fourfold m fasting blood. I wouldn't want to walk about with a
high level of 1 1-hythoxceortivosterone, and :tic endocrinological friends are
rather alarmed o hen I tell them it goes tip this anconit."
As for the volielation the MItC study found between a high sugar intake and
nitik;ng, Dr. Yudkin says," Non can toss a penn.. and decide whet het it's masking
that causes heart dis:e and sugar k accidental, or sugar muses heart dease and
smoking k accidental." But he thinks neither i.: veniental.
WWI& Dr. Yudkin ha been investigatmg lutrimme levels, Dr. Cohen in
ha- been trying to duplicate in rats the sort if situation he had seen in Yemeni
where the addition of sucro...e to the diet ...veined
: aye the effect of
triggering diabetes in individi Is who had not been diabetic on a ...iicoe-free
diet aml Melva-Mg the incidenee of ehemic heart dkvase. Last summer lie
presented In- work, eurrentl in the pres., in a seminar conducted at. Harvard 1w
1)1., Jean Nt.o-e, professor of nutrition, who is also President Nixon's con-anima
on marital
Aecor: u o Dr. :layer, who called
work "the most telling on the subject."
Dr. Cohen -elected rats with deereased glucose tolerance and bred them that.
he had a large group of animals that, were not diabetic but that did not handle
sticro...e as efficiently as not !nal rats." Then," Dr. May; old MWX. "he can precipitate change- in their kidneys and retinas by feeding them a high-socrose diet,
chair ies not unlike thus seen in diabetes. The nvidence Dr. Cohen has on the
int(laetion between carbohydrate inetalnilin and suctose mns to me probably
the intermediary through which sucrose may well intervene in atherosclerosis."
Dr. Mayer says he thinks nutritionists have tended too much to look for universal dietary factor.: "
don't know a great deal about the interaction bet ween
dietary and eonsti.,,tional factor. My own work has shown that there k a very,
very strong hereditary factor in obesity. I think that similar conNtitutainal
are probably very important here in determining susceptibility to at hertiselero.I.,
as they are to diabetes." There is also I he quest um of interaction between physical

activity, high fat intake, and high sugar intake, Dr. Mayer feels.
Although there k "'a 1,it of suggestive evidence" that hinge doses of ugar are
instrumental in triggering disturbaneos in carbohydrate metabolkin that may lead
to hypercholesterolemia in siNeeptible individuals, Dr. Mfiver stres...e that "this
(hie not by any means invalidate the fact that ...animated fat and fatty acid- are
terribly important. Front a practical viewpoint, I %%amid certainly subscrib

everything that' loam --aid on utting dawn satin ated fat and having noire
polyunsaturated fat, but I would also cut down sucrose."

FROM THE CENTER FOR SCIENCE IN Tin: PUBLIC INTEREST
W.tsmixoToN, D.C., March 15, 197.3.
Senator GEonui: .McGovEnN,
Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Neeh.,
Washington, D.C.
Dv. %It SENATOR MCGOVERN: The Center for Science in the Public Interest is

a tax exempt, nonprofit organization staffed by scientists who investigate and
seek to solve consumer and environmental problems. Our Food Project is concerned with foods and nutrition, the food industry, and governmental regulatory
agencies Last September I testified before your committee on unnecessary uses
of food additive.
I have followed with interest your current inquiry into the nutritional quality
of breakfast foods. I share the opinions of several witnesse, who deplored the
high sugar content of some videly advertised and sold products.
The breakfast food companies have been before other congressional committee,

in recent yeas and are groping for ways to counter the enormous publicity that
congressional hearings have brought to detrimental effects of popular and profitGeneral Foods,
able products. Several manufacturers, including General
and Quake), have issued "nutritional policy statements," which enunciate these
firms' stand, regarding the nutrithmal value of their products. Robert White
ar.:1 I have lead these documents and then went to tae supermarket in order to
compare the philosophies espoused in the policy statements (and in a couple of
speeches by food industry executives) to, the actual operating policies of the
companies. Our anal% sis of the situation i, described in the enclosed paper, "The
Nunitional Policies of Major Foodmakers." Our general conclusion was that
the actual nutritional policy of the foodmakers i, "all our products will be nutri-

tious, except for those that aren't." \
I believe that our paper and the documents issued by the foodmakers would
be of interest to observers of the food industry and mitild be grateful if you
included them in the hearing record.
Sinemelv vours,

Mien %EL J.teonsoN, Codirector.

(Enclosure,'

Tin Fool) Pito.ii.cr
THE NUTRITP)N POI.ICILS OF M %JOU 10°1)MM:1:RS

By Michael Jacobson aiid Itobert White
The trend tourards processed and fabricated foods IlleFP11,e, with every passmg
Food technologists are developing new artificial odors and Illivorsand new
nietInul, of combining then)- -and the ad agencies are devising more persuasive
%%ity, of promoting the new products. That the foods may be injurious to health
ma, of little eomeern to then manufacturers who practice what economist
Friedman preat'ies a corporation's cower]) is profits, not social %%elfare.
In recent year- the press has gi% en wide publicity to the nutritional inadequacy
of certain man-made munchies. Some of the food companies, a, might be expected,
ha%o responded %vitli lofty and soinet inies glossy slat villeins proclaiming their great

e )1i(( n about nutritioni--while continuing to churn out product, that Inaky a
nmehyi y of their statements.
Tn leeolit months at least four large food companies ha% e issued "nutritional
policy statement," General Foods, General Mills, Pillbur3 and (maker. 'These
am( quite brief but they can keep your stomach chinning for a week.
The goal of the statements is to asson, consumers that their mitiitional needs are
being v%eH taken clue of by the major foodinakers.

Ske t' S. Senate Selee: Conn:into. on Nun Ilion mid Ilumau Neol, healing of Sept 21, 172,
Food Additive:, pp. 1514 off affd 1,011-0.
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Intniductions to the statet»ents are quite promising:
General Foods: "General Foods recognizes its responsibility for the
nutrient content of the fund it produces."
Quaker: "Quaker's nutrition policy is designed to insure that as a
company, we will continue to contribute to sound nutrition for all
persons."
General Mills and Pill,bury express similar ideals in their nutrition
In essence, the comp:mit4 are saying, "you do the eating, and leave the nutrition

10 I.," Trusting the mimie who make our food is easib chine, but beware the
needs of your body. Cool Whip, soda pop, Jello, candy bars, plus ;t host of other
products may satiate your hunger but ignore the rest of you.

The food companies admit that they market some nutritional nonentities. Their
poliey'statements attempt to justify the existence of junk foods in the following
manner:
General Foods will' define a scientifically sound nutrient specification for each of its products, except where the oroduce, contribution is known to be primarily social or pleasurable."
General Mills says, "Our products will be designed to alleviate
hunger, and /or to meet specific nutritional needs or to give pleasure
to the eater."
Quaker: " NI)t. all foods should be expected to he primarily uuttitions. Fun foods, supplementary items to other foods, etc., will have
no imperative nutritional fortification and will carry no nutritional
claims."

In other words, All our food, are nutritious, except for those that aren't."
Despite their highfalutin policy stat entents, PillsImry toll e(mtinue to produce
it Funny Face be% crap, while (ienerat Foods compete, with Kool-Aid. General
will produce its frostings and Quaker its sugary breakfast foods.
It is st"lel. by the producers of jtin; foods that everyone will intelligently
balance his or her diet. This is an attractive theory, but it is more fantasy than
fact. The food manufacturers pi nd millions every year on advertising profitable
nutrition, products and are themselves largely responsible for
not
the general public's Inability to ehoo,e a sensible diet. Many American, have
succumbed to sophisticated r at ttra t
advertising teehniques and haat% been
gradually shifting from traditional menus to profitable, but
wholesome and
nutritious, products.
Food industry executive, claim they are aware that americans may be con-inning poorly balanced diet,. James P. NIcFarland, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of General NIills, said on October 30, 1972, that :
". . . food manufacturers need to be calefal that their products
don't reinforce, or contribute to food faddism. 13alaneed, nutritive
and healthful diets inte,t be kept as the focus for healthful eating."
But Thomas S. Thompson, Senior Vie( President of Ile..earch and Development
at General Foods, suggested an alternative to balanced eating in June 1971:
"Now more and more we just eat fun foods to the exelu,ion of more
traditional food,and it follows that these foods must 1w nutrition-

all balaneed."

a

Mr. Thompson's half way measure of fortifying fun food, is clo,ely related to
a principle expressed in all of the policy statements. General Milk zays it this way:
". . . we tuu,t continually monitor changing food consumption
pattern, in the United States and do what »e can to fill nutritional
needs as they becopie evident."
'chi, is an example of the policy stater
vontradictory nature. Food

manufacturers admit that people eat large amount, of "fun foods.' and they
promise to adjust nutritional standards to meet the county'.: need,. Vet. the

they are under »O obligation to fors !iv "fun food ".
Fort ificatam of food, iliat
lout in nutritive clue. butt highly profitable, is

insnsb

certainly not as desirable as a return to a diet onipo,ed 01 natural. whitivel
uninove,sed food,. Ni.tra ione.ts don't yet know enough to ensure that all lost

nutrients will be reolaced. But the food companies' refusal to honor even their
qualified promises to fortify in light of an obvious need is a telling indication of the
wont of their nutrition d policy statements.
Nutrients are frequen, ly destroyed during processing; restoring the lost vitamins
and minerals is often a practical as it is desirable. Itestming nutrients to processed foods is not, al tys to the liking of the foodmakers. Some of the policy
to excuse their companies from doing so. General
statentents find

for example, is willing to restore nutrients "when it is possible to do so without
falling below acceptable thresholds of taste, stability or appearanee.- The prodnet

is trade regardless it's only that nutrients arc left out if they detract from its
sensory characteristic:,.

Are the people from the Big G (General Mills) doing their level best to fulfill
even their limited promise to fortify? Betty Crocker to divis'on of General Mills)
markets her brand of dehydrated potatoes along side of Pillsbury, French's, and
others. Pillsbury manages to return vitamin Clost on the journey nom skit to

boxto all their dehydrated rtato prodo.74.. French's restoi es the vitamin to
ote of its potato mixes. Bei ty Croeker has chosen not to restore anyof her potatoes.

No wonder that some people say that the Big G stands for the Big Gyp.
The food industry is fond of extremes;, no, or too few, nutrients in a horde of

prolnets, and arttlieially supeifortifying a chosen few to an unneees-ary and
possibly harmful extent. Sonic food manufacturers arc vying with each other to

see who can pump the most vitamins into a certain type of pioduet. This -o called
"horsepower race" is most noticeable in breakfast cereals, Quaker's "King Vita-

min" and General Mills' "Total" and "Kalmom" contain 100c; of the NI DA
for six vitamins and minerals, yet people like Mr. McFarland of General Mills
pontificate about stuffing too many vitamins into foods:
"Industry leadership, with the support of teehnologists, is needed to

prevent a nutritional horsepower race bet ween mannfiwturei:.,
especially in the use of nutrients with any potentml toxicity."
Evidently Kaboom crunches louder than Mr. McFarland speak:, and the Big G
policy statement explains why:

selected products inay he fortified to higher levels than
.
.
those suggested by such guidelines (National Research Council
and the AMA) if there is a real need or want by consumer for such
supplements to their diet::."
If thitre is a "need" it can often be more cheaply met with a vitaniin pill or,
better yet, it balanced diet. Any desire for such products is usually prompted by
advertising, not need.
Even the breakfast cereals that are rationally fortified and are nutritious may
not always be wholesome. Kaltman, Sir Grapefellow, Sugar Crisp, Pink Panther

Flake., Baron Von Redberry, Sugar Frosted Flakes and many hets are little
more than bits of grain stuck together with gross ann tins of sugar. A dollop of
artitieial coloring, a dash of artilicial eoloring, plus a ..ttle synthetic preservative
add that extra touch that "consumers demand."
The average American eonsumes over 100 pounds of sugar every year, but the

food industry maintains that this amount of sugar is compatible %%Rh a good
diet. Niftily doctors, dentists, and scientists disagree. All this sweet :..tuff may
discombobulate our systems more than is (minimally believed. EMI imaging
youngsters to have thirty-two sweet teeth can result in a mouthful of eavities
and a lifelong battle with obesity. Some researchers believe that sugar is also, a
causative factor in heart disease and diabetes. Furthermore, sugar%%ith no
mitrititmally redeeming qualitiespushes nutrients out of the diet.
Sugar is just one of the additives that detract from the wholesomeness of latices-4,d foods. Artificial colors, preservatives and flavors are staples for t he chemical

chefs in research and-development kitchens. Mr. McFarland of General

noted in his speech that one of the three basic roles concerning the use of additives

is to scrupulously avoid unnecessary ones. In spite of his earning, lik connymy
pushes prix, Sir Grapefellow, Baron Von Redberry, Frankenberry, cake mixes,
and frosting that are laden witn unnecessary colorings, flavorings and preservatives. Other companies with "nutrition policies" produce similar products.
Betty Crocker, smiling benevolently from the side of a flamburger !helper box,
is an appropriate symbol for all the giant food manufacturers. She in% rot es us into
the realm of fabricated foods as if we are all her most cherished childten. But old
Aunt Betty nutrition policy statement or not--k all bus pass, and rte mound do
well to rmiember that.
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FAcert a- 0 public relation- gimmick, it is e.,entuill v a a,.to of time for PORIlut 111(., o tinqinee ne, glo--y "nutrition polio* statement.." The statements are
compendia of generahlw, that excuse any food a company wishes to produce.
Food commune- are motivated by profits, and they will
anything that makes
them a metit. If the product is nutritious, that's nice: but if it is non-nutritom, or
positively injuratti-, tinge are few compunctions in selling it. Nutrition policy
statements do not nece-sarily make foods nutritious.
OI.vF.nu. MILLS NUTRITION POLICY Sr ATI.A1 ENT
I. BACKGROUND

General

divisions and subsidiaries manufacture and distribute a wide

variety of food produets. These products are con,ilined in turn by a wide vat iet y
of pe(pie to alleviate hunger, to fill nutritional needs and/or simply because they
taste good. 'We feel a -octal obligation to provide foods which meet these need,,
and to do -o a, effectively as possible. We think that as part of this process, we

eoatinually monitor changing food con,umption pat tenis in the United
Slates and do what we can to till nutritional need- as they become evident. And
further, we belie% e that we have a continuing obligation to provide sound nut nt'i.oal information as part of the process of efficient manufacture and distribution of good foods.

POLICY

1. (tun food Products trill be safe, wholesome and aesthetieally appealing. They
will be moduced in conformity with the spirit as well as the letter of applicable
food law, and regulatime,
2. Our food products w will be designed to alleviate hunger, and/or to meet specific

nutritious! need-, or to give plea,me to the eater.
3. A food dearly designed a, a replacement for an existing food or meal will be

so formulated that its colitibution of significant nutrients will be at least as
much a, that of the food replaced, if this can be done without falling below ac-

ceptable thre-holds of taste, stability or appearance.
I Again. w hen it i, possible to do so without falling below acceptal.:. thrNholds
of taste, ,talnlity or appearance, we will restore any loss of ,ignificant nutntional
factors to t heir preprocessing levels.
'i. In de-igning our fond oduets and in promoting their consumption, we will
generall follow nutntional guidelines such as those contained in the joint policy
statement of the National If e,earch Council and the American NIedical As,iteiat ion.
llow ever, -elected products may be fortified to higher levels than those suggested
by -lath guideline- if there is a real need or want by consumers for such supplement, to their
G. We will convey nutritional information about our products accurately and
in good torte, and will work toward bettering nutrition education overall.
QUAKER OATS NUTRITION POLICY STATEMENT

Thrt,I1 01 the manufacture and distribution of nutritious, high-value graM prod-

uct-, The Quaker Oa-, Company has contributed to (rood nutrition and good
health sauce in, founding aldnpa 100 years ago. Throughout its history, the Company al- ha, pioneered in enrichment and fortdieat,on, meaningful
effective (n-inner etninnunication.: and good plant sanitation. Quaker is now, of
enure, also int °bed in many types of foods other than those made exclusively
i

from grain-.
It I, Quakil', policy to continue its leadership nile in the very complex modern

era of food and nutrition. This new era is the result of advancements in science
and food teehmilogy which have brought consumers a pew freedom to choose
(tad, and memo- which meet their expectations for nutrition, convenience, creativity and plea,nrewhether they are eating at home or away from home.
A- food and eating pattern- become more complex and therefore less
a,Itranee of a balanced diet can become more difficult. Quaker's nutrition policy
de-igned to in-we that as a Company, we will continue to contribute to sound
nutution for all per-on-. The Nutrition Policy as herein outlined is applicable to
the United Mate, and Canada, and we are working toward its application in our
International operation,.
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For most people, foods are not medicine, to be taken measured quantities for
a specific purpose. Most people acquire, nr fail to acquire, gadequate nutrition.
because of their personal selections of foods available fral-an enormous variety.
This choice is a basic freedom and a fundamental element in our country's economic progress. (For onie people, economic deprivation makes the, choice less
varied; foods providing major parts of the diet for low-income people deserve
special emphasis regarding high nutritional values in the U.S. and abroad. The
Company's policy provides for senior personnel to have responsibility for seeing
that Quaker setwe. ebiegment of the public.)
For the general p polation, however, sound nutrition polities should be based n

four principles:
I. maximum freedom of choice within the context of legal protection for
health, safety and honesty:

2. accurate and complete label information for nutrients supplied in

significant amounts;

3. product advertising that will communicate nutritional information

where possible;

4. an emphasis on improving levels of nutrition understanding.
'file Quaker Oats Company's dVulrilional Policy Committee is responsible for
insuring that the Company's nutritional policies, formulated and based on the
principles above, are met. In addition, it should be understood that those with
management responsibility in the areas of food marketing, advertking, manufacturing, researeh and product development will 1w required to conform their
practices with this policy.
The Committee i. chaired by the Vice-PresidentRe,carch and Development,

and includes the Vice-PresidentCorporate J.' airs, General Nlattagers of the
Cereals 1)1vision, the Frozen Flutes, Mixes and Corn Products 1)ivisiton, th flurry

l)ivision and :t Law l)epartment attorney.
The Nutrition Policy consists of eight parts. Each is summarized below and the
specific details of the first four are spelled out in detail in Appendix A-I).
A. .Vutritional Content of Fowls.-- l'he Research and I)evellannent Divkion ha,
established eight categories of fonds with nutritional standards for each category
All Quaker products must meet the standard,: of their eategiu, . The :tatillartk
recognize that the public consumes some food,; which are not rich in iintrir
therefore, other food categories should lie (and are) nutritionally strengthen
allow for so-calle'l "fun foods." The standardg describe nutrient levels whieli
be pre,ent in individual product categories. (For cimiplete policy nu mitritiimai
content 1)f foods see specific subhead.)

B. Labding. A :!onsistent system for nutrient labeling and the most eikily

under.tood terminology for complex ingredients will be iked. To the extent permilted by the law, the Company will label all products which make a .ignificant
nut tit
eontribution to the diet with ingredient information. A statement that
additional nutritional information on Quaker product is available 1)1) request, will
be made on all products. (For complete pi)licy on labeling see .pecific .111)111ead.)

C. .4 dreaming and Promotion.The Company prefers to pt./anone food. on their
mitrithmal merits, and will do so when that approach can he CfreetiVe in in:triaging. The advertking and promotion policy prohibits nutritional
notes the
product makes a significant nutritional contribution to the diet. It oho prohibits
the illusion of nutritional clainis by implying excessive phy.ieal or p.:.cliologieal

benefits or using such words a, "supercharged." (For complete policy oat advertking mid primp uu gee spjcifie subhead.)

1). Nutrition l*lutation Whe Comp 'fly's policy commit, Quaker to nutrition

education lir, igraim through a variety of media, including package, and television.
It caution. aga'akt over-Ninth:1:4. on the ability of br:
tevi.ion product com-

menials to convey significant nutrition education alt.mligh nutrition information in iieli commercial. is strongly encouraged. Ninny other *.m.t hod, %Odell the
Company 11(' , to convoy nutrition inflirmas ion are described. (l'or complete policy
On nutrition edueat ion :Pe pecilic

R. Food Product Initiation and Review Proredures.A member of the Nutritional Policy Committee or t. delegate umst sign and approve all It & I) New
!Inman Food Project Product Authorizations in their area of responsibility and
lik.earch and Devilignin ut will review and advise regarding any nutrit mai op-

portunitie. %Odell :hey feel should be considered.
The Nutritional Policy Couuuittee, through the Fmk, Product Initiation and
Review Procedure, trill inure that Quaker's overall food product mix ail: have a
signifieant nutritional purpose.
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F. Organization for Special Projects in Ntdrition.Senior personnel in many
area of the Company, of course, have major nutritional responsibilities. Research
and Development, Marketing, Consumer Services and Corporate Affairs all have
on-going responsibilities for specific programs. Additionally:
1. A senior marketing executive is charged with marketing responsibility
for nutritional projects designed for special categories of the population;
e.g., hay-Meome ethnic groups, products for sales to governments, etc.
2. The equivalent of at least one full-time staff nutritionist will be involved
in contributing to nutritional programs beyond the norml scope of business, e.g., working on hunger and malnutrition problems in the U.S. and
internationally, coordinating Quaker research with the most contemporary
thinking in food and nutrition in the U.S. and throughout the world.
G. Internal Educaton Programs.--The Research and Development Division and
the Corporate Affairs Department have responsibility for conducting nutrition
and consumer education reviews for general managers, marketing managers and
support personnel, formally on at least a once-a-year basis and informally at all
t Imes.

H. Industry, Government au.' ConsumersThe Company enema.: ges clove
cooperation and frequent communications 1)0 ween industry, glivernment ant

constmiers. We consider "consumerism," in fact, to have been our business

long before the word was coined and applied in a different context. We support
the development of :1 sound national nutritional policy, and where studies such
as the current one by the National Academy of Sciences for the Food and Drug
Administration indicate that our own policies should be modified, we will net
accordingly. We also will support and initiate legislative and regulatory action
that loeets the legitimate needs of consumers, with a particular concern for those
at low-;ncome

A

NufitrfioNAL CONTENT OF FOODS

In accordance with the Company's basic principles of providing products which
are high quality, useful, and of genuine value to consumers, the manufacture and
nutritional fortification of &sal products is guided by a dynamic nutrition rationale.

This rationale takes into aeelaint such factor:: as the changing eating patterns
and thus the changing nutrient needs of the consumer, data front dietary surveys,
food htws, dietary food standards and nutritional guidelines and pivermnental
appointed el aunt t tees, social and/or ethnic implications, competitive impact,
ultimate cost cif nutriticm to thn consumer, the consumers' impressions of what
nutrients a food should contain and, of course, the end use cif the pnaluet by the
consumer.

When considering the nutritional %lk(' of foods, their eicergy content must not
ite overlooked or underrated. Calcifies ar required for w( if -being and are necessary

10 support all physiological processes of the body. Individual requirements for
calories vary widely, depending upon age, stage cc growth, activi y level, amid
envininmental influences, aiming other factors. Therefore, individuals must
adjust their caloric intake to meet their own energy requirement .Since sunue
foods will serve primarily as sources of calcifies, other food products should
provide inqairtant nutrients in excess of their caloric content to supplement

these primarily energy foods.
In conjunction with the foregoing, it is the policy of The Quaker Oats Company
to classify foods by category and produce foods that meet the wininmuu criteria
for their category:
1. Vocals associated with the four major food groups:
(a) Milk group (includes ice cream and cheeses);
.16) Fruit and vegetable group;

(r) Meat group (includes fish, dried brans, and nuts);
(4) Bread and cereal group
These foods will provide balanced i nutrition as served, taking into account
the nutrients normally contributed by these food classes.
2. Specific

natural food replaeers: A food designed to replace or to

function as a natural foodstuff shall contain at least as MUM) of the desirable significant nutrients as the natural foodstuffs.
3. Specific meal replaers:, A food or a group of foods designed to be
an entire meal will be formulated to supply at least 259, and no more
than 33q% of the vitamin and mineral levels currently recognized by
I Significant nutrients mpplled ut equal or greater levels of requirement thaw calories.
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the U.S. government (NIDR or RDA) with the exception of energy for
the target consumer.
4. Specialty Foods: Foods presented as sources of specific nutrients

will contain :at least 10% MI)11111,DA of these nutrients as served. Foods

presented as supplemental sources of nutrients shall offer at least 25c,o.
:%1DR!1LDA of the nutrients in question.

No foods shall claim in excess of 100" NIORALDA for :mt. nutrient
except to the extent that the food is cktrly designed to q11)...tittue for a
natural food already exhibiting this level of nutrient. Foodstuff: claiming
100% of the MInt/ItDA for most nutrients will 1K considered special
be limited in number. All foodstuff- will be approcategory items and
priately and clearly labeled as to their nutritional content.

;'). Dietetic Foods: Foodstuffs designed for the purpose of providing lowcalorie food for consumers desiring to restrict, their calorie inta4c should
provide a reduction in calories of not less than 2:1(7;, of the level normally
associated with the fond, or should provide all significant nutrient: other
th:m calories at a level of at least t4 greater than the calorie contribution.

6. School Lunch and Other Institutional Foods: Foods designed for

public institutional uses, e.g., school lunch programs, will be formulated

nutritionnlly so as to contribute significantly to the total meal being,

supplied.
7. Fabricated foods not associated with existing foodstuff:: Swath foods

shall provide all significant, desirable nutrients at a level commensurate
with the calories they supply as sert,,J.
S. Foods having no primarily nutritional objectives:, X ii all I.
should be expected to be primarily nutritious. Fun foods, supplement:.
items to other foods, etc., will have no imperative nutritional fortificat:,
and will carry no nutritional claims.
All Research and Development projects concerned with human foods are
reviewed by the Nutrition Research staff, and appropriate nutrition criteria are
recommended for all products. This is to assure that all opportunities to provide
important and necessary nutrients, either as primary or secondary objectives,
are considered. Periodic review of existing products is conducted to determine
whether changes in consumption pattern:: or the development of new technology
suggest opportunities to upgrade the nutritional characteristics 14 established
products.

B. LABELING

The Corporate Nutrition Policy with respect to labeling rests on three basic
premisesconsistency, simplicity, and legality, with the ultimate objective of
properly and ndequately informing the consumer about ingredients, size, use
and nutritional eon' ent of the partienlat product.
Consist( ricy.The consumer is confronted with thousands of different food

products in the retail supermarket. One of the methods. a manufacturer can use to
provide meaningfull and useful information to the often confused consumer 14
consistency in his labeling practices. This metals consistency and uniformity in
the wording he uses as well as in the placement of that wording on the .ackage.
It means practicing that consistency in n11 product lines, and it means en, ouraging
other manufacturers to achieve consistency in their labeling. We have worked
and will continue to work cooperati lv with other manufacturers, with the government and with consumers for uniform and menningful
Sintplici1 y. Simplicity goes hand in hand with consistency. It is applicable to
both the %cords chosen to explain ingredients, suggested size of serving. use or
nntritionnl content and to the appearance and size of the package. Specifically,

describing the functions of certain food elements such as vitamins. minerals,
protein, etc., in a wide variety of ways should be avoided when such description

can lead to consumer confusion. We intend to include 'm our pLekages simplified
storage and handling directions and package yield instructions (where necessary
or desirable). We also will put ingredient lists on all standardized products.
Lrgality.--Currently, there are several laws and regulations dealing with the
kind of information a manufacturer can or must give the consumer on a package
of his product and the type of package and material he can use: the number of
these laws and regulations is growing. some of these are general directions and
some are extremely specific. It is obviously the policy of The Quaker Oats Company

to adhere to the requirements of the law, but our commitment goes beond the
letter of the law to the spirit of the law. We share the stated objectives of laws
to adequately inform the consumer.
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To help achieve the goals of simplicity, consistency and legality in our packaging
and labeling, we have developed the attached format (using the Life Cereal example) to present nutritional information on labels where the product makes a
significant nutritional contribution to the diet and such information would he
meaningful and helpful to consume',. Where appropriate and meaningful. the
function of nutrients with which tl.c public is not generally familiar will be identi

lied. In addition, all labels will state: "Additional nutritional information on

Quaker products is available on request." This informs consumers of our Millie.mess to make further disclosures which may be helpful to an individual, bin,
meaningless to the general public.
It. will be the general policy of the Company that products displaying the same
brand name within product categories shall contain similar nutrient profiles. It
is recognized that. there may he instances where it is desirable to have a single
high nutritional product in a product category (e.g., a high-vitamin pancake mix).
If this is done, the label design will clearly differentiate this product from others
in the line although a similar trademark will appear. The labels of products
which are universally considered to be consumed in conjunction with another
foodstuff, or wl
are recommended to be consumed with another food, may
offer nutrient lis _ of the content of a serving of the product with the contribution of the combined foods for the same nutrients when legally permissible.
We recognize the need to present on labels easily readable, important informa-

V

tion, and this legibility is directly associated with proper type size and style,
and sufficient color contrast. The Director-Graphic Desii..a, the Corporate Affairs Department and the Law Department will provide guidance to the Flotilla
Management Department as to what acceptable in so far as type size and style
and color contrast are concerned.

Objectivc.It has been and will continue to be our intent teacoonerate wholeheartedly with private and public groups and organizations to achieve the goal

of having well-informed consumers using proper informational tools. We recognize
that our labels arc one of the most significant of these tools.

Format for Nutritive Statement

(ExampleLife Cereal)
A one -ounce serving (approximately

cup) of Life supplies the following:
Percent

minurum
dilly adult
'Thiamine (vitamin BO
Riboflavin (vitamin 132)

Weight (me

requirements

1.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
15.0
12.0
10.0

1.2
10.0
1.5

Niacin
Iron
Phosphorus
Calcium

90.0
75.0

Other nutrients:
Protein
Carbohydrate

.005
.02
.0006

rat

Calories -107.

1111.0
1 71.1

1 2.0

t.

Percent composition.

Note: Sodium would be listed under MOAR percentiles and Br and Bc would be listed under other nutrients when
appropriate for other products.

C. ADVERTISIN.4 AND enoatortos

The advertising of food products must be viewed not only within the context of
its ability to persuade consumers to purchase, but also it ability to truthfully
and acemately represent the merits of the product. Advertising is an enormously
powerful tool capable of motivating millions of consumers. When purchasing a

product, the consumer acts in good faith, trusting the manufacturer to have
accurately represented the product in its advertising. It is obvious that this
environment creates the need fur a strong social conscience on the part of the
advertiser.

A
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The following arc gfiidelines for the treatm, .tt of nutrientsjnutritio. in the

adVertising of Quaker food products:
1. All specific facts represented with regard to nutrients ortheluttritionil
performance of the produet-underitornial use must be completely accurate
QUaket advertising.
and documentable, as-thust be any-_other facts -inspecific
ntitritional- value
_Adveititiing :for productS aitioh---halle-rio
benefit:4i
shotild, hitt:imply _ nutrit
elainind:
"good frit-You, ete::Onlk-friniSitheki.taite; etc.--Values should =beO.: one's
AdVett itang:: for
dail nittritionalteqUireitieittg Stinfildibe adVeitiied-Prititatilv.OnAhebASIS
of nothint ri t

Gerierakstatenientfrrininitritioiadrieititiirean

ifiteresti-tiflong44-ii6iMPlieatibit
be 44editit h Stieh-pnidititS
of -high nutritive cahIic for the products iesUltS:
for
Advert isinglof_Pindricts.lthiolithAVe=4-strong:imititionaLreaStin
ainfiti-t he
afioae claim _whic h
nutrients Which are entitaineitin4elativelf highiainotitits-(0444-10IDAIti

nutritious foodS,
high PER, etc:): -The priMarY -pinlitse--o1L-ridVeirtitiing
appeals -on .a basis
however, is to:get people:to eat convenience,
them and freqfiently
rot -ciainple) cid] be more
other than nutrition (taste or
effective, these constitute good and apPropriate advertising.
Additionally:
of-"physical"-benelitssitorild be restricted to those which
Any impression
priiduct. Implication of
would actually resift front normal-usage- of-the
suitenhumaninxtrente recuperative potters, etc. should -be avoided.
utnicate a-typically high nutriComparisons With other products to
which the emutional value should onlybetiSedwhere-theproduotrigainst
patison_is made is a recognized source foi that nutrient (e.g., egg for pro.
tein, juice or. fruit fot Vitamin C, etc.)
and
Efforts should be made to use terminology which will be meaningful The
peteentage
nixst easily understood -by the consumer,
advertising sI Id also piesent to the consumer a realistic and meaningful
basis on which to compare-products nutritionally.
Wherevet feasible, advertising should attempt to educate consumers.
Partieulat attention Should be paid to building educational value into
\ nutritional claims for childten's products. charged and the like should he
Claims welt as super-powered, super avoided since no food can truly live up to such claims. Tho-use of "Super-

personal:ties" in the fields of imtical prowess resulting front use of a single
product also should be avoit....d.
T.. NUTRITION EDUCATION

according to
Quaker's primary responsibility Kt° make high quality productsthem
honestly
guidelines, and to promote
our own and other established nutrition
need fur, and strongly supports
and effectively. The Company recognizesIthefor
food selection geared to modthe development of, improved-basic-guidelines
Food Groups_used now). However, we
chi food technology Jsimiltte to the Font
to ntake nutrition experts out
caution again:St the extremes of either attempting
can
of the genetal public, or of over-simplification, particularly in labeling. Bothgood
result in misinformed constinters. Nutrition is a complicated subject, and a
level of nutrition education will not be easily achieved.
The following is an outline of-our policy on nutrition education:
I. Broad nutritional understanding Will be promoted through the
previonslv-described guidelines for advertising and labeling.
2. The Company will provide nutrition education information message;
specific
on its packages. These are not related to ntarketing claims for the
product.
continue to support. better under-

3. The Company supports and will
standing of nutrition in many ways beyond general advertising and

packaging. Among these are:
(a) Special publications and programs for schools and women's
organizations:
(b) InfOrmation supplied to food editors;

(e) Television programming that contributes to nutrition education;
(d) Inclusion of specific nutrition education information, including

menu planning, in all recipe books and similar company publications;

.s
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(c) Cooperative Initrition education programs with the Nutrition

Fotindation, the Grocery Mantifitetitrers of Atnerica, the Food
Council of. America, -the ,ereal Institute, and others;

Xi) Special programs designed lc reach- low-incoMe people, such
as -the Company's _Chicageintfition eounie and_the-experiinental
Work en-educational television. A-mit:intim-I of $25,000-a year will
be Spent on experimental_ PrOgrahiS eCthis.tvpet.
(g) Philanthropic_ grants for effort's :Whielinwill -improve, nutrition
education-among professionals;
(h)=Support :forliiiiiVendettitersjo.tcletielo-P-betteetecliniqUes for
gaining an linderitandingef-nutriticirraitiong-coteiumets.

PILLSIMRY- SCTICIYION _POLICY.

_

ThelPillsbtify CoMPankrinafinfaettries,foo&Piednots ,which -*ill enhance- the
lives ofitheir_consitmers througli-both.plea.sure and nourishment: ThiSLapplies to
all products bearing the contpanrnatne_and its brands.
The PilLSbury-Coinpank will assure its customers -trtie -nutritional food value as
stated on labelS and in adYertit'4&
This r=ill be attained .throtte pplication of the following policies:
1. Each-Pillsbuit-Comi.anfProdtiet for which specific nutritional claims
are made -will be=sold on-the bails of its medically supported nutritional
Worth. This Means that nutritional clalms must be supported bY-ddequate
nutritional data, approvedby medicaleounsel.
All food§ which substituteorbasic food itenis will be equally nutritious
to that which-they replace. The nutritional equivalent-a ill be based on the
calorie rePlatentent.
We will not engage in:
(a) "Power" races, such as the addition of vitamins in excess of
scientificallY. defined needs.

(h) AdVertising claims derogatory to other wholesome, legitimate
food produetS.

(c) Clainis on labeling, advertising or brochures that can be

constfuedas Medical advice or instructions.

2. Technical research and engineering will maintain an adequate nutritional staff and eonstiltanta to support the nutritional program and to
authentitate product claims:
3. Guidelines for all nutritional labeling, brochures, consumer _conespondenee and adYertising -Will be established by 'each company and
submitted to a Nutritional Science Committee designated by the Corporation for approval, prior to publication.
4. Division General Managers will assure- that all Pillsbury products are
periodically reviewed and updated nutritionally.
GENERAL FOODS NUTRITION POLICY

4.

General Foods recognizes its repon.sibility for the nutrient content of the food
products it produce;. The company, therefore, will:
Define a scientifically sound nutrient specification for each of its prod-

ucts, except where the product's contribution is known to be primarily

social or pleasurable.
Deliver to the consumer a product fully meeting this specification.

Describe clearly on the package label the nutrient content of products, except where the product's role is known to be- primarily social or
pleasurable:

Reflect the product's nutrient content properly in advertising and promotional materials where appropriate.
General Foods will continue to work with _goverumental agencies and trade
associations to See that valid standards, sound - practices, and appropriate laws
and regulations relating to nutrition are forniulatectand put into force.
f

t

The Company will also Work actively With-scientific thotight leaders in -educa-

tional, governmental, and_ private organizations to combat hunger and malnutrition. (General Foods will promote public understanding of food and nutrition
and their relation to people and health at all leYels in our society, through schools
and information_media.)

ITE1V-_3=ARTICLES OF INTERESTS
SUMMING 'UP AD -.MEN'S- CASE
-By Barton Al Cummings'
Peter C. Feters-on, When he %fit§ 8:e efkail'Ai'eonlinefee,-Onee-reliifirked that
"in _gOVernitthilt, one- get:_tons oU data-Andmine-es .OU analysis. " 'It's a common
-ex-periende. -business as Well,
if the inforniation explosion_ offered a feast of
facts and a famine of understanding.
In-OetOber, 1971; a joint committee of the Association of NationatAd Vertisers
and-Anierieau Association of Advertising Ageneieg explained to the Federal Trade
Connnissioutlie-Modern teeliniquesUf advertising: Edward L. Bond of Young &
Rubicainalid,rfinictilthed ai co;elfairinen.
In the fonts and a Iialf daYS=t1S hours=ultestiinony, the advertising process, its

theory and pradtice, wns,mkplained: It was a remarkable expositionthe Most

colirent,..eOhesive- and- compreheilsive,analYsis-ofv.the:tiSeS of. advertising; from
research to eidefition to placement_to-PoSt7anallYSis===, eYerraSSabled; "The best way to understantrit_Wai-te.sit-_through-it,,_in the airleS-S-ehaMbers
of the commiSsion, on the rickety
Not many peOple did:
After /beginning whenthe en rithis rand ihe
rncd, filled -the hearing room,
there Was usually' a sparse- erou'd::Notinaii-f.renorters were prese and_most of
them were more concerted with;individtint. testimony -than_ the- reiationShip of
one-piece-of evideithe to another..
There is left,sof -course, the henring_rceord.ltis massive.
The pre:cut:Aim papers=and they omit Seine of_ theliest_dernenstrationS=are
a neat :tack, _6 inches high, 700-pagesmin,Voliimc..The-transcrilitS of the record,

When they -arrived Many months later; were some =thithsand page of- dubious

stenotyping, which Weigh Some -167-1xlinds: FiriallY, in the age of electrothes, -we

haVe 72 cassettes-for all the orattitiniony and the questions and answers.
This is a znaiSs of data. To sift_itS_nicaning,,and to condense it.into a millirein:n:4We Volinue, the dothinittee-engaged J._Robert_MOskin,_ a foriner managing
editor of -Look magazine. He -worked- three months, ,editing, sifting, correlating
testimony to make itinthre readablesand-Understandable.
,

Iu a book callad'"The Case for_AdVertiSing,"Moskin_takes the 700 pages
of piwentation papers and pares thein to'96:pageSef-terseaild-pertinent journal-

ism. The bulk of the book comes from the industry presentatiOns, but Mr.-Aloskin
alsninchidcs pertinent comments from tion=industry_Witaesses.

The hearings were originally scheduled by the F.T.C. to study advertising
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addressed to children; to -determine whether television advertising may unfairly
exploit desire, fears and anxieties; to determine whether technical aspects of the
preparation and production of TV commercials may facilitate deception, and to
consider' consetners'_physical, emotional and psychological responses to advertising as they may,affect the standards by which advertising is judged.
The industry preSentation, which the book summarizes, broadened the discussion to all advertising, not just broadcast.
It seemed necessary to position advertising first for the good it doesand here
the Main effort Was to explain what it does for manufacturers (reduces distribution
costs), for retailers (lets them move goods in volume and reduce unit prices) and
for media (lets them be independent, because of the widespread economic support
they enjoy).

The question of whether advertising is exploitative was discussed by many
witnesses. Our point of viewis that the consumer is exceptionally able to cope
with advertising claims, that he or she is usually keenly aware of product differences in use and that this experience is reflected in repeat purchase.

Cummings Is chairman of the executive committee of Compton Advertising and chairman of the
American Advertising Federation.
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A cola-di:fable point was made of the existence of a group of consumers that
represents-high levels of product usage. For instance, 7.7 per cent of total female
heath of households drink ffire or more cups of instant coffee a day, and account
for niore than 53.5 per cent of total-product usage, and 15 per omit of the adult
men who use dandruff shampoo twice or More a week, account for-81 per cent of
total usage.
The point is that-there are gionps of consumers who are extraordinarilY well tic=
tplaintedwith products and who tend tri'dotinimie,the inifehaSing patterns of the

total market
We tried-as well -to Indicitte;--thitiiighjiatii- e' ample and research
_ , that eonIlk.bibr-prodiiets on ,cliffere-iit,:prernises:
signers
=Wont d be- §treisiiig abSorptiou,, one
. I h: papcntOweliijar.
Wend

streting -Wet Strength and

Id:be 'tree ing.fashion-or doe=

oratiVeaPpeal,(the eolbisin-dz-piitterni--tWailable-taliiiyers):,Each-adVertiser.,tries
to_ reach that pOrtion of--the_ market _heithiiika most- rponsive to -;he appeal -his
prothict_can "-eorrfifitinit:-

This adds lip tb-cbdiop, not Manipulation; We-argued. The hook reflects in
miniature-this key argument.
The question of deceptive techniques iiiAele_vision was handled iy clenionstra-

Han-. The-Federal-Trade-CoinmissionerS agreed toMeV& to a :tiodio in Arlington,
Ira:; where Gordon Webber of .Bentim_dt- Bowlei demonStnited commercial techeoler eorrection,-animation; mielic,tind:the retouching and-highlight tech-Ilk-M.6S of- StiWpItotrigraphY,

The ethaniissioners had_no questions at the end -of the &Ministration and the
.
queStion Seldorii catheiip-theretiftcr:
The questions of advertiSingAo-Ohildrea wore dealt with in considerable detail
by Seymour:Batiks of therLeo-Bninett-_CornPany.
A key_ to iaiderstanding the -Probleth IS that most ehildren See advertising in
pritheltime; that is, they_ watch-television with _their fainilies. Ofi the other hand,
SatAiday morning and Sim-day morniiy; get abort 14 per cent and 12 per cent of
the 2-to,5 and _4-44)=-11_age_groulis-.
children'i

But clearly, improvements in children's-television wikprobably have to come
in commercial-television, since 75 pm- cent of=the ediielitional-stations are not,on
the air oroSaturday morning-and th.)se that are reach less than one-half of 1 per
tent of Atheridan hoirieS.
The _qUestions of manipulation were dealt with by ti-variety of witnesses.

Stephen Greyser, a ProfesSor at-the Harvard Business School, said-that the
myth of the defenseless consumer was one of the enduring outputs of the social
criticism of "advertising.

Alvin Ache-nix-Min of the J. Walter-Thompson -Company argued that no evidence supported manipulation, that the ems-Wrier was fickle, and that he ehangeu
opinions frequently-and deliberately and altered his behavior as he pleased.
Summarizing, Mr. Moskin says that advertising is Complex in techniques and
effects and that continuing diScitssion and pfiblio understanding are essential.We
hope the book helps.

[From the New York tittles, mar. 11, 19;t2l

SUGARL=-4N ALMOST -EVERYTHING IOU EAT

BRkhallLons S
WAsniNGYON."If till; the 460,000 deritists--in--the tinted States -restored
deetiyedieeth ,daY-and-inght,_365fdaYS'a-Year;-tiS-inaakiii.e* eaVitieS- Would -have
formed t the end of the etr as WerejnAt:i64,Ored chirifig the ,PreViods_ year."
The-state-lack. is Ili-A& by -DK. AhralfaiW-rE: -NiZet,OfAlie;':Tnfts University;
School -of_ =Dental Mediellie to the Seinite-Seleet-Cinuniittee on Nutrition last
week, to eniphasize:the-enorinitir of-this health.Probleiriz_
Tooth 'decay is this cotintry'S_mostAireValetit-diScaie.- Almost. all Americans

t-

t

are affected to some degree andithe, toltin-Yearly dental bills alone is S5-billion.
And the biggest single cause of thk_problein, a group of nutrition and dental
experts told-the Cominitteelast week, is sugar.
.
Americans now oat i yearly average of 120 pounds of sugar-and sweeteners
such as.eorn syrup and honey. This staggering colkumption has increased by 40
per cent since 1909,- when the Department of Agriculture started keeping track
of such ntimbers.
And,_ perhaps even niore iinprirliint, the risein _sugar -oonsumption has been
acconmanied by a- difference in the Manner,in which_ it is-eaten. Sugar experts
-say that a generation ago three-quarters of an Ainerican'S sugar-consumption
came front a box bought at the grocery; today it's one4rOarter. This means that
Americans today are shaking only-half :IS Many spoonsful of sugar on their food
but are eating even more Sugar, mainly as an ingredient in qua foods."
Soft drinks, chewing giim and candy account for one-quarter of-our annual
sugar binge. But in the snitch of American habits -to conVenience foods, sugar
- is appearing more frequently in a Much wider variety of products besides pastries
and ice cream. Robert B. 'Choate, a WaShingtint consumer advocate Who has
been warning of the dangers of sugar, told the committee that. sugar -may be
found in the most unlikely foods such as canned coned beef hash and ketchup.
Sugar critics contend that children are being deliberately-conditioned by tele=
vision ads to develop a sweet tooth and that as they grow older they do not know
what the taste of real food is without, sugar. This, according to the critics, makes
food processors better able to Market, products that have been artificially sweetened because they pander to a falsely enlitine'ed palatability.
During one four-year period in the 1960's the'amount of sugar used in processed
foods increased 50 per cent. Sugar is now used in sonic luncheon meats, hot dogs
and salad dressings, as well as in canned and frozen fruits and vegetables. And
sugar has become increasingly identified with breakfast cereals.
Dr. Jean Mayer, a nationally known nutritionist itt Harvard, has repeatedly
deplored t he increasing sales and promotion of dry cereals formulated with sugar
which now account fpr one-third of the S1-billion-a-year breakfast food market.
lie told the committee he is especially annoyed because child' en are being bombarded by television commercials to have their parents buy the products, some
of which are more.than 50 per cent sugar.
The presence of sugar in the month !needs a class of nciero-organisms called
streptococci nttans. These bacteria in turn secrete substances rich in :acids that

react with and demineralize the hard outer coating of the tooth. The woceN4 is
even more insidious because this enamel coating. is not uniformly thick so that

the thinner layers near the gums and in crevasses between teeththe areas
hardest to cleanare the places most susceptible to decay.
Dr. Mayer told the committee that the promotion of higher sager cereals,

Hacks and .oft drinks also "way be a factor in increasing t he likelihood of diabetes

in genetically vulnerable subjects." Ilk point was that many, pevons an eating
sugar unknowingly including diabetics and persons who do rot have clinical
diabetes but would develop it by eating sugar. Excess sugar also can lead to
obesity, which in tarn can pioduce heart disease.

The sugar-in-everything craze has .prompted prorosals that ads for such

products be banned from television programs normally viewed by children. In

addition, a Boston gioup, named Action for Children's Television, filed complaints
(545)
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with the Federal Trade Commission last week against seven candy, snack and

cereal makers and the .CBS TeleviSion Network alleging that they are "directing
unfair and misleading advertisements to-children."
The goup complained that children's shows are bombarding their viewers
up to 40 times till hour with ads fer.sugar=rich products preSeuted in such a light
that a child becomes indoctrinated into-believing that sugar is good.
Some of- the compaities:tboycottedAriSt-,Week's Senate hearings, which opened
saving that if.there is blame for overaptly daring "American,NutritiOnNeek,".!
sugared food it iheifild 'be shared with the-soft=drink, chewing gum and catl3
makerS. But a fetv -cereal companies- have,recOnsidered and will appear when
testimony-reSitiiitilMitorroir.
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